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Robert Harley
ust about everyone knows that anew
high-quality digital audio disc, called
DVD, is being developed by the
world's electronics giants. What few realize, however, is how politics and corporate
politics influenced the format's technical
specifications. The result may be unnecessary sonic degradation for millions of
music listeners.
The Digital Versatile Disc was originally proposed by aconsortium of Toshiba,
Matsushita, and Time Warner as acarrier
of digital video. Sony and Philips, coinventors of the Compact Disc, were
developing their own high-density format,
but eventually agreed to ajoint format
with the Toshiba-led group.
DVD would replace both laserdisc and
the play-only function of VHS tape —
movie sales and rentals. The format's massive data capacity —up to 17 times that of
a conventional CD —also made DVD
ideal for ahigh-quality audio-only format
that would free us from the bottleneck of
the CI)'s 44.1kHz sampling rate and 16bit resolution.
The great musical promise of a consumer format with 20-bit resolution and a
high sampling rate has abitter flip side: The
millions of listeners who continue to use
their existing CD players to play 44.1kHz
CDs will hear degraded performance.
Why? The Toshiba-led consortium
wants the audio-only format to have asampling frequency of 96kHz. If 96kHz
becomes the standard for the consumer release format, professional recottlers will also
operate at 96kHz. Because 44.1kHz CDs
will be with us for along time, high-resolution digital master recordings must be
sample-rate-converted to 44.1kHz for the
conventional CD release. For at least adecade, most listeners will play 44.1kHz CDs.
The problem is that unless unrealistically complex interpolating digital filters arc
used, sample-rate-converting from 96kHz
to 44.1kHz will degrade sound quality.
This point was illustrated by Dr. James
Moorer, co-founder of Sonic Solutions,
who presented a paper at the Audio
Engineering Society Convention last November explaining mathematically why
converting 96kHz to 44.1kHz can introduce audible artifacts) The paper shows
the example of a1
kHz sinewave originally sampled at 96kHz after it is converted to
1"Breaking the Si
d Barrier: Mastering at 96kHz
and Beyond," preprint 4357. AES paper preprint5 arc
available for $3 each from the Audio Engineering
Society, 60 E. 42nd St, New York, NY 10165-2520.
Tel: (212) 661-8528. Fax: (212) 682-0477.
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44.1kHz. The conversion process produces
distortion products spaced 300Hz apart
around the lIcHz tone (fig.1). In other
words, all those spikes you see sticking up
in the illustration are distortion components added to the music by sample-rate
conversion.
Not all sample-rate conversion causes
this harm to the music. Conversion from
882kHz to 44.1kHz involves no degradation. Rather than using interpolation filters required for 96kHz-to-44.1kHz conversion, 882kHz-to-44.1kHz is simply a
process of discarding every other sample.
Consequently, converting 882kHz to
44.1kHz introduces no distortion artifacts.
Moreover, 96kHz has no sonic advantage
over 882kHz; the slight additional bandwidth provided by 96kHz sampling is
negligible.
The first audience question after the
presentation of the Moorer paper was
from the esteemed Dr. Stanley Lipshirz of
the University of Waterloo. He asked
why, given the problems Dr. Moorer had
just described, is 96kHz even proposed as
astandard over 882kHz?
The answer has nothing to do with
music, technology, mathematics, or the
quality of reproduced sound. The decision to make 96kHz the standard is instead based on corporate politics. Toshiba
wants the new DVD to have as little to do
as possible with the Sony/Philips Red
Book standard, even to the point of arbitrarily changing the sampling frequency.
Publicly, Toshiba states that the audioonly DVD requires a96kHz sampling frequency. They argue that because Dolby
Digital AC-3 (the 5.1-channel discrete
digital audio format chosen for DVD
movies) is based on 48kHz, the audioonly I)VD format must use amultiple of
48kHz. The theory is that new DVD
combination players won't have clock frequencies based on 44.1kHz. This argument is, however, specious: Any DVI)

player that will play conventional CDs
will have aclock related to 44.1kHz that
could easily work for 882kHz-sampled
DVD audio discs.
This situation is particularly ironic because 48kHz and 96kHz aren't related
mathematically to any video frequencies,
but 44.1kHz and 882kHz are. The frequency of 44.1kHz was chosen in the
first place for the CD because it is related to the video frame rate: A 44.1kHzsampled signal could be easily stored on
videotape.
There's acompelling case for a96kHz
sampling rate if your company wants to
break the back of the Sony/Philips Red
Book standard. But for the millions of
music lovers who will continue to listen to
44.1kHz CDs, 96kHz sampling is anathema. Every time someone plays aconventional CD whose content has been converted from 96kHz to 44.1kHz, they will
suffer degraded sound quality.
The technical parameters of new formats should be decided by engineers in
laboratories and recording studios, not by
MBAs sitting around a board table. I
don't expect companies to be altruistic;
they always make decisions that are in
their own best financial interests. But
we're not talking about just any consumer commodity here. This is about
music, an art form whose meaning is carried by the physical manifestation of
sound. To diminish in the naine of corporate politics the joy of the musical experience for millions of listeners around the
world is unconscionable.
The irony is that the solution to the
sampling-rate conversion problem is so
simple: Make 882kHz the sampling frequency of DVD and professional digital
audio recorders. But history shows that
such choices are made not on the basis of
what's best for the music, but of what will
provide the greatest enrichment to the
companies calling the shots.
S
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Error spectrum after downsampling lkHz tone from 96kHz to 44.1kHz sampling (after Moorer)
(dBFS; vs frequency; note linear frequency scale).
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You Need More
Than Just Cable.
Any cable can transmit electrical signals from one component to another, or from an amplifier to the
speakers. But, transmitting music takes more than just cable. The shapes of musical waveforms are
incredibly complex and critical signal timings are measured in microseconds. Ordinary interconnecting
cables or speaker cables cannot faithfully preserve these complex musical relationships across the full
musical spectrum.
That's why MIT's founder literally invented high-performance interconnects and speaker cables. MIT
holds seven basic patents in high-performance cable and interface design. These fundamental technology patents mean that only MIT can bring you interconnects and speaker cables scientifically designed to
eliminate the non-linearities and distortions caused by other cables, no matter whether the others cost
tens of dollars or thousands.
If you choose your system components with care, listening for the subtleties of music that distinguish
great components, then you need MITerminator

interconnects and speaker cables. The hard science

behind MITerminators reveals the full musical potential of your high fidelity stereo system. Until you use
MITerminators, you'll never know how good your system can sound.
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Patented MIT Terminator Network
MIT's patented Terminator Networks are the heart of MIT's sonic superiority. These unique networks
enable MITerminator interconnects and speaker cables to deliver better bass, clearer midrange
and smoother treble sound. and to enhance the image, focus and soundstaging of every
recording you listen to.
MIT's fundamental technology patents are your assurance that only MIT interconnects and speaker cables can transmit all of the sound quality that your program
sources and stereo system components are able to deliver.

4146>
MITerminator interconnects now have new high-performance
RCA-type connectors These machined, gold-plated connectors feature bifurcated center-contact pins and multi-contact
shield connections for unimpeachable signal integrity . They

iconn - interchangeable
connector system

properly match the cable for highly efficient energy transfer
and outstanding sound quality.

MIT's exclusive iconn - system for speaker cable connections is so innovative, it has apatent pending, and every
MITerminator speaker cable has it. Thanks to iconn's five

With MITerminator interfaces starting at Just $39.95 interconnect and S79.95 speaker

interchangeable connector types, you'll always have the

(MITerminator 5, not shown), MIT performance is truly affordable for any system.

right connector to fit the terminals on your amplifier and
speakers. iconn's gold-plated connectors assure ultra-low
contact resistance and contamination-free connections fo
best sound quality.

More Than Just Cable!
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Why MITerminators
sound better
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Superior Final Energy Component
in transmitting electrical energy, cables store and release energy. MIT calls the amount
of energy that is stored and released the Final Energy Component. Unfortunately, as
shown in the plot. the Final Energy Component in ordinary 12-gauge "zip cord" and atypical high-end cable is non-linear — It changes value with signal frequency. This nonlinearity inevitably causes distortion and the loss of both tonality and image integrity.
MIT discovered that increasing the Final Energy Component of cables already having outstanding electrical characteristics dramatically improves the overall sound quality. By
employing the patented MIT Terminator Networks to store and release energy at the correct levels and times, non-linearities are greatly reduced or eliminated. This superior Final
Energy Component is amajor factor in the superb sound quality of MITerminators.

• MITerminator

Superior Efficiency
MIT quantifies how well cables maintain correct phase relationships between audio
signals' voltages and currents as Efficiency. When cables maintain correct phase
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relationships, all of the signals' energy transfers to the next component or to the
speaker with 100% efficiency. Ordinary cables' non-linearities make them much
less efficient at low frequencies than at high frequencies, as the plot shows for "zip
cord" and for an ordinary high-end speaker cable. The sonic results are noise, distortion, loss of image quality, and excessively "bright" treble sound.
As you can see from the plot, MIT's patented Terminator Networks give
MITerminator cables ahuge advantage over ordinary cables, raising low-frequency efficiency and "flattening" the overall curve. This means that MITerminator
cables deliver far more accurate tonality and imaging, with lower noise than ordinary cables can. Although the plot shows speaker cables, the results also apply to
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Superior Imaging
In the accompanying graphics, you can see athree dimensional representation of the sonic image
created by an audio system. The blue, red and yellow areas represent the image size while the
musical note represents the image focus.
In the first room, using ordinary 12 gauge cable, we can see that the image size the blue ball) is very
small and defocused—the note is blurry and undefined. In the second room, using conventional 'high
end' cable the image has become slightly larger and has moved forward between the speakers, but
still lacks lifelike size and absolute focus (the note is still blurry). In the third room, the system is wired
with MITerminator 2. The superior Final Energy Component and superior Efficiency provided by the
MIT Terminator technology provides a lifelike,
focused, three-dimensional image. Only MIT's
patented

Terminator

technology can achieve
this

level

of

perfor-

mance in your system

Experience the sonic improvements of MITerminators in your system!
Most MIT retailers offer ano-risk home trial program.
Call 916-888-0394 or Fax 916-888-0783 for the location of your nearest authorized MITerminator dealer.

Our components make your components sound their best.'
Music Interface Technologies - MIT products are manufactured and sold by CVTL, Inc., Auburn, CA, USA
Distributed in Canada by Aralex Acoustics (604) 528-8965
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[Recommended Components]
We would like to recommend Cary tube amplification that could make your
present Hi -Fi system athing of the past...

#4.

Ul
CAD-21I
250 Watt/Channel

Class A/B

Pure Triode Mono Blocks

We recommend that your amplifier be apowerful push/pull triode, pentode or ultra linear Cary tube amplifier...
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Watt/Channel

Class A/AB Mono Blocks

...Cary Style
ie recommend aCary tube amplifier for your family's musical gatherings...
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;LA-7oB Signature
35 Watt/Channel Class A/AB
.
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Stereo Amplifier

We recommend you invite friends and put all decisions and discussions on
hold and listen to Cary tube amplification...
--41111111110"-
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SLI-50
3o Watt/Channel

ft.- 4F_ -•Tt

Integrated Amplifier
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May we also recommend the appropriately authorized Cary Audio Design
dealer? just call us, We recommend it!
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SLM-loo
moo Watt/Channel Class A/AB
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Mono Blocks.

The Signature oi Vacuum Tube Audio...

diudiogliesigrz
in-A Woodwinds Industrial Court •Cary, NC 275ii •lel: 919-481-4494 •Fax: 919-460-3828

—D.B. Keele, Jr, on the Studio/100
Audio Magazine/July 96

—Andrew Marshall, on the Studio/80/Cr-450/ADP-450
Audio Ideas Guide, Summer 96 Issue

High praise for PARADIGM('
REFERENCE SPEAKER SYSTEMS...
dedicated to providing the highest
standard of technological design
excellence, and deliver breathtaking
high-end sonic performance!

tc

ith years of design expertise and a state-of-the-art inhouse R&D facility, Paradigm engineers and acousticians
set out to build the world's finest speakers, regardless of
cost! The result is Paradigm Reference.. electrifying and
eminently satisfying high-end speaker systems that bring you
closer than ever to the live event!

U

Sniduel20

Snidue60

Snallo180

1
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Eere/BP
Belo

BeeL.

LCR-450
Le/Cowell&

And, while this stunning performance heightens the sheer
enjoyment of music, it is equally important for the best in home
theater sound, especially now with the arrival of digital AC-3.
We invite you to visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm
Reference Dealer and experience this astonishing new reference
standard in music and home theater sound for yourself!

PARADIGM* RIEFERIENCIE
THE ULTIMATE IN 780M ENO PERFORMANCE FOR MUSIC AND HOME THEATER ,"

CC-450
Cows EN....!

ADP-430
&mad

For art àfionemot rite por mom Authorized Poddigu Rtforer Dodo o suite
AndieSume. 1480 8oz 2410. Niegard Polk NY 14302 (905) 632-0180
1. Coude Poddigm 101 Hindu Rd. nolludyy. ON L41 31'5 (905) 850-2889
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Amazing improvements
Editor:
While Ican't claim to hear an improvement from demagnetized CDs, I
have no doubt that Michael Bolton cassettes show an astounding improvement
after demagnetization.
Michael Minnig
Michaelitlinnig@ncalkaiperm.org

er-fidelity medium. Indic bands (real
ones) are decidedly low-fi (excepting
The Spinanes...), and don't give ahill
o' beans about sherry-swilling, winetasting, cheese-eating, yuppie audiophiledom. Except in avery satirical way.
Fremer needs to get aclue. He's too big
for his britches.
John Busenitz
West Lafayate IN
busenitz@eatoirdire.edu

we realize, and it would help if you
could not only strive for accuracy, but
maybe even make aregular monthly listing of new releases on vinyl.
After all, "CDs 2Die 4" just doesn't
have the same ring to it.
Pete Dicks
No address supplied

This is an excellent question that I'm happy to
have the opportunity to clear the air on. When
we notate "(CD Only)" after most reviews
Iwish we knew the answer
that means that this is theformat the reviewer
Being there!
Editor:
used. As to the matter of our "job" offinding
Editor:
What are your thoughts on the imI was reading the January Stereophile out whether or not anew release comes in both
portance of good measured specifications
vs the emotional response created by a while listening to some music on vinyl. I CD and LPfomtats, let me say that it ain't as
sound system? Specifically, is there a have come to realize that my $5 thrift- easy as it looks. A simple phone call (or two)
usually won't do it. For starters, record labels
shop Kenwood direct-drive turntable
point where the specs don't accurately
are notoriously manic about playing their cards
with Shure cartridge — Ihave left the
reflect the emotional response that an
price sticker on for yucics — sonically close to the vest when it comes to little things
audio component unleashes from agood
like release dates, formats, and other hard, cold,
recording?
Colin Pinoni embarrasses my Marantz CD-63 CD
usefid facts. Beyond that —and this will surgP@dolby.com
player.
Iwas enjoying Wilco's Being There prise no one familiar with the record business
There seems to be no correlation between a and, since my opera-loving wife Li was- — record labels, large and small, are not particularly well organized. Publicists are not given
component's measured specifications and its n't home, was planning next to listen to
Nirvana's From the Muddy Banks of the this kind of igliirmation and marketing people
ability to allow the soul of recorded music to
Wishkah. Wow! There right in front of are tough to get on the phone. Worst of
spring forth. Consider Stereophile's new
because it's such alow priority these days, vinyl
Sonata Lp, described elsewhere in this issue: me in Stereophile were reviews of both
has become an afterthought that no one has a
recordings! Oh no —1 must be dreamIn careful level-matched comparisons, it was
ing, or more like anightmare: Stereophile great interest in promoting. Thefinal complicaclear that the noise-shaped CD was closer in
tion is that many LP releases are import-only
lists both albums as "CD only"!
ternis —frequency range noise floor,
items whose release dates and pressing numbers
Come on guys, this is your job. Please
distortion — to the 20-bit master tape Yet the
can be an even bigger mystery. None of this
LP, while sounding less like the master, better do afavor to your readers and those
means we'll stop trying to obtain this info, but
preserved the ability to envelop the listener in who want to buy vinyl —please try to
please be aware that it is achallenge
—RB
seek out accurate information from
the music. A paradox! I wonder if Mr.
Busenitz, author of the next letter, has done sources other than whoever happens to
Killer Bordeaux
answer the phone at Tower. There is
similar comparisons.
Editor:
more music being issued on vinyl than
In order to avoid any confusion among
A bunch of baloney?
American audio/oenophiles, please
Editor:
note that the Jadis factory is nowhere
Much of what Fremer writes is just gibLetters to the Editor should be sent to The Editor,
near Bordeaux wine country, but is, in
berish from awell-meaning but hopeSteneophile, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 875025529. Fax (505) 983-6327. E-mail: John Atfact, situated in the Corbière wine
lessly ignorant vinyl addict, but Ican't
kinson, 74472255@Compuserve.com or Stereoregion around Carcassonne, farther
help but reply to his comments in the
phile, 288-3236@Mcimail.com .If you have prosouth. They make a reasonable wine
blems with your subscription, address your eNovember '96 "Analog Corner."
mail to Molly Crenshaw at 103230.635@Comthere, but it can't be compared to agood
He mentions a few independent
puserve.com .We regret that resources do not
Bordeaux.
record labels that issue alot of vinyl, and
permit us to reply individually to letters, particuWe at Kora Electronic Concept,
asserts that they do so because LPs are
larly those requesting advice about specific equipment purchases. We are also unable to take teleToulouse, are lucky enough to be surmore "musical" or "accurate" than CDs.
phone calls regarding equipment purchases.
rounded by the Bordeaux, the Fronton,
This is abunch of baloney. He misses the
Were we to do this, asignificant service charge
and the lesser known but up-and-comwould have to be assessed—and we don't have
whole point! Do you think youngsters
time to do it anyway! Although all letters are read
ing Gaillac wines. (The Duras from the
today like me, who listen to vinyl from
and noted, only those of general interest are
Domaine de Causses Marines is areal
Estrus, Sub Pop, Touch and Go, etc., do
selected for publication. Please note, however,
that published letters arc subject to editing, parkiller, if you can get hold of it!)
so for fidelity? Do you think we use
ticularly if they are very long or address more
Oh yes, Kora makes beautiful tube
$10k systems?
than one topic. All correspondents should include
amps, like the acclaimed 80W triode
Get real, Michael. Vinyl is hip and all
their name, address, and adaytime telephone
number
100SB monoblock (big stuff!), and senthat, it sounds nice, and you can get rad
sitive speakers such as the Mandala
colored first pressings, but it's not ahighStereophile, march 1997
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Inter the Weld World of
Synergistic Rowareh
"...Synergy Cable, aclear
'best buy' recommendation...the
Video 1000 ($4/ft) interconnects delivered more natural color balance than the

"We invite you to explore the digital art of Ted Denney III, Synergistic Research's
lead cable designer and artist." For alimited time, when you purchase $500 or
more, you also receive acertificate good for one signed lithograph. This
limited edition pyramid is the first in asigned and numbered series.
Call for more information and for your nearest Synergi
sti c
dealer. Casb price $75- limit one per person.

very expensive wire it replaced."
-Anthony C. Chiarella Audio Video Interiors
February 1997 on our Synerg yAudio &Video 1000.

N

"...it also sounded clearly better than the AudioQuest high-end AC
cable we had been using... Synergistic's A/C Master Coupler made ahuge
difference in the sound of our system..." -Home 'beater October 1996
Pg.126 on our A/C Master Coupler $250 per 5ft. coupler

"Call now for your FREE 'Explorer's Guide"

This stuff sells for less than half the price of TARA
Labs' best...presents astrong challenge to all of
the other, much costlier cables I've used in
.
recent months." -Guy Lemcoe,
,..
Stereopbe May 1995 Vol. 18
No. 5Pg. 161 on our Alpha
eiZ
Sterling Interconnect
.
e.e. . . ce
%
«elk.4
-$150- 3ft. pair

800-578-6489

Sync:tent Research

phone 714.642.28IN) fax 714.642.2900
501 Superior Ave. Newport Brach CA 92663
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Golden Stern
issue of Stereophile. The redesign is
Editor:
cleaner and better organized.
You've lut gold in Chip Stem — don't let
Iwas asubscriber to CD Review until
him get away.
it changed its format, so I'm glad to see
Bernard Bank (a 10-year subscriber)
Robert Baird now writing for Stereophile.
Yonkers, NY
The changes he mentioned in "As We
See It" are welcome, especially the ratToo cutesy?
ings system for record reviews.
High-end sound vs Hooters
Dale Roberts Editor:
Editor:
Cranford, NJ Come on — do audiophiles really need
Wes Phillips may think that exhibiting a
to read another cutesy account of how
high-end reference system at amobile
they appear to nonaucliophiles ("Astor
Doesn't like it
sound show is a brilliant idea ("Car
Place," December '96)? More imporEditor:
Tunes," November '96 and February
tantly, does Stereophile need a nonIlike the old design better than the new
'97), but Ibeg to differ.
audiophile columnist who doesn't even
At the request of the editors of Car one — I'm letting you know! Other
know music well enough to cite the corAudio magazine, Hi Notes exhibited a than that, Ilove the magazine.
Paul Wesseling rect title of awell-known Steve Miller
reference system at the Southeastern
Paul Waseling's Fast Fonvard tune?
IASCA Invitational last spring. Our syNo!
Cambridge, Ontario, Canada
stem was based on the fine Alón
That Stereophile would even print such
speakers, alternately paired with elecameaningless, condescending excuse for
Don't cancel my subscription
tronics from Conrad-Johnson and
an essay really ranldes. If this is the best
Editor:
Aragon. Each morning and night, the
Stereophile can do to present the voice of
Congratulations on your new look.
judges gathered in Hi Notes' room to
awitty, insightful female audiophile —
Stereophile merely had an elegant style
tune their ears and establish areferand one who's "been involved in audio
that enticed one into reading every
ence.
for over 15 years," at that —then the preword. Now it looks like a technical
Interest from attendees and competisence of women in the High End must
tors was nil. We had just four visitors journal. Don't, however, cancel my subPeter Kenney
scription!
David R. Michaels be meager indeed.
during the three-day event, despite
New York, NY
dmic@snetmet
repeated announcements and posters
everywhere. Iguess it was hard for us to
We'll try to hang on to Chip Stern, Mr. Bank;
compete with the Hooters (you can just Just one regret
sorry you weren't impressed by Lisa Astor, Mr.
Edam:
imagine) car-washing team.
Kennty. Having seen Lisa develop as awriter
Congratulations to all those responsible
Ishould have said interest was low
in another magazine Iwas very pleased when
for Stereophilds recent design changes.
until the results of the Sound-Off comshe agreed to contribute to Stereophile. Not
Often such changes seem to be made
petition were announced. Hi Notes'
only is it always good to be able to laugh at oneonly for the sake of change. Yours,
room was then packed. The winners told
self but underlying her humor are shafts of
however, have greatly increased visual
me they never had heard such superb
insight — something also true of the next letter:
reproduced sound. The losers thought I comprehensibility without losing any
—JA
must be deaf!
Jim Schaeffer eye appeal. A good example is the box
of capsule information at the beginning
Hi Notes, Perry, GA
Stand up and be counted!
of each equipment review. The first
Editor:
thing Ilook for is the price — simply to
Unimpeachable Sam
For 17 years I've struggled with my husknow whether the item under review
Editor:
band's addiction. Now it's time
is one Ican think seriously about purFirst I was told that Haitink's Don
to seek the support of others. We have
Giovanni was the one to have. Then I chasing. In the old design the eye had
was told that it was Arnold Óstman, but to hunt for the price; now it is identifi- Alcoholics Anonymous, Overeaters
Anonymous — why not Audiophiles
able at amoment's glance. Ialso like
that didn't save this fine 1990 release
how the Table of Contents is laid out Anonymous?
from swift deletion. No, put away
Iknow many partners of high-end
all your other Dons — Harnoncourt is — how the "Features" contents are
audiophiles will identify with the symparrayed somewhat capriciously, while
it. Or was, until Norrington's became
toms:
the "Equipment Reports" are displayed
the Don of the day. By the time John
•The audiophile's mom is dimly lit, the
in asober list. It is apparent that even
Eliot Gardiner rolled around (January
"listening chair" is placed in the center
1997, p247; sorry, Robert Levine), I the smallest details have been carefully
of the room in the "perfect" position,
thought out.
was all Don —I mean, done. Now
and only he (invariably it's amale) can
There is one tiny regret Imiss the old
Gardiner is afine conductor, to be sure.
occupy this position.
serif-font headlines in the "Letters" secBut "indispensable"? When all is sung
•His head is held high, the nose pointtion. Iknow that ashibboleth of conand Don, I would think that only
ing straight ahead. Absolutely no contemporary typography is that headlines
Mozart is indispensable. "Unimpeachversation is to take place in the room,
should be sans-serif, but, Idon't know...
able," of course, is another matter.
Sam Tellig considering the iconoclasm and an- and definitely no rattling of paper or
turning of magazine pages.
Wilton, CT archy of the "Letters" section, Ipre•The intricacy involved in the positionferred that more old-fashioned look.
Tom Bell ing of equipment is quite bizarre. The
Likes the new look
speakers, and goodness only knows
Chicago, IL
Editor:
why, must be placed in aridiculous posiCongratulations on the January 1997

(91dB) and the huge Odyssey (94c1B).
We're showing at the Las Vegas WCES,
and hope to bring over afew bottles of
Bordeaux as well!
JeffStarrs
Kora Electronic Conar, 'Dew% France
kora@stanvay.tmfr
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advance is special and therefore makes
the sound better, and then writing "I
think this resistor made the sound better," is not "work" in the sense that you
imply.
So when you object to blind testing,
by all means do so on the grounds of difficulty, or of suboptimal techniques.
Other disciplines took years to derive
adequate methodologies. But don't just
blithely deny that blind testing would
address alot of totally real and justifiable
concerns. That just makes you look silly
and defensive.
Lee Child
England

responsible reviewer must deal with, as hard as
it may be to do so. But Iinsist that my svnters
listen through the cognitive dissonance between
what they expect to hear and what they are
actually hearing in order to truly characterize the
sound of the component beige reviewed. If they
can't do that tvith any consistency, then they no
longer belong on this magazine's staff
—JA

final effect would be on the intended
audience. Since it's not directed toward
Asian women, it must be directed
toward male readers of stereo magazines
— but you probably didn't need nudity
to make its statement. The Cello ad, on
the other hand, revels in its nudity, the
Biblical allusion of the apple and the
nudity of the woman alluding, like the
Okay to smoke?
Linn Hi-Fi ad with the Reverend,
Editor:
to the sinful amount of pleasure one
As always, receiving Stereophile is ajoy.
would get by paying Mark Levinson,
However, the Sony ES ad in the
also featured, large amounts of money.)
December '96 issue (pp26-27) raised
If you want my criticism of the
my eyebrows. It pictures ayoung lady
Stereophile readership, as evinced each
smoking a fair-size cigar; on the opmonth in "Letters," Ithink the word
It must be something to do with the conjunction
posite page, aCD player is featured. I would be "pedantic." Whether they're
of the planets, but here we have the issue of can't recall in my six years as asubscriber writing about the Benz-Micro Glider
blind testing raising its sightless head once more
any commercial ad featuring cigars, cigacartridge, Robert Harley's latest review
My comment that blind testing was "the last rettes, or alcohol. Aside from ahealth
of aD/A converter, how certain writers
refuge of the agenda-driven scoundrel" was, of issue, the message is given that it's okay
at Stereophile don't understand the laws
course an OVerSiMpleati011. But it is asadfact to smoke near high-end equipment.
of physics, how certain audio acthat some commentators with not-so-hidden
Iwas told at HI-FI '96 and from readcessories don't follow the laws of
agendas get null results from badly designed ing your magazine in the past that smoke
physics, the advantages of double-blind
blind tests, then use those results to prodaim the and equipment don't mix. Is there a tests, why more punk isn't reviewed in
truth of their predetermined ideas —"all change in philosophy? Any opinion?
Stereophile (Wait! Iwas gonna say that),
amplOas sound the same,"for example They
Roben A. Colombe about the declining high-end industry,
forget that anull resultfrom ablind test means
Pittsford, NY about how they bought their first vinyl
only that fi an audible deference did twist
214489@ovinaiLkodak.com
LP in 20 years after reading aMichael
between the components under test, it could
Fremer article and "My God! It was a
not befound by that specific test.
Nop
revelation, the transparency, etc.," about
Designing blind tests to be sufficiently senbuying little wooden discs for $300
sitive to detect real but small djfferences Okay to go naked?
when you could buy the same thing at
between components is very hard to do. In Editor:
K-mart for 5bucks, about how your car
early 198Z for example, an editorial leader in
Iwonder if the Energy ad with the
stereo sounds better than your home
Stereo Review claimed that a blind test naked Asian woman has gotten as stereo or home stereo is more important
reported on in the same issue "proved" that all many protests as the Cello ad with the
than car stereo, about the absolute
ampleiers sound the same, yet their test failed naked white woman. Since Stereophile's
importance of keeping home-theater
to pick up gross frequency-response deferences Asian woman readership is pretty products out of Stereophile (which is the
due to the high output impedance ofone ofthe much nil, Iassume the ad is there for
one Ihappen to agree with), about how
test ampleias.
sex appeal, although Ilike the Cello ad
you can review aproduct that sells for
Ifind it interesting that Mr. Child menbetter because it's more subtle. But
$15,000 when it takes me xamount of
tions the 1978 Colloms amplifier tests; having even though the ad may slip through a months to earn $15,000, or even those
taken part in them, my experience was instrufew radar screens because it's in artsy
periodic letters that pop up saying,
mental in my abandoning the blind testing black and white, I'm sure there will be
"Stereo is only ahobby, people! Lighten
of amplifiers. The listening tests were well- afew people who protest — the same
up!" — the key connection would be the
designed, yet they still produced anull result,
people who would protest the "political
word "pedantic."
the Quad 405 apparently sounding the same audio systems" parody last November.
Stereophile seems to be like sex: When
as the other two amplifiers. Following the test,
"I don't read Stereophile to read about people are introduced to it for the first
Isold my pricey Lecson AP1X, which Iloved politics." "Keep naked women out of time, they think they've come up with a
the sound of bought the much-less-expensive Stereophile." (You've already gotten letconcept that no one else has ever had....
Quad, and used the profit to buy LPs. To cut ters that say, "Keep acertain kind of I mean, even though I don't like
along story short, though the sound was the music out of Stereophile, or out of Michael Fremer or Sam Tellig, Iwouldsame, the magic was gone. Changing loud- Stereophile reviews, etc.")
n't not buy Stereophile because it has
speakers from Gale GS4Ols to Rogers
And Ialso wonder if, for those readMichael Fremer and Sam Tellig in it,
LS3/5As, then to old Quads, changed the ers who chose not to protest, there isn't because Idon't buy Stereophile (unless I
sound but didn't bring back the depth ofmusi- a racism quotient at work here. The
have aletter in it). But in case you're
cal enjoyment Ihad become accustomed to Asian woman looks so tranquil and
wondering, if after that long list, there
with the Lecson. Listening to records started to happy, while the white woman in the
are people who write letters Iapprove
play less of arole in my life— until Ireplaced Cello ad looks slicked-back and modof, Iwould say: J. Gordon Holt. Even
the 405 with aTVA-10 tube ampleer two em. If an Asian woman wants to listen
though J. Gordon Holt is older than
years later. Blind tests are `Sigorousl—yeah,
to her Energy loudspeakers in the nude, some Stereophile readers and not as old as
nght!
who could begrudge her? (It would be
others, he writes letters that manage to
However, Mr. Child's point about reviewer nice if the people who put that ad
make their points without being pebias is well made This is an issue that a together could've looked at what the
dantic, and with wisdom combined
18
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with a sense of humor. Even if J.
Gordon Holt wasn't "J. Gordon Holt,"
he still wouldn't write whiny, two-page
letters about how wonderful some
piece of vinyl sounds. (I should point
out that I'm avinyl supporter, as most
punk is still released on vinyl as well as
CD. But Michael Fremer is like athreeyear-old: "No, Idon't like CD! Idon't
like CD! And nuthin' you can do will
make me like CD!")
I'm not going to insult Stereophile's
readers by telling them to "get alife," but
Iam going to tell them to get aclue —
especially that horde of letter-writers
each month who think they're so hip,
they're young, they're college age (or just
over), they're on the Internet. They think
they're cool. Well, their letters are as boring to read as the ones canceling subscriptions because Stereophile contains
nudity or political opinions.
The basic parameters of Stereophile
are pretty clearly laid out. Especially if
you're aperson who's just seen his first
copy; wait and think before you say
something stupid. And if you've read
Stereophile for years and awriter, ad, or
concept irks you, wait and think before
you say something stupid. And if
you've read Stereophile for amiddling
amount of time and you think you're
really cool and hip and you have an
"address" that ends in ".edu" or ".com"
and you think the magazine has unjustly neglected or criticized your favorite
band or you've just rediscovered vinyl
or you wish to protest how much the
products reviewed in Stereophile cost,
wait and think before you say something stupid. And if you're going to
cancel your subscription because Stereophile included a political parody in
which Pat Buchanan was called aHeil
man (personally, Ithink he's aSieg hell!
man), or an ad with nudity in it, then
write in now! Because no matter how
long you wait and think, it'll probably
still sound stupid. If Stereophile didn't
print any letters whose writers had
waited and thought before they said
something stupid, the Stereophile "Letters" section would dry up.
But the basic rules still stand: If you're
going to cancel your subscription because Stereophile has politics or naked
women in it, do it now. But if you're
going to passionately argue apoint that
maybe some other people have passionately argued in the last 20 years,
wait and think before you say something stupid.
Paul Mendelowitz
Redwood City, CA
P.S. I'm still pissed that you didn't print
Stereophile,

march

1997

an earlier letter in which I called
Michael Fremer "a stupid motherf...r."
You'll notice that this letter contains no
swear words....

hold for Mozart, Bach, and Holly Cole.
John Patrick Boulay
Oakton, VA
boularyeixnetcom.cons

Calling Richard Thompson fans
Editor:
Obviously there are some Richard
It's not okay
Thompson fans there at Stereophile —
Editor:
One thing that has puzzled me since I here's something you may not have
was adevoted (and credulous) reader of heard.
Mr. Thompson has adeal with his
(gulp!) Stereo Retrial, in the '70s: How
label, Capitol Records, which allows
can any magazine devoted to the rehim to privately release one live CD a
production of music publish solemn,
year. The second one has just been
even reverential, reviews of rock rereleased. It's called Two Letter Words, and
cordings? This stuff is ugly, hostile, and
is adouble album recorded on the 1994
loud, without dynamics or musical origRT Band tour with Danny Thompson,
inality.
Dave Mattacks, and Pete Zorn. There's
Rock has created abizarre subculture.
When was the last time you heard of a lots of killer electric guitar, which you
tenant evicted from an apartment for don't get to hear much of on his normal
releases.
waking up the neighborhood with, say,
It was recorded and mixed by his onjazz or classical music? How often are
the police called to break up ariot at a stage sound guy, and sounds surprisingly
good. Maybe it's the best RT album
violin recital? Do they check the audisince Shoot Out the Lights. Idunno —
ence for weapons at aJohn Tesh concert? Idon't know whether the present gotta listen to it some more.
To order, contact Flypaper, P.O. Box
lack of public civility is related to rock,
391, Wainscott, NY 11975.
but Ihave my suspicions.
Lee Kirk Hawley
Alan A. Jimenez
kirkh@goodnet.com
76556.2153 @Co mpuserve.co in
Yup. /noticed.

Popular —not!
Editor:
All right, all right. You finally made me
do it. For the last two years that I've
been reading Stereophile I've been procrastinating about writing. As arecent
graduate from college with scarce funds
to throw about, as well as being afan of
"popular" music, I've become increasingly frustrated with the choice of
equipment reviewed by your staff. Even
more, Ican't tell you how absurd it is
what your music staff considers "popular" music. King Crimson? Robert
Fripp? Angelique Kidjo? This is not popular music. Never has been, probably
never will be. They may very well be
wonderful musicians and deserve to be
given a forum in your magazine, but
they are not what "most of us" listen to.
Which brings me to my point: As a
23-year-old lover of intelligent pop and
rock, Ifeel as if your magazine is completely ignoring the very demographic
that will be your future bread and butter. Bands like The Beautiful South,
Crash Test Dummies, Everything But
The Girl, The Cure, Metallica, and
Mazzy Star are not only artistically stirring, but produce wonderful-sounding
albums as well. Please find someone
who is willing to cover these types of
artists with the same regard that you

Calling Vaughan Williams fans
Editor:
Stephen Francis Vasta in his "Building a
Library" on Ralph Vaughan Williams's
Symphony 5 (December 1996, Vol.19
No.12) was remiss not to mention one
vital thing about the origin of this work.
For most of his life, Ralph Vaughan
Williams worked on setting John Bunyan's allegory, The Pilgrim's Areas from
this World to That Which is to Come, as an
opera —or, as RVW preferred, a"Morality." Around 1938, RVW appears to
have decided that nothing would ever
come of this project (he was then 66
years old), so he recycled what he had
done so far on Pilgrim's Progress into his
Symphony 5, primarily in the symphony's Romanza. Anyone listening to
the two works will readily recognize the
resemblances between them. There are
also links between Pilgrim's Progress and
RVVJ's Symphony 6.
RVW subsequently went on to finish
the unjustly rarely performed Pilgrim's
Progress. The work does make huge
demands on the tenor, but these are not
insurmountable. I've had the rare privilege to attend avery memorable performance of the sublime Pilgrim's Progress
in the presence of RVVJ's second wife,
Ursula Vaughan Williams, here in Canberra, Australia, using local talent with
21
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Mord.iunt.Short

M510i
In March 96 WHAT HIFI
magazine compared the new
Mordaunt Short MS10i to five
of its closest rivals.The MS10i
got the highest rating.
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
"Plenty of pace, lucid and
expressive, well extended
bass."

MS25i
In June 96 WHAT HIFI
magazine compared the new
Mordaunt Short MS25i
to eleven of its closest rivals.
eeUltimate gold star honours go
to the Mordaunt Shorts, for a
blend of power and incision
that's more than worth
every penny."

T1000
Home Entertainment magazine
BEST CENTER CHANNEL
SPEAKER OF THE YEAR
"The T1000 turns out to be a
beauty, capable of leaving
most of its recent competition
in the shade, but it's much
more than acenter speaker."
Home Theater magazine
"...These are really impressive
home theater speakers."

PERFORMANCE 880
Stereophile magazine
RECOMMENDED COMPONENT
"Compared both with
speakers in its own price class
and in substantially higher
price categories, the
m!Mordaunt Short Performance
880 is clearly agreat success.
Highly recommendable."

PERFORMANCE 880
11000 $479.00
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ingenious sets on astage not designed for
opera, without even acurtain. This work
deserves far more performances; Iappeal
to opera companies out there to give this
work more consideration. If it can be
done here locally by devoted amateurs
using meager resources, Ican imagine
how much better it would be in agood
opera house. This work also needs more
recordings (possibly following on from
performances). Other works of RVW
also suffer asimilar fate.
Bill Afford
Canberra, Australia
bill@nphytanu.edu.au
The virtues of Mr. Marks
Editor:
John Marks's recordings [see Jonathan
Scull's interview in the January '97 issu
p.43] succeed because he cares foremost
about the communication between the
artist and the audience, about their
humanity: the need to express, and the
need to understand. Bravo.
The passage by Auden quoted in the
interview was not about the importance
of art, but the dispro mortionate importance given to the. • culty of artistic
endeavor relative to the difficulty of
daily life. Auden believed it far easier to
be an artist than to be productive and
unfailingly kind and generous to people
you don't like. Great artists, the ones
who speak to us most eloquently, like
Auden, are always humbled by the
struggle and triumph of ordinary life.
G.K. Chesterton said, "Man seems to be
capable of great virtues but not of small
virtues; capable of defying his torturer
but not of keeping his temper."
Mr. Marks's closing comment, acasual incivility toward Catholics, startled
me and, Ibelieve, diminished him. The
quote, by the way, is not from Twain,
and doesn't refer to the Church. If his
apparently lighthearted remark had
been recklessly anti-Semitic, would the
laughter have been so loud? Would it
have been printed? These petty injuries
we inflict on each other eat away at our
hearts.
We all try not to be fooled by something, John. As aCatholic, Itry not to
be fooled by the world. God bless you.
Fred Applegate
fredapplegate@worldnetattnet
John Marks discusses this issue in this month's
"Manufacturers' Comments" section.
—JA (lapsed Catholic)

Dust off Class A
Editor:
Ihave recently traded my Linn Ekos for
the new Graham tonearm with dediStereophile, March 1997

cated Linn armboard. This is so much
better than the Ekos. Ithink Class A
needs adusting-off, with the endorsement of the Ekos reconsidered.
Dennis Davis
bluedeer@A.crl.corn
We intend to get areview sample of the
Graham arm/Linn annboard combination
and will report on its sound in the
—JA (Ekos owner)

The hi-fi playground
Editor:
Iwould like to thank Stereophile for its
latest coverage of "audio cyberspace."
Our site, www.hi-fi.com ,has noted an
increase in traffic since its mention in
the January '97 "Industry Update."
Iwould also like to take this opportunity to challenge some points
brought up by Jon Iverson regarding the
World Wide Web and, specifically, our
hi-fi.com site (The Hi-Fi Playground).
First, yes, hi-fi is acommercial site
(hence the ".com"), but to suggest that
hi-fi's content is "suspicious" and "mixing business with pleasure" due to commercial content in the Company Sites
and Cigar Stand (our audio magazine
newsstand) sections is simply ludicrous.
These are also commercial sites that have
chosen to locate at hi-fi.com due to the
traffic we generate through our Funhouse, DIY Bench, and Audiobik (our
online 'zinc) — none of which contain
any biased mention of these commercial
supporters.
Think of these commercial sites nested within hi-fi.com as advertisements in
a magazine — companies choose to
advertise in magazines such as Stereophile
because of their readership and circulation. Ihave read many times in these
pages accusations against this publication
for the same reason, and Stereophile has
defended its stance of complete integrity,. To say the least, Iwas very surprised
that they would now forward these
same accusations to this new medium.
There seems to be amisconception,
left over from the Internet days (before
the WWW), that if it's online it's nonprofit or free. The World Wide Web
was set up to support commercial business, but to my knowledge very few
sites actually generate profit, although
this does not mean they are not being
used or visited. (A little off the topic:
We had one manufacturer tell us that
they only deal in "real people" — as if
those accessing information through a
computer are not real.) Iguess what I'm
getting at is that articles with comments
such as "suspicious" are only adding

problems to what already has atough
fight for existence.
Iadmit that the goal of hi-fi.com is
to make money as well as to have some
fun; it has not come anywhere near this
goal of profit, and probably won't for
some time. Most of the sites mentioned
in your article are put together on a
part-time basis and eat up alot of their
creators' free and business time trying
to flog their benefits. To this Imust
commend sites such as Soundstage
(sstage.com), which has asteady flow of
new content. This takes real initiative,
as I'm sure you're aware, especially
under strict or nonexistent budgets due
to lack of revenue. For example, we
are challenged to find support, even
though in one of our busiest months
we received over 76,000 hits (after an
ad in your magazine and our appearance at HI-FI '96).
Currently we are receiving over
10,000 visitors amonth to just the hifi.com and audiobile.com opening
pages. However, it is unclear how many
visitors this represents due to proxy servers now being employed by providers
such as AOL and Compuserve.
As you can sense, I'm perhaps abit
frustrated. Iwould like to add that hifi.com is now under the sole management and ownership of Audities. Iwould
also like to thank those who have supported us: visitors, press (such as in your
"Industry Update"), as well as commercial. We will continue to provide a
clublike atmosphere for audiophiles.
Anyone interested in contributing to the
cause of content (DIY, fiction, interviews, or opinion pieces) can contact me
by e-mail at Frank@hi-fi.com ,or by
phone at (905) 337-1011.
Frank Meeussen
Frank@hifi.com
Canadians in high-end retailing
Editor:
It was with the deepest appreciation that
I read Robert Deutsch's very kind
remarks (December '96, p.45) concerning my recent return to High-End
Audio, the Toronto retail store Istarted
in 1981 and operated until 1991. 1
During my (much needed) five-year
sabbatical, Istill kept up with developments in the High End and, in fact,
did quite abit of experimentation and
research, by myself and in association
with some audiophile friends, two of
whom are now audio manufacturers.
1If any former customers (or new ones!) would like
to contact nie, please note that, while my location is
still the same (2216A Queen East), my telephone
number has been changed to (419) 691-3990.
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The Proceed CDP
Compact Disc Processor

Art meets technolo
Combine innovative digital data
retrieval technology with inspired digital to analog conversion and witness
the artful expression of Madrigal's
engineers. The result is acarefully
crafted compact disc player that clearly
benefits from the leading edge technology used to develop the highly
acclaimed CDD Compact Disc Drive
and DAP Digital Audio Processor.
The CDP Compact Disc Processor
employs the same elegantly designed
transport mechanism and Closed Loop
Jitter Reduction - circuitry found in
the CDD, virtually eliminating jitter related distortion. The CDP also includes
the same dual differential 18-bit

digital to analog conversion found in
the DAP. The precise sound reproduction and true musicality achieved
through the use of this technology is
unheard of in asingle-box component in this class.
Features like HDCIr decoding, a
high quality digital output for making
digital recordings and two auxiliary
digital inputs that allow external digital sources to benefit from the CDP's
superior digital to analog conversion,
provide the CDP aversatility not
found in lesser compact disc players.
Adding to its multi-function value, the
CDP incorporates afully balanced
volume control accessible from its

remote. The COP can perform as aCD
transport, adigital processor and as a
preamplifier, driving your power amplifier directly. That's true versatility!
Experience the unique combination of performance, functionality and
art in one elegant package at your
Proceed dealer soon.

Proceed. preducts are Mudded and manufactured by
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injustice by not alerting them to potential problems.
Iunderstand that Audio Alchemy has
shut down and will remain so until perhaps after the first of the year. So that
leaves us suckers (another bad word)
with products that do not work, not to
mention the hundreds of dollars out of
pocket. Did somebody get rich again at
the expense of the consumer? Ihave
invested over $12,000 in my system...
Ifeel that you owe your readers some
sort of explanation as to what is happening to acompany that Stereophik has
so glowingly recommended.
Walter Manning
Palo Pinto, TX
Audio Alchemy wasfounded in 1990 by marketing toped Mark Scieter, his soft Lynn, and
electronics maven Peter Madnick. Their first
product, the onginal Digital Decoding Engine
v1.0, sold for just $399 back in 1992 and set
the company on its path to success— high audio
quality for less than customers expected to pay.
However, Ibelieve that this philosophy also
contained the seeds for possible disaster, because
the inherent lour margin malees acompany
financially vulnerable To exaggerate only alittle: If you lose money on every sale, you can't
make it up in volume!

bility was somewhat of aproblem with AA
The inevitable expansion of the company
eventually required ntore capital than the products, particularly regarding the power supfounders could supply. In November 1994, plies. However, with the exception of the
Visual Reality Engine shown at HI-FI '96,
therefore, the five principals sold aminority
we have had no problems with any of our
interest in AA to the Canadian company
review samples.
AudioSphere Technologies Corporation
At the time of writing (early January),
(which also owns Dahlquist, Signet, and
other speaker brands). AudioSphere ulti- AudioSphere was said to be restructuring the
company. The current Chairman of Audio
mately acquired 55% of the company in
December 1995, by which time financial Alchemy is Jack L Fatum; the current contact
irformation we have is Audio Alchemy, Inc.,
problems had raised their head. The rela3529 Old Conejo Road, Suite #115,
tionship between the founders and AudioNewbury Park, CA 91320. Tel: (805) 375Sphere appeared to founder in 1996, with
6583. .R)r service, customers can reach Woody
first Peter Madnick leaving in September,
Hill at this number. Jack Fatum assures us
then the Schifters in early October(Mark
resigned as President effective October 2but that Mr. Yochim's product should have been
repaired and returned to him by the end of
still remains adirector and ashareholder).
They were followed by other key personnel, January, whik Mr. Manning's product was
returned to him without anyfault beingfound.
like Dusty Vawter, who handled some
If Mr. Manning is still having problems, he
aspects of customer service and special projects.
However, Woody Hill, who has been the Head should contact Woody Hill, as should Mr. De
of Customer Service at AA since 1995, is still Lucia. And Dusty Vawter is doing private
repair work on AA products. Dusty, of course,
dun: Things snowballed rapidly—too quickly
to have any çffect on the relatively slow-moving clines for his services, but he is apparently a
review plans ofmonthly magazines, which gen- fine technician and does know the products
inside-out. You can contact hint by e-mail at
erally work at least two months in advance—
and by the end of 1996 things at AA were ciaudio@islenet. Mark Scheer is now Vice
apparently in disarray (coupled with achange of President, Sales and Marketing, at Genesis
Technologies; ¡f you wish to contad him, his
premises), which Iassume tdggered dw unhelpe-mail address is 73404.3 552@compuful response Mr. lilchim receivedfront HCM.
Ihave heard from other sources that relia- save.com or LWBF26A@prodigy.com
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Eclipse. At Sonic Frontiers we continue to outshine our competition

• 2chassis design (both full size) -60 lbs net weight

with our new generation of innovative products. Leading the way with

• fully dual mono design, featuring 3toroidal power transformers

our new LINE 3preamplifier.

and 26 regulated power supply stages (8 of which are high volt-

In 1993 we introduced the SFL-2 linestage, aproduct which rede-

age, precision tracking shunt types)

fined the standard for a true reference quality tube preamplifier.

• innovative new 12 tube linestage circuit with active error correction

However, with the introduction of the LINE 3not only have we eclipsed

to ensure wide bandwidth, balanced performance and extremely

our competition's latest offerings, we've advanced upon our Class A

low 75 ohm/150 ohm (SE/BAL) output impedance

rated SFL-2.

• Unique PCB decoupling system

The Line 3fills the reference position in our LINE Series of preamplifiers, giving audiophiles aproduct with both fidelity and flexibility

• Highest quality parts, featuring Multi-Cap, Solen & Wima capacitors plus Vishay, Caddock and Mills resistors.

for their changing home entertainment needs -whether it be areference 2-channel system, amulti-user home theater installation or the
intimate environment of their favorite headphones

using the

The appearance of such a product is a rare event which comes
about but afew times in an audiophile's lifetime. To experience the
LINE 3for yourself at your local dealer or to receive acomplete set of

HeadRoue> ,circuit.
The LINE 3shares the advanced features of its siblings, the LINE I,

literature, Call, Write, Fax or E-Mail us today.

and LINE 2but additionally offers these following design attributes:

SONIC FRONTIERS

BREAKING THE SOUND

BARRIER

Contact Sonic Frontiers for the dealer nearest you.
2790 FirinhirIn Road C)nkvIlle Ontnrin &mark] IASH 514

Tel 190.51 829-1838

Fr.- 190.51 A29-1011
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It came wedged between styrofoam, and produced that most wondrous ofeffects — aleft and right
channel. Suddenly your favorite songs sounded like music, and not the intercom system on a
WWII submarine. You've come along way in your appreciation ofaudio since then. All the way
to NHT We create some ofthe industrys' most celebrated products, including the Model 2.5.
It features components and ideas from our acclaimed bookshelfspeakers, together with abuilt-in
subwoofer, producing the clarity and imaging ofthe finest 2-way designs with the dynamic range
ofmuch larger systems. We're able to design
products such as this because, like you, we've
never lost our love for sound.

(N-rr)
WE'RE INSIDE YOUR HEAD.

FOR THE NUT DEALER NEAREST YOU: (U.S.) CALL 1-800- NHT -9993; (CANADA) ARTECH ELECTRONICS LTD., 514-631-6448. NUT WEB SITE: http //www nhthifi.com

CYBERSPACE
John Atkinson
HI-FI '97, the Home Theater &
Specialty Audio Show being sponsored
by Stereophde and Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater at the end of May in San
Francisco has its Website up and running. Trade attendees can register and
audiophiles can order tickets from the
site. Point your browser to http://www.
hifishow.com/hifi
We listed the wrong URL in February for the site offering just about
everything everyone knows about
DVD: http://www.unik.no/- robert/
hifi/dvd/ offers an extensive list of articles from many different sources dating
back to the first rumblings of the format
to the present on the technical specifications, development, marketing progress
or lack of same, links to manufacturers
heavily involved with the format, and
more.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Although parent company Linn Products is still supporting the vinyl medium
with hardware, its music-industry subsidiary, Linn Records, will no longer be
releasing its recordings on vinyl. The
reason is simply the bottom line: Linn
Records has to stand on its own feet
financially, and can't afford to subsidize
unprofitable vinyl releases. Perhaps if
we all write in and ask to be put on the
mail-order list...

UNITED STATES
John Atkinson
After a relationship Listing nearly a
quarter of acentury, Linn Products and
its US distributor are to part company.
"Linn's and Audiophile Systems' views
of marketing realities were totally
incompatible," Audiophile's Anthony
Gregory told me just before the New
Year. Isuspect that both parties were
unsatisfied with the volume of Linn
business being done in the US, but had
conflicting ideas on how to stimulate
necessary market growth. Linn was
actively looking for new distribution at
the recent Winter CES in Las Vegas to
take over from Audiophile Systems
when the current contract expires in
June. 'The latter already distributes the
British Arcam brand in the US, and was
also looking for new lines at CES.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
The big, wide hi-fi world might well be
happy enough to carry on using 4mm
"banana" plugs for connecting its speakers and amplifiers, but the Euro-bureaucracy appears likely to start making life
difficult for banana-equipped components sold in or out of the European
Economic Community (EEC).
The exact requirements and full
implications of the EEC regulations
remain not only alittle vague and the
subject of considerable industry debate,
they're also, as yet, untested by any legal

CALEN
Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer
seminars should fax (do not call) Debbie
Starr the when, where; and who at (505)
983-632Z at least eight weeks before the
month of the event —ie, ifyou're putting on
something in May 199Z you should get the
irfomiation to Debbie no later than March 1.
Mark the fax cover sheet "For the attention of
Debbie Starr — Dealer Bulletin Board."
Promoters of hi-fl shows and audio societies
promoting manufacturer visits should also fax
Debbie the details as soon as possible
ARIZONA
• Monday, March 17, 7pm: At their
Stereophile, March 1997
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machinery. The nub of the problem
would seem to be that it's possible to
stuff a4mm (or smaller) pin into some
of the 5.5mm unshuttered AC mains
sockets used in Scandinavia and Europe,
and that accidents from doing so have
allegedly occurred. [And the 1
/"-spaced
4
double-banana, long popular in the US, has
been banned in the EEC, as it can be easily be
pinged into wall sockets.— Ed.] Nowadays
European loudspeakers using 4mm
socket/binding posts tend to arrive with
the holes in their posts blocked up by
little plastic pegs. A few seconds' work
with a small, sharp screwdriver blade
usually suffices...
Exactly how much and what needs to
be donc is still by no means clear; the
current uncertainty has already led to a
number of individual initiatives, often
mutually incompatible, with disagreement about whether these proposals
properly meet the requirements. Most
of the UK trade were very impressed
by the neat lifestyle concept of Mission's M-Time "AV plinth"; they were
much less impressed by the discovery
that it used 3mm speaker plug/sockets
throughout.
In order to try to forestall the imminent arrival of speaker-connection
chaos, the British Federation of Audio'
has taken the initiative, bringing togeth1 BEA, Landseer House, 19 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2H OES, England. Tel: (44) 171 9303206. Fax: (44) 171 839-4613. Web site:
http://www.british-audio.orgaik

A

March meeting, the Arizona Audiophile Society will present Joe Bermudez
and John Wood of Mobile Fidelity,
and will feature some of MoFi's latest
releases. The meeting will be held at the
McDonald East Apartments, 8310 E.
McDonald Drive, Scottsdale. For more
information, call Pete Eichen, (602)
496-9827.
CALIFORNIA

• Thursday, April 3, 7pm: Geoffrey
Poor of Balanced Audio Technology
will introduce the new Iseries preamps
with remote control option and the

VK200 fully balanced amplifier at the
new Music Lovers Audio store, 1995
Eldorado Avenue, Berkeley. See www.
3000.com/musiclovers for details, or
call (510) 558-1000.
•Friday-Sunday, May 30-June 1: HI-FI
'97, Stereophikes Home Theater and Specialty Audio Show, takes place at the
Westin St. Francis Hotel, Union Square,
San Francisco. The previous two days
will be for trade only and are sponsored
by the Academy for the Advancement
of High-End Audio. See the ad elsewhere in this issue for full details or visit
http://www.hifishow.com/hifi
31

218 THX stereo power amplifier

worth looking into
The NAD 218 THX stereo power amplifier
is one of the most
hi

sophisticated

fi components we have ever

produced.

Yet

for all its brilliant

features and astonishing levels of
performance,

it remains true to the

NAD "no nonsense" design philosophy.

The very first feature you'll notice is

supply because several smaller

the weight of the 218 THX. due

capacitors have afaster recovery
time and have less equivalent series
inductance and resistance than a
single pair.
The 218 THX incorporates fully
balanced XLR inputs, allowing the
use of long runs of cable between
pre and power

partly to the heavy construction of
the chassis and front panel,
designed for rack mounting. (its
advanced specification makes the
218 THX ideal for professional
studio use). But the increase in
weight is largely due to the massive
Helmgren toroidal mains
transformer.

k.

b4
-

stages.
without the
risk of

interferencl. This thoughtful yet
simple feature offers the opportunity
to set your system up more flexibly
and of course it's abenefit if you are
bridging two 218 THX's for mono
and locating them nearer your
speakers.
WHY SO LARGE AND
WHY HOLMGREN?
Apart from being the ideal design for
the huge amounts of power it is
likely to handle. the Helmgren offers
other advantages:
Aconventional transformer can be
affected by AC mains to produce
hum or even buzzing, whereas a
Hálmgren transformer isn't. Plus, a
Hálmgren transformer because of its
unique design. will not affect other
adjacent components.
A feature which doesn't add
much to the weight of the 218 THX
but certainly adds to the weight of
its performance is the bank of eight
capacitors, rather than asingle pair.
This is acomparatively low cost
benefit which makes abetter power

off
the
peaks.
preventing
"dynamic
overload - and
heading off
damage to your
ears and your
speakers, without losing the sense
of musical drama.
Hard Clipping

POWER

SUPPLY
umn

Soft Clipping
The circuitry includes left and right
channel pcb's, offering lots of
benefits. They include less
complicated pcb's meaning extra
reliability, more
separation of
circuits, so like
the Hálmgreri
•
transformer, •
less
•
interference
going out ore
coming in. All
this, plus lower
build cost too,
means more savings again towards
the specification of better
components.
Any amp which is overdriven.
(unlikely on the 218 THX because it
is so powerful) can produce
distortion,j'clipping'. The NAD
Soft Clipping circuit gently
transforms the waveform. rounding

POWER
SUPPLY
LIMITS

There are other more hidden
features too which provide specific
benefits. Typically. the 218 THX
incorporates extensive non intrusive
protection circuitry. This prevents
damage from accidental overload or
misuse which can lead to
overheating or circuit failure.
Finally for those for whom the
letters THX are somewhat of a
mystery. let us briefly explain.
George Lucas, creator of the
'Star Wars' epics. went
to extraordinary lengths .
to ensure that the sound
quality of his films
exceeded anything
Hollywood had

r
ure.an
NAD, 89 DOUG BROWN WAY, HOLLISTON, MA 01746

TELEPHONE 508 429 2525

previously
produced and he
laid down exacting
specifications covering
distortion, noise, power etc. to
encourage manufacturers
to develop products which will
reproduce his sound tracks to the
standard they deserve.
NAD was first with a
power amplifier which
met these challenging
standards and won the right to carry •
the THX badge. The 218 THX
continues this principle of quality first.

So what do you get for your not
insubstantial investment at the end
of the day?
Athoughtfully designed. utterly
reliable, acoustically stunning 2X
225 watts, bridgeable to amore than
you'll ever need 780 watts mono,
with enough headroom to frighten
your window frames, which could
even change the way you perceive
music.
But with all this capability none
of it is afashion statement. The 218
THX is designed, not designer.
Every feature of the 218 THX
enhances performance and
reliability.
That's why our slogan "pure and
simple" is as relevant today for
equipment as advanced as the 218
THX as it was when NAD was
created more than 20 years ago.

simr e

er many of the leading UK manufacturers of specialist hi-fi equipment and components to create aworking party whose
task is to come up with anew connector
suitable for use with high-quality separates, yet which contravenes neither letter nor spirit of the new EEC regulations.
Chaired by Phil Knight (who has just
left Canon Audio to head up Mordaunt-Short's Technical and Engineering department), the working
group took adeliberately cautious approach, which not only made certain
the plug section was greater than
5.5mm in diameter, but also excluded
all protruding metalwork, rendering it
safe for use in high-power audio and
100V line applications also.
The BFA Connector (catchy!) was
based on adesign originally developed
by Arcam, and subsequently refined by
cross-industry discussion and consultation with relevant European bodies.
The plug is afemale type with a6mm
insulated outside diameter, and an
inside diameter compatible with the
4mm standard. (A BFAC-plug-toBFAC-plug link will therefore act as an
adaptor that will allow the trade to continue using 4mm banana leads.) The
socket consists of a live pin recessed
inside the longer-than-usual plastic
knurled nut of abinding post, which
can also accommodate 6mm spades and
bare-wire connection.
Full details of the BFAC are available
from the BFA for anominal £100 fee,
to cover costs of an information pack
with full technical drawings (paper and
floppy disk), samples, photographs, and
details of critical dimensions. [US manufacturers can get iffonnation from Stu Wein of
SW Marketine 116 Orthodox Drive,
Richboro, PA 18954. Tel: (215) 953-7482.
Fux: (215) 953-7483. E-mail: swmktgl @

FLORIDA

pond.cons or swmkeix.netcom.com .— Ed]
There are also numerous areas of design
freedom, and no additional license fees
are payable for manufacture or use; the
whole purpose of the exercise is to try
to set anew industry-wide standard that
fully meets the latest international safety requirements.
It's acknowledged that the new connectors are going to be slightly more
expensive than 4mm plugs and sockets,
but the difference is likely to be small,
partly because the new connector is able
to continue to use some existing tooling. And the BFAC will certainly be
much cheaper than existing alternatives
like the professional Neutrik Speakon
connector.
It's far too early to tell whether the
BFAC will grow into aEuropean or
world standard. Euro-paranoia could

CALEN

•March/April 1997: Front Row Center
is moving from its Boca Raton location
to anew and larger one at 5435 North
Federal Highway, Fort Lauderdale, FL
33308. To be put on the mailing list for
opening dates and events, please write
to them at 5030 Champion Boulevard,
Suite G6-149, Boca Raton, FL 33496.
NEW JERSEY

•Thursday, March 6, 5pm: Audio Connection is hosting Richard Vandersteen
of Vandersteen Audio for aseminar
featuring the new Vandersteen Model
5. Call (201) 239-1799 for more inforStereophile, March 1997

The proposed BFA Connector conforms to the EEC safety requirements for loudspeaker connections, but
appears not to be compromised electrically.

well provide an influential spu4 though
it would be foolish to underestimate the
decades of momentum and inertia
behind the well-loved 4mm standard.
At least these new connectors are more
than amatch for the old, and have asatisfying "quality" feel when the connection is made or broken. That they follow astrict interpretation of the new
safety guidelines, and don't cost much
more than the bananas, would seem to
give the BFAC afair chance.
UNITED STATES
Jonathan Scull
Ihave heard the future, to fracture ametaphor, and it's 24 bits at 96kHz sampling
rate. Kathleen and Ireceived an invitation to visit David Cheslcy's open-plan
midtown New York digs to audition
their first high-bit/high-sampling-rate

DA

mation and to make areservation.
NEW YORK

• March TBA): The New York City
Musical Audio Society will hold an
open meeting preceded by the customary Chinese banquet starting at 7:15pm.
Merlin Music Systems will present
their full product line, including the
TSM and VSM loudspeakers. For further deuils, or to reserve a spot, call
David Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
• Sunday, April 13, 10am-4pm: The
Western New York Audio Society will

hold a Swap Meet at the American
Legion Stephen Sikora Post #1322, 950
Payne Avenue, North Tonawanda
(across from Mid-City Plaza). Admission is $2. For more information, write
WNY Audio Society, P.O. Box 312,
North Tonawanda, NY 14120, Atm:
Swap Meet Committee.
VIRGINIA
• Gifted Listener Audio (5700
Pickwick Rd., Centreville) is pleased to
announce the following events. Doors
open for refreshments at 7pm; presentations begin at 7:45pm. Reservations are
33

Be prepared to eat
way too much take out food.

Bring Parasound home and you might never want to leave again. Which is just fine,
since we offer acomplete menu of high-end products to satisfy any musical taste. You see,
we insist on the best designers and the finest ingredients. People like the renowned John Curl,
whose audio designs have time and again set the standard for life-like reproduction of music. And premium parts that
far exceed what you'd expect to find in components priced from $250 to $2,250. All of
which means you can now enjoy incredible sound, and still afford to order that
extra topping on your pizza.

PARASOUND
Parasound Products. Inc

(415) 397-7100

In Canada. call (604) 988-2966

recording session. "Yeah, it's the first 24bit, 96kHz recording," David chortled
over the phone.
"The very first one?" Icountered suspiciously.
"Well..." Icould hear him smiling.
'...the first one Iknow about!"
A few days later, K-10 and Igrabbed
acab for Chesky GHQ. "How d'ya get
to Carnegie Hall?" Idrilled our driver.
"I know, Iknow .... practice, practice,
practice!" came his tired reply.
Iknew it was going to be agood day.
We met David, assistant engineer
Phil Sztenderowicz, and assistant producer Steve Guttenberg —the self-proclaimed Conscience of Chesky — in the
listening room. David was pooped; he'd
just flown in from doing aconcert in
Bangkok. (CHORUS: "And boy, were his
arms tired!") We said our hellos and settled into the couch facing newly
installed Verity Parsifal speakers wired
up with Nirvana cable and powered by
Lamm M1.1 monoblocks. Line stage
was the matching Lamm Li. (A pair of
fine-sounding Joseph RM7i Signatures
sporting new metal-driver technology
was used at the mastering station.)
Now for the naughty digital bits —
both units fabricated in the UK, as it
happens. The AID and D/A hail from
advanced UK military avionics company dCS, with storage on the latestgeneration Genex GX8000 MagnetoOptical Recorder. Everything at 24 bits,
96kHz. Hoo hah.
David casually mentioned that they'd
gotten the system up and running only
three days before. Well, push has certainly come to shove, Ithought to myself as we got cozy.
Like most contemporary audio journalists, I've written much and speculated widely about what Iwas about to

C
required: call (703)818-8000, or e-mail
GLAinc@aol.com.
•Thursday, February 20: Charles Hansen of Ayre Acoustics will travel from
his laboratory in Boulder to answer
questions about the Ayre V3 amp and
the upgrade now available, as well as the
new K-1 preamp. Joining him are
Gregg Evans, of Thiel, who will explain
the technology behind the new Thiel
CS6, and Doug Blackwell, of Transparent Cable, who will discuss audio
and video cables.
• Thursday, March 20: Michel Reverchon will arrive from Geneva to show
Stereophile, March 1997

hear. David started us off at 441 kHz/16
bits on material from an upcoming Sara
K. release called Hobo (Chesky JD155),
on which Sara has clearly gotten in
touch with her Bossa Nova self. Even at
16/44.1 it sounded very well-recorded,
and pretty much what I've come to
expect from digital —and
speaking
about the best of digital, which is worlds
better than just afew years ago. But for
all my exposure to top-drawer digititus,
as David switched us into higher-resolution mode Iwas simply unprepared for
the vast improvement wrought by 24
bits at 96kHz. It was phenomenal. Even
given my feverishly high expectations, I
was stunned.
Iscribbled listening notes like mad.
Here are afew selected (that is to say,
readable) phrases: "Tighter imaging,
more round and palpable. The frequency
balance seems more linear. The midrange
is wonderfully plush, but at the same dine
more integrated into the overall frequency response. Greater extension top and
bottom. Vocals arc definitely more illuminated at the higher bit and sampling
rates. Fewer digital artifacts, less murk
and bloat, and lots of air."
There was a wonderfully unforced
nature to the sound. Ifound it easy to
relax into the music. At 24/96 the
music sounded more detailed, in control, and pitch-differentiated, and at the
same time "more silky," as K-10 put it.
The soundstage was entirely more
transparent — and, curiously, more
open in amacro sense; 44.1 could sound
atouch wider, but with acertain hazy,
artifactual nature. Notes: "It's so ambient... there's amusical energy derived
from not having to 'fight the format.' I
still hear sibilance, but it's 'human' sibilance, so to say, not asplashy digitized
noiseburst."

A

Listening to "My Funny Valentine"
from the upcoming release of Desmond
Blue (Chesky JD156), guitarist John
Basile's tribute to Paul Desmond, put
me in touch with 24/96's bass. It sounded extremely tight and detailed, and,
once again, very integrated into the
entire sonic construct. The air was delicious. The natural, unforced, illuminated highs were clarity and sweetness personified. No hint of grain; lovely, musical warmth without bloat.
Images were "floaty-free," as Peter
Forsell once put it, buoyed by the New
Sound of Digital shorn of its infradig
"discrete step" nature. Ialso noted the
natural, continuous decay of musical
sounds. (Part of the easeful presentation,
no doubt.) The initial transient, followon harmonic bloom, and acoustic decay
were more fully developed than I'm
accustomed to hearing from digits.
So where does that leave us? It's true,
as Ipointed out to David, that we were
listening right off super high-tech
media, ableeding-edge D/A, and right
into amodern, high-spec preamp. (By
the way, in classic Chesky fashion, the
analog input of the dCS unit will be
modified and tubed, preserving an alltube recording chain right to the DAC.)
David admits his 24/96 efforts are
really ideal for the impending DVD format. "It's all up to the giants now," he
sighed. "Let's hope we get aspecification
that will allow 24/96 in the home. And
DVD players will probably sell for only
about 500 bucks —that's not too bad."
And for now? Well, that's interesting.
The Sara K. was recorded in dual formats: a24/96 side, and one "downsampled" to 44.1/20 on aNagra. The master they use for this recording for 16bit/44.1kHz will probably be Nagragenerated. However, the Basile tribute

LENDA

all that is new from Goldmund, especially the new Mimesis 39DA CD player and the SRMono amplifiers.
INTERNATIONAL
AUSTRIA

•Thursday-Sunday, March 13-16, 10am2pm: Sound & Vision '97, the Austrian
multimedia show featuring high-end hi
fi, surround sound, telecommunication,
and digital tedmology. For more information, call (43) 1-369-53-67, or visit the
show's Website at http://www.soundvision.co.at/r+f for details on concerts,
workshops, and getting around Vienna.

GERMANY

•May 8-11: THE German High-End Society's 16th annual High-End Equipment Exhibition will be held at the
Hotel Gravenbruch Kempinski, near
Frankfurt am Mein, and will feature
products and equipment from over 350
manufacturers. Trade day is May 8,
10am-8pm; May 9-11 is open to the
general public, 10am-6pm. Trade visitors may preregistet For more information, contact the High-End Society
Marketing GmbH, Hatzfelder Strassed
161-163, D 42 281 Wuppertal. Tel: (49)
202-70 20 22. Fax: (49) 202-70 37 Oa
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The most important development
in sound reproduction for years.

1

The Faraday ring may look insignificant. But it's this tiny component that gives the A Series its huge dynamic range.
By counteracting rising impedance in the voice coil, it allows more power into the tweeter. And with
more power going in. you get more power out.
Even the highest frequencies sing out loud and dear, making the A Series the ideal speakers for the
faithful reproduction of today's digital music and film recordings.
The Faraday ring is just one of many small, but vitally important components that make the new
A Series so special. And there's only one place good enough for it. The beautiful box we put it in

Celestion Consumer Division. Ect leston Rood. Toil. Maidstone. Kent. ME IS 6QP U.K. Tel: 01622 687442. Fan: 01622 687981.
Celestion Industries Inc. 89 Doug Brown Way. Holliston. MA 01476. USA. Tel: 508 429 6706. Fox: 508 429 2426.
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successful in achieving this aim is indisputable, though the additional diffusion
introduced by the reflector did somewhat change the nature of the sound,
weakening stereo focus, but also expanding the "sweet spot." Still, WIS
speakers seemed particularly well suited
to the emerging home-theater applications, giving the whole family achance
to enjoy areasonably convincing stereo
soundstage while watching a movie
together.
The reasons for the company's failure
are several. Though the speakers themselves were very innovative and of good
quality, they were also alittle expensive
and very unconventional in appearance,
two factors that made life difficult in the
conservative and price-sensitive speaker
market. The more serious problems
seemed to arise from trying to operate a
small-business—style specialist operation
under the umbrella of agiant multinational company, the requirements for
the fonner's success proving somewhat
at odds with the latter's established corporate culture.
There's some irony in the fact that
Canon Audio's clever little V-100
speaker —a corner-mounting 1
/
8-sphere
device well suited to discrete surroundchannel applications — had recently
started to take off in the custom-installation market, helped by clever mounting hardware and the options to cluster
two, four, or eight V-100s. As recently
as late December it was hoped that the
whole operation might be rescued as
agoing concern. Now it seems likely
that only the V-100 may survive, as
a reminder of the ingenious WIS
concept.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
DVD's slow start is having repercussions
in Silicon Valley. A year ago, Alex
Balkanski, CEO of chipmaker C-Cube
Microsystems, was bragging to the media
that his firm would be "a very major
player" as asupplier of integrated circuit
chips for the new machines. Apremature
public relations blitz by hardware manufacturers didn't take into account aprotracted copyright wrangle among software suppliers. The anticipated earlyautumn '96 release of both DVD
machines and music/films/games to play
on them didn't happen —the Christmas
season came and went without one
DVD player appearing on aretail shelf
anywhere in North America. The
machines did go on sale in Japan, but
consumers there were disappointed to
discover there were only afew software
Stereophile, March 1997

titles —including Japanese porn and a
"DVD magazine" —to play on them.
MPEG Associates, an electronicsindustry research firm in New York,
reports that the production of DVD
players has actually been cut back from
last year's predictions. They estimate

Though the
Canon speakers
were very innovative and
of good quality,
they were also alittle
expensive.
that the number of DVD machines produced worldwide in 1997 won't exceed
750,000.
C-Cube is now scrambling for business as asupplier of chips for amachine
most audiophiles have probably never
heard of— the video CD, or VCD,
which can play audio CDs but also
works as akaraoke machine. The VCD
retails for about $250 and is the hottest
consumer electronics product in China.
Worldwide sales of VCDs are expected
to top 11 million this year, according to
M PEG.
ESS Technology of Fremont, California, another big chip maker, is riding
the VCD wave by undercutting CCube's prices. Sony and several other
large manufacturers recently signed
contracts with ESS. CEO Fred Chan
said that his company controls about
30% of the VCD chip marker, he
expects his market share to rise to 70%
by the end of the year. "We would consider it afailure if we don't get that,"
Chan told reporters.

integrated into the car's interior layout
at the earliest design stage. Tel
Dynaudio drivers are fitted to the car in
production, enabling the use of verylarge-diameter units while securing top
installment quality, and resulting in
"probably the most advanced and
sophisticated factory-fitted audio unit
on the market," Volvo claims. The car
maker stresses the quality of the audio
equipment in its press releases3— a
pretty radical departure for acompany
previously focused on safety, not driving
pleasure.
This is the first such deal for Danish
loudspeaker, drive-unit, and electronics
manufacturer Dynaudio.4 The company's drive-units have long enjoyed an
excellent reputation in the European
aftennarket scene.

UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
On Thursday, December 5, members of
the American Federation of Musicians,
Local 6—also known as the San Francisco Symphony — went on strike. That
evening's all-Mozart program, to be
conducted by Michael Tilson Thomas,
was canceled. Musicians carrying instruments and wearing formal concert attire
picketed outside Davies Symphony
Hall. It appeared that music-loving San
Franciscans would have to endure the
holidays without the Symphony, including the traditional performance of
Handel's Messiah over the pre-Christmas
weekend. The lone bright spot in the situation was die report that the annual
children's concerts would go on as scheduled, some of which are not Symphonysponsored events.
At issue are health-care coverage for
the musicians, their wages and salaries,
the scheduling of rehearsals and performances, and adisagreement as to who
should properly administer the SymSWEDEN/DENMARK
phony's pension plan. Management
Markus Sauer
wants to switch health-care coverage
Want to buy anew car in the foreseefrom Aetna to Blue Cross, which the
able future, but aren't sure yet which?
union claims will cost them more and
Good in-car sound a consideration?
provide fewer benefits. The union is
Here's a surprise: Maybe you should
also seeking a5% pay raise over three
buy aVolvo. The Swedish car manufacyears, ademand management has returer has joined forces with Tom
Walkinshaw's TWR outfit to produce a fused to discuss. The tight schedule of
rehearsals and performances is acause
completely new car, the Volvo C70
of injuries to the musicians, claims the
coupe, in afactory in Uddevalla set up
union. Management refutes this by sayfor this endeavor under the Autonova
ing the rate of injuries bears no relationbanner. 'The car magazines will be sure
ship to the workload. The musicians
to show you the nice exterior of this
unexpected addition to the Volvo line,
3 Available via the Internet at littp://www.car.
but for Stereophile readers there's an
volvo.se/pr/C70.
audiophile angle.
1)vnaudio is distributed in the US by 1)ynaudio
An excellent standard stereo was a 4
North America, 3043 N. Rose Street, Franklin Park,
prime consideration for the C70, to be
IL 60131. Tel: (847) 288-1767. Fax: (847) 288-1853.
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NP-333
Dual Monaural
Power Amplifier

It is an essential part of accurate music reproduction. However,
brute force alone cannot hope to convey the passion and excitement of an original performance. The
Mark Levinson N°333 dual monaural power amplifier possesses asophisticated strength capable of
delivering asonic presentation that is at once accurate, vivid and emotionally engaging. Conservatively
rated at 300 watts per channel, its strength is derived from an innovative design employing two separate
power supplies, balanced circuit topologies and acontinuously variable adaptive biasing scheme.
You'll be astonished by the ease with which it transports you to anew level of musical enjoyment.
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want their pension plan to be administered by the national union, and management wants to continue maintaining it
independently. Negotiations have been
in progress since February '96, but little
progress has been made, and as of this
writing (December '96) the strike gives
every appearance of becoming alongterm stalemate. The SF Symphony
toured Europe in November, and members had discussed striking mid-tour. In
fact, they came close to refusing to perform in Berlin, but, according to one
insider, were told they would have to
find their own way home if they did.
After November 23 they performed
without acontract. The musicians last
went on strike in 1993, during MTT's
first guest appearance after he was
named Music Director. Health care was
at issue then, too, but that dispute was
settled in one week.
The present strike was called just aday
after the Atlanta Symphony settled its 10week-old walkout. The Atlanta strike
was paralleled by one in Philadelphia that
lasted 64 days. The Philadelphia strike,
the first for that organization in 30 years,
was resolved in late November after a
new contract was ratified by anarrow
margin in union voting. The Cleveland
Orchestra is widely believed to be the
next one to be hit by awork stoppage.
Strikes seem to be hitting all the major
orchestras at once.
Although various issues are at work
in the individual orchestra strikes, the
common theme is money. Until fairly
recently, major orchestras throughout
the country benefited from federal arts
funding, which has been drastically cut
by the Republican-majority Congress.
Melinda Whiting, editor of Symphony
magazine, apublication of the American Symphony Orchestra League, told
San Francisco Chronicle music critic Joshua
Kosman that although all the arts have
felt the cutbacks, "symphony orchestras
have taken aparticularly hard hit." In
addition, corporate donations have
dwindled in the era of downsizing.
No sensitive person would argue
against the need for music, or for acity
to boast of agreat orchestra. Good symphonies, operas, ballets, museums, and
theaters are alarge part of what makes
life in acity worth living. But the average citizen may find it difficult to sympathize with the musicians' demand for
more money.
Aparallel may be drawn to the recent
major-league baseball strike. The minimum salary in the majors is in the six
figures, and many of the players are millionaires. Public reaction to the strike
Stereophile, March 1997

varied from disinterest to anger. The
issue was incomprehensible to the average sports fan. Some sportswriters
believe it has done irreparable harm to
the popularity of the game.
Which is not to say that symphony
musicians are wealthy crybabies like

The SF Symphony
came close to refusing
to perform in Berlin,
but were told they would
have to find their own way
home if they did.
their athletic counterparts, but they do
well by any measure of financial success.
The base salary for a SF Symphony
musician is $74,000; first chairs receive
more. The average pay was $94,785 for
the 1995-1996 season, according to
Executive Director Peter Pastoreich.
These figures do not reflect additional
income the members make from
recording contracts, or from moonlighting as teachers or performing with small
chamber groups or jazz combos.
San Francisco is one of the most
expensive cities in North America,
counter the musicians. The union isn't
wrong about that, but given the present
dire financial conditions, its members
may be pricing themselves out of their
jobs. It may seem impossible to them,
but the Symphony could simply run out
of money. It's happened elsewhere: The
Oakland Symphony went bankrupt in
1986, as did the San Diego in 1995. The
SDS ran up adeficit in three of its final
five years, the last one awhopping negative $1.7 million. With adebt reported at
$5 million, with corporate grants and
federal giveaways drying up, and with
only $30,000 left as operating capital,
the board of the San Diego Symphony
voted to liquidate. SDS Board President
Elsie Weston described the decision as
one of the saddest days of her life. "That
day," she told The Wall Street Journal's
Rick Wartzman, "is burned in my
memory forever."
UNITED KINGDOM/UNITED STATES
Paul Messenger
Though British speaker brand Revolver
has been in operation for only four years,
in that time it has successfully combined
in-house design and marketing expertise
with highly competitive OEM manufacture to carve out aprofitable niche in the

budget sector of the UK market, while
also setting up overseas distribution in
more than 30 countries.
Now Revolver has been purchased
by US company Aura Systems, Inc., of
El Segundo, California. Aura Systems is
primarily involved in high-tech OEM
manufacture, with particular expertise
in such exotic magnetic alloys as
neodymium/iron/boron —a technology directly relevant to loudspeaker
drive-unit design and manufacture.
(Their product best-known to audiophiles is probably "The Great Mother
Of All Subwoofers," marketed by
Parasound.)
Although no plans have yet been discussed, Revolver would appear to be a
very suitable vehicle for Aura to introduce its technologies to the consumer
marketplace. Good distribution is already in place, the brand itself has a
healthy measure of recognition, and has
also remained "clean," unencumbered
by the historical baggage and precedent
accumulated by older operations. [/t was
announced at the Winter CES in January
that Aura Systems had also bought speaker
manufacturer Linamm, best-known for its
bipolar tweeter seen in some RadioShack
Optimus models. — Ed.]
UNITED STATES
Robert J. Reina
Esoteric Audio Research has anew US
distributor, Dan Meinwald, who can be
contacted at EAR USA, 1624 Sunset
Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90405.
Tel/fax: (310) 396-1919. Although EAR
designer Tim de Paravacini has been
previously known in the US for his
higher-priced, state-of-the-art designs,
Meinwald will be emphasizing the marketing of de Paravacini's more affordable products, including the $995 834P
moving-coil phono stage (watch for my
review in an upcoming issue of
Stereophile), the companion 834L line
stage, and the $3595 859 single-ended
integrated amplifier.
Keith Lehmann has been named the
new president of MB Quart's US subsidiary. Previously, Keith had been the
Senior Manager of Marketing Communications at Alpine Electronics. Although MB Quart is primarily known
for its automotive speakers in this
country (WP uses them in his Great
White Rhino Reference Rig), Lehmann has emphasized the company's
continuing commitment to the highend home-audio market as well.
Lehmann remains on the Board of
Directors of IASCA.
PBN Audio, whose Montana SP
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FOR YOUR EARS
The ART Preamplifier is alimited
edition work of strikingly advanced
audio technolgy dedicated to your
passion for music, designed to reveal
subtule nuances hidden in your
treasured recordings.

conrad-johnson It just sounds right.
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loudspeaker was favorably reviewed by
Barry Willis in January (Vo120 No.1,
p225), has anew telephone number:
(213) 482-7672.
CANADA
Robert Deutsch
From time to time, most audio dealers
schedule manufacturers' seminars.
(Many of these are listed each month in
the "Calendar" section of "Industry Update.") These may feature talks by designers, and often involve demonstrations of new products. Some stores
sponsor events that include participation
by several manufacturers, so that they
become mini audio shows.
An event not quite like anything I'd
encountered before was held by
London Audio — located not in that
London, but the one in Ontario,
Canada. With the cooperation of local
home builders, London set up audio
and home-theater systems in six model
homes on the last weekend of October
'96. The homes had already been furnished and decorated to ahigh standard,
but the decorators' idea of home furnishings did not include anything in the
audio/video line. London Audio
brought in equipment normally on display in the store, and persuaded their
suppliers to bring in some new products,
including En processors and prototype
DVD players. The event, billed as "A
Feast for the Eyes and Ears," was advertised in the local newspaper and by a
mailing to London Audio customers.
London Audio is afull-range dealer,
with an emphasis on mid- to high-end
audio equipment. They carry the greatest selection of British products I've seen
in any store outside Britain (Linn,
Naim, Cambridge, Arcam, ProAc,
Rega, Castle, KEF, Tannoy), but they
also have a good assortment of
Canadian (Mirage, Classé, Celeste,
Totem) and American (Dunlavy, Adcom, Martin-Logan, Atlantic Technology, Golden Tube) products. On the
video side, they feature Runco and
Toshiba; one of their staff, Rick Ho, is a
technician trained by the Imaging
Science Foundation (ISF).
There were some pretty good hometheater demos —and a really stunning
one that featured aRunco LD player,
datagrade
projector/line
doubler,
Stewart screen, and KEF and Mirage
speakers—but most of the systems
were audio only. Because the systems
were placed in model living-room and
family-room settings, with nary aTube
Trap, RoomTune, or RPG Diffusor in
sight, the emphasis was more on music
Stereophile, March 1997

than on equipment. Most of the rooms
would have benefited from acoustical
treatment, and speakers were sometimes placed with appearance rather
than optimal sound as the first criterion.
(One of the pair of Martin-Logan
reQuests had a wall right behind it,
whereas the other was out in the open.)
However, this was actually amore typical representation of what most people
have to deal with in their homes.

With the cooperation of
local home builders,
London Audio
set up audio and
home-theater systems in
six model homes.
Apart from the venue, which presented systems in an environment that more
closely approximates the situation faced
by audiophiles with families, what differentiated this event from the usual
audio show or dealer seminar was the
people. Sure, there were some of the
audio nerds you see at shows —after all,
Iwas there —but there were also alot of
people who probably wouldn't think of
going to apure audio or home-theater
event in astore. Some of them seemed
to know little or nothing about equipment, but were simply bowled over by
how good reproduced music could
sound. "I could listen to this all day!" was
one of the comments Ioverheard.
There were alot of couples and families, with some well-behaved children
who could be tomorrow's audiophiles.
There was a higher proportion of
women than at any show I've been to.
Some of the attendees — male and
female—seemed as interested in the
decor and the homes as they were in the
audio equipment, and may have viewed
this primarily as an opportunity to see
model homes without having to deal
with realtors. The atmosphere was festive, and there was areal sense of fun,
unfettered by commercial considerations. The model homes were all in the
same development, within easy walking
distance of each other.
(The homes, incidentally, were oily
nice; Isure wouldn't mind having the
one that has afireplace in the en suite
bathroom.... My one beef: having to
take my shoes off at the door. Although
Iunderstand the reason for this (most of
the homes had off-white carpeting), I

hate walking around in stockinged feet,
especially on cold basement floors.
Perhaps London Audio could work out
adeal with manufacturers of slippers,
and call the next event "A Feast for the
Eyes, Ears, and Feet.")
Iwould be untrue to my audio nerdhood if Ididn't report on at least one
product that was being demonstrated
for the first time. The Mirage 0M-6
($3000/pair; prices are in US dollars) is
described as the "world's first full-range
bipolar speaker with active subwoofers." "OM" stands for Omnipolar
(trademark). It looks abit like one of the
smaller Apogee hybrids, with the slim
bipolar mid/tweeter section atop the
more substantial box containing apair
of 8" woofers and a 150W amplifier.
With bass amplification taken care of,
the mid/tweeter section, which has
91dB sensitivity, can be driven by afairly low-powered amplifier. The 0M6
sounded very promising (Classé CD
player and electronics, XLO cables),
with better focus than is typical of bipolar loudspeakers, but maintaining their
"spacious" characteristic. Bass seemed
tight and extended.
On the home-theater front, Iwas
impressed by the Linn system, featuring
the do-it-all (digital and analog preamplifier, multistandard A/V processor, 28
inputs and 21 outputs, multiroom capability) AV 5103 ($8500).
The attendees and audio/video reps I
talked to had auniformly positive response to the event, and the real estate
people were obviously pleased with the
interest shown in the homes themselves. Steve Glickman, owner of London Audio, tells me that when he
mounted the first of these events two
years ago, attendance was about 800.
This year's attendance was estimated at
2000. By any measure, the event was a
resounding success, and represents an
innovative approach to demonstrating
audio/video products, and even to creating anew market for them.
UNITED KINGDOM
Barry Willis
Virgin Records founder Richard Branson
is returning to the music business after a
three-year absence, Reuters news agency
reported last November. The brash
multimillionaire entrepreneur, in announcing the formation of the V2 Music
Group in London, said his intention is to
give musicians the support of an artistfriendly independent label and the marketing clout of amedia giant.
"All the good independent labels
have sold out. What are left are five
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around 4.6Mbps. A DVD player can
deliver a variable bit rate of up to
around 11Mbps with atypical MPEG-2
movie, with three audio streams running
at about 4.7Mbps. One can thus see
within this format the potential for highend audio, even at very high sampling/bit rates. How digital audio
sounds after running through aFireWire
system, however, will soon be up for
debate. Like any new technology, several factors may need to be identified and
"We would like to see the
overcome to create high-end results.
One drawback of FireWire is the
1394 'Firewire' protocol
need to add boosters to cables longer
than 14.8' (4.5m). 1394-spec cable alsucceed as astandard
ready has two power wires running
through it supplying 8-40V, which
because it is open!'
allows inline cable boosters to operate.
—Yoshi Sawada, Yamaha
But Ihave to wonder if this will limit
longer cable runs, especially in huge
homes or professional applications. The
consensus at the show was that this is not
audio market, where multiple high-qualaproblem. According to Yoshi Sawada,
ity channels of digital and MIDI data are
"The description of 4.5m as amaximum
required simultaneously. If you use 1394,
you don't have to have many types of length between nodes is based on the
assumption of worst case in terms of
cables and interfaces like S/PDIF,
number of nodes and topology in the
AES/EBU, TOS, any proprietary cable,
bus. In other words, you don't always
MIDI, and so on. All you have to have is
have to add boosters [repeaters] to cable
1394. More precisely, the protocol we are
proposing is actually including AES/ longer than 4.5m, although it is safer to
add such devices. In atypical configuraEBU as one of the formats so that system
tion, we think we can use longer cable."
designers of audio devices can easily
On the plus side, cable, boosters, and
migrate to 1394. Although they need to
connectors are relatively inexpensive.
do alittle more to packetize or de-packNEC and Sony were proposing aPlastic
etize with 1394 isochronous packets,
they can use the format for the content of Optical Fiber (POE) backbone for
home environments, in which rooms
audio data currently used in AES/EBU."
When Iasked him about Yamaha's plans whose local equipment is wired with
1394 six-pin shielded twisted-pair cables
for the consumer market, he said, "We
will be connected to each other via POF.
are dreaming of it! We would like to see
FirelNire on the Mountain: The 1394
Also at the show, Apple announced
the 1394 'FireWire' protocol succeed as a
Trade Association (sounds like some
that 1394 hardware support would be
standard because it is open."
ancient mariners' society!) had its own
included with select Power Macintosh
1394 is significant—it bridges the gap
breakout room upstairs in the North
models in 1997, starting as PCI host
between consumer and professional elecHall of the Convention Center. Several
adaptor cards and migrating to the main
tronics devices and PCs. Thus, it enables
cable, chip, computer, and consumer
logic board later. It will also include
ahome, studio, or office Local Area Netelectronics manufacturers were on hand
1394 support in afuture release of the
work (LAN) to connect CD players,
to display what they had and to lend supMac OS. Other companies supporting
TVs, VCRs, camcorders, DVDs, computport to the FireWire platform. Yamaha
1394 include Sun Microsystems, Intel,
ers, printers, telephones, set-top boxes,
showcased their development of 1394
IBM, Fujitsu, Microsoft, NEC, Philips,
Internet access, etc. to the network. Very
with the mLAN adaptor prototype,
Kenwood, Texas Instruments, and JVC.
which integrates audio components and
much a"plug and play" standard, 1394
Conspicuously absent were any higheven MIDI-driven musical instruments provides for control information as well as
end audio or video companies! The
data to be sent between connected prodinto the network. Their working display
1394 protocol was also adopted in 1995
allowed one to send digital audio from a ucts. There is no need for users to assign
by the Grand Alliance as the digital
IDs to devices on the network.
variety of sources, including aMIDI keyinterface for HDTV, and by VESA
Currently the 1394 serial data transboard, to several remote amplifier/
(Video Electronics Standards Association).
speaker systems. They were supporting fer rates arc 100, 200, and 400Mbps.
Planned for the future are backwardthe audio and music protocol at
New Products, No Waiting: Another starcompatible rates of first 800Mbps, then
200Mbps (Megabits per second), which
ding aspect of the computer industry
1.6Gbps and 32Gbps. For comparison,
can deliver multiple streams of AC-3 (or
made apparent at COMDEX is the relaDolby Digital), 50 channels of consider that the data rate of aCD player (44.1kHz/16-bit) is 12Mbps per tive speed with which it invents and
stereo pair of channels, and that 96kHz/ brings to market new standards and tech6 FireWire/1394 Trade Association: Tel: (512) 30524-bit DVD stereo audio would mn at nologies. Take data storage: In the com0203. Fax: (512) 305-0212. E-mail: www.1394tacom

cations system in an average home. The
equipment throughout Sony's demo
house was communicating via ahighspeed network standard, originally created by Apple Computer, called
FireWire (details below), and officially
known as IEEE 1394.6
The demo was very reminiscent of
the Tomorrowland shows at Disneyland,
only this vision of the future is coming to
pass pretty quickly. Mocked-up side by
side were two cutaway rooms of astageset house: a den with big-screen TV,
audio system, couch, etc., and ahome
office with PC, printer, monitor; and
phone on the desk. Audio and video
were thrown back and forth between
the big screen and the computer with
ease, and even an incoming videophone
call was relayed to the living-room television. No one at Sony would commit to
amarket date for these products, but one
to three years seems about right.
In aseparate display Sony was showcasing their most recent partnered product: WebTV. The creators of WebTV,
also originally from Apple, had formed a
new company, WebTV Networks Inc.,
and worked feverishly in secret to develop the mass market's interface to the
Internet. Sony (and Philips) then licensed
WebTV and brought it to market in a
nanosecond. Could acceptable-quality
audio/video streaming be far behind,
eventually bypassing the CD/DVD/
VCR player altogether? just think of the
audio and video data one could order up
on WebTV and download through one
of those little DSS dishes. Bill Gates has.
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44.1kHz/16-bit stereo audio (no compression needed!), or 5000 MIDI channels. Higher sampling/bit rates are easily
accommodated, depending on the hardware used.
According to Yoshi Sawada of
Yamaha, "Different bit rates can coexist:
16-bit, 24-bit... what is used will depend
on what the consumer wants. The initial
benefit from 1394 is obvious for the pro
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FIIIMMUTARA Labs has Me%
quietly winning the regard of worldrenowned musicians, professional
recording studios and famous venues
like Carnegie Hall... and winning a
place in their sound systems. Now
the secret is out. The same cables the
professionals use arc also in use in
the best home audio systems.
Professional musicians, recording
studios, audio reviewers and serious
audiophiles agree: TARA Labs cables
are simply the finest made.

TARAIABS
541/488-6465
http://www.taralabs.com
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David

Benoit

on TARA Labs
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"When I'm in the studio Iwant to capture the natural
sound of live music. Nothing does that like TARA Labs."
— DAVID BENOIT

_ GRAMMY-NOMINATED COMPOSER AND PIANIST, DAVID BENOIT IS AJ
AZZ AND POP ICON. His CAREER, SPANNING TWENTY YEARS, IS HIGHLIGHTED BY TOP HONORS
FROM "BILLBOARD" MAGAZINE (
BEST J
AZZ ALBUMS OF 1990 AND TOP J
AZZ ARTISTS OF 1990), AS WELL AS COLLABORATIONS WITH KENNY RANKIN AND THE
L.
A.PHILHARMONIC. HIS 29m STRE.ET STUDIO IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA IS WIRED ENTIRELY WITH TARA LABS CABLES.

puter biz, improved systems emerge
practically every six months. Try to imagine something like aZip or Jaz drive
popping up in the audio/video industry
overnight —and swing at $199! In the
audio/video biz, renegade —even superior — technology (think Beta, DTS, DAT)
gets trounced pretty fast if the right consensus, software support, or market share
isn't there. Comparing computer with
audio/video markets may be like comparing oranges and apples (pun intended),
but there are lessons to learn here.
Just like music and movie companies,
computer software companies lose big
money every day to pirates and users who
illegally copy or trade programs. But do
you see them hobbling new storage technologies just to protect themselves? Can
you imagine aworld in which the musicand movie-company suits didn't stall and
finally corrupt (think SC/Y1S) every new
playback/record technology that came
down the pike? This implies that the
computer companies trust, respect, and
support the bulk of their customers,
while the audio/video honchos do not.
On the other hand, when the computer
folks start getting closer to the audio/
video market, they, too, may find this
problem daunting.

Computer companies
trust, respect, and support
the bulk of their

Playing the Odds: So why the price discrepancies in hotel rooms? Back to the
desk clerk: "Because nobody at COMDEX gambles nearly as much as people
at CES do." Says alot about who makes
the best use of their capital, eh?

customers, while the

CANADA
Don Scott
Master FM, acompany jointly owned
do not.
by several Toronto broadcasters presently transmitting conventional FM from
the downtown CN Tower, is taking a
leap of faith into DAB (Digital Audio
Time to Get Wise: Ilearned two really
good lessons at this show: If you're in Broadcasting). A planned 20-channel,
L-band system transmitting from halfthe audio and/or video business, you
way up the structure will cover a25may want to start going to COMDEX.
mile radius with initial simulcast proIf you're not, consider yourself lucky.
gramming of high-quality studio feeds
After all, audio is coming down to profrom eight major AM and FM stations.
cessing and delivering astream of bits,
and whoever is in aposition to best More stations arc expected to follow
once receivers become available in the
control those bits will likely prevail.
What we really have here is aclash of fall of 1997, and there is some interest in
similar ventures in the Montreal and
business cultures, and the computer
culture is poised to dominate the au- Vancouver markets. While this is aleadership move in the broadcast industry,
dio/video culture. Isoon realized that,
little is said of the environmental impact
every time someone at COMDEX
on persons working in or near the CN
asked me what Idid and Ianswered
with "I'm in the audio business," I Tower when several hundred watts of
transmitting power will be used at mimight as well have said "I'm aprofescrowave frequencies.
S
sional idiot."

audio/video honchos

For well um bU yudi', the name Tandberg has been associated with flawless, faithful sound eproduction. The new 4000 Series
continues this unbroken tradition. The unique, stackable, top-loading transport of the CD Player, the Zero Negative Feedback and Discrete
Class Acircuitry of the Control and Power Amplifiers, the Dual Gate MOSFET and Class Acircuitry of the FM Tuner are packaged in

Mon Scott Distributing. Inc tel (215i 836 9944 fax (215' 836 2273

amuseum-grade, fully remote-controllable system as pleasing to use as it is to view.
Tandberg has once again created audio components that transcend traditional hi-fi to become
ont ,of your most prized possessions.
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Df Excellence.
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ore than two decades of
experience as an American
manufacturer of precision hi-fi
equipment have taught us afew
valuable lessons. Like how to
improve the playback resolution of
recorded music without sacrificing
musicality, convenience or affordability. How to design and engineer
products that fit the widely varying
system needs—and budgets—of
music lovers around the globe. And
how to continue

PH3

providing parts and service support
for every model we've ever manufactured, reaching back more than
aquarter-century.
In short, we've learned how to keep
an eye on the future without losing
our grip on the past.
What really sets Audio
Research apart is more than a
versatile array of quality products. It is aphilosophy committed to High Definition' in
sound. service and product
support. So that you can
enjoy pride of ownership
and peace of mind for as
long as you own an Audio
Research product.

SDPI

SDAI

To discover more about
Audio Research. visit one of
our authorized retailers soon.

VT100

POWER
'S

VT6OSE

audio research
HIGH

DEFINITIO

5740 Green Circle Drive/Minnetonka Minnesota 55343-4424
PHONE: 612-939-0600 FAX: 612-939-0604

VT150SE

THE

ARAGON

COLLECTION

Introducing Aragon's 28k remote control preamp.
It will improve your image, tighten your bottom,
eliminate middle spread and put the shimmer back
in your highlights. All without leaving the comfort
of your chair.

arag on28k

MUTE

4

• Motorized laser trimmed volume and balance
controls allow for fine adjustments that lock in the
recording's musical image from any seating position.
• Direct coupled output allows for controlled bass
response down to 5Hz. • Outstanding phase accuracy
insures an accurate vocal and instrument size for outstanding
realism. • Exceptionally smooth and extended upper frequencies
preserve the recording's natural shimmer without adding any harshness.

MONDIAL

DESIGNS

LIMITED

20 Livingstone Ave., Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522 •914-693-8008 •Fax 914-693-7199

SAM
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Sam Tellig
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ou've got to hear this player."
It was Bob Harley on the
phone, tipping me off to his
reviewof the Rotel RCD-990 CD player, which appeared in the January '97
Stereophile.
Yes, this is aphenomenal CD player,
all right, and at $1495 it fills an important niche between the $500 Maranta
CD-63 SE and the $2850 Meridian 508.
The performance of this player is
breathtaking. It would surprise me very
much if you could get anywhere near
the sound quality with CD separates for
under $2000. Maybe even $3000. If you
want the best CD sound for the money,
players rule —unless you want to spend
big, big bucks.
The RCD-990 has just about everything you'd want in aplayer except sexy
styling. It has dynamics —this is amultibit player, and multibits tend to do dynamics better than itty bits —ah, um, single bits. Very good detail and resolution,
including spatial resolution. Tight, taut,
kick-butt bass. It even has HDCD.R
Ididn't use the RCD-990 as atransport, since Idon't have any DACs in the
house. But Ican tell the transport must
be akiller —it's aPhilips CDM 9 Pro
transport mechanism, usually found in
more expensive players and transports.
The loading mechanism is that of a
Philips CDM 4, filled with graphite.
The transport feels substantial: When
the drawer closes, it's like hearing the
door close on aLexus, if not aMercedes. Then you can hear the transport
clamp down on the disc with areassuring embrace.
Useful features include balanced and
unbalanced outputs, apolarity-reversal
button on the remote (where it
belongs), and abutton to turn off the
display, which also marginally improves
the sound. Given the RCD-990's superb spatial resolution, the polarity-reversal feature is particularly welcome —
yes, polarity does make abig difference
with some CDs.
The only drawback Ican hear is a
slight transistory sound, most noticeable
as awee trace of hardness in the upper
midrange and treble. (This may be as
much afunction of multibit as it is of
transistors.) As it happens, this is comStereophile, March 1997

pletely ameliorable by using an outboard Musical Fidelity X-10D CD
what's-it (tube analog output stage —
see "Sam's Space," November '96). If
you bought an X-10D, your investment
won't be wasted. (A tubed line stage or
preamp would probably accomplish
much the same thing.)
Yes, my YBA 2, residing in my other
system, has acertain delicacy of sound —
acertain je ne sais quoi, asmoothness that
the Rotel can't quite match. And it does

The performance of the
Rotel RCD-990 CD player
is breathtaking.
It would surprise me
very much if you could
get anywhere near the
sound quality with
CD separates
for under $2000.
Maybe even $3000.
space better —actually, agood deal better. But bear in mind that the YBA 2is
a$4800 player — more than three times
the price of the Rotel. In terms of
dynamics, the Rotel RCD-990 is the
equal of any player I've heard, short of
the killer Krells for around $10k.
Compared to the Meridian 508-20, the
Rotel sounds alittle less refined, some-

what coarser-grained in the upper midrange and treble. On the other hand, the
Rotel may dig more into the soul of the
music. On jazz, especially, the Meridian
can seem alittle too polite, not raucous
enough. The Rotel also wins in terms of
dynamics.
Iunderstand that the machine might
be in short supply — mainly because the
CDM-9 Pro transport is in short supply.' If you find one and like it, don't
hesitate to buy — you may not have a
second chance. You're probably looking
at twice the price to do better.
To sum up, the RCD-990 gives arich,
dynamic, full-bodied sound with excellent resolution and sense of space —lots
of there there. Not only the transport,
but the whole machine is asubstantial,
serious piece of equipment that should
last you well into the new millennium.
The flimsy factor is nil.
If your budget is less than $1500 —
even if it's only $500 — consider stretching it. As Isaid in January about integrated amps, sometimes you should
stretch rather than spend too little. If
you're shopping above the $1500 price
point, you should still give the Rotel
RCD-990 alisten. Maybe you can save
some money that might be better spent
on upgrading your amp, speakers, etc.
Or start saving up for DVD and all
those new Naxos discs Klaus Heymann
is planning to make available (see
February, p.55).
Thank you, Bob. Thank you, Rotel.
(And especially, thank you, Klaus.)
1The supply is so tight dut the machine won't be
available in somemarkets — the UK, for instance.

Rotel RCD-990 CD player
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"remarkable"...
"flawless"... "astonishing"...
"a landmark"... "the best"
CS3.6

CS.5
GG ...one of the best speakers available at any
price—Thiel's full size CS.5.
—Tim Smart, Business Week, December 11, '95

e‘ ...the CS3.6s outperform every other
speaker I've heard in their price class... >5
—Robert Harley,
Stereophile,
Vol. 17, No. 5, May '94

CS1.5
The CS1.5 is alandmark speaker of the
1990.. .an astonishing speaker. >5
—Sam Tellig, Stereophile, Vol. 17,
No. 8, August '94

CS7
“Thiel's CS7 loudspeaker is one of the finest
sounding loudspeakers that Ihave heard. ,›
—Anthony Cordesman, Audio, August '95

CS2 2
44 Ithink they are one of the best,
it not the best, performers Ihave
come across.),
—Andy Benham, Hi Fi Choice
U.K., Winter '92/93

CS5i

GC Acompletely flawless design. 55
—Nagashima,
Stereo Sound/
Japan, Winter '93

0100111.14111111111.1. 1111"1" 11/
From left to riiht: CS.5, CS2 2, CS6, CS5i, CS7,CS3.6, CS1.5, S
Priced from $1,450 to $12,300 per pair. All are carefully hanicccafted
of finishes from the world's finest woods.

UltimaW Per
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!EL

rmance Loudspeakers ,

For home music and video sound systems
Call or write for our 36-page btu bure, review reprints, and the name of your nearest 1HIEL dealer.
1HIEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 •Telephone: 606-254-9427 •e-mail: mailethielaudio.com

11-11EL
Dealer List by State
Palm Audio Video Huntsville. AL 205-83°5020 •Audio Excellence San Francisco. CA
415-433-1335 •Bay Area Audio San Jose. CA
408-255-0735 •Christopher Hansen 2 Los
Angeles. CA 310-826-8286 •dB Audio
Berkeley. CA 510-548-8733 •Digital Ear
Tustin. CA 714-5-14-7903 •GNP Audio Video
Pasadena, CA 818-577-7767 •Wilson Home
Theater Systems Woodland Hills. CA 818883-281 I•Soundings Denver. CO 303-7595505
1750
6050
2989

•Take 5Audio New Haven. CT 203-777•Os erture Wilmington. DE 302-478•Audio Visions Tampa. FL 813-871•House of Stereo Jacksonville. FL 904-

642-6677 •Sound Components Coral Gables.
FL 305-665-4299 •Classic Audio & Video
Honolulu. HI 808-732-9625 •The Good Ear
Boise. ID 208-323-8292 •Audio Consultants
Chicago. IL 312-642-5950/Evanston. IL 847864-9565/Hinsdale. IL 708-789-1990/
Libertyville. IL 847-362-5594 •Champagne
Audio Champaign. IL 217-355-8828 •Sound
Productions Carmel. IN 317-844-1103
•Audio Labs Des Moines. IA 515-288-2216
•Audio Odyssey Iowa City. IA 319-338-9505
•Planet Audio Davenport. IA 319-344-8833
•Audioport Overland Park. KS 913-341-2222
•Bill Hardy's Stereo Shoppe Lexington, KY
606-272-7278 •Soundsations Louisville. KY
502-244-1325• Audio Orleans Metairie. LA
504-831-0050 •The Listening Room
Pikesville, MD 410-239-202(1• Stereo Shop
Arlington. MA 617-648-4434 •Stereo Center/
Front Row Flint. MI 810-732-2220 •St. Louis
Sound St. Louis. MO 314-993-0002 •Hal's
Stereo Trenton. NJ 609-883-6338 •Steven's
Audio Bernardsville. NJ 908-953-9750
•Stuart's Audio Westfield. NJ 908-232-0483
•The Candyman Santa Fe. NM 505-988-8933
•Audio Visions West Babylon. NY 516-6613355 •Innovalise Audio Brooklyn. NY 718596-0888 •The listening Room Scarsdale,
NY 914-472-4558 •Lyric Hi-Fi New York.
NY 212-439- I
900/White Plains. NY 914-9497500 •The Sound Concept Rochester. NY
716-442-6050 •Audible Elegance Cincinnati.
OH 513-793-3737 •Hi-Tech Hi-Fi Lyndhurst,
OH 216-449-4434 •Paragon Sound Toledo.
OH 419-882-1010 •Progressive Audio
Columbus. OH 614-299-0565 •K-Labs
Premium Audio Tulsa. OK 918-665-1113
•Audio Gallery Pittsburgh. PA 412-521-9500
•Nicholson's Stereo Nashville. TN 615-32743 12 •Statement Audio Knoxville. TN 423693-0084 •Dallas Audio Concepts Dallas. TX
214-360-9520 •Don's Hi Fidelity Amarillo.
TX 806-353-9625 •The Groove Audio Video
Houston. TX 713-523-29(X) •Hi-Fidelity of
Lubbock Lubbock. TX 806-794-45(17 •Audio
Design Salt Lake City, UT 801-486-5511
•Audio Systems Richmond. VA 804-780-2528
•Gifted listener Centreville. VA 703-8188000 •Nuts About Hi-Fi Silverdale. WA 206698-1348 •Definitive Audio Seattle. WA 206524-6633/Bellevue. WA 206-746-3188 •Hi-Fi
Heaven Green Bay, WI 414-494-8999
Appleton. WI 414-954-9777 Canada: Audio
Ark Edmonton. AB 403-453-6624 •Sounds of
Music. Calgary. AB 403-265-1393 •Sound
Plus Vancouver. BC 604-873-4571 •Brack
Electronics Toronto. ON 416-366-3636/
Thornhill. ON 416-881-8832
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Micromega Stage 2 CD player

Micromega Stage 2
Just abrief note on this Cl) player, since
this is an aging model that has already
been reviewed and recommended by
Wes Phillips in Stereophik (in Vol.18
No.10, October '95, p.203).2 Ijust
recently caught up with it, thanks to a
Micromega dealer.
At $1075 this player is an almost complete contrast to the Rotel RCD-990.
The build quality doesn't seem like
much for the price —the Rotel for $400

There is more to life
than music or
listening to your stereo.
or so more is amuch more substantially
built player ... atank, in fact.
But the sound is superb, and, as with
most single-bit players, improves considerably over time. The Micromega has an
engaging sweetness of tone, abeautiful
smoothness through the midrange and
treble. Yet the sound doesn't become
homogenized. There's agood deal of resolution and detail. Less spatial resolution
than with the YBA CD 3at $3400 —but
hell, you're looking at one third the price
for the French-made Micromega.
The only arca where Ican fault this
player, besides its rather flimsy build
quality for the price, is dynamics. Like
most single-bit players — Ilike to call
them "bit players" — this model is
somewhat, although not seriously lacking in dynamic get up and go.
Still, Iloved this player —particularly
2 Micromep USA, Inc. 524 132nd Street SW #105,
Everett. WA 98204. Tel: (206) 745-8750. Fax: (206)
787-3067.

when listening to the Cabasse Farella
400 speakers through the ConradJohnson MV55 amplifier (a combination you can read about next month).
Warmly recommended as asignificant
step-up from the $500 Maranta CD 63
SE, which sounds slightly hard and thin
by comparison. (Your wallet will be fatter, though.)
At $1075, then, the Micromega Stage
2is abargain, and since this product has
already been around for a couple of
years, well, you might keep an eye out
for markdowns. If you see one, especially at abargain price, grab it.
In the light of Italy
There is more to life than music or listening to your stereo. Turn your system
off once in awhile. Breathe some fresh
air. Go out and hear some live music.
Get out and look at some great art.
If you live near St. Louis, don't miss
an exhibition entitled In the Light ofItaly:
Corot and Early Open-Air Paining. It's at
the St. Louis Art Museum from February 21 through May 18. (I caught up
with the exhibit late last fall at the
Brooklyn Museum.)
The first school of open-air (as
opposed to studio) landscape painting
took hold in Rome and southern Italy
at the end of the 18th century — at
about the same time the romantic
movement in literature and music was
beginning. There is an immediacy, an
exuberance, afreshness to these paintings, that culminate in Coroes paintings of Italy.
Iview agreat many art exhibits —
maybe 20, 30 ayear. For me, this was
the most enjoyable of 1996. By all
means, get to the St. Louis Art Museum
by May 18.
S
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Sound hits 'mu at a
speed of 760 mph.

hits uou at aspeed
of 671,000,000 mph.

Teshiba OVO makes it actual feel like it.
Your pulse races. Your gut quivers. That little vein in your
forehead is throbbing. Senses—meet Toshiba END.
PLEASE, NO TALKING DURING THE SHOW

At Toshiba, we've developed the technology that fits up to
133 minutes of heart-pounding video and audio,
normally reserved for the finest cineplexes,
for use at home on adisc the size of aCD.
Picture quality that's three times better than
VHS and audio recorded in full Dolby Digital
Surround Sound -on six discrete channels.
And, our models can even play your favorite
compact discs
(same as CO)
NO WAITING, NO FADING, NO RENOVATING

Because the discs are read by laser, there is never any need
to rewind a DVD. And, there's no chance of your favorite DVD
deteriorating with every play like aVHS tape. Finally, you won't have
to build an addition to your home to hold your DVDs. The packages
are as streamlined and efficient as the discs themselves.
TALL, SHORT, OR FRENCH—
WE'RE READY FOR ANYTHING

Many END movies will come with some of the most
incredible options only Hollywood and Toshiba could dream
of, including the ability to change the format of the movie to
fit any television you play it through, from regular size to
widescreen; language tracks of up to eight different
languages ranging from English to French; subtitles in up to
32 different languages; the ability to view the same scene of
amovie from any of up to nine remote-controlled angles; or
multiple endings to the same movie. If the feature is on the
disc, Toshiba DVD players are ready for it.
YEAH, SO?

We believe your senses will thank you for this complete and
total assault. As soon as they're out of traction.

Toshiba OVO
You've got senses. Use them.
For more information, call 1-800-346-6672.

http://www.dvd.toshibascom

Now the Theta That Brings You the Music
Can Take You to The Movies, Too
We live in atime of Change. Theta has made areputation over
the last nine years for building components that do not become
obsolete. Casablanca is the full realization of this ideal: configured
specifically for your needs now, it can quickly and easily be
reconfigured and upgraded for your future needs.
Casablanca's open architecture allows for choices in capabilities
and quality levels now, for upgrading later, and updating as
industry standards change. Casablanca can be configured as a:
•high performance D to A converter
•high performance analog preamp
•high performance digital preamp
•surround sound processor with Dolby Prologic*
•surround sound processor with Dolby 5.1•
•surround sound processor with Dolby AC-3*
•surround sound processor with DTS Coherent Acoustics'
•high fidelity video switcher

THETA DIGITAL CORPORATION
D IGITAL D ONE RIGHT
5330 Derry Ave., Suite R. Agoura Hills. CA 913011(010) 597-9195 FAX (818) 597-1
Malbiiiematesieideoladkíodiàahocauiriekkeusindid:fflk fro rs
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ANALOG
and areally clean original Joni Mitchell
Blue with the blue insert. You haven't
heard Blue until you've heard an original
pressing (it has the word "grEaEo" at the
bottom of the label instead of the "W"
Warners logo). Those later pressings are
pale imitations. For the most part with
Warner/Reprise discs, the later the
pressing, the paler the sound.
Ialso got an early second pressing of
The Kinks' Village Green Preservation Society, an original Verve Oscar Peterson and
Nelson Riddle, aSavoy original Opus de
Jazz with Milt Jackson, Frank Wess,
Kenny Clarke, Hank Jones, and Eddie
Jones; an original green-label early Columbia pressing of The Louis Armstrong
Story, and, for good measure, a 10"
Sidney Bechet Blue Note, plus avery
clean "shaded dog" of Franck's Symphony in D Minor with Montewc/CSO
— my favorite performance, even
though Lewis Layton overloaded the
tape in afew places. A buck each.
The lesson is clear: There are still
great records to be had for cheap, if
you're willing to bend over for them.
Or you can bend over and let the record
industry have at you for 12 bucks apop
on CD.
Cleanup time!
A natural segue, of course. Iwish Icould
give you ahands-on account of the new
Orbitrac, but for some reason Allsop
forgot to send me one — it'll have to
wait until the next column. Meanwhile,
Irecently received acall from H. Duane
Goldman, aka The Disc Doctor, manufacturer of The Disc Doctor's Miracle
Record Cleaner and Miracle Record
Cleaning Brush.
Unlike some who ply the grooves
with fluids and the like, Goldman
would seem to be actually qualified to
do so — he holds aPh.D. in chemistry.
The good doctor sent me asmall bottle
of his heavy-duty, nonisopropyl alcoholic fluid and apair of nifty cleaning
brushes to try out — which Idid on
some of my more recent catches. Ialso
tried cleaning a few discs I'd already
cleaned using the methodology I'd
adopted from Michael Wayne's article
published in issue Four of the The Tracking Angle. Fortunately for my sanity, the
two products are not dissimilar. In fact,
they're quite compatible.
Disc Doctor manufactures products and provides cleaning regimens
for both modern vinyl formulations
and older shellacs, acetates, and
Edison Diamond discs. There's also
The Disc Doctor's Miracle CD
Cleaner, but I'll leave that to Bob
Stereophile, March 1997
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Harley. The miracle there, of course,
would be if the fluid could somehow
make listening to CDs enjoyable.
The Disc Doctor's Miracle Record
Cleaner contains no isopropyl alcohol —
Goldman says it extracts from vinyl the
fillers and extenders used to increase the
elasticity of most record formulations.
The last thing you want to do is drag a
stylus through brittle vinyl! At the same
time, his research demonstrated that
alcohol-free solutions were incapable of
removing mold-release compounds, so
his final formulation contains avery low
concentration of the water-soluble alcohol, 1-hydroxypropane (n-propanol).
The rest of the fluid is purified water
and anumber of "modern surfactants"
(don't want to use those outdated surfactants!): sodium ethylenediaminetetraacetate, ammonium dimethylbenzenesulfonate, and triethanolammonium dodecylbenzenesulfonate. What a
mouthful. Speaking of which, you don't
want to swallow this stuff— keep it out
of the reach of children and pets. Suffice
it to say, if you want to mix up your
own, you probably can't find these
ingredients at your local WalMart.
(Though you can find there the latest in
censored CDs!)
And why would you want to make
your own fluid when The Disc Doctor's
Miracle Record Cleaner is so ridiculously inexpensive? A pint will clean
300-350 records and costs just $17.95
plus $4.75 postage. (Unfortunately, you have to
pay to ship water, and
water is heavy.) Or
you can buy aquart,
enough to clean
600-700 records,
h„E
,,
for $28.95 plus
$725 postage. Or,
"ocrows
if you want to
%
,.RAobe
invest in clean-eicotto
ing-fluid
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futures (Goldman claims it has infinite
shelf life), you can buy a gallon for
$59.95 plus $14.50 postage, and clean
3000 records.
The fluid cornes "extra strength." Even
for cleaning the usual garage-sale suspects, Goldman recommends diluting
the stuff— two parts cleaner to one part
distilled water. My advice? Make sure the
"distilled" water you use has been steamdistilled, as opposed to having been
passed through achemical resin. So diluted, Miracle Record Cleaner is said to remove dirt, grime, grease, mold, and mildew, and, at the same time, to reduce static charge and rinse residue free. What more
could you want from a record-cleaning
fluid? Plus, it slices, dices, chops, grinds,
peels, gives your children great haircuts,
and has abuilt-in fishing rod that fits into
your pocket!
But the fluid is only part of the story.
Goldman — who, in our various conversations, struck me as being mildly
obsessive/compulsive (a good thing if
you're going to be in the record-cleaning fluid business and dealing daily with
analog lovers, who are, by definition,
themselves obsessive/compulsive — has
spent agreat deal of time perfecting his
cleaning brushes.
For one thing, the handles aren't made
of wood. Ever have aVPI brush slip out
of your hand and divebomb a record
you're preparing to vacuum? Ever watch
VPI's hard clamp play field hockey on a
treasured piece of PVC? Ihave.
The Disc Doctor's brush sort of
looks and feels like alarge licorice
I-beam. It's easy to grip, pliable
yet firm, and has awide surface
arca wrapped with areplaceable
black plush polyester-andnylon pad. This brush
makes record cleaning
almost pleasurable.
You use one brush
to apply the
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THE

VON

SCHWEIKERT

RESEARCH
LOUDSPEAKER

VR- 4

SYSTEM

Solid hardwood trim,
available in Natural Cherry, Red Cherry,
Clear Oak or Black Oak.
Tweeter and midrange operate in minimum
baffle enclosures for maximum clarity. Acoustic damping
placed on the baffle reduces early driver reflections.

•
Ile

Aluminum dome tweeter critically
damped to avoid break-up and ringing.
Rear ambience driver aids recreation of the
original depth and ambience of the recording site.
Separate, hand-soldered, point to point
GAIN TM crossover circuit harmonically blends drivers
to sound like asingle element speaker.
Woven carbon fiber "main driver" is a midrange
without equal, operating well within its capable limits.
Two piece stacking enclosure completely isolates
the midrange and tweeter from the bass cabinet.
Bass enclosure aperiodically braced
with wall thickness to 1.5".
Custom epoxy cone 8" drivers with
bass response to 20 Hz without distortion.
DRI' m circuit increases amplifier
output power for dynamic bass response.

•
The VR-4, grille cloth removed,
cabinet cut away, MSRP from 53S50/pair,

"We chuckled when we realized that the VR is supposed to stand for Virtual
Reality, but our scornful smiles were soon changed to amazed silence...
"Irrespective of the size of the room and irrespective of where you are sitting
-or standing -you will experience an ultra precise and shocking three dimensional stereo accuracy.

VIRTUAL

REA

"...the VR-4 without trouble can send vibrating shock waves of precipitous
'body bass' through the listening room. Everything else may have been
shaking but the speakers remained standing firmly as sandbags.
"Rarely words such as authority and control have been so adequate as here,
and one could easily believe that the VR-4's bass was equipped with active
power steering."
Mats Meyer-Lie, Hyi &Music Magazine, Sweden, September 1996
"I can confidently say that the Von Schweikert Research VR-4s are the finest
loudspeakers Ihave had the pleasure of hearing in my listening room. « They
hit all my hot buttons -deep articulate bass, timbrel accuracy, fast, open,
three dimensional soundstaging... you know w hat that means don '
t you ?
I'm buying the revi ew pai
r!"
Stuart A. McCreary, Positive Feedback, Vo1.5 No.6, 1995
The Von Schweikert Research VR-4 loudspeakers offer breakthrough
performance and outstanding value. Superb engineering brings Virtual
Reality to the listener, convincingly portraying the passion and stage of the
recorded performance. Visit aVon Schweikert Research dealer to experience the amazing reality of the VR-4s for yourself.
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fluid, another to apply distilled watet
Once you've diluted the fluid, you
apply about afifth of ateaspoon to a
dampened pad. Then, with the record
on aflat surface, you brush back and
forth, following the grooves, over about
a third of the record. Repeat on the
other two thirds and you're ready to
remove the fluid—but not with your
cleaning machine.
Goldman recommends sopping up
the fluid with a7" cotton square. Here's
where the Orbitrac really comes in
handy. Once you've removed the fluid,
you take asecond brush saturated with
distilled water and work that into the
grooves. Goldman's instructions then
tell you to sop up the distilled water
with another cotton square, repeat on
the other side, then allow the record to
"air-dry." Better believe that's where I
use the vacuum machine! But if you
don't have avacuum machine, change
pads (on the new Orbitrac), or use a
second Orbitrac and dry the record
with that.
Ialso follow that with a dose of
Torumat-7XH fluid followed by another vacuuming. Why? Because Ihave a
gallon of it and Ilike to finish off the
process with something other than
water —don't ask me why. (Mr. Goldman doesn't agree.)
The combination of The Disc Doctor's brushes and fluid, agallon bottle of
distilled water; an Orbitrac, the Torumat-7XH, and aVP! 16.5 does an outstanding job of cleaning records. Does it
do abetterjob than what Iused to do? ¡es
almost the same regimen, and that was
really effective, so Ican't say for sure —
and if you think Iwas going to take two
records and do A/B comparisons, forget
it! Life is too short. There's too much
music to play.
Ium tell you that, when used as directed — that is, with the pads and the
final distilled-water douche — the cleanup never left aresidue on the record,
and never clogged the stylus. It did,
however, leave sparkling-looking, pristine, quiet surfaces.
Ilove the feel of the Disc Doctor
brushes, their effectiveness, and the
overall added convenience they bring to
the cleaning process. An LP-sized pair
and two replacement pads is avery reasonable $22.95. Less-expensive brushes
for 45rpm and 10" LPs are also available.
My only complaint is the less-thandetailed, less-than-meticulous cleaning
instructions Disc Doctor provided with
the brushes and fluid. You're told to
apply the fluid with a "dampened"
Stereophile, March 1997
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brush. Dampened with what? Distilled
water? Cleaning fluid? Soy sauce?
Doesn't say.
Once you've cleaned aside, you're instructed to "dry the work surface," turn
the record over, and do the other side.
But Iwouldn't put the clean side down
on the same surface that had just contacted the dirty second side —I'd use a
different surface for each side. Corkboard — like the stuff VPI uses for its
cleaning-machine platter — makes an
ideal work surface.

If you think Iwas going
to take two records
and do A/B comparisons,
forget it!
Life is too short.
There's too much
music to play.
You're advised to "remove dirty rinse
water from the WET BRUSH by running your finger down the length of the
fabric." Iwouldn't do that either. I'd use
arubber squeegee or aclean nylon nail
brush. Skin is oily.
Okay —picky, picky. Goldman told
me he's rewriting the instructions to
make them clearer and more userfriendly. One thing Ilike about Disc
Doctor fluid is that the ingredients are
listed on the bottle — no guessing, no
hocus pocus. If you're worried about
sodium ethylenediaminetetraacetate,
ammonium dimethylbenzenesulfonate,
and triethanolammonium dodecylbenzenesulfonate kissing your vinyl, you
can try something else.
Ithink if you try The Disc Doctor's
Miracle Record Cleaning system — the
fluid and the brushes — it will become
at least part of your cleaning system of
choice. It is part of mine, along with
the Orbitrac, the VP! 16.5, and the rest.
If vacuum-assisted "record cleaning"
for you is applying fluid, brushing with
the VPI bristle brush, and vacuuming,
you're not really cleaning your records.
What you're doing is smearing goop
on the VPI velvet lips and spreading
the "wealth" to all of your other
records.
Contact Lagniappe Chemicals Ltd.,
P.O. Box 37066, St. Louis, MO 63141.
Voice/fax/modem: (314) 205-1388. Email: lanyapinlink.com ,
or (gasp!) check
out their Web site: http://www.prlink.
com/discdoc.html.

Put aload on your cartridge
When Igot the FM Acoustics 122 phono
equalizer for review (see elsewhere in
this issue), Iwas confronted with designer Manuel Hubees insistence that all
moving-coil cartridges require resistive
loading down, even if the manufacturer
specifies 47k ohms. Up to that point I'd
run all MC cartridges at 47k, as most
audiophiles do, and as most cartridge
importers and manufacturers instruct.
Huber's point is that acartridge is a
motor, and amotor resonates and needs
to be controlled. If loading makes acartridge sound sluggish and distant, he insists, it's not because the load is wrong,
but because the electronics weren't properly designed.
Loading down the Transfiguration
Temper, the Lyra Clavis D.C., and the
AudioQuest Fe5 with 100 ohm resistors
vastly improved the performances of all
three cartridges. Focus, control, and
overall presentation became more lifelike, less "hi-fi"-ish. Image edges lost
their artificial "crispiness" and sounded
more natural. At the same time, images
became more solid and less ethereal. I
came to find that what Ihad taken to be
"air" and "extension" were lack of control and motor resonances. Yes, it did
take adjustments of both attitude and
ear to get used to the sound, but it's like
jumping into awarm shower (which at
first feels cold): Once you acclimate,
you won't want to go back.
Much to the consternation of Audible Illusions designer Art Ferris, I
loaded down the 3A's gold phono
boards with 100 ohm resistors — the
improvements in overall clarity, bass
control, and image definition were significant. Ihad equally good results with
the Audio Research PH3.
Part of the resistance to "loading
down" is the term itself. It sounds as if
you're burdening the cartridge with a
heavy weight. Don't think of it that way!
Try it using high-quality, close-tolerance
resistors, and — unless your system already sounds slow and sluggish — I
think you'll find that your system will
sound less "hi-fi"-ish and more natural.
Try it and tell me what you hear.
Primyl Vinyl Exchange
Bruce Kinch edits and publishes Primyl
Vinyl Exchange, a bimonthly vinyloriented newsletter.2 It's your basic
black-and-white, single-staple job —
containing articles on record-cleaning,
2For subscription information (six issues/$15), contact
Pringi Vinyl &change, P.O. Box 67109, Chestnut Hill,
MA 02167. Tel/fax: (617) 739-3856.
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Reverend Brown trembled with anticipation
as dark cellos entered the room.

To FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE DIABOLICALLY CLEVER DESIGN OF THE LINN 5140 LOUDSPEAKER
AND FOR THE NAME AND LOCATION OF YOUR NEAREST LINN DEALER CALL 1-800-LINN HI-Fl.

LINN HI-FI
music for lije
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care, preservation, collecting, and so on.
While PVX is very short on musical
insight, it does offer some good (though
frequently less than complete) advice on
the sonic values of different pressings,
reissues, and the like. It also offers some
interesting DIY projects, like tips on
making ahomemade vacuum cleaning
machine, and making your own recordcleaning fluid (December 1996) —
something Inow wouldn't do, given the
Disc Doctor's reasonably priced fluid.
And because as avenue it's inexpensive
enough that many smaller record dealers can afford to advertise in its pages,
PVX is quite valuable as aresource for
finding good used "audiophile" records.
PVX's fetishizing of Harry Pearson's
"Superdisc" list in The Absolute Sound is a
bit much, though. Mindlessly collecting
someone else's tastes in music is silly
and obsessive, in my opinion. Almost all
of HP's choices sound good (I've mindlessly collected much of it), but his classical tastes are rather specific (heavy on
contemporary British composers), and
anyone who in 1982 would call The
Sheffield Track Record "Absolutely the
best-sounding rock record ever made,"
and who thinks the group Rough Trade
is it, or who thinks David Crosby's If I

-ftka
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Could Only Remember My Name.... has
musical value,3 should be followed at a
safe distance when it comes to pop
music! Do yourself afavor and mindlessly follow me.
Fer instance: The German Speaker's
Corner label recently issued two superb-sounding and musically nourish-

The German ARS label
has issued a
killer LP version of
Santana's Abraxas.
ing LPs. One is an original Archiv Produktion (a division of DG) called The
High Renaissance dance music from the
1600s by Michael Practorius, Erasmus
Widmann, and Johann Hermann
Schein. Donna Summer it's not, but it is
some of the most tuneful and delightful
music you'll ever hear, whatever your
taste. And the sound — the bells, harpsichords, glockenspiels, strings, and the
buzzing rackett —is superb. The origi3Ahem. This 1)avid Crosby album is one of Michael's
current editor's all-rime favorites.

nal (Archiv ARC 73153/198 653
SAPM) is on HP's "Superdisc" list,
though I've owned it since before Iever
read an issue of The Absolute Sound. The
reissue's catalog number, 198 166
SAPM, is different from my original,
perhaps because it is the German-language original cover and title (Taitzmusik
der Praetorius-Zeit), whereas mine is in
English. If you've ever heard The Fifth
Estate's "rock" version of "Ding Dong
the Witch is Dead," you'll hear where
they got their bridge.
Another outstanding Speaker's Comer reissue (which I'm sure WP will fill
you in about in "Quarter Notes") is
Smokin' at the Hafl Note, an original Verve
issue (V6-8633) featuring Wynton
Kelly with the Kind of Blue rhythm section of Jimmy Cobb and Paul Chambers, plus Wes Montgomery on guitar.
Wow!!! Best recording of Wes's guitar
I've ever heard.
One last LP tip: The German ARS
(Audiophile Record Service) label has issued akiller LP version of Santana's Abraxas ("Black Magic Woman," etc.), available
from Media Access, (715) 698-32M.
Yikcs! I'm out of space. We'll have
the fascinating interview with Stan
Ricker next time.
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CALL FOR DETAILS!

YOUR ANALOG SOURCE
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SINCE 1972

1-800-221-0906
NY STATE: 516/599-1112
FAX: 516/599-2027
E-MAIL: LYLEMAX@AOL.COM

VPI NW

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
SWAIN°

WE ACCEPT VISA/MASTERCARD
AMEX & DISCOVER CARDS

vPI TNT SERIES HI

VPI HW-16.5
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AUDIO TECHNICA

GRADO

BLUE POINT

SUN KO

AT-Nil SO

SIGNATURE SERIES

SPECIAL

BLUE POINT

CLEARAUDIO

FOR A FREE CATALOG SEND A
SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED
ENVELOPE TO:
LYLE CARTRIDGES
DEPT S/BOX 158
VALLEY STREAM, NY 11582

GRADO HEADPHONES
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Free Concerts! Free Seminars! Giant Record &CD Fair!
Plus the greatest hi-fi show in the world in everyone's favorite vacation city!

HI-FI '97 is happening in San Francisco at the legendary
Westin St. Francis Hotel. May 30 -June 1, 1997.
Order tickets now and save!
Last year, the Show was so big it took two issues of
Stereophile to tell you about it. Virtually every hi-fi magazine
in the world was in attendance. Audiophiles flew in from everywhere.
This year, the Show will be even better. Incredible free
concerts — worth more $$$ than your 3-day Show Ticket!
Plus informative seminars — also free!
Best of all, it happens in San Francisco — everybody's
favorite vacation city — the weekend after Memorial Day.
You can make the Show part of your early summer vacation.
Get aspecial room rate at the legendary, luxurious Westin
St. Francis Hotel for your entire stay...if you act fast!
See and hear the newest stereo and home-theater
products — months before the stuff gets reviewed!
Meet manufacturers whose products you own — or want to
buy. Make friends with audiophiles from all over the world.
PLAN NOWTO BE PART OF IT ALL'

'Academy Trade Days start May 28. May 28 and 29 are for Trade and Press only.

FREE CONCERT TICKETS!
Don't wait. Order tickets now and
have your pick of free concert tickets
in advance. (We'll include aconcertticket request form with your
advance ticket order.) We're working
on afabulous lineup of concerts. Big
stars. There's no charge for concert
tickets, but seats are limited. First
come, first served. It pays to be an
early-bird ticket buyer!
FREE SEMINARS!
Meet the editors and staff of
Stereophile and Stereophile Guide
to Home Theater. Meet leading
manufacturers and designers.
There's practically no one in highend audio and home theater who
you can't meet at HI-Fl '97!

PRODUCT PREMIERES!
As the world's biggest and best
consumer hi-fi and home theater
show, HI-Fl '97 will be host to dozens
of exciting product premiers —
from new, affordable projection TVs
to tube amps, you'll see and hear
them first at HI-Fl '97.
STAY AT THE WESTIN ST. FRANCIS!
As part of HI-FI '97, you're abig shot.
Phone the Westin St. Francis now at
(415)397-7000 to reserve aroom
before they're all gone. Say, "Hi ...I'm
coming for HI-Fl '97" to get the special
Show rate. Reserved for you!
NOTE: licket orders will be mailed beginning
in January. Those who order first will receive
Show tickets first—including die -bounce back"
request form for free advance concert tickets!

'llENTION: MEMBERS OFTHE TRADE
May 28 & 29, 1997

To Register for Trade Days:
Fax Maura Rieland on

Sponsored by The Academy

your company letterhead:

for the Advancement of

(505) 989-8791
Or write to her at: PO. Box 5529

Two Academy Trade Days!

High End Audio

Exhibitors—Contact:

Take your pick of prime exhibit

KEN NELSON

space. The Westin St. Francis has
thick walls, high ceilings, wide

NELSON AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
62 Wendover Road

corridors. It's the ideal venue. Or
make asplash and exhibit in a

Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529
May 30 & 31 to June 1
are Consumer and Trade Days

Exhibitors—Act Fast!

Yonkers, NY 10705

suite or meeting room. It's like hiring
ahall! Call Ken Nelson NOW!

(Please include abusiness card in
all correspondence.)

PHONE: (914) 476-3157
FA X:(914) 969-2746

ALL THESE BRANDS... AND MORE!
AccusticArts
Acoustic Sounds
Adcom
Aerial Acoustics
Alpha-Core
Alpha Tech
Ampro
Analogue
Productions
Ares Sound
A.R.T.
ASC

Audio Research
AudioStream
Audio Video
Interiors
Audio/Video
Shopper
B&K
Balanced Audio
Technology
Bass Industries
Bay
Audio
BlackArea
Knight

Classic Records
Columbia
Complete Guide to
High-End Audio
Conrad-Johnson
Copland
Creek
Crown
Curtco Freedom
Group
D-Box
DCC Compact

Eiger Systems/Div.
of Inter-Ibex
EMI/Testament
Energy
Epic
Epos
Fi, The Magazine
of Music &Sound
FM Acoustics
Focus Audio
Goertz Cable
Golden
String

Jecklin/Ergo
Joly
Joseph Audio
Justice
JVC-XRCD
KEF
Kenwood
Kevro International
KH America
Kimber Kable
Kinergetics
Research

mbl
McCormack Audio
McIntosh
Laboratory
Lucasfilm THX
Meadowlark Audio
Mercury Living
Presence
Meridian
Mesa Engineering
Mirage
Mission Electronics

Ascot
Atlantic Technology
Audio Advisor
Audio Alchemy
Audio Artistry
Audio Design
Associates (ADA)
Audio Physic
Audio Plus
Audio Products
International
AudioPrism
AudioQuest

Black Parrot Audio
Cable Talk
Canorus
Carver
CD Flipper
Celestion
Cello
Chesky Records
Chiro
Cisco Music
Citation
Clarity Recordings
Classé Audio

Classics
dCS
Decade
Decca/Speaker's
CornerTandberg
Denon
Digital Music
Products (DMP)
Divergent
Technologies
Dolby Laboratories
Licensing Corp.
Echo Busters

Goldring
Harmonix
Home Owners
Marketing Services
Home Theater
Hunt
Immedia
Infinity
Infinite Slope
Iris Group
Jason Scott
Distributing, Inc.
Jazz Planet

legend Audio Design MIT
Lexicon
Modern Postcard
Lightstar
Monitor Audio
London
Monster Cable
Lowther Club of
Moth Audio Corp.
America
Music Hall
Lyra
NAD
M&K
Nagra
M•A Recordings
NHT
Marantz
Nordost
Martin -Logan
Opus 3
May Audio
Overture
Marketing
Panamax

Paradigm
Paradigm
Reference
Parasound
Performance Audio
Premier
Prism
Proprius
PS 8
QED
Quad
Records
RCA Living
Stereo

Sheffield Lab
Silicon Arts Design
Sonoma Sound
Masters
Sony
Sound Graphics
Soundscape
Spectral
Sphi
it nx

Rectangular Solid
Core
Reference
Recordings
Revel
Ringmat

Svetlana Electron
Devices
Synergistic
Research

V
va
erv
ndeersteen Audio

TARA Labs

Rogue Audio
Roksan
RPM
Schunk Audio
EngineeringAudio
Sennheiser
Sequence

Target Audio
The Audible

Systems
Vital
Water Lily

ssteeorreeHoooppmhh

ell: Guide
Theater

Triad Speakers
Ultech Audio
Ultimate Audio
Ultimate
Entertainment
Ultimate
Technology
Ultra Systems
Unison Research
Vacuum Tube Logic
IVTL)
Vampire Wire

Vidikron
Virtual Listening

Wavestream Kinetics

Difference
Thiel
Thorens
Toshiba
Totem Acoustics

WBT
Welborne Labs
Wilson
Specialties
Yamamura

Note to the Trade: Some brands will be represented only by their dealers.
For alist of manufacturers who will exhibit directly or have representatives present, please lax Mauro The/and at (505)989-8791,

MAIL YOUR ORDER TO:

ORDER TICKETS NOW, SAVE THIRTEEN BUCKS'•And
get first crack at
Free Concert Tickets!

HI-FI '97

You receive aconcert-ticket request form along with your advance ticket order!

P.O. Box 5529
Santa Fe, NM
87502-5529

I'm coming! Send

tickets to HI-FI '97 at $35 each. Ticket good 03 days.

Phone Your
Credit-card order to:
(505) 982-2366
Fax Your

Home Theater&
Specialty Rent

Credit -card order
24 hours aday to:
(505) 989-8791

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE OR PROVIRCE

ZIP/POSTAI CODE

[MIRY

PRONE

FAX

Check Enclosed

CARD IIIII1BER

VISIT US ON THE WEB AT

http://www.
hifishow.com/hifi

See You in San Francisco!

SIGNATURE

(PAYABLE TO HI-FI 971

Charge my:

VISA

MASTERCARD

EXPIRATION RATE

AMEX

While inspiration fiels the creation of music,

speaker or AC line fluctuations. From input to

engineering drives its reproduction. For fifteen

output, the signal path is Ally diffèrential with

years Krell has forced advancements in amplifier

all gain stages employing our radically new

design by employing only the most innovative

current mode circuitry.

circuit topologies.

Armed with a spectacular

array of new technologies, the Full Power
Balanced 600 closes the gap between stereo
presentation and the live event.

Elegantly understated the
exterior is an evolutionary
step for Krell — while the
underlying

technologies

The Full Power Balanced 600features avirtually

represent

limitless 600 watt per channel power output

progress for music lovers.

capability. This power is deliveredfrom aAlly
regulated output stage completely impervious to

The Krell FPB 600
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KRELL • 45 Connair Road • Orange, CT 06477 • Phone: 203-799-9954 • FAX: 203-799-9796
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ave you seen that advertisement
running on the Arts & Entertainment channel? A girl and
her brother are arguing in front of their
TV: "Are not." "Are so." "Are not." Etc.,
etc. Finally, she punts: "Mom! He's calling me a neo-fatalist again!" From offscreen: "Do Ihave to come in there and
demonstrate your free will?"
Fatalists believe that the future is
inevitable. No one can change what will
happen or what they will do; no one has
free will to do anything unexpected or
unpredictable. That's why the brother's
whispered closing shot is the best: "I
knew you were going to do that."
If neo-fatalism is on TV, there might
as well be some good philosophical
conundrums in the audio press, too. I
found one in the middle of aspeaker
review in one of those
other magazines. It É
made me think of g
Ludwig Wittgenstein,
the Viennese philoso- F2
pher who discovered 1
that the big "mysteries"
or "unsolved questions"
of philosophy are often
just generated by language and our ways of
speaking. Plato, Aristotle, and Descartes
thought they were investigating the very fabric of reality. But they
may have been merely
lost inside agrammatical house of mirrors. I
wonder if some of
audio's big questions
are like this.
Many think Wittgenstein was a true
genius. Derek Jarman was moved to
make a film about him (Wittgenstein,
1993), and the last major biography of
him is titled Wittgenstein: The Duty of
Genius.' But whether Wittgenstein was
agenius or not, I've always wondered
why he was so miserable. Was it all the
money he would inherit (and later give
away)? Too many first-class friends who
1Ray Monk, Wittgenstein: The Duty of Genius, Free
Press, 1990. ISBN 0029216702.
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adored him? His talented family (his
brother, Paul Wittgenstein, was the
one-armed pianist for whom Ravel
wrote his Piano Concerto for the Left
Hand)? Or was it the all-around bore of
café life in the city where Freud was inventing psychoanalysis, Schoenberg was
reinventing music, and Klimt and
Kokoshlca were dabbling away on their
canvases? Poor old Ludwig.
So why was Wittgenstein agenius?
For one thing, he first explored the limits of language. Often, he explained, our
language keeps us from understanding
things: "We never arrive at fundamental
propositions in the course of our investigation; we get to the boundary of language, which stops us from asking further questions. We don't get to the bottom of things, but reach apoint where

we can go no further, where we cannot
ask further questions."
In fact, he later claimed that all of his
first major work (a bizarre little book
called Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus) was
nonsense. If you really understood it,
you'd see the futility of his words —
you'd "throw away the ladder" they provide and catch aglimpse of the way
things are. But you can't describe what
you see because you've gone beyond
language's domain. "Whereof one can-

not speak," he concluded, "thereof one
must be silent."2
For someone who advocated silence,
Wittgenstein has inspired alot of commentary. Even pop stars do the Wittgenstein. The Police's "De Do Do Do,
De Da Da Da" (Zenyatta Mondata, A&M
CD 3720) is self-explanatory. Tom-Tom
Club's "Wordy Rappinghood" (Tom-Tom
Club, Warner Bros. 3628) keeps asking
"What are Words Worth?" My favorite
is XTC's crisis in "There is No Language in Our Lungs" (Black Sea, Geffen
GEFD-24376):
But nobody can say what they
really mean to say and
the impotency ofspeech came up
and bit me that day and
Iwould have made this instrumental
but the words got in the tvay.
Wittgenstein wrestled with a puzzle
audiophiles come up
against all the time.
How is it possible, he
asked, for asentence to
represent, or stand for, a
situation or circumstance in the world? It
sounds simple, but it's
not. Just compare some
recording with areview
of it. If you know the
music well enough,
you'll have some idea
of what the reviewer's
talking about. But if
you don't, the printed
words can mean almost
anything. Many times
I've thought, after reading a review, "I think
I'd really like this
band!" Too often, the
CD ends up going straight from my
transport to the used record store. Or
think of the speakers most reviewers
love (ProAcs, Thiels, Magnepans, etc.).
They're almost always described with
the same adjectives ("liquid," "smooth,"
"transparent"), and the same rhetorical
twists ("detailed, but not too analytic";
"rich, but not boomy"). Yet if you audi2 Tractatus Logito-Philosophicus, Roudedge, 1990. ISBN
041505186X. The first quote is from Monk, p301; the
rest is from the Trartanu, sections 6.54 and 7.
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non these speakers side by side, they'll
sound different (if not very different)
from each other.
So what are all those words worth?
What do they do? How do they work
(and not work)?
At first, Wittgenstein thought language was something immaterial and
unphysical. Since Ican say "pass the
Ketchup" in physically different ways —
speaking, writing, using semaphore,
looking sadly at my dry hamburger —
there may be something unphysical
("the proposition") that binds them together. That's how these different sayings would mean the same thing. Each
of these different events would be just a
frame or receptacle for the same proposition to descend into the material world
and do its thing. But how does this happen? What exactly are these
links between propositions
on the one hand, and facts,
situations, and Ketchup
bottles on the other?
Eventually, Wittgenstein changed his
whole approach. The
question was wrong.
There is no sharp
division between
language and the
world. They aren't
two separate things
bound by some
mysterious relation.
Instead, language is
everywhere.
The
world is dripping
with signs, symbols,
meanings, and conversations of one sort
or another. The painter
who never says aword is
still talking — with canvas,
color, form, gesture. The way you dress,
how you drove to work today, how you
looked at the Boss — language, language, language. Even in nature, it's
everywhere. For ages, scientists and
philosophers insisted (as some still do)
that only humans have genuine linguistic capabilities. But animals communicate with each other all the time. You
won't hear a couple of wolverines
yakking it up about some zebras, as
Gary Larson would have it —"Gee,
Madge, that big one over there looks
tasty." But their jumps, grunts, and yelps
are how they organize themselves for a
kill. Even some flowers broadcast amessage: "Calling all bees!"
So, Wittgenstein offers two ways to
think about language. Since music is a
language, there are two corresponding
Stereophite, March 1997

the music becomes more and more
degraded and distorted.
If you shivered at the words "degraded and distorted," then you're a
member of the True Church of Audiophilia. Music itself in all its undistorted purity, looms as aremote, immaterial god. Try as we may, we'll never
fully reproduce it in our listening
rooms. We've fallen, cursed with original distortion. Music is good, equipment is evil. Your D/A converter, your
amp, speakers, and cables — they're all
just expensive distortion-introducing devices.
Some are better than others, of course,
but none are completely benign.
We've all seen this logic run amok,
"I've never heard
and it's not pretty. The worst cases can't
alive concert that
even listen to one song without moving
speakers, adjusting the listening chair or
sounded 'neutral' in
changing cables to eliminate all possible
interference. Live performances also
the audiophile sense
become ceremonies where the devil
must be fended off: every off-center seat
of the word."
is less than optimal; every balcony, wall,
and baroque cornice is the source of a
and recorders, all the way music-damaging reflection. Even the
through your equipment musicians can foul things up. They
might hum and sing along (Glenn
and listening room.
This approach leads right Gould, Keith Jarrett), or play too hard
to the heart of high-end (Yo-Yo Ma). 'Mink of Dana Carvey's
audio. If you're reading church lady: "Couldn't he just play his
this, then you've read a little tune and not have to grunt and
hundred times that each sweat like that?!"
Like any good religion, the austep in this chain is just
another opportunity for diophile faith is built around aparadox—
noise and distortion to the paradox of perfect equipment. As Valin
creep in and damage the puts it, the ideally "neutral" component
original signal. Often, one would reveal that first, uncorrupted,
link in this chain is the con- "neutral" sound. It would: "provide a
cert hall in which arecording
is made.
Like any good religion,
This is what the reviewer
wrote who made me think of
the audiophile faith is
Wittgenstein in the first place:
"I've never heard a live concert that
built around aparadox—
sounded 'neutral' in the audiophile
sense of the word.... Indeed, the whole
the paradox of
function of concert halls is to change the
balance of sound away from audiophile
perfect equipment.
'neutral' by enriching color and blending ensemble."3
There are two sounds being spoken of pellucid window on the music, showing
here. First, there's the "neutral" or origi- us the true colors and textures of instrunal sound that belongs to an orchestra or ments without showing any colors or
performer. Then there's another sound — textures of its own."
The paradox is not that such ideally
the sound as it's heard in aconcert hall.
Concert halls take the first sound and neutral components don't exist, but that
change it, blend it, enrich it. You may the very idea of them makes no sense.
like the first or second sound betteL But Equipment that performs as if it's not
either way, Dear Audiophile, you sit at there, that processes signals without
the end of along, destructive process as altering them in any way, is not perfect —
it's either broken, turned off, or (like
3Jonathan Valin, "The Music Box: The Shun Mook
one hand clapping) the subject of aZen
Bella Voce Loudspeaker," h, January/February 1997,
koan. These are the logical gymnastics
p.57.

ways to think about musical sound. The
first is to see it as something immaterial
and otherworldly that descends into the
world from outside and makes mere
noise and acoustic vibration meaningful
and emotionally powerful. By the time
you hear it, music has made along journey. It begins with whatever inspired the
composer or performer, moves into the
world of instruments and air vibrations,
and finally arrives at your ears. If you're
listening to arecording, of course, this
chain is much longer. It continues with
microphones, cables, mixers, processors,
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the rainbow, there's still lots and lots of
music. From this perspective, music is
not athing or adelicate object, but an
ITSELF.
How is this possible? With the perfect event. Since each event is unique, each
listening session! If you had equipment can be enjoyed simply for what it is.
like this, there would be no noise, no There's no need to compare each musicompression, no room/speaker inter- cal experience with some other experiactions, no impedance mismatches, no ence, to wish you had abetter seat,
distortions of any worldly kind —only a weren't sitting behind alarge, acouslossless, mainline, superconducting tran- tically menacing hat, or could somehow
fer of musical bliss straight from per- be "closer" to the "music itself."
For audiophiles, the differences beformer to listener. It does have its appeal, Iadmit. But Ialways like to know tween these two approaches can be drassomeone alittle better before doing that. tic. First, equipment is no longer evil.
Components don't subtract from the origCan we avoid this paradox? Yes —
just follow Wittgenstein and realize that inal purity of the music, they act positivemusic, like language, is everywhere
inside the world.4 It doesn't come from
beyond, only to get scuffed up by
There is no such thing
squeezing through concert halls, microphones, and speakers. In fact, from
as "music itself:'
this perspective, music doesn't travel or
move at all. An orchestra's sound doesSound only exists
n't "pass through" aconcert hall to bein aplace, in some
come altered and stamped with its
acoustic signature. Instead, an orchestra
acoustic environment.
creates sound nght there and it gets heard
and enjoyed nght there.
And sorry, Virginia,
but there is no such
thing as "music itself" If it did
exist, it would
be
musical
sound before it
was corrupted and
changed by the acoustics
of aconcert hall, recording studio,
bathtub, or wherever. But sound
ly. Instead of tryonly exists in a place, in some
ing to reproduce
acoustic environment. Only with a
the original event
heaping dose of imagination and
(and always failabstraction can we speak of musical
ing), they allow
sound all by itself, without the
new and different
effects of any acoustic space at all. In
events to occur — difthis regard, sound is alot like color. I
ferent venues (your
sometimes ask my students, "Is there
listening room); differcolor in the dark? What happens to
ent volume levels (of
this yellow pad if there's no light?"
your choosing); differSomeone always takes the bait: "Duh.
ent times (right after
Of course there's color in the dark. You
your evening bath); and
just can't see it."
different audiences (so you
Bzzzzzzt. Incorrect.5 Like "sound,"
don't have to share your lis"color" is best understood as averb: It
tening seat—especially right
exists when it colors light; sound exists
after abath — with athousand
when it sounds in some place, not before.
Fortunately, even though there's no patrons of the Berlin Philharmonic).
sacred, undistorted sound at the end of Instead of working against the music,
equipment works for you. And since the
4This reminds me of Brian Eno's experiments with
second event is so different from the first,
tape loops of recorded traffic noise, which he manipuit should sound different in your living
lated as amusical signal.
room. So when it does, don't be sur5This is not, by the way, aversion of the old question
about the tree falling in the forest. Nor am Iclaiming
prised, and don't despair.
that objects in darkness lose the molecular properties
I'm not acranky old audiophile —
that cause them to absorb and reflect particular wavereally. It's just that the conventional wislengths of light.
of amystical theology Its goal is to attain union with [cue: heavenly choir] mum
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dom looks upside-down to
me. Everyone says the
point of playing recordings at home is to hear
the same music or the
same sounds the audience or performers
heard. Language fools
us into thinking this is
possible. The sounds
don't remain the same;
only the words do. You
might say, "I heard these
sounds in concert; I
recorded them; and now
I'm playing back the(
sounds on my home system." But your listening
room just won't be filled
with the same sounds.
That can happen only in
science fiction — on Star
Trek's holocleck, for instance.6 That's
where components can be perfect,
where they can turn your room into a
jazz club or concert hall and still disappear without sonic trace.
"Mom, Reisch is being aneo-fatalist
again!" No, I'm not saying you should
surrender to distortion, that every playback is hopelessly corrupted, or that a
rack system will do just as well as a
$50,000 rig. It's sensible to optimize
your system, just as it's sensible to prefer
row M to row W, tubes to solid-state
(misguided though that may be), or CD
to LP (if you're alittle hard of hearing).
But it doesn't make sense to think of
components as conduits to some pure,
uncorrupted, otherworldly music. This
is the real path to fatalism, because it sets
us up for goals we can't reach — like the
"perfect" listening session. For some, it
leads to Audiophilia nervosa; others just
give up on audio altogether. Everyone
knows at least one ex-audiophile who
got too dizzy or broke riding the upgrade spiral, and had to jump off. For
them, the equipment was never good
enough. It could never bring home [cue:
heavenly choir] THE MUSIC ITSELF.
In this regard, the audio press
deserves agold star (daring claim their).
As often as we drift into never-never
land writing about the sublime delights
of the best equipment, most reviewers
and editors use just the right word to
keep imagination and the illusions of
language at bay: audition, audition,
audition!
Wittgenstein would approve. Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must
be silent ... and listen to the music. IS
6There. My obligatory mention of Star Tn4r.
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only hinted at," said engineer John
Atkinson.
Now you can hear more of what JA heard
on the master tape. More ambience. More
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Cutting
Up
Robert Silverman's performance
of the Liszt Piano Sonata
is now available on vinyl.
Wes Phillips and John Atkinson
discuss the genesis of Stereophile's
latest LP and Michael Fremer listens to it.
%Me beer P•4•111or

RTI's Don MacInnis proudly proffers afinished stamper.

T

here has been much argument in audiophile circles about whether an LP or aCD is amore
faithful representation of a master tape.
Although we recorded Robert Silverman's
thrilling performance of the Liszt B-Minor
Piano Sonata for CD release,' we also had in mind to issue
an LP. As the source for both would be the same, the question we can answer is: Will an LP cut straight from a20-bit
1Stercophille STP14008-2. See "Fate, IDefy You," Stetruphile June 1996, Vol.19
No.6, p.119.
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master tape via aClass A 20-bit DAC sound
closer than aCD noise-shaped to 16 bits from
the same 20-bit original?
Although we did record backup analog tapes
at the 1993 Sonata sessions, the edited fourtrack master existed only in digital form, as 18
gigabytes of 20-bit data on the Sonic Solutions
digital audio workstation hard drives. The
sound quality of these 20-bit data was actually
analog,like in that it was free from high-frequency glare and other digital artifacts. It also
offered aview into the acoustic of the Albuquerque church that the 16-bit noise-shaped
CD, as good as we felt it to sound, only hinted
at (see Larry Archibald's sidebar comments in this article).
The CD had been mastered from aCD-R, which in turn
had been created from atwo-channel mixdown from the
four individual 20-bit microphone tracks, noise-shaped to
16-bit resolution with the Meridian 518 processor. For the
LP, an identical two-channel master tape but with 20-bit
resolution would be played back on aNagra-D digital tape
recorder with the data decoded to analog by a Mark
Levinson No30.5 D/A processor. (The Levinson has a20bit signal path and true 20-bit resolution.) The analog signal
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would feed the Neumann cutting lathe at AcousTech
Mastering, the facility shared by RTI and Acoustic Sounds.
However, as we were reminded by veteran cutting engineer Stan Ricker, the lathe's computer needs enough advance
warning of changes in the signal's envelope to optimize the
track pitch to accommodate the music's dynamic range.
When an LP master is cut from an analog tape, aspecial preview playback head provides this advance warning, but this is
not possible with adigital tape. The answer was simple. As
only two of the Nagra's four tracks are used for the stereo
master data, Iduplicated the data on the other two tracks, but
advanced in time by about two seconds. These second two
tracks could be used to feed the lathe's preview computer
with the exact preview time adjusted with aLexicon Model
300 digital delay unit. (This unit output the analog preview
signal but was not in the signal path for the cutting.)
To capture the sound of Bob Silverman's 9' Steinway D,
Robert Harley and Ihad used acentral Schoeps "Sphere"
stereo microphone, with outri er B&K omni mikes (see
sidebar opposite). Because there's asignificant difference signal between the channels, aresult of the "bloom" added to the
sound by the spaced-omni mikes, Iasked Stan Ricker if cutting this LP would present any problems. He laughed, and
reminded me that he had cut some of the early
Delos albums in the late 70s, which he
had recorded with spaced omnis.
The engineer's
"The engineer's art is to cut

What, When, and How

T

he works on Sonata were recorded with 20-bit resolution at the First United Methodist Church,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, November 2-5,
1993. They were edited at 20-bit resolution in March
1996 using aSonic Solutions Sonic Power Station v226
Digital Audio Workstation running on a Macintosh
Quadra 650 computer. The final LP lacquers were cut on
December 5, 1996 at AcousTech, Camarillo, California.
Pianism extraordinaire: Robert Silverman
Production: Robert Silverman &John Atkinson
LP Mastering: Stan Ricker
Recording: John Atkinson & Robert Harley
Editing/Mixing: John Atkinson
Executive Producer: Gretchen Grogan
Assistant Producer: Maura Rieland
Steinway D piano supplied by Riedling Music Company, Albuquerque, NM.
Piano Technician: Charles Rempel
Cover painting: On a Theme by Vermeer—Fanfare
Variation, by Eugene Newmann,2 1979, 60" by 48"

art is

Equipment used (Recording): Schoeps
KFM 6 Sphere microphone; two
Brüel & laer 4006
omnidirectional microphones with
to
black (diffuse-field) grids; Sono-

what's on the tape," he told
to cut what's on the tape, not
me, "not to compromise it to
sax FD-M4 4-channel, solidmake the cutting or the playcompromise it to makethe cutting
state microphone preamplifier,
back easier."
Cardas 300B Microtwin, AudioIt was with some trepidation,
or the playback easier.
Quest Lapis, and Beyerdynamic baltherefore, that Ilowered my Linn
anced microphone cables; Nagra-D 4Arkiv phono cartridge into the lead-in
channel, open-reel digital recorder.
groove of the test pressing. Although the groove's
vertical velocity is large, the Arkiv could track it set to 1.9gm
Equipment used (Cutting): Nagra-D 4-channel, opendownforce. I breathed a sigh of relief. Wes Phillips's
reel digital recorder; Meridian 518 Digital Audio
Transfiguration also had no problem staying in contact with
Processor, Mark Levinson No30.5 D/A processor, Mark
the groove walls — I'll leave it to him to give ablow-byLevinson No38S preamplifier, Madrigal AES/EBU
blow account of the cutting and to analog maven Michael
cable; AudioTruth Lapis x3 balanced interconnect (10.5
Fremer to decide whether we were successful.
to '38S); MIT MI-350 balanced interconnect ('38S to
—John Atkinson
console); Neumann SP 272 console (modified);
Zumaudio cutting computer, Lexicon Model 300 digital
delay unit (preview); Audio Research V140 monoblodc
cutting amplifiers; Neumann VMS 70 cutting lathe
(modified) with aNeumann SX 74 cutter head; Manley
MI3300 Signature (triode) monoblock power amplifiers
(monitoring); and Wilson Audio Specialties WATT/
Puppy V loudspeakers.
And our special thanks to: Chad Kassem (Acoustic
Sounds/AcousTech); Don MacIrmis (RTI/AcousTech);
Danny Grimes & Nancy Belt (Naga USA); Jerry Bruck
(Posthorn Recordings); Bob Stuart (Meridian); Peter
McGrath; David Smith (Sony Classical); George Cardas;
Bill Low (AuclioQuest); David and Eveanna Manley, Les
Edelberg (Audio Power Industries); John Clark, First
United Methodist Church, Albuquerque, New Mexico;
and Meridian; Digital Domain; Staiç Sennheiser; Melos;
Audio Alchemy; Headroom; B&W; Sonic Frontiers, and
Madrigal Audio Laboratories, whose components were
used in the monitoring and editing.
The control room was pretty crowded even before we started piling
pieces of equipment on top of one another.
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2 Eugene Newmann, born in 1936 in Bratislava in what was then
Czechoslovakia. lives and paints in Santa Fe, NM.
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20-bits vs 16-bits

0

ur Sonata CD is avery good recording, Ifeel,
with terrific dynamics and agreat sense of the
actual Steinway D Iheard during the recording
sessions Iwas privileged to be apart o£ It doesn't, however, capture the hall in which the sessions took place as
well as the master tape does, and it also has asense of
congestion and unwanted brightness that aren't on the
master tape, particularly during high-level passages. The
master tape is effortless—the sound just happens, without trying hard, ineffably.
That's what Ihear from every good master tape I've
heard, whether analog or digital. The medium is up to
its job. If you give it something tough to handle, it delivers, without in any obvious way changing the nature of
what you sent its way.
And the LP? For me, on my home playback system,
the CD comes closer to the master tape — but, as
described above, not so very close. The LP has greater
warmth, but it's less clean. However, it's the best LP
Stereophile has released.
-Larry Archibald

Cutting at Camarillo: Wes Phillips

j

ohn Atkinson and 1flew to Camarillo last November to
test apet theory: Given the audible superiority of the
20-bit data coming off the Nagra-D to the 16-bit CD
standard, would an LP cut from the 20-bit digital master
tape preserve enough of that quality to justify pressing a
vinyl disc? Our partners in this project were RTI's Don
Machmis and Analogue Productions' Chad Kassem, who
had recently purchased David Wilson's disc-cutting facility
and had installed it within RTI as AcousTech,3 under the
direction of legendary mastering engineer Stan Ricker.
Stan's donc it all: an accomplished double bass player, he's
also run record presses for Keysor, mastered the original
Mobile Fidelity half-speed-mastered LPs at the now defunct
JVC Cutting Center in Los Angeles, engineered some of the
earliest digital recordings for Delos and (with Keith
Johnson) the legendary 1987 Moscow Sessions CDs for
Sheffield Lab, and won countless Grammys.)
At AcousTech, stuffed into what used to be a
high-speed tape-duplicating room, was the
Neumann VMS 70 cutting lathe (fitted with a
Neumann SX 74 cutter head) and control desk,
a Studer tape deck, a pair of WATT/
Puppies that looked mighty like the Ur-pair,
and an extra table shoehorned in to support
Stereophile's gear. We promptly set up the Mark
Levinson No-30.5 on the table and used the
Studer as astand for the mighty Nagra, in order
to have it close to Stan's console. The Nagra fed
the Levinson processor via the Meridian 518
(this time used solely as ajitter-reduction box)
and two lengths of Madrigal AES/EBU cable.
3This mare's nest of corporate identities may be confusing. IM
is the foremost independent record pressing and plating facility
currently producing high-quality LPs. Analogue Productions
reissues high-quality LPs and CDs, which are marketed by
Acoustic Sounds, and is therefore abig RTI customer. Together,
they purchased Wilson's cutting lathe and set it up independently as AcousTech — see Michael Fremer's "Analog Corner"
column, Stenvphile November '96, Vol.19 Non, p.57.
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The Levinson in turn was connected to Stan's console with
MIT balanced cable. After the requisite fumbling for the right
wires, we had everything connected. JA played back the 1
kHz
-20dBFS reference tone from the Nagra tape and we
promptly ran into our first problem of the day.
"Where's the gain?" asked Stan.
"What do you mean?"
"If Ibypass the board —which I'd really like to do, since
it's got about amile of wiring in it — Icome up 6dB short
of the lowest level I'd feel comfortable cutting at. Icould
even use another 8dB or so to feel really good about it."
"The No30.5 puts out the CD reference level of 2V
IIMS," John reassured Stan.
"That may be. But my concern is that the quiet passages
will put the pressing at adisadvantage. The average level will
be -20 or -30dB, while the noise level of an LP is usually
about -50dB. That's not much of aspread."
Even using the board's active stages, we could only boost
the input to Stan's minimum requirements, and he clearly
wasn't happy about that course. We discussed our options
and rethought the chain for awhile. Finally, Stan suggested
we use aMackie 1202, asmall mixing board that had been
used for tape-duping. "Real audiophiles might be too snooty
to use this," Stan declared, "but it's real clean. I'm amazed by
how good it sounds."
This entailed yet another search for cables, this time terminated with ring-tip-sleeve phone jacks. "Oh yeah! Now I've
got gain out the ass!" Stan burbled happily.
Time for areference cut. As Stan opened abox of lacquer
blanlcs, John — remembering all the furor over lacquer quality
that accompanied the rise of CD —asked what Stan thought
of the current crop of lacquers. "I really like these Apollo lacquers, but the Transcos aren't worth doodley-squat! The
Apollos are as good as any I've ever cut.
"I'm ready for this session. Ieven put anew cutting stylus
in the head this morning." We ran into problems with the
first lacquer, however. Stan: "I've dropped achip! First time
that's ever happened here." When grooves are cut into alacquer blank, the material carved out of the lacquer is lifted in
asingle continuous "curl" that must be sucked out of the way
by the cutting lathe's vacuum system, or it will mar the lacquer's surface. The "chip" was that curl of lacquer, "dropped"
by the vacuum system.

The Neumann VMS70 cutting lathe was outfitted with an SX74 cutting head.
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"That's the difference between
20-bit resolution and 16-bit," I
interjected.
"It doesn't sound like digital at
all."
The side ended and we all
examined the lacquer — without
touching it. It looked perfect. Stan
had spaced the grooves so that
there seemed to be plenty of
"land" between the dynamic
grooves, and the 21-minute side
spread over the blank evenly. This
is tricky; you want to use as much
of the disc as possible, but without
bunching up too much music —
especially dynamic passages —in
those inner grooves where the
groove velocity is so much faster.
Just to be on the safe side, we
cut another side A. This, too, was
uneventful. John remained on his
knees, alternately chewing on his
cuticles and the ends of his mustache. At side end, Chad, Stan, and
Cutting Engineer Stan Ricker mans the console during our first try.
Ihigh-fived one another and started discussing lunch —it was going
on 1pm. Join interrupted our chatter.
Examining the cutter-head assembly, Stan was stunned to
"Stan, can you dig out the CD we sent you? Ithink Ineed
find that the new stylus was, in fact, defective. We all
to check something." We'd routed so many wires through
breathed asigh of relief. Everyone knew that something would
different paths during the morning that Don
go wrong; we'd gotten our disaster out of the
had to dig up apair of headphones in
way early, we figured, and it was relaorder for John to hear the CD
tively minor.
John was on
player. He listened and glow"Whew," sighed Don Macered. "Can Ihear the beginning
his knees in fro nt of the table
Innis. "I thought we'd blow the
of the master tape, please?" he
whole day trying to link up our
behind Stan's console. "It's the proper
requested.
gear with yours. This is nothing
As we heard the beginning of
compared to that."
position for prayer."
the sonata for the fourth time that
Stan set the reference levels and
morning, John groaned and smacked
the preview time, made sure the cuthis forehead. "We don't have the first note on
ter-head was functioning smoothly with the
the master!" he wailed. It seemed that when John had mixed
new new stylus, and we were ready to cut our first real lacthe data to the Nagra tape the night before we flew out to
quer of the day at 11:28am — not too shabby. "Believe it or
AcousTech, he had decided he needed to add some more
not, if you talk while we're cutting the lead-in and early
ambience before the first piano note to allow for the LP
grooves, you can actually modulate the lacquer to the extent
lead-in — but under the time pressure he'd inserted the
that you can hear it on playback," Stan cautioned. We fell
into respectful silence — even Chad. After about 60 measures, Stan quietly said, "Don't be startled. I'll be switching
between the preview and the master from time to time."
JA responded, "I'm assuming that's why Ididn't hear the
first note of the piece."
"Actually, Ihaven't switched anything yet," Stan replied.
We scrubbed that cut and synched the master carefully.
John had recorded alkHz reference tone 20 seconds before
the music began, so we went back to the tone and counted
off 15 seconds of silence. We cued another lacquer and started over. The first side doesn't even boast any band separations, so we all lost ourselves in the music —at this point,
there's just not much to do. Jolm was on his knees in front
of the table behind Stan's console.
"You want achair?" Stan asked.
"No, this is the proper position for prayer."
At 12:11pm, with six minutes left to the side, Stan looked
up from the console and exclaimed, "This sounds ahell of a
RI worrying—doesn't he look good at it?
lot better than that CD you sent me."
Stereophile, March 1997
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This tendency for lacquer to "flow" is one reason why
AcousTech located the cutting room at the same location as
RTI's plating facility. Lacquers can begin to be plated within minutes of having been cut.
Gary Salstmm, who runs RT1's plating operation, is part
here's no such thing as amn-of-the-mill disc-cutchemist, part technician, and part alchemist. We watched,
ting job — they're all custom jobs. You have to sit
awed, as he processed our lacquers. The first step is athordown and figure out how you're going to best
ough cleaning. The cutting process itself raises oils out of the
accommodate the music into the limited amount of real
lacquer, and it is vital to remove them: The electroplating
estate you have on arecord.
process replicates the lacquer's surface on amolecular level,
If we had been using any lesser pressing facility, I
so it is important that nothing — not even an oil — be present
would have used the "expander/echo" control — that's
upon it.
an anti-groove-echo control on the lathe that inserts
The lacquer is soaked in amild detergent solution for 30
more space between pianissimo and forte passages on the
minutes, then rinsed in filtered tap water, rinsed again in dedisc — but I've had to give that up when cutting records
ionized water, and yet again in stannic chloride solution, for
destined to be 150-180gm pressings. It really aggravates
45 seconds. Finally it is ready to be plated with silver, to give
nonfill problems when pressing those "fat" records.
the surface aconductive medium for the nickel to adhere to
Other than that, Sonata was fairly straightforward for a
in the plating baths.
record with such extreme dynamics.
The cleaned lacquer is fixed to aspinning table in the sprayOur big problem was to find acutting level that was
ing booth, where amultinozzle head, mounted on apendustrong enough to give us the optimum S/N ratio withlum, sprays it with amixture of dextrose, sodium hydroxide,
out causing rnistradcing. Sonata has almost as much vertiand silver nitrate. The dextrose acts as areducing agent, precal amplitude as lateral amplitude, so Ihad to cut deep —
cipitating the silver nitrate into alayer of silver that adheres to
and that's another factor that aggravates groove echo.
the surface of the lacquer. (Common wisdom has it
Really, it comes down to nothing more than a
that the layer is about one molecule thick,
study of applied mechanics —in order
but Gary tells me he's never actually
to use as little space as possible, we
measured it.)
cut with a very small basic
Watching the black
Watching the black lacquer
groove. Ithink we used (
nos
turn into a reflective silver
lacquer turn into areflective silver
mil at 600 lines per inch, so
disc after just afew rotations
that when the signal was
disc after just afew rotations is a
is amagical experience, rather
quiet we didn't use much
like watching aphotographic
space. That recording has
magical experience.
image's rush toward reality in
quite ahefty dynamic range for
the developing tray. No matter how
amechanical system to deal with.
many times Iwitness it, Ialways feel
— Stan Ricker
some degree of awe.
Why silver? Salstrom explains, "We're trying to duplicate
the groove cut into the lacquer, and silver is the best conambience before the second note of the Sonata, not the first.
ductor that's affordable. It has alot of desirable qualities.
Murphy's Law wins again! "Damn, damn, damnr
First, we get an even spread of amperage from the center to
Subdued, we went to lunch. Stan, Don, Chad, and Itraded
the outside edge. You can also get silver that is very pure —
stories of our biggest blunders, thinking thatJohn might derive
some measure of comfort from them. Fat
chance. The man was inconsolable.
When we went back to AcousTech,
we cut three lacquers of side B with no
delay. Why three? Stan examined the first
cut of side B and determined that the
spread could be wider. If the two sides of
a disc have widely differing grooved
areas, the record tends to dish. Not everybody pays attention to this kind of detail
— but Stan Ricker does. He spread the
groove more and evened up the sides.
Another benefit of this is the increased
amount of land between the grooves,
which helps to cut down on the groove
malformation that produces pre-echo.
Think of alacquer as aplastic substance just
barely removed from aliquid —it tends to
flow abit. When the grooves are tightly
spaced, the more dynamic side of asingle
groove can dominate the opposite side —
the lacquer will try to achieve an equilibrium, resulting in the ghostly intimation of
RTI's four-position rotary plating tank.
the music yet to come, or that just passed.

Stan Ricker talks about
cutting Sonata

T
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Chad Kassem and Wes Phillips—both uncharacteristically silent.

impurities will show up sonically —and it can be applied in
an incredibly thin, grainless coating. When Iwas at
Wakefield [a 1980s-era plating and pressing facility in Arizona
—W11, achemist and Ideveloped our own silver spray. It
was so hot there we had problems with the ammonium
hydroxide escaping from the bottle of silver spray, which
meant that metal started dropping out and forming solids at
the bottom of the bottle. So Istarted mixing my own.
"Now Iget silver nitrate crystals from acompany in
Chicago because dissolving my own silver 'coins' in nitric
acid can be hazardous, but that's the only thing Ihave made
up for me. And even though that results in very pure silver,
Iuse amicropore filter before it goes into the lines feeding
the sprayhead."
The silvered lacquer can now be pin in aplating bath,
where, over the next 14 hours, it will grow amaster —a
metallic negative that is then used to produce the mother,
which is apositive, adirect copy of the lacquer.4Stampers —
negative images of the mother and, of course, of the final
records produced from them —are struck from the mother
in asimilar manner. This is known
as "three-step" plating, which is
used when many thousands of
pressings are required, or if it is
important to preserve the master.
(Dance records and other "disposable" projects frequently employ a
two-step process, which can put the
master at risk.)
For the actual plating, RTI has
one four-position rotary tank
(which uses arotating cathode as
opposed to afixed one) and anineposition pre-plating tank (which
uses afixed cathode putting out no
more than 20A, but circulates the
plating bath more vigorously). The
4The deposition of metallic materials upon a
mold (ii, the silvered lacquer) is accomplished
electrochemically. That is, the lacquer is connected to the negative pole of a I)C circuit,
making it acathode; while the positive side of
the circuit uses the metal to be deposited (in this
case, nickel) as an anode, which is consumed as
it migrates to the mold. The whole assembly is
submerged in an electrolytic bath in the plating
tank, which at RTI consists of nickel sulfamatc.
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terms are confusing, because the pre-plating tank is actually
used for fully plating most projects. Traditionally, pre-plating
tanks, which use lower amperage and alower temperature
in the bath, are used to build athin layer of metal onto the
lacquer before the disc is moved to the rotary tank, where
higher amperage and bath temperatures complete the job
quickly. Quality plating facilities prefer to use the pre-plating tank for the entire process of forming amaster, however, to prevent exposing the fragile lacquer to high temperatures. The plating process thus takes about 14 hours, as
opposed to less than half that. Scampers are formed in the
rotating tank, since the lacquer is not involved.
Where did RTI get their plating equipment? "Our plating tanks were built by Keysor Century, but they stopped
pressing records and plating years ago," Salstrom explains.
"They put the tanks in astorage locker at the back of the
plant and essentially forgot about them. We were having a
hard time finding equipment and, in the middle of aconversation with Keysor, this stash of gear came up. We went
out to look at it, and it was all knocked over and jumbled up
from the earthquake. But we were able to rebuild it with
Rick Hashimoto's help."
John and Iwitnessed the spraying of our lacquers and
watched as they were lowered into the pre-plating tanks.
Then we were taken on atour of RTI's pressing fadlity. RTI
has seven presses, all going full-bore. It's an impressive sight,
to be sure, but Ithink I'll leave acomplete description of a
record press for another time and another project. Ponder this,
though: Making arecord is an artisanal affitir —it requires a
great deal of hands-on intervention from the press operator. If
records have become apremium-priced product as digital has
taken over the marketplace, that is areflection of their true
nature: They are just one step removed from being handmade. As we watched the press operators baby their charges
and the QC people run into the listening room to check
pressings, Iwas overwhelmed by the realization that the technology worked at all —and even more that it works so well.
In fact, proof of this was delivered to us by way of our test
pressings. Quite apart from the missing first note and our
desire to recut without using the Mackie unit, we had severe

One of RTI's seven presses chugging along at full bore.
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Sonata: Piano Works by
Franz Liszt (STPH008-1)
Robert Silverman:
Steinway D piano
SIDE 1(21:31)

to one of Silverman's thunderous climaxes, John asked Stan
if people would have any problems tracking the disc. "Hey,
man, that's your problem —all /do is cut what you give me!"
By 4pm we had another pair of B sides cut. The day had
seemed uneventful, but we were too cautious to celebrate
yet. Ishould point out that though Stan seemed —even to
such eagle-eyed observers as JA and I— to be doing very litde between takes, underneath his casual-seeming exterior
he was calculating constantly. He made subtle adjustments

Franz Liszt:
Piano Sonata in b(S.178)

with each pass and, when we got the next batch of test pressings, it became obvious that he was picking up on cues that
the rest of us had missed. We wound up approving the last
cuts we attempted: A5/B4.
SIDE 2(17:20)
Awaiting those new TPs, we were tense. What if we had
Franz Liszt:
bad lacquers? What if we had to start over again? It fell to
Piano Sonata in b(S.178)
me to listen first — nobody else had the guts. Truthfully,
Franz
Liszt:
neither did I— my fingers were shaking as Icued the leadAllegro Energico 11:40
in groove. Side A4 was much better. Nonfill was nonexistent, and, while there was pre-echo, it was much quieter
and far less prevalent than in the last batch. Before Iwent
on to listen to the B3 cut on the opposite side, Iwent back
and listened to A4 again. It was definitely better, but not, I
nonfill 5and pre-echo problems throughout both sides of the
felt, quite there. Icracked open A5 and listened. Yes! You
disc —and these were the cuts that RTI had determined to
will still hear some ghostly pre-echo, but this side has all the
be the best! IQC'd several discs one evening —my notes of
magic. Iwent back and compared B3 and B4, settling at last
audible events averaged one page per side.
on B4.
Test pressings are usually noisier than the product run
Before we approved the sides, however, we held agroup
anyway. You stop the press to change stampers and the vinyl
listening at my house. Executive Producer Gretchen Grogan,
in the hopper warms up, then cools off, then warms
JA, and Iagreed that, mild pre-echo aside, A5/B4 was
up again —all of which affects consistenarecording we could all be proud of. Just to
cy. In ashort run of, say, 20-50 pressIlove LPs,
be certain, we listened to my LP of
ings, more than enough to proBolet playing the B-Minor Sonata.
duce multiple copies for the
but now Iunderstand why
London had managed to fit the
client plus several file copies for
entire work on one side of the
the pressing facility, the vinyl
the major labels converted to CDs
disc, mostly by cutting the gain way
Lento assai —Allegro Energico
Andante Sostenuto 8:23

13:08

SO precipitously.
back —and even then, they were
never achieves optimum flow —
as it would 100 pressings into aproplagued by pre-echo far worse than we
duction run. When Icalled RTI to discuss
had to settle for. And the dynamic range that
the tests, they astounded me: the TPs I'd been lisresults from our cut is so seductive that I'd be loath to
tening to were the product of an extended run — they'd
surrender any of it —not that we could guarantee that a
actually pressed afew hundred copies hoping to eliminate
reduction would eliminate any problems.
the nonfill by simulating real production circumstances!
In asense, the very quality of RTFs 180gm pressing works
The nonfill was annoying enough, but the almost conagainst it. They've managed to produce some of the quietest
stant pre-echo was extremely distressing. We all conferred
vinyl I've ever heard, and that means that you can hear even
and concluded that substituting aMark Levinson No38S
further into the recording and all of the mechanical parts
for the Mackie 1202 would only take us 'so fat We needed
involved in playback.
to monitor cutting gain, watch the groove spread, and pray.
I'm glad we decided to release Sonata on LP, even though
Almost amonth after our first attempt, JA and Imade our
it was alot of hard —and frequently frustrating — work.
way back to Camarillo to try again. This time it took us only
For one thing, Ibelieve it to be aspectacular performance.
afew minutes to set up. We arrived at 10am and were cutWe must have listened to it hundreds of times in the
ting side A before 11. This time, the first note was on the
process of releasing the LP, and it holds up. Oh my yes, it
tape. "It took me four hours to restore the 20-bit master from
definitely holds up. But the whole process also taught us
the Exabyte archive tapes," John mused, "just five seconds to
some lessons about making black discs. Ilove LPs, but now
redo the problem edit, and another two hours to remake
Iunderstand why the major labels converted to CDs so preeach master. With an analog master tape, we could have fixed
cipitously. In digital production, if you follow the rules
the problem in five minutes total!" Stan was dubious about
meticulously, you will get consistent results. Not so in the
our first attempt —A3 —and insisted on cutting an extra
exciting world of analog. There you can follow all the rules
back-up, so we wound up with five A sides. As we listened
and still be at the mercy of your lacquer, plating facility, or
vinyl pellet producer — to name just afew. Every day is an
5When arecord is pressed. the vinyl biscuit is deposited in the center of the stainadventure. Let's face it — the major record labels just aren't
pers, occupying the label area. When the scampers arc forced together, the vinyl
all that adventurous.
spreads from the center out toward the edges of the diw. This forces it into the
inner groove wall (left channel) and, in most cases, the outer groove wall (right
channel) as well. Sometimes, the outer groove wall doesn't form aperfect negative
of the stamper —this is called nonfill — either because the vinyl hasn't achieved
optimum consistency or because the outer groove is heavily modulated, making it
too complex aform to force the vinyl into.
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From the evidence, we are. And Isure hope you are, too.
After all, this Sonata takes you on atrip to both heaven and
hell. As for JA and me — we've been there already.
—Wes Phillips
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The Vinyl Experience: Michael Fremer

Michael Fremers
o which version of adigitally recorded solo piano
recital do you think would sound better? The vinyl LP
Playback System
version cut from the full 20-bit resolution master? Or
the CD edition dithered down to 16 bits?
Analog front-end: VP! TNT Mk3 turntable,
Ihear you: "Solo piano on vinyl? Are you kidding?" No. If
Inunedia RPM-2 toneami/Clavis D.C. and Transan occasional pop or click is enough to scare you away, Iguess
figuration Tempo cartridges.
live music is out of the question, too. After all, what's worse?
Digital front-end: Audio Alchemy DDS•Pro transAn occasional tick? A bit of "pre-echo"? Or the rich, reverport, Enlightened Audio Designs DSP-9000 HDCD
berant decay of smoker's cough? Like the occasional pops and
Mk3 processor.
clicks on aside of vinyl, afew hackers lurk in every concert
Amplifiers: Audible Illusion Modulus 3A,
hall. Once you get into the music, the hockers and chronic
Millennium, Audio Research PH-3 preamplifiers. Cary
throat clearers magically fade away. They're still there, but do
805 SE triode, VTL Signature 175 power amplifiers.
you hear them? Idon't. I'm listening to music, not phlegm.
Loudspeakers: Audio Physic Virgo, Audio Physic
After comparing the fine-sounding 16-bit Sonata CD with
Terra subwoofer.
-Michael Fremer
a breathtaking LP test pressing transferred with all bits on
board, Idon't understand how anyone who calls him or herall that four more bits buy you are afew more superfluous
self an audiophile can live without aturntable. Yes, there is
dBs of dynamic range. Now you know what I, the analog
some sonic confetti, and in the silences preceding some of the
maniac, hear. What Iwant to know is, what did engineer
more dynamic passages, abit of "pre-echo," where you can
Atkinson and pianist Silverman hear when they compared
hear ghostly images of what's to come ...BUT the record conthe two formats?
-Michael Fremer
veys what is supposed to be there tonally, spatially, dynamically
— and, yes, emotionally—with an authority and realism the 16Summing Up: John Atkinson
bit CD doesn't come close to matching, though it is "flawless"
IA/ hile it is possible to squeeze 30 minutes onto an LP
in ways records are not. There's nothing crueler in audio than
side, generally both dynamic range and low-freasking an arm and acartridge to track an ultra-dynamic solo
quency extension have to be sacrificed. As we did
piano recording. Actually, there is: asking amastering engineer
not want to equalize, limit, or compress the piano sound in
to try cutting it, aplating guru to plate it, and apressing plant
any way for the Sonata LP, we had to omit four of the Liszt
to press it. As Wes Phillips found out overseeing the vinyl
piano works that are on the CD: the two La lugubre gondola
transfer, getting the most out of the old technology is not easy,
pieces and the two Années de Pelèrinage First Year: Switzerland
but it is possible — as the vinyl version of Sonata demonstrates.
pieces, Vallée d'Obermann (S.160/6) and Orage
On a good analog front-end, surfaces are creamy(S.160/5). But the program on the LP
smooth and quiet, and free of rihremible
wow and flutter —and please don't
The record conveys what
works well, the tender lyricism of
write to say "I'm apianist and
Liebestraum proving an effective
you're not and Ican't tolerate
is supposed to be there tonally, spatially,
counter to the emotional
the time distortions you can't
depths and sonic heights
hear," because quicker than
dynamically — and, yes, emotionally—
reached in the B-Minor
you can say "ECM," IguarSonata.
with an authority and realism the 16-bit
Anda point that Ihad all
antee you'll get aquick retort
from Keith Jarrett, who is
g
but forgotten in these days of
probably amuch better piano playCD doesn't come close to matching
‘-).. the silver disc — a gatefold LP
sleeve has so much more real estate
er than you are! The image of the
than aCD! Not only could we get almost all
piano, somewhat diffuse and indistinct on
28 pages of the CD booklet onto the gatefold sleeve, we
CD, locks into focus on the record, left of center where the
could use abi er typeface and feature Gene Newmann's
engineer's notes tell us it should be, helped in great measure
superb cover painting at amore appropriate size.
by the old technology's ability to cleanly delineate the direct
Stan Ricker and RTI did agreat job on the cutting and
sound of the instrument from the reverberant energy reflectpressing, Ifeel. Iam proud of the result. Our 180gm Sonata
ed off the venue's walls, floor, and ceiling. On vinyl, the two
LP (STPH008-1) costs $19.95 plus $3.50 S&H — see the
energy fields occupy clearly differentiated spaces — the piano
advertisement elsewhere in this issue for details on how to
in front, the reverberant field behind. On 16-bit CD they
order both it and the CD. It can also be ordered from
mush into one.
Acoustic Sounds — (800) 716-3553.
The vinyl's ability to portray the complex timbrai and texTo answer Michael's question above, Ifeel the 20-bit mastural character of the piano, the percussive element of the
ter has the edge over both consumer media. Does the Sonata
hammer felt hitting the metal strings, the sounding board's
LP sound better than the CD? We'll leave it to you to decide.
reverberant energy, and the pedal sustain and damping, is
But, more importantly, once your stylus hits the groove, you
clearly superior to the 16-bit CD, which homogenizes all
should put aside such audiophile issues and enjoy the music.
into apleasant, ineffectual, and very "clean" oneness.
And, courtesy of Robert Silverman, it's great music!
S
Ihaven't heard the original 20-bit recording played back
at full strength, so Ican't say whether the vinyl more faithfully captures the sound of the 20-bit master tape than does
the dithered CD, or whether it is simply adding "pleasantThe Sonata LP also can be ordered
sounding euphonic colorations and artificial L-R spaciousfrom Acoustic Sounds: (800) 716-3553.
ness," as some would claim. Of course, these are the same
folks who claim that 16-bit CD sound is "perfect," and that
Stereophlle, March 1997
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eganless of how sophisticated your stereo
and video system is, it may never achieve
its full performance if plugged directly into an AC
outlet. Raw and unprocessed AC power can
severely diminish the clarity of audio signals and
reduce the resolution of your video picture.
ADCOM's ACE-515 AC Enhancer significantly
improves the performance capabilities of your
system by filtering and processing raw AC
power, unveiling apure, noise-free power source.

Listen To The Critics
..the effective suppression of AC 'RF hash' by the
ACE-515 improved clarity and lowered noise in all
three CD players... .the significant improvements in
instrumental and vocal harmonic retrieval and hall
ambience are superb... .
it simply appears to allow
musical information to be passed through to the
listener with less veil and electronic 'haze.' "
—Lewis Lipnick, Stereophile, Vol. 11 No. 4, April 1988.
Recommended accessory in Stereophile, Vol. 12 No. 4,
April 1989.

Line Protection: It Pays For Itself
The ACE-515 also protects your valuable
equipment from harmful high-voltage spikes

I4S4 ADCOM

Adcom would
like to make
this perfectly
clear.

and surges. And, its sequential turn-on/turn-off
control circuit guards your speakers from
disturbing, damaging thumps.

Again, The Critics Agree
"Electronic equipment (especially digital audio gear)
is vulnerable to both annoying and catastrophic power-line
problems. Your stereo gear should have line spike and
surge protection, with hash filters thrown in too. Line
protection—you can pay alittle for it now, or you can
pay alot for it later.
—Ken Pohlman, AUDIO, November 1987.

For amodest investment, the ADCOM
ACE-515 enhances both audio and video
clarity while protecting your equipment from
damaging line voltage disturbances. Once
again, ADCOM lives up to its reputation of
offering superior performance at areasonable
cost. For complete technical data, please
visit your Adcom dealer. You'll discover the
ACE-515 is more than an accessory. It's a
necessity.
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Audio Notes

Hiroyasu Kondo of Audio Note Japan talks to Jonathan Scull

o

ur interview with Hiroyasu Kondo —founder of Audio
Note Japan, and alegendary figure in his own time— took
place during HI-FI '96 lastJune at the Waldo-Astoria. It
seemed very natural; the crowd at the Show was very internationalist. Herb Reichert ofAudio Note New Yorkfound us aquiet
corner after lundi, and we sat down to talk
This was agroup affair. Isat with Kondo-San on my le, and
Masahiro Shibazaki directly acrossfrom me. A very obedient (you'll
see what Imean) Masaki Ashizawa ofAudio Note sat on my nght,
while Herb and my wife Kathleen filled out the table. ShibazakiSan, President of Sibatech— he imports Lowther single-driver
speaker units and other UK audio gear —served as the interpreter
(Kondo does not speak English). Nor is Shibazaki adisinterested
party — it was he, after al4 who named the Ongaku amplifier
As you read the interview, understand that Iaddressed my questions directly to Kondo, as well as to Shibazaki, as it was his onerous task to translate my pithy and probing questions (to which task
he applied himself masterful4). Ihave not included as part of the
flow of the interview the occasionally long process of asking a(sometimes prickly) question and its translation intoJapanese, and then the
response and its translation into English.
Ipropped my low-ball Sony mike facing Shibazaki, rolled tap
and asked Kondo-San how he had gotten involved in audio....
Masahiro Shibazaki: He says he was born the son of a
priest in aBuddhist temple, where he often heard his
father and other priests chanting. It's avery beautiful
acoustical sound, the priest chanting from deep inside his
body.
Jonathan Scull: And how did that translate into apursuit of
audio excellence?
Shibazaki•Well, his musical tastes changed to opera,
which, of course, very much resembles chanting...
Scull: Opera and Buddhist chanting—an unusual musical link I
never made before...
Shibazaki: As apriest, his father was very famous, but he
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Above: Kondo-San and his muse. Below: Obedience has its rewards —
Number Two man at Audio Note Japan, Masaki Ashizawa.

was also known for making things by himself, like amplifiers. And Kondo-San was very influenced by his father.
He was also strongly influenced by aperformance he
heard at 16 years of age. It was the fourth movement of the
"New World" Symphony, conducted by Toscanini ... in
1953. He says it was to this golden age of recording that he
listened when he was young.
Scull: What was the defining moment when you decided to begin to
manufacture your own equipment?
Shibazaki •Well, specifically there was no particular
moment. It happened over aperiod of time. Chronologically it was when he resigned from CBS/Sony in 1976.
That was avery big company where he felt he couldn't
achieve his dream of building abetter sound system.
Scull: What were you doingfor Sony, Kondo-San?
Shibazaki: He started as arecording engineer, and later was
involved in the improvement of the machines they were
recording on.
Scull: What was it about Sony's philosophy that disturbed him?
And in what way does that differfrom his own philosophy?
Shibazaki: Kondo-San says that is adifficult question. [laughs]
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The Sphinx Project series of
handcrafted audio
components are built as you
would build them yourself,
by hand from the best
available parts. Because we
look after the smallest detail,
Sphinx components can
reproduce the smallest
musical details. We verify
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Above: the Sphinx Project Eight true balanced dual mono preamplifier, with full-function remote.
Below: the Project Twelve mono amplifiers. delivering 145 virtually perfect watts into 8ohms.
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It's easy to figure out. If aloudspeaker can't
reproduce aplausible stereo image, with depth and
detail, how will it cope with the complex threedimensional images of surround sound?
Meet the Totem Mite. Top hi-fi critics have hailed it
for its accuracy with any kind of material, for its
3-D image you can walk into. Imagine what it can
do with film sound!
And now there are special versions of the
Mite for every position in your surround
system. Ask to hear Totem. It will astonish you.

Listen and believe
ML
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Scull: What caused the transformation to single-ended?
Shibazaki •Well, single-ended amplification was long
known to Japanese audiophiles. One day he thought of
changing his design to single-ended, as he was much attracted by the purity or... [speaks with Kondo]... or the obedience
of the sound, you could say. [laughs]
Scull: "Obedient" sound... like to understand that abit more
Shibazaki: It means transparency. For example, even driven by avery small level of signal, Audio Note equipment
keeps its clarity and transparency. That's the first way to
explain it.
Scull: Are we talking digital or analog?
Shibazaki: Well, he says the bi est merit of analog audio
technology is that clarity or linearity at asmall level of signal.
Which digital technology cannot replace, even today. [Kondo
speaks for afew moments.] He says when you listen to astring
instrument that's hit by ahammer wrapped with afelt cushion,
for example, that it can "obediently" be replayed by analog, but
not by digital. The sound of felt-wrapped hammers... you can
almost feel the string sound, and touch it. The sound is very,
very delicate.
[Kondo speaksfor quite some time to Shibazaki]
He says that when the same instrument is played through
digital components, it may be felt by listeners to sound as

rd

Winding output transformers ... the secret revealed!

Scull: Thank you! [laughter]
[Kondo-San spends some time talking to Shibazaki.]
Shibazaki: Okay...well, it's difficult to translate, but in
Japan, the social background is somewhat unique. Outstanding achievements by an individual may sometimes be

Kondo-San changed his design to single-ended because he was much
attracted by the purity, the obedience of the sound.
beaten down by others, especially big manufacturers such as
CBS/Sony. They were building components for mass-market consumers. Kondo says that in this way you get avery
average sound that does not reflect the individual character
of the designen
Scull: Is this perhaps due to the group culture ofJapan?
Shibazaki: He says yes, it's in the Japanese culture historically. In fact, his friends were mostly lone wolves like himself operating their own companies.
Scull: But Iinterrupted. You were explaining about the philosophical deerences...
Shibazaki: Simply put, he says he was trying to develop the
sound that he was dreaming of.
Scull: And that wasn't going to happen at CBS/Sony!
Shibazaki: That's why he... spun out, Ithink you say?
Scull: Close enough. Now, as Iunderstand it, Audio Note makes
almost every component used in the equipment, so let me ask about the
philosophy behind that.
Shibazaki: It's very simple.
Scull: That's good! [laughter]
Shibazaki: He just hated using components made by others, because those manufacturers were giving priority to
mass production. What he wanted to do was achieve that
special sound of his dreams. In other words, he put the priority on the sound, not on efficiency of production.
This naturally led him to make his own components —
like capacitors, for instance. Eventually he was able to make
almost everything himself—transformers, cables and wires.
What he does not do are resistors. [laughs ruefully] He has to
buy resistors from others. But he wants to say he wishes to
develop his own resistor in the near future!
Scull: How did you arrive at single-ended circuit topologies?Did you
begin with push-pull designs?
Shibazaki: Yes. Actually, the first design was apush-pull
amplifier using 211 tubes.
Stereophile, March 1997

though the string was struck by an iron hammer. And that's
the reason single-ended is better, because it can express these
very delicate differences in sound.
Scull: Does Kondo-San recognize any problems or drawbacks with
single-ended reproduction?
Shibazaki: Just its low output power. That's the only demerit
Scull: Since push-pull cancels out even-order harmonics and singleended leaves all harmonic distortion intact — both even- and oddorder — does he think that has anything to do with it? How would
he describe the deerence in sound between push-pull and singleended?
Shibazaki: Another difficult question, he says, but very
interesting. Here's what he says, word by word: Push-pull
technology has its own merits, of course, but only when correctly designed and aligned, as you might have guessed. You
know, especially the odd-order harmonics left by push-pull,
they are very... [waggles his hand andfrowns]
Scull: Not so very easy to listen to?
Shibazaki: Yes, while second-order harmonics are, to human
ears, sounding very natural. Push-pull, he says, can sound
rather piercing that way. And, he says, in awell-designed single-ended amplifier, the second or the third harmonics are...
mildly contained. [laughs] Yes, mildly contained.
Scull: Does single-ended get you doser to the music?
Shibazaki: Yes. For instance, he says he can feel the touch
or breath of aperformance, or of the players or conductor.
He can actuallyfeel the movement of sound, as he did afew
days ago. He was playing apiano in abig hall just so he could
feel the movement and hear the reverberation. So that's one
thing. Then single-ended lets him... [a long translation] feel
the musician's state of mind —
Scull:!
Shibazaki: Yes —which is reflected in the performance. So
he can guess that aviolinist might have had afight with his
wife the night before! [laughs] Or that the trumpeter has
93
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something going on. He says he can feel the emotional condition of the artist, or the weather even... [laughte] He
believes that he is more sensitive than other people about
this because he was involved with the development and
engineering of microphone systems.
Scull: Was that while working at CBS/Sony?
Shibazaki: No, before that, while he was in college. He
built his own microphones.
Scull: Were they tube types?
Shibazaki: Yes, they were condenser microphones using
tubes.
Scull: What has he to say about the debate between solid-state and
tubes? Can one achieve beautiful sound with solid-state?
Shibazaki: Ah yes... very recently he had achance to hear
the differences between asolid-state and atube amplifiet both
made by another builder of electronics who is very famous in
Japan, aKaneda-San. It was very interesting for Kondo-San,
and what he heard as the difference in sound, as he describes
it... well, ies very difficuk to translate. Ies as if the sound [of the
solid-state amplifier] was suffocated, you know...
Scull: Lacking air?
Shibazaki: Yes, but also aclipping sound...
Scull: Hitting the top of its power band?
Shibazaki: Yes, but more acertain type of compression,
having no stretch.
Scull: But there are some very powerful solid-state amps that are
practically impossible to clip, so that can't be the only answer Tubes
clip, ofcourse just more gracefully.
Shibazaki: In avalve amplifier, yes, clipping exists, but he
doesn't feel... [searchesfor words]
Scull: Does he mean it doesn't sound as bad?
Shibazaki: Yes, in general, tube amplifiers have asound
that he describes as deep and rich. And stretching. And his
criticisms of Mr. Kaneda's amplifiers, especially the tube
design, was that the sound was alittle out of focus.
Scull: In today's audio systems, imaging is considered very important
That is to say, broadly speaking, thefocus. But some — including your
own Herb Reichert —feel that you should not be looking at music
Rather, you should hear andfeel it morefor its harmonics, tonal balance and_frequency response The imaging doesn't matter. That's quite
differentfrom the push-pull crowd, who believe imaging is an important component ofhigh-end audio reproduction Where along that line
is Kondo-San? What is the relative importance to him ofimaging and
sharpfocus?
Shibazaki: It is well said of Japanese manufacturers that
they all put great importance on frequency response and
tonal balance, neglecting imaging. Kondo-San says they are
wrong to do so, because they are thinking like electricians.
They design and build based on theories. But he is proud of
himself for being an acoustic engineet That's why he does put
importance on imaging or focus.
Scull: Audio Note Japan makes equipment that is very expensive
ease explain why this is so.
Shibazaki: It's very simple: The initial investment was huge.
For example, in the case of the silver wires, when he started,
nobody else was working with such aconcept. So he had to
make the dies by himself. He imported silver from Italy

CAD

and Home Theater, too.

because he knew their silver was much used in musical
instruments. And he was right, you know. It was very pure.
It's all abit like the mineral water prevailing nowadays —
each water has its own ingredients. So you might say he was
attracted to the Italian silver by its ingredients, and technology-wise for its purity.
Scull: Does this mean that the best audio is only available to the
very rich?
Shibazaki: [laughs] He reluctantly agrees, although he wishes to make his products less expensive so that they are available to more people. His current production system is with
all components built by hand, and each step has its own, you
know, particular habit Audio Note of Japan has only two
employees who can build amplifiers, in fact.
Scull: How many people altogether?
Shibazaki: Besides Kondo-San, there are five others.
Scull: What qualities does he look for in his people?
Shibazaki: What is required for agood amplifier builder is
his personality, especially obedience! [He laughs, looking at the
youthful Masaki Ashizawa, who had been listening and taking snapshots.] In other words, Audio Note Japan's goal is to become
a manufacturer like that well-known British company,
Morgan. They build cars by hand, so each worker has high
pride in building those cars. That's Kondo-San's goal. He
says in some ways, it's also like the famous Dusenberg. We
sometimes compare what we do to acompany like that
from the past — an all-out effort where everything is done as
well as it can possibly be done.
Scull: Ithink most Americans imagineJapan to be acountryfilled
with horn speakers and single-ended amps, but dearly this is not so.
When Audio Note went to single-ended designs, did he encounter
much resistance at home? Or wasJapan more open to new ideas?
Shibazaki: Not so open, because the Japanese market was
more involved with high-power amplifiers. Some number
ofJapanese audiophiles rejected his ideas, or rather Ishould
say, they rejected single-ended amplification in general. The
total market is still quite small.
Scull: What gave him the strength to follow his convictions?
Shibazaki: Because Audio Note is supported more by

Audio Note equipment is expensive because the initial investment was huge.
When Kondo-San started, nobody else was working with silver wire — he
had to make the dies by himself.
Stereophile, March 1997
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Pulling silver capacitors.

audiophiles in other countries than at home. [laughs] We are
very foreign!
Scull: Alice The greatest support comingfrom where?
Shibazaki: France.
Scull: Of course... Why does he think that single-ended is more
slow to be accepted in the United States than elsewhere?
Shibazaki: Actually, he says it's going just as fast as he
expected. In fact, it should take time.
Scull: Why is that? What is then,about high-power push-pull that
makes it more readily accepted, and what is it about low-power singleended amplcation that requires education, time and sensitivity?
Shibazaki: Well, Mt Kondo says it's mostly just the opportunity to experience it. That, and the shrinking stock of
tubes in the world.
Scull: Yes, but what specifically is there about Americans that they
like abig powerful sound, and what's different about the sensibilities
of those who embrace single-ended?
Shibazaki •
Yes, he says, it's true —most Americans are very
fond of heavy and powerful sound. But Kondo-San also
knows that here there are plenty of very sensitive listeners in
America, who may have come to single-ended [as they came
to] the Volkswagen Beetle. When it was first introduced,
America didn't accept it at all!
Scull: No silver wiring...
Shibazaki: Right! [laughs] But Volkswagen targeted upmarket — intelligent people like doctors and lawyers, for
example, who have their own individual characters. But, he
says, the majority of people are very dull in sensitivity, and
they like that barn-barn, powerful sound.
Scull: When we play an Audio Note system in the home are we trying to recreate the master tape or the original acoustic event? What
should be, in Kondo's view, the goal of ahigh-end system?
Shibazaki •[Alter alongish back'njàrth between the two.] He says
that's ahard question, but agood one. He feels the point is
recreating the master tape, but also to recreate, as you say, the
live event. Especially the sense of movement...
Scull: Mmmm let me ask the question in another way. Ifyou're
Stereophile, March 1997

walking on the street and ,pass awindow opened on aroom in which
musicians are playing what is it that instantly tells you
seeing anything—that it's live?
Shibazaki: He says... that particular quality cannot even be
played back or recreated.
Scull: By any system?
Shibazaki: [laughs] Yes, even with his Audio Note amplifiers.
[a long exchange]
What designers of audio equipment do is "deform" some
part of the playback and exaggerate other parts of it, knowing some important elements may be sacrificed. So in
deforming or exaggerating, it's not 100% of the original anymore. But wherein of this he has his own technology for
dealing with it. [laughs] Very funny translation, sorry.
Scull: Please Shibazaki-San —you're doing awonderful job of
making his thoughts available to us all Really.
Shibazaki •Thank you. So, one of his goals—his dream, in
fact — is to recreate that Toscanini performance he heard in
1952 at Carnegie Hall.
Scull: It's wonderful to follow adream. Idon't want to be impolite
but that still doesn't answer the question: As you walk past that window, what tells you it's real? Is it dynamics, timbre, tonal color, harmonics, or something else?
Shibazaki: Well, he answers the question this way. He says
it's not only Audio Note Japan, but all other audio manufacturers who have been unable to achieve the re-creation of
full-energy bass. When you feel alack of energy in the bass,
that's how you know it's not real.
Scull: There are ofcourse, many systems with big, powerful bass. But
they don't necessarily sound very real...
Shibazaki: Okay —my own personal comment on this. I
myself am an amateur musician. And Ican feel when Ihear
music live — it's atotal energy, or pressure, that Ifeel with
all of my skin...
Scull: And that's something that audio systems do not easily deliver?
Does Audio NoteJapan deliver it?
Shibazaki' He says, 95%. [laughs]
Scull: Inoticed that Kondo mentioned horn speakers amoment ago.
Iunderstand from Herb that Audio Note makes horn speakers, but
that they are very expensive, even in the Audio Note context. Most of
their speakers available here are moving-coil dynamic-driver types.
Can amoving-coil speaker give agood sound, or are horns the only
natural companion ofsingle-ended? And ¡I's°, why doesn't he make a
less expensive horn?
Shibazaki' You know, he says we have participated in many
audio fairs around the world — including in Budapest in
1995 — and so far we have had only two occasions to use
horns for demonstration. But Kondo has felt that horn systems still have a minor problem, and that's with the
midrange horn.
Scull: What would that problem be?
Shibazaki: He say it sounds like this... [cups hands before
mouth]
Scull: Yes, Iunderstand—nasal "Horn smell," as anotherJapanese
manufacturer amusingly put it recently.
Shibazaki: My expression for that is "plastic" sound.
Especially when the horn itself is made from plastic! And
another problem is the directionality—or directivity—of
the high-frequency range. Because 'Condo feels that, ideally,
aspeaker should deliver sound from asingle diaphragm.
From low to high frequencies, every part of the signal
should come from that single driver.
Scull: Like the Lowther driver?
Herb Reichert: Yes. In fact, Kondo-San makes asingledriver speaker.
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Shibazaki: Yes, when asingle-cone speaker is matched
with agood single-ended amplifier, it gives the best sound
of any other combination.
Scull: Let me ask another dOcult question...
Shibazaki: [laughs]
Scull: ... about the notion ofaccuracy and musicality in music reproduction. Most people associate accuracy with solid-state— lots of
detail, very shag, sound. But some think this isn't much like musk
There are also people who think musicality is everything and damn
the imaging! Most people speak about these two qualities as quite separate. Are they two things, or is it one thing? Can you have both?
What does Kondo think about this?
Shibazaki: As long as asingle designer, like Kondo-San,
makes everything in the playback chain, then in that case,
accuracy and musicality come together. The other massmarket manufacturers have many engineers and designers

system... never together! [laughs while Kondo explains somethingfurtha] He says also that they will never come together
in the future either, because listening through your ears actually increases your imaginary powers. That's not the case
with Home Theater.
[Kondo, smiling speaks at length to Shibazaki His movements are
spare, his voice low.]
[laughs] Yes, yes... he is speaking of his experience, you
know. He is saying he has had more enjoyment listening to
the sound of aporno movie than watching it! [laughs] He says
he is very good at enjoying both Home Theater and highend audio. In fact, he watches laserdiscs on his audio-visual
system...
Scull: Kondo has aHome Theater system? I'm amazed...!
Shibazaki: Yes, at his lab. He says he switches his brain
when he watches it to enjoy the visual elements. Because he

Home Theater and music systems will never come together, because
listening through your ears actually increases your imaginary powers.
who have their own ideas about how things should be
done, and that means there will always be arguments and
controversies. In fact, that's why he will again challenge
them all by building his own microphones sometime in
the near future.
Scull: And controlling the entire chain, he might that achieve a
sound that is both accurate and musical?
Shibazaki: Yes. Would you give agood English wording
for that? Not duality, but...
Scull: Fusion?
Shibazaki: Yes, very good —a fusion of accuracy and musicality. [laughs]
Scull: Or fission... depends on who you're talk* to. Tell me, is
lugh-end audio in ahealthy state in the world, or does Kondo-Sanfeel
Home Theater is harming it?
Shibazaki: He says they are in very keen competition. TVs
and portable radios, for example, are always going down in
price, whereas high-end audio, he says, is going steadily,
healthily, slowly— upward!
Scull: So we shouldn't expect to see ahome-theater decoder anytime
soon firm Audio Note Japan! But can stereo and video coexist with
each other in any way? Or arc they two separate entities?
Shibazaki- Well, apurist would have to have one room
with aHome Theater, and another room with their music

Of course they measure...
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doesn't expect much from its audio side.
Scull: Aha! When you're sitting in the dark, Kondo-San, listening
to your audio system, tell me, inside your mind, are you "seeing" the
music?
Shibazaki: Seeing, yes. Actually he sits in the dark with alit
candle, and he concentrates — with his eyes closed —on this
light as he listens. Then the sound is visualized.
Scull: In Home Theater you are handed the visuals on aplatter, and
the audio may be less than ideal. In your darkened room, listening to
arefined high-end system, you can "see" many things, but they're all in
your mind. Does that enhance the experience in some way? Could it
be that Honte Theater is just... too easy?
[This engenders much conversation between Kondo and Shibazaki]
Shibazaki: This is arare case, but it demonstrates how he
feels about it. He enjoys very much the film of Kurasawa
called The Seven Samurai. There is ascene where the samurai
are marching. But the image on the screen doesn't show any
samurai, only their shadows. But what he sees in his mind
are not the shadows, not the trees, but the samurai!
Scull: 141y elegant...
ShibazakirAnd even, he says, what each samurai is thinking!
Scull: Well, If the system is good enough that you can hear each
samurai's thoughts, it must be an all—Audio Note system!
Shibazaki: Yes! [laughs]
Scull: When future generations of audiophiles think of Kondo —
when they look back and invoke his name— what would he want
them to understand about music and audio? What would he want his
legacy to be?
Shibazaki: He say that, 10 years from today, the name of
Audio Note will prevail more worldwide. He's confident of
coming up with new products like speakers, microphones,
his own CDs, even tape heads, and so on. When he designs
the whole range, beginning to end, then people will really
appreciate the sound of Audio Note. He says we are still
only halfway there.
Scull: Kondo-San, thank you for your time. And Shibazaki-San,
your translations were wonderful.
Shibazaki: [laughs] It is actually the first time we have had
such an in-depth interview. Inever heard Kondo reveal so
many of his private thoughts, especially concerning his phiy
.
Scull:Thank you. It has been agreat honor to speak with you all
today.
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none hand he weighs the heft of Ireland's rich musical legacy. In the other he holds the natural inclination to look to the future. At first glance, it seems as
if Seamus Egan has atough balancing act. But at 27,
Egan's already up to the task.
Considered one of Ireland's premier musicians, Egan is at
the very fore oía new generation of Irish instrumentalists. By
the age of 15 he'd won the prestigious All-Ireland competition on not one, but four different instruments: flute, tin
whistle, banjo, and mandolin. But Egan (now living in New
York City) isn't content to rely solely on instrumental dexterity and reputation. As the resurgence of Celtic traditional
here in the States gains momentum, Egan is immersed in a
search for the true future of Irish
music —whether that means scouring
the ancient contours of traditional
Irish melody, examining the upward,
airy notes of the tin whistle, or exploring the fusion of Celtic tradition with
contemporary pop and jazz grooves.
It's that kind of forward thinking
that has enabled Egan to collaborate
with the likes of bluegrass great Ralph
Stanley, rock guitarist Vernon Reid,
and folksingers Peter, Paul, and Mary.
Yes, Seamus Egan is searching for the

future of new Irish music. With his track record thus far,
smart money has it that he'll be the one to find it.
"Irish music has that rural feeling to it," says Egan, as he
explains the allure that Celtic melodies work on the hearts
of Americans. "It gives you the sense that it's music played
in people's kitchens or around the campfire, and it has the
potential to play on any romantic notions you'd want to
apply to it.
"Part of its appeal across the borders of culture is that it
encompasses universal emotions pretty easily and accessibly," he notes. On one hand, it's incredibly joyous and foottapping in the jigs and reels, and on the other there's enormous tragedy and sorrow in the slow airs and ballads."
Born outside Philadelphia in 1969,
Egan first went to Ireland as aboy, to
County Mayo in the western part of
the country, where his adoration of
the local musics consumed him. Egan
returned to Philadelphia when he was
11 and studied under noted folklorist
and musician Mick Moloney. Eventually Moloney allowed Egan and his
sisters — fiddle player Siobhan and
concertina player Rory Ann — to sit
in on his local gigs. By the time he
was 16 Egan had cut his debut album,

"I waNt to avoiD
INDuLgINg ay soRt
of fugHt of faNcy.
DoN't waNt to tRy to
cReate sometHiNg tHat
IsN't NecessaRiLy tHeRe."
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Celtic boy wonder Seamus Egan fuses the past and the
present in his solo career and with Solas, (left to right):
John Doyle, Winifred Horan, Karan Casey, Egan, and John

Traditional Music of Ireland (Shanachie 34015),
and four years later, in 1990, released A Week in
January (Shanachie 65005) —both to critical
acclaim. Though at first he was concerned
about the perception purists may have had of him as aCeltic
"boy wonder" capable of playing only flashy licks, Egan soon
dispelled such concerns with astunning grasp of prototypical Irish emotion and "feel."
Unlike most Celtic musicians of the new wave, Egan is
uniquely equipped to span the classic Irish emotional spectrum. On When Juniper Sleeps, his brilliant solo outing of last
year (Shanachie 79097), this budding star played no less than
seven instruments, including concert flute, Uilleann pipes,
and tenor banjo —all with sparkling dexterity, but also with
an inimitable tone and timbre. "One of the things Iwant to
avoid is indulging any sort of flight of fancy," he says —ironic
for amusician of his immense skill. "I don't want to try to create something that isn't necessarily there. You have to work
within the scope of tradition or you'll lose any proper musical
grounding, and lack of grounding is always recognizable."
Egan admits reluctantly that not all of the new wave of
Stereophile, March 1997

Irish music and musicians maintains that proper grounding.
"There's so much recorded Irish music, Ithink there's been
apush toward calling things 'Irish' just because you can put
the word 'Celtic' in front of it and it becomes this sellable
product. [Musicians] should feel the need to create something that connects to them personally. That element of personality is crucial."
When Juniper Slays is atextbook mesh of traditional and
contemporary personalities. On acollection of tunes both
old and newly written, Egan blends his flair and love for the
music of his ancestors with hearty arrangements strong on
rhythmic zest and groove. "It was stuff that Ireally wanted
to hear," he says simply. "I was fortunate that we were able
to pull it off. I
just wanted to make it valid and meaningful,
and not care too much about whether it was going to offend
some purist sensibility. On the other hand, you can't allow
that listent to prevent the flow of good ideas."
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working together. With the solo stuff I
can indulge anything
Good ideas aren't aproblem for Egan. In his work as a
Iwant," he says with alaugh.
solo performer and as amember of Solas, aNew York
As both asoloist and as amember of Solas, Egan is priCity—based supergroup of young Irish musicians, the multimarily concerned with the state of Celtic music and his
instrumentalist delves deeply into influences well outside
place within it. "We all want to keep moving forward and
tradition for inspiration and ideas.
improve the caliber of our venues, play in front of an
Solas (Gaelic for "light") has converted those ideas into
expanding audience, and get beyond preaching to the conpromise —so much promise that the band was invited to play
verted. It's always challenging to get new ears to accept
two popular public radio shows, APrairie Home Companion and
what you're doing."
Mountain Stage, without having
Egan is skeptical about Celtic
released a single record (at the
music's
swell of popularity. "I'in
time), and have fast joined the
seamus egaN, tHe LiveLy
sure it won't continue to enjoy the
ranks of the Celtic music elite.
current resurgence. But I don't
Born in America, Solas —featuring
pulse of New IRISH MUSIC,
have asense that, after this infatuavocalist ¡(aran C-açey (a student of
tion, it'll move back into obscurity.
jazz with a stunning two-and-aLooks to 13LeND tHe HeaRt
This popularity has been building
half-octave range), guitarist John
for years; it's not like there's been
Doyle, fiddler Winifred Horan
HIS MUSIC'S past WItH a something
flimsy like ahit record
(classically trained and aone-time
that created it. It's something that
All-Ireland junior champion), and
BRILLIaNt New futuRe.
has developed over 25 years. Go
button accordionist/concertina
back 10 years and ask folks what
player John Williams (himself a
Irish music meant to them and
five-time All-Ireland champion) —
most people would have said 'Danny Boy,' When Irish
provides Egan with plenty of rollicking ideas, an authentic
Eyes.' Today, almost everyone's heard of the Chieftains,
platform, and aspirited and virtuosic musical setting.
Enya, Clannad. There's adifferent frame of reference for
Egan explains the different dynamics of his work with
what is Irish now, and it's much closer to reality than the old
Solas (whose self-titled debut is out now on Shanachie
school of thinking."
78002, and whose second effort will be out in the spring)
Ultimately, Egan feels the new Irish music has to capitalthis way: "Obviously, working within agroup structure is a
ize on its popularity and move into the 21st century. "We
much more democratic process, where everyone's bringing
shouldn't exist in amuseum," he says. "We've got to condifferent backgrounds to the table. You take what five peostantly evolve. Ithink I'm just fortunate to be apart of that
ple have to offer and try to get one focused voice to it. It's a
evolution."
S
challenge, especially when you have such fine musicians all
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Melody is his Métier
Zan
Stewart

onsider the superb pianist Kenny Barron.
First there's that glorious, singular sound— a
round, sumptuous tone that §uffuses every note he
plays, whether in aslow, emotive ballad, agut-bucket blues,
alyrical version of aclassic standard, or adelightfully mad
bebop scamper.
Then there are the ideas, the melodically rich statements
that can be fireplace-warm and lulling, as glassy and even as
aplacid lake's sheen, or as rapid and wild as the rise and fall
of acracking whip. Barron's ideas are more than merely
beautiful; they tell tiles that comprise the range of human
experience.
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Finally there's that marvelously ingratiating rhythmic
swagger called swing. Imbued with this power, Barron's music moves majestically.
Watching Barron is nearly as enjoyable as listening to
him. At aconcert last fall in Southern California's Hermosa
Beach, when his body moved toward the keys, his shoulders
hunched as if he were trying to coax asecret out of his
instrument. Then, when he leaned back, his face often
revealed amixed expression of genuine surprise at what he'd
played and pure pleasure. When he developed asmooth,
swinging groove, his head would rock gently from side to
side, as if he were ametronome. If the tempo was slow, he'd
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that can glide or hop. But Barron doesn't think of himself as
close his eyes, seemingly transported.
particularly technically adroit. "Someone like Gonzalo
At 53 Barron is a37-year veteran of the jazz world, and,
Rubalcaba, now that's technique," he says.
in aword, supernal. He has brought substantial vigor to the
Jazz came to Barron through acouple of sources, but first
bands of Dizzy Gillespie (1961-65), Freddie Hubbard
via his saxophone-playing brother, Bill. "He was 17 years
(1967-69), Yusef Lateef (1961 and 1971-75), Stan Getz
older, so we didn't talk alot about music, but he had alot
(1987-91), and many others. He has become acelebrated
of records," says Barron as he slowly works his way through
leader, both of the co-op group Sphere (1980-88) and of his
his Eggs Benedict. "He had 78s of Charlie Parker, Fats
own trios, quartets, and quintets. But, like the equally magNavarro, Wardell Gray, people like that. And Philly had a
nificent Sonny Rollins, who once told areporter, "Don't
really great jazz station that Istarted listening to from about
compliment me too much," Barron does not welcome deifiage 10. Iremember hearing things by Sun Ra, Dizzy, Duke.
cation. In his own eyes, he is not, as many critics and fans
That's how Igot into jazz."
have called him, the epitome of modern mainstream jazz
piano.
"I appreciate it, but it's
Most of Barron's impressive output —
a little hard for me to
close to 100 albums as asideman, more than 20 as aleader—
believe," the modest Barron says in his quiet,
emphasizes his lyrical leanings.
thoughtful manner. "I
mean, there are so many
How Barron encountered his first major stylistic influpeople who play better: Hank Jones, Tommy Flanagan,
ence — the wondrous Tommy Flanagan — shows how the
Barry Harris, younger guys like Mulgrew Miller, Stephen
various art worlds can overlap. "I had an art class in junior
Scott. Me, I'm just trying to learn. There's always something
high school, and the teacher encouraged us to bring in
to learn, and Ihope I'm never satisfied."
recordings to paint by," he recalls. "A friend of mine brought
Barron's mentors offered lessons, and he soaked them up.
in aMiles Davis album [a 1956 recording available on Col"From Dizzy Ilearned about Latin rhythms, chord voidngs,
lectors' Items, Prestige OJC 071 — Ed.] with [Flanagan], Sonny
how to be consistent," he says. "Freddie was more advenRollins, [and bassist] Doug Watkins. When "In Your Own
turous [than Dizzy], so Ifelt freer to try new things, and
Sweet Way" came on, Ithought, `Damn! Who is that?' It got
Yusef was even freer. He liked to take chances. Stan was
me right away. It was so lyrical, the touch —Tommy's touch,
very lyrical, and Ilike to play that way, too, so it was great
boy. That was it for me."
just to listen to his lines, observe his choice of notes. IlisAnd it has remained so. Most of Barron's impressive outtened, and Ilearned."
put — close to 100 albums as asideman, more than 20 as a
Barron has also discovered that his way of getting over with
leader—emphasizes his lyrical leanings. One has to look no
an audience is to simply be himself—or, as Charlie Parker
further than his latest trio album, New York Attitude (Uptown),
once put it, "to play fast and clean and find the pretty notes."
just released but originally taped in 1984 at Rudy Van
"I have this thing about trying to be as melodic as possiGelder's studio in Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, the recordble, tell stories, use space, all those things," Barron says during site of many Barron albums. The nine-tune program is
ing Sunday brunch at aHollywood hotel. "That's the way
characterized by clean, unpretentious sound and offers a
you draw people into your world, take them on atrip, so to
motoring-right-along title track based on the chords of
speak. Idon't feel you do this by playing to the audience, but
Wayne Shortees "Black Nile," adulcet look at "Autumn in
by playing to your own expectations. One of the things I
New York," and an invigorating version of Thelonious
really believe is that if your music is really honest, from the
Monk's "Bemsha Swing." Despite the session's relative age,
heart, people will respond to it. And if they see that you are
the music is deliciously fresh, and Barron's mellifluousness is
really into it, they'll respond to that. If you're having fun,
audible everywhere.
they will have fun. It sounds simple, but it is true."
It might seem ludicrous —or, even worse, mere fawning—
A man of average height and build, Barron has lost agood
to sult:est that Barron's oeuvre, at least for the past 15 years or
deal of his hair; atrimmed goatee provides balance. His eyes
so, is of similar high quality. Nonetheless, close repeated listare pools of brown, his caJi5con leche complexion reveals a
enings prove this to be the case. Starting with 1983's Gwen
scattering of freckles on his cheeks, and in his left ear he
Chimneys (Criss Cross) up through 1994's Grammy-nominatsports the loop of asmall gold earring. He speaks slowly,
ed Wanton Spirit (Verve), one finds album after album of neardeterminedly, in alow voice — he sometimes sounds as if
flawless performances in remarkably natural sound, and
he's just emerging from sleep — but there is definite vitality
appealing treatments of pop evergreens ("Skylark," "Love For
to his speech.
Sale"), compelling originals (the perky "Lemuria," and "Slow
Barron is somewhat unusual for ajazzman in that he has
Grind," asucculent crawl of ablues), and jazz classics (Tom
maintained a long, healthy marriage. He and his wife,
Harrell's "Sail Away," Monk's "Ask Me Now").
Joanne Julia, were wed 34 years ago, and live in Brooklyn.
Wanton Spirit is unusual in that Barron is teamed with two
They have two children: Nicole, 32, aparalegal; and Niles,
colleagues he has worked with only sparsely: bassist Charlie
28, amanager of aManhattan clothing store.
Haden and drummer Roy Haynes. "I was in Roy's band
Barron grew up on the music-rich North side of
when Ifirst came to New York, in 1961," he says. The MoPhiladelphia, the neighborhood of Lee Morgan, McCoy
ment (Reservoir, 1991) showcases Rufus Reid and Victor
Tyner, and Percy, Jimmy, and Albert "Tootie" Heath, among
Lewis, Barron's rhythm-section mates when he was with
many others. Barron was grabbed by music at avery early
Stan Getz in the late '80s and early '90s. The foursome can
age — in his family, only his father didn't play. At age six he
be found on Getz's classic Serenity (Verve 1991).
began 10 years of classical piano studies, aregimen that
The Only One (Reservoir, 1990) and Letnuria —Seascape
accounts for his superb technique — his ability to play long,
(Candid, 1991) are particularly special because they docuswirling runs without bumps or nicks, and dancing chords
Stereophile, March 1997
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ment Barron's primary working trio, which includes bassist
Ray Drummond and drummer Ben Riley.
"First of all, Ilove playing with them because we get along
on apersonal level, which Ithink is important," he says, turning his attention to some broccoli salad. "We really work as a
unit, and Ray and Ben are great accompanists. Ben is one of
the tastiest drummers around. His sense of swing is, for me,

airplay], to insist that everything be five to seven minutes
long is not necessary. A piece should take however long it
takes, just like classical music. In classical, if apiece is 20
minutes' worth of written music, that's what it is, and you
hear the whole thing. You don't hear just seven minutes. It
really puts athing on me when someone says, 'You get five
minutes.' "
Still, when Barron has recorded in the studio, his takes average six to eight minutes in
length (the exquisite slow drag, "Big Girls,"
on the 1991 Eqja date, Quickstep, lasts 15 minutes). But his pair of live recordings contain
longer tracks. On Kenny Barran Quintet: Live at
Fat Tuesday's, a1988 Enja date that the leader
singles out for its attractive recorded sound, three tracks run
over 10 minutes each. And on Live at Maybeck Recital Hall
(Concord Jazz 1991), the unaccompanied Barron stretches
out, playing mostly in the eight- to nine-minute range.
Barron's newest album, Swamp Sally, is aswitch for him.
He performs in aduo with the French-Martinique percussionist Mino Cinelu, and some of the tracks — which feature both musicians on numerous instruments, acoustic and
electronic —are decidedly adventurous, even avant-garde.
Despite Barron's roots in traditional straight-ahead jazz,
freer structures do exert some pull.
"I like free, but not as asteady diet," he says, sipping tea.
"I don't like being different for the sake of being different,
just to prove apoint, but if the music goes in that direction,
then yeah. There are some people who hear that music; for
them it's very natural.
"I was somewhat influenced by the avant garde," he goes
on. "I was involved in that briefly, though it was kind of
waning when Icame up. This was through my brother Bill

"I don't think time should be afactor in jazz
recordings. A piece should take however long it
takes, just like classical music."
perfect. There are other drummers that Ilike for different
things, but Ben is it. I've known him for years. When Iwas
with Dizzy, we used to criss-cross when he was with Monk
out on the road at the same time."
The trio has completed a recording taped live at the
famed New York jazz haunt Bradley's, which closed in
October. Verve has yet to decide whether to release it this
year, or go with aquintet recording that Barron made in
1995. However, Barron, Drummond, and Riley can be
found on the just-released Yours and Mine (Concord Jazz),
recorded with Getz in London in the late '80s.
Though the bulk of Barron's albums as aleader have been
studio projects, the pianist —like most jazz musicians —
prefers to record live in aclub or concert, primarily because
the setting allows for open-ended performances unconstrained by time.
"I don't think time [length] should be afactor in recordings," he says with emphasis. "Since most jazz radio stations
are noncommercial [and since time is really only afactor in
Stereophile, March 1997
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ensemble class©

ensemble class©

the taste of quality

where the senses meet

...a digital reference tool of the
first order..."
"The Dichrono, bowing to its
Swiss origins, remained so finely
neutral that Icouldn't say it was
clearly one thing or the other,
analog- or digital-like."
"...it sounded like music."
Jonathan Scull, Stereophile, November 1996, Vol 19,
No 11, p.179

ensemble

1986-1996

10 YEARS
IN THE SERVICE OF
MUSIC
"...the Profysia could sound
breathtakingly detailed and focused. Singing voice had a purity
and a presence directly rivaling
those of the best electrostatics."
Martin Colloms, Stereophile, September 1996, Vol. 19,
No. 9, p.162
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Tel.+ 41 61 461 91 91 • Fax +41 61 461 93 25
US Agency: Ensemble USA,
111 S. Drive, Barrington, IL 60010
Tel. (847) 526-1646 •Fax (847) 526-1669
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"As Iheard at the 1995 Hi -Fi
shows, the complete Ensemble
system — speakers, amplifiers,
digital source — sounded seamlessly coherent, spacious, very
tightly focused, airy, and articulate, with clean, tuneful bass."
Martin Colloms, Stereophile, September 1996, Vol. 19,
No. 9, p.165

DICHRONO'
DRIVE
EC

& DAC

(Extra

Cla“)

CD transport &
digital to analog converter

"In many ways, the Ensemble
system is to audio today as was
Marantz and Quad back in the
early days of the art."
Martin DeWulf. Bound for Sound, 1996, No. 1, p.14
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CH-4132 Muttenz 1, Switzerland
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US Agency: Ensemble USA,
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1991 duo album, People Time (Verve), is Getz's finest hour. In
its aftermath, Barron began to finally emerge as aleader,
something he wasn't anxious to be but now is glad of.
"Leading looked like alot of headaches from abusiness
point of view, but it's not as bad as Ithought," he says, allowing asmile. "I never wanted to deal with it —I just wanted
to play. But so far, so good."
Barron performs consistent-Most of the good players today come through schools.
ly; his dance card is pretty much
full. He feels that one reason
Back 30-40 years ago, the players were coming
he's doing well now is that he's
been around for many years —
mostly from the street, learning to play by playing.
he's one of the older guys. "Age
That's adefinite advantage — it's agut-level kind
and experience have their benefits," he says. He points out
of thing, really playing from the heart."
that it's harder now for young
players to get afoothold, perhaps simply because of the way most of them learn these
It seems clear that the experience with Hubbard, though
days —in school. He says this despite the fact that he is a
it occurred in the late '60s, has had alasting impact on
professor at Rutgers University in Newark, New Jersey,
Barron. Take the quintet he sometimes leads with trumpeter
where three days aweek (when not on the road) he teachEddie Henderson, saxophonist John Stubblefield, bassist
es piano, keyboard harmony, and improvisation.
David Williams, and drummer Lewis.
"Most of the good players today come through schools,"
"The quintet is wild. It's really like walking on the edge.
he says, adding that their skills are really well-honed. "Back
Ido mostly originals with that band, and there's aspirit of
30-40 years ago, the players were coming mosdy from the
adventure. What will happen is completely unpredictable.
street, learning to play by playing. That's adefinite advanWe might play aslow blues and it will go anywhere. We
tage because there, it's about agut-level kind of thing, really
played at Sweet Basil's last year, and in one set we only
playing from the heart."
played two tunes. That was it. That was agreat week."
Though he wasn't referring to anyone in particular with
Barron had been alongtimer in the jazz trade before he
this last remark, Barron might have been talking about himgot his major breakthrough, which came when he played
self. His music has an essence — aheartfelt love.
S
and recorded with tenor saxophonist Getz. Many feel their

and also through Freddie Hubbard, because in his band we
kind of did stuff like that. There was one sextet with [saxophonists] James Spaulding and Bennie Maupin where we'd
shift gears, go this way, that way gestures with his arms], go
down the middle. Go any way in the course of one tune. It
was agreat band. Ilearned alot from it."

PURE SINGLE-ENDED CLASS A
ALEPH 1.2
1CHANNEL
2 GAIN STAGES
200 WATT OUTPUT
500 WATT IDLE

PASS LABS
24449 FORESTHILL ROAD, FORESTHILL, CALIFORNIA 95631
TEL (916) 367-3690 FAX (916) 367-2193
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The Finest High-End
Audio and Video Systems
All Come With This
Indispensable Component.
Free!

Andrew N. Singer,
President,
Sound By Singer, Ltd.

When you buy from us, you get the one thing you
absolutely need to make your
system look and sound its best.
You get us!
conrad•johnson Premer 11

Want state-of-the-art audio? You can't get it by
merely buying better equipment. You gip
have to have the knowhow and
creative vision to put it all together.

K

v
deo„„

For 18 years Andrew Singer and his staff of
dedicated professionals have designed, selected and
assembled complete state-of-the-art audio/video
systems that come as close as possible
to recreating the live experience.
Krell Playback Syslern
Model KPS PO T

Combine an obsession for quality that borders on
mania with vast expertise, experience and adeep
love of music and the result is high-end
audio...done right. So, call us. We'll
help you realize your audio dream.
Wilson WATT

Puppy

SOL TNI) by SINGIA.R.IÇ
HIGH END AUDIO and VIDEO ... DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th Street, New York, NY 10003
(between Union Square West & 5th Ave. (212 )924-8600 /
AUTHORIZED DEALERSHIPS. Acurus. Adcom, ADA, AMC, AN( Aragon by Mondial, AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS, Audio Acess, AUDIO LAB, AUDIO NOTE, AUDIO
PHYSICS. Audio Quest, Audio Truth. AVANTE-GARDE AYRE ACOUSTICS, Ben2-Micro, BILLY BAGS, B&K, B&W. Cal Audio Labs, Cardas Audio, Chang
Ughtspeed. CEC, CHIRO, CITATION. CONRAD-JOHNSON, CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, Creek, Crestron, cvvo, DAY SEOUERRA, Denon,
DYNAUDIO, EGGLESTON, Elite by Pioneer. ENLIGHTENED AUDIO DESIGNS. Epos, FAROUDJA, FORSELL, Grado, GRAHAMTONEARMS, JM Labs,
KRELL, KRELL AUDIO STANDARD, KRELL AUDIO VIDEO, LAMM AUDIO LABS, LYRA CARTRIDGES (CLAVIS ), MAGNUM DYNALAB,
MARTIN-LOGAN, MISSION, Monitor Audio. Monster Cable. MUSE, NBS, Niles, Nitty Gritty. OCM, Parasound, API Power Wedge. Proton. Rega, REL,
Rocksolid. Runco IDTV. Salamander. SME, Solid Steel. Sonance. SONIC FRONTIERS, Sonographe. SONUS FABER, Sound Anchors. Stewart
Filmscreen, Sumiko. Target, Theta Digital. TOWNSHEND AUDIO, Transfiguration Cartridges, TRANSPARENT CABLE, VALVE AMPLIFICATION
COMPANY (VAC ), Vandersteen, Velodyne. VIDIKRON, VPI, WELL-TEMPERED, WHEATON TRIPLANAR TONEARMS, WHITE AUDIO LABS,
Wilson Audio, Wire World, Yamamura Systems. YAKOV ARONOV AUDIO, ZOETHECUS.
Bold listings available in New York City exclusively at Sound by Singer.
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Check out the rower
of your system
with Stereophile CDs and LPs.
Serenade

Intermezzo

Superlative performances of chamber
music by Brahms,
Mozart, and Dvoi-ák,
recorded live with
20-bit resolution
and "U -R -There" transparency.

Robert Silverman in a
brilliant all -Brahms
program: Piano
Sonata in f.
Op. 5, and Three
Intermezzi,
Op. 117. One of the finest
piano recordings ever made.

Test CD 1

Pianist Robert
Silverman plays Liszt,
including the Sonata in
B-minor. Recorded with
20 -bit resolution.

Phase your system,
test your speakers and
listening room, and hear the
difference amike can make.
Take this disc with you when
evaluating equipment.

Orchestral
works by
Copland,
Milhaud, and
Kohjiba
performed by the
world-renowned Santa
Fe Chamber Music Festival. Recorded live
with time-aligned microphones and
20-bit resolution.

Test CD 2
Place your speakers
and test them for distortion. Check your
amp for distortion, too,
and hear what CD jitter
sounds like.

Test CD 3

Concert
This omni-miked, two -CD 1
g
set features Robert
Silverman in arecital of works by Schubert, Chopin, Bach,
and Schumann. Includes the bonus track, "Mapping the
Soundstage."

Use the signals to test
your speakers and your
room. Burn-in components with the unique
noise track. Home in on your home theater's balance. Check out your system with the soundstage
map. Also includes audiophile music tracks.

Poem
An audiophile classic since 1989. Tube-miked performances of
works for flute and piano by Prokofiev, Reinecke, and Schumann,
plus Charles Griffes' Poem.

ALC7

Mail to: Stereophile
P.O. Box 1702
Santa Fe, NM 87504-1702
or call: I
-800-358-6274
Fax credit-card orders to: 505-424-92 I
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Audio Note OTO Phono SE, DAC-1, and Model 1
Robert Harley

M

ention the name Audio Note
to most audiophiles and the
first thing they think of is the
$89,200, 27Wpc single-ended tubed
Ongaku integrated amplifier. The Ongaku features such details as 21 lbs of
Italian silver in the internal wiring and
output transformer, along with handmade silver capacitors. But though it established Audio Note's reputation for
cost-no-object designs, the Ongaku was
just the beginning. Audio Note now
makes a $125,000 preamplifier, and a
55Wpc pair of monoblocks that sell for
$252,500.
Although Audio Note has sold more
than 100 Ongaku amplifiers around the
world, it's hard to build acompany by
selling afew ultra-expensive products.
Consequently, Audio Note has brought
some of the esoteric thinking, design
techniques, and materials of their flagship products to more affordable levels.
Audio Note now manufacturers an entire range of products from affordable to
extravagant.
Indeed, the entire Audio Note system
reviewed here sells for $6165 (plus aCD
transport and LP front-end). If you don't
play LPs, deduct $500 from the system
price. As part of my commitment to
reviewing only affordable products for
six or seven issues, Ithought I'd take a
look at what Audio Note can do with
their entry-level products.' I've enjoyed
the sound at Audio Note's show demonstrations, and their $6000 package
seemed like anatural for my small room
and self-imposed cost restrictions.
The system under review consists of
the Audio Note OTO Phono SE integrated amplifier ($2495 with phono
stage), DAC-1 digital processor ($1295),
Model 1loudspeakers ($1295), and Audio Note's AN/L loudspeaker cable ($380
/10" pair) and AN/C interconnect
($1OO/1m pair). The Model 1 loudspeakers sat on apair of custom Sound
Anchor stands. Iprovided my own analog and digital sources: a Well Tempered Turntable and AudioQuest
AQ700Onsx cartridge to play LPs, and a
1I've had so much fun with inexpensive systems that
Imay continue to review budget products periodically
even after iny new listening room is finished.
Stereophile, March 1997

Audio Note OTO Phono SE: Tube integrated amplifier with phono stage. In-

Approximate number of dealers: 14.

puts: two line, one phono, one tape

Audio Note Model 1:

loop. Tube complement: two

mounted loudspeaker with 8" papercone sealed-box woofer, 3/4" softdome tweeter. Sensitivity: 90dB (no

12AX7

(preamp), four EL84 (output stage), four
12AU7 (with optional phono stage), one
12AU7 regulator. Output transformer
taps: 4 and 8ohms.
Output power: 12Wpc (10.8dBW).
Phono input sensitivity: 5mV.
Dimensions: 17.3" W by 5.5" H by
16.1" D. Weight: 37.4 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:

twoway stand-

conditions specified).
Dimensions: 10.6" W by 18.5" H by
7.5" D.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
921/922.
Price: $1295/pair in oak, walnut, black
(for rosewood or piano black, add $259).
Matching 22" Sound Anchor custom

PSE-179.
Price: $2495 (line-only version: $1995).
Approximate number of dealers: 14.

stands cost 8500/pair.)

Audio Note DAC-1: tubed digital proces-

Audio Note AN-L loudspeaker cable:

Approximate number of dealers: 14.

sor with two coaxial data inputs on BNC

Price: $19 per monaural foot, banana

jacks, one TosLink optical. Outputs: one
single-ended stereo pair on RCA jacks,

terminated.

one "De-emphasis" output pair of RCA

Audio Note AN-C interconnect: Price:

jacks. Tube complement: one 6922 dualtriode. Digital filter: 8x-oversampling.

$100/meter pair (AN-P solid silver RCA

Conversion: dual Burr-Brown PCM63

plugs, add $200).

DACs. Maximum output voltage: 3V.
Output impedance: 800 ohms.

Manufacturer: Audio Note (UK) Ltd.,
Peacock Industrial Estate, Unit C, 125-

Dimensions: 11.8" W by 5.7" H by
16.75" D. Weight: 17.6 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:

127 Davigdor Rd., Hove, East Sussex
BN3 1SG, England, UK. US distributor:
Audio Note USA, 60 Hannah St., Staten

D1-672.
Price: $1295.

8064.

Island, NY 10301. Tel/Fax: (212) 304-

TEAC in the 1960s and at Sony in the
1970s, Mr. Kondo founded Audio Note.
His goal was to develop products that
would transcend conventional thinking
and explore what was possible in music
The Audio Note story
Audio Note was created in 1975 by a reproduction. He also applied his efforts
to recording technology, and has built
Mr. Hiroyasu Kondo, at the time arefrom scratch or re-engineered every comcording engineer for Sony [see Jonathan
Scull's interview with Kondo-Snet elsewhere ponent in the recording and playback
chain, from microphone diaphragms to
in this issue— Ed.]. Mr. Kondo began his
loudspeaker magnet structures.
audio journey in 1958 at the age of 16,
One of Audio Note's first products
when he heard Toscanini conduct
was, of all things, wire. Introduced in
Dvorák's "New World" Symphony on
1976, the Audio Note wire used "sixrecord. The young Mr. Kondo had to
modify a33rpm record player to play
nines" (99.9999% pure) silver refined
and drawn through diamond dies dethe 45rpm record. According to the
signed by Mr. Kondo. The philosophy
story, Mr. Kondo was so overwhelmed
was that an audio signal has not only elecby the music that he decided right then
trical properties, but —on a molecular
to devote his life to music recording and
level — electromechanical, electrostatic,
reproduction.
After working on digital audio at and electrochemical properties as well.

Rotel RCD-990 Cl) player functioning
as atransport to feed the Audio Note
1)AC-1.
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Moreover; Mr. Kondo believed that preserving the music's small-scale structure
was vitally important to the overall
musical coherence of the playback system. Consequently, Mr. Kondo studied
the effects of crystal-boundary chemistry on audio signal transfer. This work
led him to wind transformers with solidsilver wire.
In 1979, aDane, Peter Qvortrup, met
Mr. Kondo at ametallurgy seminar in
France. Mr. Qvortrup began distributing the Audio Note silver cables, a
phono preamplifier, MC cartridge, and
step-up transformers. All of those original components are still in the product
line. The now-famous Ongaku (Japanese for "spirit of music") 27Wpc single-ended tubed integrated amplifier
was introduced in 1988.
Audio Note UK was founded in
1991 by Mr. Qvortrup to develop less
expensive products that still maintained
the aesthetic of Mr. Kondo's designs.
The Audio Note line is thus divided
into products designed and built in the
UK, and those designed by Mr. Kondo
and built in Japan. The Audio Note line
runs the gamut from a$995 line-stage
preamplifier to the $24,995/pair Ankoru monoblock power amplifiers. The
"Kondo" preamplifiers range from the
$9900 M7 line-stage preamplifier to the
M10 preamp at $125,000. Kondo power
amplifiers start with the $19,300 Neiro
(a 7Wpc amplifier using parallel 2A3
tubes) to the 55Wpc Gaku-On (translation: "more music") monoblocks at
$252,500. All Audio Note amplifiers
use tubes exclusively, and those sold in

the US feature only single-ended output
stages. The lower-priced Audio Note
products use many of the parts and design techniques of the Kondo line,
including custom transformers, capacitors, and wire.

The driver and output stages, located on a
larger circuit board in the chassis center,
use one 12AX7 per channel to drive a
pair of EL84s. The parallel EL84s are
operated single-ended in triode mode
rather than pentode. This inexpensive
tube is also used in the Sonic Frontiers
OTO Phono SE integrated
Anthem Integrated-1, but as a power
amplifier: 82495
pentode (achieving arated 25Wpc, or
The OTO Phono SE is an all-tube, sin42Wpc measured at 1
kHz). A small
gle-ended integrated amplifier rated at amount of feedback (6dB) is used around
10Wpc, 11Wpc, or 12Wpc, depending
the output stage to reduce distortion and
on which Audio Note literature you hapdecrease the output impedance. The outpen to be looking at. The power output put transformers, designed and built by
ratings of single-ended tubed amplifiers Audio Note, seem surprisingly large for a
are so loose (at what distortion level do
product of this power rating and price
you define "clipping"?) that this discrep(output transformers are expensive).
ancy is academic. The UFO Phono SE is
A pair of Audio Note AN/C interidentical in circuitry and power supply to
connects runs from the preamplifier
Audio Note's M1 Phono preamplifier
board to apair of preamp-out jacks on
and P1SE power amplifier, but in asingle
the rear panel. This lets you use the
chassis. The OTO is available without a OTO as apreamplifier if, later, you want
phono preamplifier for $1995.
to upgrade the power amplifier section.
The OTO is housed in alarge chassis
The power supply features separate
with abeautiful gloss-black face offset
transformers for the preamp and power
by gold-colored knobs. The rotary
amplifier sections. B+ supply to the
knobs turn the power on and off, select
12AU7 tubes is regulated by a12AU7
the input, engage the tape monitor; adtube—an expensive technique for a
just the balance, and set the volume.
budget integrated amplifier. I've heard
The rear panel has RCA input jacks for from other designers that tubed regulathe two line inputs, one phono input,
tion increases liquidity and reduces grain.
and one tape loop. Separate 4ohm and
The phono board uses two 12AX7s
8ohm transformer taps are provided on
per channel. The input signal is amplified
binding posts.
with one tube, then put through apasThe circuit is extremely simple. The
sive RIAA network. The second 12AX7
preamp stage uses asingle 12AU7 per
amplifies and buffers the signal for input
channel, mounted on a small circuit
to the OTO's line stage.
board just behind the front panel. Half
Ienjoyed the OTO Phono SE's elethe 12AU7 is again stage; the other half gant look, easy operation, and substanfunctions as a constant-current source.
tial build quality.

Audio Note Model 1loudspeaker, DAC-1 DIA processor, OTO Phono SE integrated amplifier
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DAC-1 digital processor: $1295

The DAC-1's gloss-black faceplate
matches that of the OTO integrated
amplifier. The unit is narrow and very
deep, which made rear-panel connections alittle tight in my rack. No frontpanel controls are provided, just three
LEDs. These indicate the selected input
and sampling frequency, and show
when the unit is decoding apre-emphasized CD. The rear panel holds two
pairs of analog output jacks (RCA), two
BNC coaxial digital inputs, aTosLink
optical input, input-selection toggle
switch, two ground posts, and an IEC
linecord socket.
The DAC-1's operation is idiosyncratic. The two pairs of stereo line output
jacks are marked Direct and De-emphasis. If the DAC-1's front panel deemphasis LED illuminates, you must
disconnect your interconnects from the
Direct jacks and connect them to the
De-emphasis jacks, then push aswitch
on the rear panel. The signal path from
the Direct jacks has no de-emphasis circuit, a technique that eliminates the
need for ade-emphasis switching relay
in the signal path. The tradeoff is the
inconvenience of changing output jacks
during alistening session. Considering
how few CDs have been recorded with
pre-emphasis, the occasional inconvenience is probably worth the reduction in signal-path circuitry. Audio Note
also avoided the other solution, which is
to perform de-emphasis in the digital
domain in the digital filter. Analog deemphasis is superior because it attenuates any noise in the DACs and analog
output stage, and requires no digital
manipulation. Digital de-emphasis is
performed before the DAC and analog
output stage rather than after.
Another operational quirk requires
that the DAC-1 be turned off before a
digital source can be connected. Iwas
warned that failure to follow this procedure could result in damage to the
DAC-1's input receiver. Finally, the legends "44KHz" and "48kHZ" appear
next to the front-panel LEDs, both of
which are incorrect capitalization ("kHz"
is correct). Some may say that such details
don't matter, it's the product's sound
quality that's important. Call me oldfashioned: Ithink front-panel markings
should be correct.
The DAC-1 circuitry is contained on
two printed circuit boards. One board
holds most of the power supply and
tubed analog output stage. The second
is home to the input receiver, digital filter, and DACs. The power supply uses a
single laminate transformer. The ±5V
Stereophile, March 1997

digital supplies are regulated by threepin IC regulators. The more crucial analog ±5V supplies also use three-pin regulators, but follow these with five transistors for shunt regulation for each supply, along with additional capacitor filtering. Separate transformer taps power
the 6V filament and 180V high-voltage
supplies.

The signal path
from the Direct jacks
has no de-emphasis
circuit.
Oddly, the DAC-1 uses the Yamaha
YM3623 input receiver chip. Ihaven't
seen any recently designed products that
use the Yamaha part; the superior Crystal CS8412 input receiver took over the
market. The Yamaha receiver has considerably higher intrinsic jitter than the
Crystal, and less good rejection of interface jitter. Complicating the situation,
the DAC-1 provides only BNC and
TosLink input, not RCA jacks. Athough
BNC is amuch better termination than
RCA for digital signals, most transports
don't offer BNC outputs. You're forced
to use an RCA—BNC adaptor, which
audibly degrades the sound and measurably degrades the digital processor's
jitter performance.
The digital filter is a Burr-Brown
DF1700, a relabeled NPC 5803 8xoversampling chip. The filter is followed by apair of Burr-Brown PCM63
DACs, an excellent 20-bit device. No
active current-to-voltage (I/V) converters follow the DACs. Rather than
use an op-amp or discrete active stage,
the DAC-1 uses aresistor and inductor
to convert the PCM63's current pulses
to avoltage that will drive the tubed output stage. This technique dumps most of
the signal to ground, requiring more
gain in the output stage. The tradeoff
removes an active stage from the signal
path at the expense of higher noise.
The tubed stage consists of one 6922
per channel, configured as an anode follower and run with no feedback. Half the
dual triode provides gain, the other half is
a constant-current source. The tube's
output is coupled to the analog output
jacks through alarge (0391/F) paper coupling capacitor. Analog filtering is thirdorder passive. Wiring between the analog and digital boards is Audio Note ANA six-nines copper Litz cable.
The DAC-1 can be upgraded to Audio Note's higher-end DACs (the

DAC-2, DAC-3, or DAC-3 Signature)
for the same amount as the price difference between the products at retail,
plus $150 for shipping and labor.
Model 1loudspeaker: $1295/pair

When I unpacked the Audio Note
Model Is, it struck me that they looked
a lot like original Snell Ks. Isubsequently learned that Audio Note speakers are designed and built in the UK by
Audio Note, but are based on designs
pioneered by Peter Snell in the 1970s.
(Audio Note used to be the UK Snell
distributor.)
Like the other Audio Note products
under review, the Model 1is the entrylevel point in the line. The review samples were finished in black ash; oak and
walnut are also standard finishes. Piano
black and rosewood are available by
special order; add $259 to the price.
Two pairs of binding posts are provided
for bi-wiring.
The Model 1 features an 8" Vifa
paper-cone woofer coupled to a 3.4"
Vifa soft-dome tweeter. The crossover
slopes are second-order and each crossover is hand-tuned to its drive-units.
Audio Note developed a method of
magnifying driver characteristics so that
the crossover can be tuned more precisely to that driver. The idea is to match
each loudspeaker's acoustic output as
closely as possible to that of its mate.
According to Audio Note, stereo imaging is degraded by response variations
between loudspeakers in a pair. This
individual calibration technique takes
about half an hour per loudspeaker in
the Model 1, and longer in the more
expensive Audio Note loudspeakers.
The cabinet's design philosophy is
unusual. Rather than create an enclosure that's as well-damped as possible,
the Model l's enclosure is tuned "like a
guitar." The panels are allowed to vibrate, but the resonant frequencies of
the panels are tuned to complement the
output from the woofer. Specifically, the
front baffle is made from soft chipboard,
the back from hard chipboard, and the
wrap is MDF. Audio Note maintains
that alive cabinet is acceptable so long
as the resonances don't interfere with
the sound. Excessive damping, they believe, only shifts the resonances to a
lower frequency, where the energy is
stored longer in the enclosure. Allowing
the enclosure to resonate also reportedly results in asensitivity increase of as
much as half adB. This unusual approach is at odds with the trend toward
more and more rigid enclosures.
The parts quality in the crossover is
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not particularly esoteric. As you move
up the Audio Note loudspeaker line, the
crossovers start using better parts and silver wiring.
Audio Note contracted with Sound
Anchor to produce custom stands for
the Model 1loudspeakers. The $5001
pair stands used in the review are sandfilled and spiked.
Cables and interconnects
Audio Note interconnects and loudspeaker cables are identified by their
color. The red $100/1m pair AN-C used
in this review is the second from the bottom of aline that contains five models
ranging from $50 to $280011m pair.
Solid-silver RCA plugs are available on
any interconnect for an additional
$200/pair. The standard plugs are goldplated, appear to be of high quality, and
feature aspring strain relief. High-purity
(99.990/o) oxygen-free copper is used in
the conductors, drawn in Japan to the
same specifications as the silver wire
used in the more expensive interconnects. The copper is coated with polyurethane, woven in aLitz configuration,
and damped with extruded foam.
The blue AN-L loudspeaker cable is
in the middle of the Audio Note line.
The $19/foot AN-L differs from the
$10/foot AN-B in Litz construction and
the addition of ashield. This shield is
braided copper, tied to the ground conductor only at the amplifier end. The review samples were terminated with
gold-plated banana plugs on both ends.
Models above the AN-L all use silver
conductors, and cost considerably more.

alarge advantage relative to the cost. In
fact, I'd go so far as to say that abi-wired
run of less expensive cable will probably
provide better performance than asingle run of more expensive cable.
After I'd had the Audio Note system
for a few weeks, Herb Reichert and
Mike Trei of Audio Note USA visited
my listening room to hear the system
for themselves and tweak the setup if
necessary.

Iwas startled by some
of the wonderful things
this system was doing.

Ievaluated the system as awhole, but
also tried the Audio Note products with
other components. Audio Note maintains — rightly so — that their products
have acertain synergy together, but I
was curious how the products would
perform separately, particularly the
OTO Phono SE integrated amplifier. I
ended up driving four pairs of loudspeakers in the system: the Aerial 5,
Linn Tukan, Infinity Compositions
P-FR Prelude, and, of course, the Audio
Note Model 1. The Compositions have
a sensitivity of 96dB and a powered
woofer, an ideal load for the OTO. I
also substituted the Rotel RCD-990's
analog output for the DAC-1 for comparisons. Because Audio Note doesn't
make atransport, Iused the Rotel's digital output to feed the system. Ialso
tried the Mark Levinson No31.5 transport, although its price — more than the
Setup
rest of the system combined —puts the
Iinstalled the Audio Note system in
mighty Levinson outside the spirit of
place of aLinn Majik-I integrated amthis endeavor.
plifier, Aerial 5 loudspeakers, a Rotel
The listening was done with the
RCD-990 CD player, and MIT TerminModel 1
s' grilles off, which rendered a
ator 5cables and interconnects. My anasignificant improvement in sound. The
log front-end —a Well Tempered Turnloudspeakers were positioned along the
table and WTA with an AudioQuest
narrow end of my 11' by 15' room, 36"
AQ700Onsx cartridge —stayed in the
from the rear wall and 20" from the side
system. Because the OTO's phono gain
walls. The toe-in was greater than I've
isn't adjustable and wasn't quite enough
used for other loudspeakers, with the
for the AQ7000's 03mV output, Iadded
listening position almost directly on-axis
Audio Note's $450 AN-S1 moving-coil
— Icould barely see the inside edges of
step-up transformer to the LP front-end.
each cabinet from my listening seat.
The system was housed on aBilly Bags
They needed this much toe-in to
5500-series component rack, and AC
achieve tight image focus. The review
filtering was provided by the Audio
samples of the Model Is were ademonPower Industries Power Pack II.
stration pair, and thus already broken in.
Although the Model 1loudspeakers
A pair of Acoustic Sciences Corporhave two pairs of terminals for biation (ASC) Tower Stouts were posiwiring, Audio Note could supply only
tioned behind the loudspeakers in the
enough AN-L loudspeaker cable for a room's corners. Two pairs of ASC Towsingle-wire run. That's unfortunate — in
er Slims flanked the sidewalls between
my experience, bi-wiring often provides
the loudspeakers and the listening posi118

don to kill sidewall reflections. A large
quilted blanket was hung on one wall,
and the closet doors behind the listening
position were left open to provide diffusion from the books, LPs, and CDs
stored inside. The Model is were driven
from the 8ohm transformer taps; the
Tukans, Aerial 5s, and Compositions
from the 4ohm taps. The stands were
spiked, and the interface between stand
and loudspeaker was the round BluTak-like pads provided with the stands.
Because the system's channel balance
is at the mercy of the amplifier's intrinsic tube gain, Ihad to use the balance control to center the image. Fortunately, the balance control provides only
asmall range of control, which made it
easy to dial in just the right amount of
adjustment. Icould reach the balance
control from my listening seat.
Music
Listening to the entire Audio Note system driven by my LP front-end or the
Rotel transport, Iwas startled by some
of the wonderful things this system was
doing. It had the musical immediacy
and communicative ability that characterize single-ended tubed electronics,
but not the shortcomings. The soft bass,
lack of dynamics, and inability to play
loudly associated with single-ended
tubed electronics were largely absent
from the presentation. Iheard good
control in the bass, excellent dynamics,
and the system played about as loudly as
Iwanted. The presentation didn't sound
as overtly "single-ended" as 300B-based
amplifiers, but obviously lacked atransistor sound. Ifound myself enjoying
the best attributes of single-ended tube
amplification without having to tune
out the negatives.
Before describing what Iliked about
the Audio Note package, I'll get the system's one serious flaw off my chest. The
Model 1loudspeakers had acoloration
in the lower treble that detracted from
the listening experience. Specifically, I
heard anarrow band of tizziness that
emphasized cymbals, vocal sibilance,
breath sound on woodwind instruments, and added abit of etch to acoustic guitar. This peak was accompanied
by asuckout lower in frequency that
could impart ahollowish sound to some
instrumental timbres.
Isuspect these aberrations were very
narrow in frequency. Ibase this impression both on the sound of the coloration and on the fact that the audibility
of the coloration was highly dependent
on the music's spectral content. The
Model l's frequency-response aberraStereophile, March 1997

tions sounded alittle like what happens
if you set aparametric equalizer with too
narrow abandwidth: It adds aslightly
"phasey" quality to the sound. The narrowness of the peaks and dips was also
suggested by the way in which the
sound changed with different sources.
On music with lots of energy in acertain
frequency band, the sound was bright
and metallic. On music with little energy in that band, the sound was smooth,
although still on the lively side.
Consequently, the degree to which
this brightness marred the system's
performance changed from record to
record and Cl) to Cl). It was hard to
listen to some records whose treble
energy fell into the peak region — hihat and cymbals were the worst

offenders — and that were bright to
begin with. In addition to this brightness, the Model Is had a somewhat
metallic "dome-tweeter" character that
hardened high-frequency-rich instrumental timbres.
Despite this one major flaw, the system had some amazing qualities. First,
the Audio Note package had astunning
ability to create asense of palpability
and presence. Images were right there in
front of me, with avividness and life
rarely heard from any hi-fi system. Ihad
the impression of taking astep closer to
the original musical event, with less in
the way of the communication from the
musicians to me. This characteristic was
apparent in both the physical quality of
the sound and in the directness of the

musical communication. On the sonic
side, images had arealism that raised
goosebumps. Even hearing ICeb' Mo'
count off "Dirty Low Down and Bad,"
from his eponymous CD (0Kch EK
57863), revealed the Audio Note system's palpable presence and resolution
of air around images. Ijust heard a
greater impression of someone actually
in front of me about to play music.
Similarly, the Audio Note's directness
of expression was felt musically. There
was aheightened sense of music-making,
with greater interplay between musicians. Iwas particularly aware of the way
jazz musicians compcd during other
group members' solos. Each instrument
was separate spatially in the soundstage,
and had adistinct musical voice in the

OTO Phono SE integrated amplifier: Iknew going into the test lab that
the OTO would have measured performance that was horrendous by any
standard. Single-ended tubed amplifiers
often have high output impedances that
cause them to react with the loudspeaker's load and introduce audible frequency-response variations. Their power output is limited, as is their ability to
deliver current to aloudspeaker. Moreover, single-ended tubed amplifiers
characteristically have high distortion.
In short, asingle-ended tube amplifier
is everything classic measurement principles say an amplifier should not be.
The OTO ran fairly cool for atubed
integrated amplifier. Although Icould
touch the top panel during the listening
or full-power testing, Iwouldn't want
to leave my hand there for more than
about five seconds. [This suggests the temperature was around 60°C (140°F). — Ed.]
The line input impedance measured
avery high 140k ohms. This high load
impedance will be welcomed by the
DAC-1, whose 1.7k ohms output impedance could easily get it into trouble
with preamps having a10k ohms input
impedance (the Linn Majik-I has an input impedance of 8.8k ohms, for example). The line input inverts absolute
polarity; apositive-going pulse at the
line input is reproduced as anegativegoing pulse at the loudspeaker terminals. The phono input impedance was
463k ohms. Voltage gain from the line
input to loudspeaker output was 45dB
with an 8ohm load. From the phono input to loudspeaker output, the gain increased to 85dB. Phono input overload
was 43mV at 20Hz, 45mV at lkHz,

and 300mV at 20kHz. The OTO's
phono gain and input overload suggest
that the phono stage is set midway
between moving-magnet and movingcoil levels. A cartridge with at least
0.5mV output is required to avoid using
astep-up transformer.
Phono S/N ratio was arather low
53dB unweighted (20Hz-22kHz), a
figure that increased to 70dB when "A"weighted (the right channel was slightly worse at 47dB unweighted and 67dB
"A"-weighted). The line S/N ratio was
68dB unweighted, and 77.8dB "A"weighted (left channel; the right channel was about 2dB worse).
Inoticed during the auditioning that
the balance control needed to be set offcenter due to slightly different gains in
the OTO's left and right channels. With
the volume control between 8 and 9
o'clock, the right channel was 035dB
higher in level than the left. This error
was constant until the volume control
reached 2 o'clock, when the error increased to 0.81dB. As you turn up the
volume, you should also increase the
amount of balance adjustment
To complicate matters, the phono
stage had 1.13dB more gain in the left
channel than in the right, meaning Ihad
to turn the balance control in opposite
directions when switching from CD to
LP. This will vary from unit to unit, but
be prepared to use the balance control.
The output impedance measured lower than many other single-ended tubed
amplifiers, which perhaps accounts for
the OTO's good bass control. From the 8
ohm transformer tap, the output impedance was 1.75 ohms at 20Hz, rising to
238 ohms at lkHz, and decreasing to

1.25 ohms at 20kHz. Measured at the 4
ohm tap, the output impedance was 13
ohms at 20Hz, 1ohm at 1
kHz, and just
0.77 ohm at 20kHz.
Although this output impedance is
moderate for asingle-ended tubed power
amplifier, it will nonetheless create response variations when driving aloudspeaker. In other words, the OTO's tonal
balance will vary with the loudspeaker
it's driving. This can be seen in fig.1, the
010's frequency response at 1W
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Fig.1 Audio Note 010, frequency response
at 2.83V into simulated speaker load
from 4ohm (top) and 8ohm output
taps (right channel dashed, 0.5d8/
vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Audio Note OTO, frequency response
at (from bottom to top at lkHz): 1W
into 8ohms, 2W into 4 ohms, and 4W
into 2ohms (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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ensemble. Hi-fi systems have atendency
to homogenize sound and music, blurring the distinction between instrumental timbres and each musician's contribution. Igreatly enjoyed the heightened sense of interplay between players
through the Audio Note system. Even
music I've heard hundreds of times took
on anew dimension. For example, Ifelt
a renewed appreciation for the .wonderful guitar/violin interplay and dual
leads on the Dixie Dregs' Night ofthe Living Dregs LP (Capricorn CPN 0216). The
Audio Note system was nothing short of
stunning in its ability to portray music as
individual voices in perfect flow with each
othet along with asense of music-making.
The Audio Note system also had fabulous soundstaging. The Model Iloud-

driving a simulated loudspeaker load
from the 8and 4ohm transformer tips.
The response variations are less severe
from the 4ohm tap (upper trace). This
phenomenon is what led John Atkinson
to say of the Cary single-ended CAD300SEI, "[This amplifier] is actually a
tone control, and an unpredictable one at
that" (September'95, Vol.18. No.9).
When driving apurely resistive load,
the OTO's frequency response was fairly flat, with a slight less than ldB)
rolloff at 20IcHz (fig2. The 8 ohm
curve (lowermost pair o traces) stays flat
in the bass, and even rises slightly. Note
that Iused the balance control to achieve

speakers disappeared, leaving the music
hanging in transparent space before me.
The soundstage was deep and wide, with
particularly good spatial resolution and
image focus. Instrumental and vocal
images were surrounded by air and space.
Moreover, the system changed its spatial
characteristics with the recording, indicating it was merely revealmg what was
on the fecord or Cl) rather than overlaying the music with acontrived spaciousness. The system was particularly
adept at resolving slight differences in
depth; rather than presenting afew layers
fi-om the front to the rear, it resolved
depth along acontinuum.
Although the overall perspective
changed with the recording, Iwould
characterize the presentation as abit on

the forward side of reality, with alively
and immediate midband and lower treble. This forwardness was in addition to
the narrow band of treble fizz noted
earlier.
Iwas surprised at how loudly the system would play, and by its good punch
and dynamics. You don't expect asmall
system with an 11W amplifier to reproduce orchestral music in all its glory, and
the Audio Note package didn't. But neither was it confined to guitar and vocal
performances, chamber music, or smallscale acoustic music. Iplayed quite abit
of music that needs some volume, bass
drive, and dynamic punch, yet never felt
shortchanged. Electric blues — Doug
MacLeod's You Can't Take My Blues (AudioQuest AQ-CD1041), Robben Ford's

this level of channel gain-matching.
Without using the balance control, the
left and right channels would have been
widely separated on the graph.
Fig3 is the OTO's 10kHz squarewave
response into 4ohms. The rounding of
the leading edge suggests the OTO's treble rolloff and limited bandwidth. The
phono input's RIAA response (fig.4) was
flat through most of the band, but exhibited nearly 2.5dB of rolloff at 201cHz.
The curve's flatness and consistency

between channels is excellent. Note that
the phono stage has no built-in infrasonic filter to attenuate record warp.
The OTO's crosstalk, measured from
the line and phono inputs respectively,
is shown in fig.5. The curves have an
unusual shape, with maximum channel
separation in the midband. [Increasing
crosstalk with decreasing frequency is often a
sign ofapower supply with ahigh source impedance—Ed.] The upper pair of traces
are through the phono input, which had
about 10dB less channel separation than
when the OTO's crosstalk was measured through the line input.
Fig.6 is the C(170's THD+noise vs
frequency curves at 1W into 8 ohms,
2W into 4ohms, and 4W into 2ohms,
measured at the 4ohm tap. When driving 2 ohms, THD+N was more than
2% through nearly the entire audioband. This figure decreased to about a
tenth that value when the OTO drove
8ohms. These are high distortion levels
by any standard.
That high distortion, however, is
mostly second and third harmonic, as
seen in fig.Z the OTO's distortion wave-
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Audio Note OTO, crosstalk (from top to
bottom at 10kHz): L-R, R-L, phono
input; L-R, R-L, line input (10dB/
vertical div.).
Fig.3 Audio Note OTO, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 4 ohms.
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Fig.4 Audio Note OTO, phono input RIAA
error (right channel dashed, 0.5dB/
vertical div.).
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Fig.6 Audio Note OTO, THD+noise (
0
/0) vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at
1kHz): 4W into 2 ohms, 2W into 4
ohms (both from 4 ohm tap), and
1W into 8 ohms (8 ohm tap) (right
channel dashed).
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Fig.7 Audio Note OTO, IkHz waveform at
2W into 4 ohms (top); distortion and
noise waveform with fundamental
notched out (bottom, not to scale).
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Robben Ford and the Blue Line (Stretch
STD-1102), and Stevie Ray Vaughan's
records, for example, had plenty of drive.
Even music like Steve Morse's highoctane StressFest (High Street 210345-2)
was reproduced with satisfying volume,
power, and impact.
The bass had greater tautness and articulation than Iexpected from an 11W
single-ended tubed amplifier. The
OTO took control of the Model l's
woofers to provide afirm foundation
for the music. Bass extension, along
with dynamic impact from kickdnun,
was less good than Ihear from such
solid-state amplifiers as the Linn MajikI, but better than what I've heard from
many other tubed amplifiers - even the
push-pull variety.

form with the fundamental notched out.
The low order of the distortion is also
apparent in fig.8, the OTO's harmonic
distortion spectrum when driving a
50Hz sinewave at 7W into a4ohm load.
Similarly, the OTO's intermodulation
distortion spectrum (fig.9) showed a
high number and high levels of IMD
products.
The OTO's THD+N vs output power curves at 1kHz with one channel
driven are shown in fig.10. The 8ohm
load curve was made from the 8ohm
*map..
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The midbass, however, had some
boxy coloration that became apparent
on descending or ascending left-hand
piano lines. Ialso heard this coloration
in the lower strings of acoustic guitar
and the upper registers of acoustic bass.
Over anarrow range, the sound took on
a"hooty" or congested quality when excited. In addition to changing the timbre
of the instrument as it passed through
this region, the coloration also had the
effect of muddying the instrument's dynamic quality and producing a congealed sound. Fortunately, the coloration
was too low in frequency to affect vocals,
and only occasionally audible.
The midrange was clean and free
from grain, but had atendency toward
liveliness in the upper mida. This char-

tap, and the 4and 2ohm measurements
were made at the 4ohm tap. With an 8
ohm load, the OTO put out 10.4W -if
you define clipping as 10% THD+N
(see Table 1). If you want to call the
maximum power output the point
where THD reaches 3%, the OTO can
be called an 8.5Wpc amplifier. (StereophiWs usual definition of clipping is 1%
'THD+N!) As can be seen from the
'THD+N vs frequency and THD+N vs
output power curves, the OTO is best
used with a loudspeaker of highish
impedance. The low output power also
mandates using afairly sensitive loudspeaker, although Igot good results
with the Aerial 5s.
Table 1

Note OTO
Clipping at lkHz(100,
,
0THD +N)8 ohms

Audio

Measured at 8 ohm tap, 4 ohm and 2 ohm
measured at 4 ohm tap. AC line: 117V.
00
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Fig.8 Audio Note OTO, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 7W into 4
ohms (linear frequency scale). Note
the presence of power supply components and that the second harmonic at
100Hz is the highest in level.

8ohms
4 ohms
2ohms

Left
W(dBW)

Right
W(dB1N)

10.4 (10.2)

9.9 (9.9)
9.5 (6.8)

9.9 (6.9)

One
channel driven
W(dB1N)
10.4 (10.2)

9.9 (6.9)
8.8 (3.4)

acter contributed to the palpability
described earlier, but could also add a
touch of stridency to instruments with
lots of energy in that band - soprano
sax, for example. Offsetting this slight
forwardness was the system's wonderful
midrange liquidity. Textures were grainfree, clean, and lacked the glare and
edge many solid-state -and tubed amplifiers add to the sound.
These impressions were consistent
between CD and LP source. Although
the digital front-end sounded good, the
system really came alive when fed from
the turntable. All the things the Audio
Note package did well were heightened
by using an analog source. The palpability, directness of expression, and involvement Ifelt were greater with LPs.

It's hard to imagine an amplifier with
worse technical performance than the
OTO. But the measurements we use
today were invented decades ago to evaluate design criteria, not as representations
of musical reality. There's something seriously wrong when an amplifier can measure this poorly yet sound so good.4
DAC-1 digital processor: The DAC1 had a highish output level of 3.1V
when decoding alIcHz full-scale sinewave. This was sourced from an impedance of 1.8k ohms at 20Hz, decreasing
to 12k ohms at 1
kHz, and going back
up to 1.7k ohms at 201cHz. This extremely high output impedance could
interact with the input impedance of
some preamplifiers and introduce frequency-response variations. Fortunately,
the aI0 integrated amplifier has avery
high input impedance of 140k ohms,
which shouldn't bother the DAC-1.
The DAC-1 decoded 321cHz and
4Scott Frankland's excellent article "Single-Ended vs
Push-Pull," in the December 1996 Starophile, includes
an insightful description of the development of tubed
amplifier design criteria and measurement.
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Fig.9 Audio Note OTO, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 7W
into 4 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.10Audio Note OTO, distortion (%) vs output power into (from bottom to top at
10W): 8 ohms (8 ohm tap), 4 ohms,
and 2 ohms (both 4 ohm tap).

Fig.11 Audio Note DAC-1, frequency response
(top) and de-emphasis response
(bottom) (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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This is partly the result of the analog
source, but also the OTO's fabulous
phono stage. It had awarm and rich tonal
balance, spacious soundstaging, and wonderful liquidity. The phono preamp had a
sense of ease and natural coherence that
made me reach for LP after LP.
At $500, the OTO's phono stage
costs more than many integral phono
stages in integrated amplifiers, but is
well worth the money. Idon't think
you'd do any better with an outboard
phono preamp anywhere near the $500
additional cost. I've heard $1500 phono
stages that didn't come close to the
GM Phono SE's musicality.
Mix'n'match
My overall impression was that the

481cHz, but the front-panel 48IcHz LED
didn't illuminate when the unit was fed
a48kHz signal. DC levels were less than
1
mV in either channel, although there
was alow-frequency shift. The DAG1
doesn't invert absolute polarity.
Fig.11 is the DAC-1's frequency-response and de-emphasis error. The deemphasis tracking is perfect, even
though the de-emphasis is performed in
the analog domain with an RC network. The frequency response rolls off
just over 0.5dB at 20kHz. The DAC-1's
crosstalk (fig.12) was decent, but not
superlative.
A spectral analysis of the DAC-1's
output when decoding alkHz, -90dB
sinewave (fig.13) revealed a fairly high
noise level, along with power-supply
noise in the audio. The peaks at 60Hz and
180Hz were impossible to get rid of
through different ground connections.
Also notice that the right-channel noise is
higher than the left-channel noise. This
measurement was made with a 16-bit
input signal, which is the maximum word
length the DAC-1 can accommodate due
to the Yamaha input receiver A wideband spectral analysis (fig.14) showed no

DAC-1 and OTO integrated amplifier
were doing lots of things right, but that
the system was taken down anotch by
the Model 1loudspeakers' treble colorations. Icould live with the slight (and
occasional) upper-bass boxiness, but the
treble brightness was fatiguing. How
would the Audio Note electronics
sound driving the excellent Aerial 5
loudspeakers—which cost $500 more
than the Model 1?
After putting the Aerial 5s in the system, Iwas pleasantly surprised at how
well the OTO drove this more difficult
load. The 5has alower impedance (4
ohms) and lower sensitivity (85d13) than
the Model 1— not agood recipe for
matching to an 11W single-ended
tubed amplifier. Nonetheless, the OTO

drove the Aerial 5s to asatisfying listening level, with good bass control and
extension.
All the qualities Ienjoyed about the
Audio Note system were apparent with
the Aerial 5s, but with less treble brightness. The Aerials obviously had amuch
smoother tonal balance, with lower levels
of coloration. The 5's bass was even
tighter than the Model l's, with more
precise articulation and deeper extension.
The system still had abit of uppermidrange/lowertreble liveliness with
the 5s, but the sound was much less fatiguing without the Model l's treble
aberration. Istill heard the spectacular
soundstaging, image palpability, lack of
midrange grain, and musical communication with the Aerial 5s. In fact, this was

unusual out-of-band behavior.
The DAC-1's linearity was good
(fig.15), but the noise floor intrudes on
the measurement, particularly in the
right channel. The noise floor is higher
than the lowest levels the DACs can reproduce. This can also be seen in fig.16,
the DAC-1's reproduction of a1kHz,
-90dB undithered sinewave. The
waveform is overlaid with ahigh level
of audioband noise, and the signal is
riding on alow-frequency component,
probably the 180Hz power-supply
noise. k's hard to judge the DAC

behavior in the presence of this noise,
but the Burr-Brown PCM63 used in
the DAC-1 does have excellent intrinsic performance, particularly low-level
linearity.
The noise-modulation measurement
(fig.17) showed tight groupings between the traces, indicating that the
DAC-1's noise floor doesn't change in
level or spectral content as afunction of
input level. Fig.18, the DAC-1's intermodulation distortion spectrum, shows
ahigh level of 1
kHz difference component (20kHz minus 19kHz), but the
rest of the band is fairly clean.
SomoMie.
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Fig.13Audio Note DAC-1, spectrum of
dithered IkHz tone at —90.31dBFS,
with noise and spuriae (16-bit data,
',octave analysis, right channel
dashed).

Fig.15 Audio Note DAC-1, departure from
linearity (right channel dashed,
2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.12Audio Note DAC-1, crosstalk (R—L
channel dashed, 10dB/vertical div.).
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a satisfying combination. The sound
with the 5s was so good that Ileft them
set up when Herb and Mike visited,
although Igave no indication what I
thought of the system. After some listening, we went back to the Model I
s,
again with no comment from me.
Similarly, the DAC-1, OTO, and Audio Note cables and interconnects
worked well with the $799/pair Linn
Tiakans. Although the Tukans didn't have
the bass weight and extension of the larger Model is or Aerial 5s, they threw a
great soundstage and had a smoother,
more subdued tonal balance. Again, the
OTO had absolutely no trouble driving
any of these loudspeakers.
The next loudspeaker up for audition
with the Audio Note electronics was the

96dB-sensitivity Infinity Compositions
(I bought the review samples after auditioning them for my reviews in Stereo/Ville and the Stereopitik Guide to Home
Theater). In addition to their high sensitivity, the Compositions have apowered
woofer — an apparent match nude in
heaven for the OTO.
The OTO sounded like a200Wpc
powerhouse driving the Compositions.
A tiny twist of the volume control
brought forth abig, powerful sound unlike the lighter-weight presentations of
the three other loudspeakers. It was
great to hear some real bottom end in
my listening room after living with
minimonitors for the past three months.
(The Compositions are usually ensconced in my home-theater system.)

The Compositions' powered 12" woofer
provided much more heft and authority;
Ieven had to put the Compositions' bass
setting at the minimum position to avoid
overloading my small room. The
Compositions played at any sane listening level with the 11Wpc Crf0.2
The Compositions had asmoothe4
more laid-back, and refined sound than

Turning to the DAC-1's jitter performance, Iused the Meitner LIM Detector to measure the clock jitter at the
8x word-clock pin on the PCM63
DAC. The DAC-1 was fed from aPS
Audio Lambda transport, the same unit
(and digital interconnect) we use for all
jitter measurements. The DAC-1 was
burdened by the RCA-BNC adaptoç
which measurably increases the amount
ofjitter at the DAC.
Fig.19 is the DAC-1's clockjitter when
the unit was processing alIcHz sinewave
at full scale. The spectrum is full of peri-

odic jitter components, seen as the spikes
in the trace. The RMS jitter level, measured over a400Hz-20IcHz bandwidth,
was 120 picoseconds. This is a lower
RMS value than Imcted from aconverter with the Ya
input receiven
With atest signal of all zeros, the
DAC-1's clock was jittered with the
spectrum shown in fig20. The RMS jitter level dropped to 65ps. Note how the
spectrum is clean, suggesting that the
periodic jitter seen in fig.19 is interface-

induced, and not intrinsic to the input
receiver or its implementation. Also
look at how strong the 735kHz periodic component is, further suggesting that
the DAC-1 doesn't do well at rejecting
interface jitter. The DAC-1's clock is jittered at 735kHz because that is the frequency of the CD's "Q" subcode channel, which is carried in the channelstatus bit of the S/PDIF interface.
With the maximal-jitter-inducing
test signal of alkHz sinewave at -90dB
(fig21), the DAC-1 had aspectrum of
strong signal-induced jitter components. The RMS jitter level jumped to
210ps. Although this jitter performance
is far better than those of many processors using the Yamaha input receiver, it
is not as good as those of most units employing the Crystal CS8412 (or the UltraAnalog AES20, the best available
OEM part).
Overall, the DAC-1 had only fair
bench performance, with high levels of
audio-band noise. The unit's high output impedance demands careful matching with apreamplifier's input imped-
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Fig.19Audio Note DAC-1, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
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2 The relationship between loudspeaker sensitivity
mid amplifier output power is dramatically illustrated
in two anecdotes:
in 1948,
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Fig.18Aucho Note DAC-1, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at
OdBFS (linear frequency scale,
20dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.20Audio Note DAC-1, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
digital silence; PS Audio Lambda transport (linear frequency scale, 10dB/
vertical div., OdB=lns).
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Fig.21Audio Note DAC-1, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
lkHz sinewave at -90dBFS; PS Audio
Lambda transport (linear frequency
scale, 10dB/vertical div., OdB=lns).
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the Tukans, Aerial 5s, or Model is. The
overall balance was by far the best of the
four loudspeakers. Although the Compositions had aless forward and present
upper midrange, they also took away a
bit of the immediacy and life of the
Model is. Similarly, the Compositions'
extreme top-end sounded alittle closedin, slightly reducing the sense of air and
extension. The Audio Note loudspeakers had more "you arc there" vividness, probably because of an elevated
presence region. Their more direct and
palpable rendering may also be the result of their simpler crossover.
In terms of dynamics, punch, and
drive, the Compositions won handsdown. It's amazing what 11W will do
with the right load.3 The sound had a

powerful snap and impact, great rhythmic
expression, and wide dynamic contrast.
Throughout this auditioning of the
Audio Note electronics with various
loudspeakers, the system had some consistent qualities that were attributable to
the OTO, cables, and DAC-1 (when
playing CDs). First, the Audio Note
electronics and cables had a wonderful
liquidity and lack of grain. Instrumental
textures were pure, clean, and devoid of
metallic edge. The sound wasn't artificially soft and romantic, just natural and
graceful, with aharmonic rightness and
seamless musical coherency. It was the
kind of presentation that riveted my at-

tention on the music and kept me glued
to the listening scat. When out of the
house, I found myself contemplating
what music to listen to when Igot home.
Ididn't get the bottom-end punch and
tautness from the OTO SE that asolidstate amplifier will deliver, but the 01-0
SE's bass control, dynamics, and subjective impression of power were better
than Iexpected from an 11W singleended amplifier. The OTO SE was less
extreme in what it did and didn't do
well compared to other single-ended
amplifiers — it had less midrange bloom
and "spotlighting" of the mids, but better bass articulation and dynamics than
300B-based single-ended designs.
The OTO SE's soundstaging was fantastic, and several steps above the other

3 Iheard the unlikely
hination of the Ongakta
driving apair of Avalon Ascents at the 1995 Singapore
show. The room won Best Sound at the Show.

ance —a moot point if you use the
DAC-1 with the 140k ohm input
impedance of the OTO SE.

Model l's calculated B-weighted sensitivity was just 86.5dB. This is alarge difference, particularly if you use the OTO
SE to drive the Model LRemember, a
Model 1loudspeaker: John Atkinson 3dB decrease in loudspeaker sensitivity
measured the Audio Note Model 1 is equal to reducing the amplifier power
loudspeakers and provided me with the
measurement results after Ihad finished
1 11111111
I I1111111
1 11111111
the rest of this review.
o
Like most loudspeaker manufacturers, Audio Note has exaggerated the
-10
sensitivity specification for their product. Although claimed to be 90dB, the
1
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Fig.24Audio Note Model 1, Sample 911 (top)
and 912 (bottom), anechoic response
on tweeter axis at 50", averaged across
30° horizontal window and corrected
for microphone response, with
nearfield woofer responses plotted
below 30OHL

by half. Nonetheless, the OTO drove
the Model is to asatisfying sound-pressure level in my small room. [The Audio
Note's speaker's calculated sensitivity is negatively affected by its on-axis frequency
response; see later.—Ed.]
This ability to be driven easily by the
OTO is due to the Model l's high
impedance (fig22). The impedance
magnitude (solid trace) is well above 8
ohms through most of the band, and
never drops below 7.5 ohms. The
phase-angle swings (dotted trace) are
also fairly mild, meaning the Model 1is
quite easy for an amplifier to drive. The
large changes in impedance across the
band will, however, result in frequencyresponse variations as the Model l's
impedance interacts with the OTO's
highish output impedance. The large
peak at 70Hz indicates the sealed enclosure's tuning frequency.
Fig23 shows the responses of the

Fig.22Audio Note Model 1, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed)
(2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Fig.23Audio Note Model 1, Sample 911
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woofer on tweeter axis at 50,
corrected for microphone response,
with nearfield woofer response plotted
below 300Hz.
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Fig.25Audio Note Model 1, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter
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integrated amplifiers I've recently reviewed. The Audio Note electronics'
ability to resolve depth along a continuum, and the sense of air between
images, was exceptional by any measure.
Importantly, die DAC-1 and OTO SE
didn't impose acommon spatial signature on the music. Instead, the soundstage width, depth, focus, and overall
sense of size changed with each recording. No doubt about it: The OTO Phono
SE was a fabulous-sounding amplifier,
and remarkable for what it delivered
musically at the price.
Inext evaluated the DAC-1 by comparing it with the Rotel RCD-990, the
terrific $1499 Cl) player Ireviewed in
the last issue of Stereophile. The IMC-1
had a softer bass and restricted bass

impact compared with the Rotel, arcas
in which the RCD-990 excels. The
DAC-1's bass wasn't as well-defined or
as articulate, and the tubed converter's
sense of rhythm and pace was diluted in
comparison with the Rotel.
'Where the DAC-1 clearly bested the
RCD-990, however, was in midrange
liquidity, smoothness, ease, and lack of
grain. The DAC-1 was less bright and
forward than the Rotel, and had the
same kind of harmonic rightness heard
in the aro amplifier. Overall, when
judged alone, the DAC-1 sounded surprisingly good for a$1295 converter. It
also complemented the OTO by providing an "un-digital"—sounding source.
Nonetheless, I wondered what the
DAC-1 could be with an RCA input

jack, Crystal CS8412 input receiver, and
Pacific Microsonics PMD100 digital filter
in place of the Yamaha and Burr-Brown
(N PC) filter.

Model l's individual drive-units. The
woofer's —6dB point is 60Hz relative to
the woofer's maximum output, and
48Hz relative to the inidband. The peak
at 100Hz is mostly due to the 2pi
nearfield measuring environment, but,
JA feels, more closely represents the
Model l's in-room response than would
apurely anedioic measurement in that it
indicates the typical reinforcement from
the room boundaries.
The crossover point appears to be
2.5kHz, and the acoustic slopes are
quite steep. The tweeter level is suppressed in the lower portion of its passband, and peaky in the top octave. The
woofer region below the crossover,
however, is admirably flat.
The implied suckout at the crossover
region and the peaky treble seen in
fig23 are also apparent in fig24, the
Model l's anechoic response averaged
over a 30° horizontal window, along
with the nearfield woofer response
below 300Hz. The suckout is severe,

and probably subjectively accentuated
by the peaky treble. From my listening,
Icorrectly guessed that the Model 1had
an excess of treble energy and asuckout
below the treble peak, but was wrong
about the bandwidth of these departures
from flatness. Ialso thought, from the
Model l's overall bright and forward
presentation, that the treble peak would
have been lower in frequency, and that
the speaker had an elevated presence
region. The large impedance maximum
at 11cHz (fig22) may have interacted
with the OTO's output impedance to
create a peak at 1
kHz, which would
have been more pronounced because of
the crossover suckout between about
31cHz and 61cHz.
The top trace in fig24 is the response
of sample 911, Because Ihad used the
word "phasey" in my auditioning notes,
JA wondered if there was apair match
problem. But, as can be seen from
fig24, the response of sample 912 (bottom trace) is almost identical, vindicat-

ing Audio Note's claim that they carefully match the crossover and driveunits for each pair of speakers.
The Model l's vertical-response family (fig25) shows the way the loudspeaker's output varies as one moves off
the vertical axis (listening height).
Again, the dominant characteristic of
the Model l's behavior is the suckout at
the crossover point, particularly as one
moves above the tweeter axis. Too high
alistening position will accentuate the
colorations noted in the auditioning.
Interestingly, the region between 3kHz
and 61cHz is somewhat elevated below
the tweeter axis, which will help fill in
the suckout if you listen alittle lower
than the tweeter axis. (My listening seat
puts my ears 38" above the floor, a
slightly lower listening position would
have been better.)
Similarly, the Model l's off-axis balance in the lateral plane (fig26) shows
an increase in energy through the frequency band where asuckout was measured on-axis. This "flare" at the bottom
of the tweeter's passband will somewhat compensate for the lack of on-axis
energy in anormal listening room. This

Conclusion
The $6165 Audio Note system does
things musically that you just don't normally hear at this price level. Igreatly
enjoyed the system's involving musicality, expression, and ability to convey a
sense of music-making. As to sound, the
Audio Note package had agrain-free liquidity and fabulous soundstage, particularly the ability to resolve depth and
space.
This enjoyable sound was, however,
marred by one significant flaw: the Model 1 loudspeaker's lower-treble for-

an
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Fig.26Audio Note Model 1, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on
tweeter axis, from back to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis; reference
response; differences in response 5*--90° off-axis.
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Fig.27Audio Note Model 1, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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wardness. Icould overlook this drawback on music that didn't have much
energy in the problem band, but most of
the time this coloration was objectionable and fatiguing. On the plus side, the
Model 1
shad alively immediacy that
complemented what the OTO SE integrated amplifier and DAC-1 digital
processor were doing well.
The real star of this system was the
OTO Phono SE amplifier. When Iexperimented with other loudspeakers and
sources, the OTO revealed itself to be an
exceptionally good-sounding amplifier,
and abargain at $2495 with aphono
stage. The OTO was clean, liquid, sweet,
spacious, and transparent, but not at the
expense of detail resolution. It had far
better bass control and subjective output
power that you'd expect from the power
rating or measured performance. Still, a
loudspeaker with afairly high impedance and high sensitivity is mandatory,

particularly in larger rooms. Imust also
reiterate my praise of the OTO SE's
superb phono stage.
If Iwere buying asystem in this price
range, Iwould put the OTO SE at the
top of my audition list. When matched
with the right loudspeaker, it was magical. Potential purchasers should be
aware, however, of the OTO's limitations in loudness and dynamics. As far as
the OTO's measured performance, I
don't understand how an amplifier that
behaves this badly on the bench can be
so musically seductive.
The DAC-1 is also recommended,
but with some caveats. Although it was
smooth and liquid, the DAC-1's softish
bass may not suit all listeners. If you use
the DAC-1 without the OTO, be aware
that its very high output impedance
may cause problems when driving some
preamplifiers.
Icannot, however, recommend the

Model 1 loudspeakers. 'They arc fairly
sensitive and agood load for the OTO,
but their aggressive treble got in the way
of enjoying the music. 'This may be
heresy if you buy into the Audio Note
philosophy, but the system sounded its
best with other loudspeakers. If you can
stretch your budget, the $3295 Infinity
Compositions P-Flts driven by the MO
Phono SE was astunning combination.
The $1800 Aerial 5s also worked well, but
wouldn't play as loudly as the Model is.
Finally, the Audio Note AN-L loudspeaker cables and AN-C interconnects
were an essential part of the system.
Their smoothness, clarity, and lack of
grain or edge contributed to the best aspects of the system's performance.
If you've wanted to taste the singleended experience but thought it cost
megabucks to join the club, Audio
Note's entry-level system is the ideal
introduction.
S

suggests that the listening room's characteristics will significantly influence
the Model l's tonal balance. A small or
untreated room will make the balance
seem brighter and more forward, as I
experienced in my 11" by 15" room,
even though Iabsorbed sidewall reflections with ASC Tower Traps. Note,
however, the even treble rolloff with
increasing off-axis angle. This and the
excellent pair matching will contribute
to the Model l's good stereo imaging.
The Model 1is not time-coherent, as
shown in the loudspeaker's step response
(fig.27). The drive-units are wired with
the same polarity: the initial spike is the
tweeter, the later peak is the woofer's
output. The woofer's output lags the
tweeter by more than 0.5ms. The Model
l's impulse response (not shown )shows
aringing more associated with higherorder crossovers than the second-order
slopes specified. The cumulative spectraldecay plot (fig28) shows amoderately
clean initial decay, but some hash at low
levels spread out over most of the treble.
As expected from the Model l's
design philosophy, which allows the
enclosure to resonate, the cabinet had
some strong vibrational modes. Fig29 is
acumulative spectral-decay plot of the
output of an accelerometer attached to
the rear panel just above the terminals.
The twin resonant modes between
350Hz and 450Hz may have caused the
occasional congestion Iheard during the
auditioning. The fact that these are fair-

ly high in frequency will, however, make
them less audible than cabinet modes
lower in frequency. The top and side
panels exhibited modes at the same fre-

quencies, but significantly lower in level.
The top panel also had alower amplitude resonant mode apparent between
70Hz and 80Hz.
-Robert Harley
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Simple Stories are the Best:
Ayre Acoustics' K-1 preamplifier
Wes Phillips

T

he Glimmer Twins were right: If
you can't always get what you
want, sometimes, you just might
find, you get what you need. Take Ayre's
K-1 preamplifier, for instance. I'd been
trying to get Ayre to send me their $3750
V-3 power amplifier since the moment I
started writing for Stereophile; after approximately ayear and ahalf; Ifinally got
aphone call from Marketing Director
Bruce Van Allen.
"So when are you going to send me
that verlelempt amplifier?" Idemanded.
"Actually, we're more excited about
our new K-1 preamplifier. Let us send
you that instead."
Smelling astronger bargaining position than I'd had since the start of
negotiations, Iheld firm. "Love to look
at the preamp, Bruce — after the amplifier review."
"[sigh] You win."
Not long after that, Bruce and
Charles Hansen, Ayre's Research Director, arrived in Santa Fe with aV-3 for
me to review.' "What's that?" Iasked,
pointing to abulky, unmarked box they
were unloading from their car.
"It's the first production K-1 preamplifier. We haven't even shipped any to
our dealers yet. We figured that as long
1The V-3 review appeared in the August 1996
issue of Sttveophile (Vol.19 No.8).

as we were here, we'd show it to you."
Just what Ineeded — another preamp to review. Ionly had five waiting in
line before it. "[sigh] You win."
They'd arrived fully prepared. They
had extra volume controls and circuit
boards to serve as visual aids, and we
popped the top off SN#0001 and rooted around for several hours. By the time
they were through, Iwas whimpering.
"So, you're leaving it — right?"
"Sorry, Wes, we have to take it back
with us."
"But Iwant it, Iwant it, IWANT it!"
"YOU CANT HAVE IT!"
It's hard to maintain your professional
dignity once you start singing choruses
of "The Magic Bus" with manufacturers.
Sensing Ino longer had the upper hand,
Idid what Icould —1 groveled shamelessly. Iwas put in the queue to receive a
K-1, when available. After asmall eternity,
Ifinally received one.
One man's "Simple!"
is another man's "Huh?"
Costing $4750 in its basic form, $6600
with remote control and phono stage,
the K-1 has a',"-thick aluminum front
panel, with adecorative dado carved out
for the massive volume control on the
left side. In the center of the panel are
two rotary knobs: One selects input, the
other selects a recording source. Al-

Ayre K-1 preamplifier
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Description: Full-function, solidstate control preamplifier. Maximum voltage gain: 16dB (line);
adjustable, 40dB, 50dB, 60dB
(phono stage). Input impedance:
10k ohms (line, each phase);
adjustable, 50k ohms (default),
100, 250, 500, 1000 ohms supplied —other values available
(phono). Output impedance: 300
ohms (each phase). Power consumption: 30W.
Dimensions: 18" W by 5.5" H by
11" D (main unit); 13" W by 3" H
by 8" D (power supply). Weight:
45 lbs (20kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
260125.
Price: $4750 ($5250 after May 1,
1997); remote volume control
adds $250; phono stage adds
$1600. Approximate number of
dealers: 30.
Manufacturer: Ayre Acoustics, Inc.,
2300-6 Central Ave., Boulder, CO
80301. Tel: (303) 442-7300. Fax:
(303) 442-7301.

though the naine plaques between these
knobs are labeled B1, Phono, B3, SI, S2,
and S3, the metalized adhesive labels
that come with the unit allow the user to
relabel the plaques more specifically. On
the fascia's right, three ovoid dimples are
carved into the aluminum: One houses
the IR sensor for the remote; one has
the touch-activated Mute/Play switch
set into it; and the last houses athreecolor LED. During power-up, this
shines red; counterintuitively, green
means "mute" and blue means "play." I
asked Charlie Hansen about this.
"If you're at astoplight and the light
turns green, what does that mean?"
"Green means `go,' sure. But on this
preamp, green means 'ready to go'."
"And what does blue stand for?"
"Blue means 'bliss.' We could have
made blue mean 'mute' and green mean
'play,' but Idon't think the green in
LEDs is particularly attractive —it's sort
of yellowish and ugly — whereas the
127

blue is rich and inviting. Ifigured that
most people would have the amp in
play mode most of the time, and I'd personally rather look at the blue.
"But you do expect green to mean
'play.' It's even happened to me — I'd be
turning it up and up and then realize
that Iwasn't getting any sound because
the preamp was muted. We didn't do it
to fool people. But the green LED is
brighter and more attention-getting, and

we figured it made more sense to call
attention to the fact that the unit was in
mute by using the brightest light for it."
Empty
Looking inside the K-1, one is tempted
to comment upon how empty the box
seems. There's acircuit board attached
to the front panel to handle logic functions, and affixed to both the right and
left side-walls are the phono modules.

But what dominates the interior is the
massive, component-packed board that
runs across the height and breadth of
the rear panel. Attached to it is asecond
panel that houses the Rube Goldberglike gears and ladder-belts that connect
the motor to the complementary volume controls and allow for stereo
source and recording switching. The
device looks more mechanical than
electronic, the only wires evident being

Nobody ever said, "I wish my amplifier were more coloree
Wes Phillips talks with Charlie Hansen

W

hile Iwas working on my review
of the K-1, Itelephonically corralled Ayre's Research Director
Charlie Hansen for amidwinter afternoon's
gabfest. Istarted by asking Charlie how he
became an audiophile
Charlie Hansen: My dad wasn't fanatical about hi-fi, but he built Dynaco
gear and had aRek-o-kut turntable. He
had AR2s with 10" woofers — and for
the tweeters, they actually had 5" cones!
Two of them were mounted in aVso
that they cross-fired — because their
dispersion was so bad... [chuckles]. That
was when Iwas teeny-tiny. He wanted
to get Janszen electrostatic tweeters to
add on, but never could afford them, so
he bought some Lafayette tweeters
instead.
So Ijust grew up around this stuff.
When Iwas older he gave me an Eico
mono amplifier — tube, of course —
and other stuff. My father loved music
and he played it all the time. Like him, I
love music, although I've had more
experience playing music. Igrew up
playing guitar in rock bands, and later
got achance to perform in an African
percussion ensemble; most recently I've
been playing in agamelan. If Iwere a
better musician, I'd probably be making
music rather than the equipment that
plays it.
Wes Phillips: How'd you make the transitionfrom listener to builder?
Hansen: Oh, Ialways built stuff. Ialways wanted stuff Icouldn't afford, so I
read books and experimented on what
Icould get my hands on. Iwas always
mechanically inclined. My dad knew
someone who had astereo repair shop,
so Igot ajob with him when Iwas 15. I
couldn't have been any older because I
had to hitch aride to work. He carried
high-end stuff— he was the first guy in
my area to carry Linn, Magneplanar,
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Audio Research, and all that. Not that I
could afford any of that stuff, but Iwas
around it and Iappreciated it.
Audio magazine used to run construction articles. Iworked on those and I
built tube amps for guitars. Ibuilt alittle
FM transmitter and we started an
underground radio station when Iwas
in high school. We were always doing
crazy stuff like that. So, Iwas always
building stuff— the big transition was
deciding to build stuff to sell.
Phillips: How'd that happen?
Hansen: [laughs sheepishly] Well, we
built these huge speakers — they were
five-ways with ribbon tweeters and 12"
woofers and all kinds of stuff. They
were the size of refrigerators — they
weighed 250 lbs — and Iwas moving
and didn't want to move 'em, so Isold
'em to afriend. A week later, he had a
party at his house and somebody heard
them and had the money, so he had me
build asecond pair. Then the guy that

Although he was only the assistant engineer
on this project, Mr. Hansen considers it his best
work to date.

did the woodworking wanted some, and
Iwanted apair as well. So we decided to
build three pairs, figuring that the customer was really paying for our extra
sets. Once we started, we realized that
"Hey, this is alot of work —we might as
well build 10 pairs so we can sell afew
and make some money." The next step
was to make ahundred pairs, and by
then, we were in business.
If Ihad known what Iwas doing, I
never would have attempted it. The only
thing that kept us going was that we
didn't know any better — we didn't
even know that you needed money to
start acompany. We didn't know anything.
Phillips: Thisfledgling business eventually
became Avalon?
Hansen: Yeah, well, it took afew years.
The only reason Avalon survived those
first few years was because of Jeff
Rowland. He took us to trade shows
and gave us alot of valuable technical
advice on improving the speaker. In
fact, Rowland owned Avalon for about
ayear or so. That probably wasn't the
wisest idea for them, because speaker
companies that had formerly been supportive of Rowland stopped recommending them once they saw Rowland
as competition.
But you know, time has away of
sorting things out. Ibelieve that the
Avalon will be one of ahandful of
products from its time that will stand
up in the years to come. Look at the
'50s — as far as we've come, there are
still a select few loudspeakers that
could make you happy today: the
Klipschorns, Akec A7s, KLH 9s, original Quads... Think about it —if Itold
you that you could only have one system for the rest of your life and it consisted of aMarantz 7, aMarantz 8B,
and apair of Quads, could you be
happy? /could. That stuff sounds good,
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the ones connecting the phono modules
to the primary boards.
Everything for the line stage is on that
huge double-sided circuit-board, densely packed with high-quality parts, just
behind the rear panel —all the connectors, circuitry, regulators, switches, volLune controls. The signal never leaves
that board. There arc no traces longer
than an inch. And unless you add the
optional phono stage ($1600), it's wire-

less. The most dominant features on the
board arc the silver contacts for the volume control — an amazingly precise
stepped attenuator that Hansen credits
with being the preamp's sonic heart (see
sidebar interview). Since the preamp is
balanced and dual-mono, there arc actually four sets of silver contacts —a pair
on each end of the double-sided board.
The phono circuit uses the same
three-stage topology that Charlie Han-

sen refers to as "the Ayre building-block"
(input differential, cascode, source follower). "Actually," he confessed, "we had
to cascade two of those to get the gain
we needed. We leave out the first buffer
because we don't need it — so the
phono has an input differential, then a
cascode, then another input differential,
and another cascode, and then the output buffer."
As phono cartridges are, by nature,

looks good — there's integrity to the
design. I'd like to think the Avalon will
be remembered like those products.
Phillips: So let'sfast-fonvard to yourfounditig Ayre.
Hansen: Itook ayear off after leaving
Avalon. Imet the woman who is now
my wife, went to Europe, rafted down
the Grand Canyon —just generally
decompressed after afairly frantic five
years. Ihad anoncompete clause with
Avalon, so Iknew Icouldn't design
speakers. Ilooked at alot of products
before settling on an amplifier.
If it weren't for Peter Bohacek [now
with Wadia —Ed.], there probably wouldn't be an Ayre today —or it would certainly be quite different. Peter managed
to sell retailers their worst nightmare —
an amplifier that was the only product in
the line. Nobody needs another amplifier, they need aline. We had originally intended to market the amp and the preamp together, but it just didn't work out
that way. But Peter managed to get us in
to key retailers in spite of all the good
reasons for not taking us on.
Phillips: It must help fi you have agreat
product to sell.
Hansen: Sure, but it's atough world
out there, and there are alot of good
products to compete against.
Phillips: And youfinally have the K-1 preamplifier toflesh out the line
Hansen: We're really happy with the
K-1 — it disappears more than just
about any preamp I've ever heard. If
you had to pick one thing that contributes to that more than any other, it
would be that volume control. Everyone knows that astepped attenuator is
superior to apot, but they've got two
things against them: they're expensive
and the steps are too coarse. We solved
the second problem by doubling the
number of steps to 46— unless you've
got some really weird gain situation in
your system, our stepped volume control is virtually indistinguishable from a
pot. Cost is another thing entirely
[laughs]. It's probably the most expensive

volume control ever made —it has solid
silver wipers and solid silver contacts.
Everything else is second-rate in comparison.
Istrongly believe in balanced circuits.
The only way to accomplish volume
control in balanced circuitry is to use a
stepped attenuator —at least the way I
figure it.
We are fanatical about the components we use. We match every transistor
we use on acircuit board —each circuit
board in aK-1 has 24 transistors on it, all
of them matched to each other. That's a
lot of work, and the phono section is
even worse. Of course, that's because we
use no feedback in the circuit. If we used
feedback, we wouldn't have to go to so
much trouble. I'm convinced that feedback is abad idea —at best. In the best
case, it's not too bad; in the worst case,
it's really awful.
Phillips: Take aminute and describe the K1's circuit topology.
Hansen: All FET, completely balanced
from input to output, and as simple as
we could make it. It has an input stage,
then acascode, and then source-followers to give low output impedance so that
you can drive things in the real world —
that's it. Basically, the signal only goes
through three transistors from input to
output. Everything is direct-coupled; the
line stage is amie DC amp.
A lot of people are real big on servos,
but think about what you're doing with
aservo circuit: You take acheap little
op-amp that happens to have good DC
characteristics (low drift and low ofrset)
and you stick it in the feedback loop, so
that the loop now has gain, because the
op-amp is amplifying the feedback, and
then you try to filter out the signal so
that you are only amplifying the DC.
Do you see how silly that is? It works
fine on the DC, you end up with zero
DC offset, but because there's gain in
there, you end up amplifying some AC
as well. You can filter that out with
capacitors, but that's 6dB/octave and
you end up with ahigh-feedback op-

amp in the middle of your feedback
loop. You just can't make afilter precise
enough to compensate for that —/ can't,
anyway.
Ithink the thing that shocked me
most was the amount of resolution the
K1 presented in such anatural way.
High-feedback designs have adifferent
kind of resolution. Listen to all that detail!
you tell yourself—you don't hear anything more than you heard otherwise, it
just sticks out more. But it ain't right.
And Ifinally realized that I'd never
heard aphono section without feedback
before.
Phillips: Most ofthe time when we speak of
increased resolution, we think about the Dark
Side of the Force— we get more and more of
the detail, but less and less ofthe music
Hansen: Certainly! And we keep
going through cycles regarding sound
quality—the late '50s represented an
upswing, the '60s adownturn, and then
there was abacklash —people rebelled
against the prevailing sound and went
back to tubes, Levinson started perfecting solid-state, and we had better and
better sound until the mid-'80s. Then
the tide turned again. CDs came in and
people started focusing on things like
low noise and convenience, and we
seemed to go off sonically again. I
believe that the single-ended-triode
phenomenon is mostly abacklash to
this type of gear. Idon't think anybody
ever said, "What Ineed is a7W amplifier," or "I wish my amp were more
colored."
But Ido think that people are tired of
paying $5000 or $10,000 for an amplifier
that doesn't do justice to the music. I
think that's what's driving the SE triode
thing — they sound good and some of
them are relatively cheap. They make
musicfun.
That's what we're trying to do at
Ayre. We want the gear to make beautiful music that is compelling and captivating, and we want the stuff to boogie
and be maintenance-free — and we
want to do all that at afair price.
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balanced generators (unless hard-wired
with one side of the coil connected to
ground), the phono boards connect to
XLR inputs on the rear panel (occupying the B2 position). This means that
most users will have to re-terminate
their tonearms with new cables. While
the appropriate harness is not yet astock
item, most cable companies can supply
it. Both gain and cartridge-loading are
user-adjustable via small metal-film resistors that plug into terminal strips on
the boards. The gain is factory-set at
50dB, but resistors are available to offer
gain adjustment in 10dB increment
from 40 to 60dB. "We can give you
more," Hansen avows. "I just can't imagine that you'd need it."
The default cartridge loading is 50k
ohms, but additional resistors give you
the option of loading to 100, 249, 499,
and 1000 ohms — hey, if you need
something less standard, just get the appropriate resistors and plug 'em in. Ayre
likens the complexity of changing gain
or cartridge loading to that of changing
aphono cartridge. It's actually alot simpler than that, but what Ithink they
mean is that, if you're comfortable
changing your cartridge, plugging in the
resistors should pose no problem. Although the resistors are really tiny, the
phono boards are reasonably accessible,
so it's not that difficult. Except, that is,
for holding the resistor firmly enough
to plug it into the terminal strips; you
could use tweezers or needle-nosed pliers as Ayre recommends, but, in my
opinion, the real tool for the job is apair
of hemostats.
Igot distracted when Iwent to change
the loading — the phono boards are
remarkable pieces of work. The EQ is

Associated
Digital Front-End: KPS-20i/l.
Analog Front-End: Linn Sondek
LP12 turntable with Naim Armageddon power supply, Naim ARO
toneann, Transfiguration Temper cartridge; or VP! TNT Mk.III turntable
with JMW Memorial Tonearm, van
den Hul Frog cartridge.
Phono Section: Naim Prefix/HiCap, Audio Research PH3, or Krell
Reference.
Power Amplifiers: Ayre V3, Conrad-Johnson Premier Twelve, Krell
Audio Standard.
Loudspeakers: Hales Concept Five,
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purely passive and split into two parts,
which, Hansen explained, "allows us to
separate the HF and LF sections. Typically, all of the RIAA stuff is done in
the feedback loop, and the turnover
points interact with one another. Our
way works better and is dead-nuts quiet."
The logic board mounts to the front
panel and has two basic functions: mute
and remote. Muting turns out to be

problem is that stepper motors themselves have four positions—A, B, C, and
D —then they recycle. But the motor
can't keep track of which position it's set
to. If you use only the remote, you'd be
fine. However, if you also use the manual knob, the motor might think it was at
A when it was on C. So Iused the ladder-belts to gear the stepper motor so
that every click on the volume knob
took the motor through afull four-step
Looking inside the K-1,
cycle. That way the motor is always set
to A, so the two never get out of phase."
one is tempted to
The volume knob is astiff one; you
have to put some real muscle into turncomment upon
ing it. And the remote does cycle
through with astrangely satisfying whir,
how empty the
whir, whir, whir, thunk for each step. Iam
frequently frustrated by stepped attenubox seems.
ators — the precise level Iwant always
more complex than I would have
seems to rest between clicks. Not this
thought: There's atimer, which mutes
time: Inever felt that Ilacked the ability
the circuit upon turn-on. But there's
to fine-tune playback to the precise
also avoltage monitor, so the mute will
level that arecording required.
engage if the wall voltage drops below
"The problem with most remote
90V; then, 90 seconds after the voltage
controls," maintains Hansen, "is that
comes back up, it will disengage. In
you have a microprocessor in there.
addition, there are two ways to control
That means there's ahigh-frequency
the mute circuit: from the switch on the
quartz oscillator generating a4MHz
front panel and from the optional
signal, and a4MHz RF generator is not
remote?
agood thing to have inside apreamp.
The rest of the logic board involves
Rowland is smart—he has them shut
the remote function. "In the case of the
down, except when they're functioning.
volume control, it has to do some extra
We do it differently — we designed a
thinking," Hansen laughed. "It took a whole discrete logic circuit that operates
while to figure out how to do it. We use
at 100Hz, and only while it's receiving
astepper motor to move the rotary volthe command."
ume knob, which has 46 positions. The
The rear panel is divided down the
center. Each side handles inputs and
outputs for one channel, and the two
2The remote adds $250 to the price of the unit and
controls volume and muting only. All input switching
sides are flipped 180° so that one is upmust be donc manually. The hand-held remote is
side-down in relation to the other.
carved out of asolid block of aluminum and feels satisfyingly solid in the hand.
Those who, like me, have become used
to making connections by "Braille" are
in for arough time of it. Since the inputselectors on the front panel have
Equipment
changeable labels, the inputs on the rear
are labeled astraightforward 1through
Martin-Logan SL-3.
6. An 8' umbilical sprouts from the cenCables: MIT balanced 350 interter of the panel, connecting the preamp
connect, Cardas balanced phono into avery hefty power supply. That powterconnect; ICimber Black Pearl
er supply, Hansen told me, was responspeaker cable; MIT 850 speaker
sible for much of the delay in releasing
cable; AudioQuest Crystal/Argent
the K-1, which Ayre had originally
bi-wire speaker cable.
intended to market simultaneously with
Accessories: The Shelf by Black Diathe V-3.
mond Racing, Mark 3(equipment) and
"The power supply is choke-inputMark 4(speakers) Cones from Black
filtered," Hansen explained, "which is
Diamond Racing.
the only way to do it other than battery
Room Treatment: RPG Abffusors;
power. There's alarge toroid, which is
ASC Tube Traps, Bass Traps, Studio
the power transformer proper, which
Traps, and Slim Traps; Torporific'
utilizes two smaller toroids as the
Model XXXL Feline Companion.
chokes. A fourth toroid serves as an RF
filter on the incoming power line. [There
are two additional ferrite rings incorporated
Stereophile, March 1997

into the power supply's umbilical as well.]
We're trying to make the power as close
to pure 1)C as we can.
"What makes the new, galliumarsenide-based Schottky rectifiers so
different is that they don't use pand n
junctions like anormal semiconductor
diode; they just have one semiconductor
touched by ametal. When you have
electrons flowing through a normal
semiconductor diode, in the nmaterial
they're the majority carrier, which is
groovy, but when they flow through the
pmaterial they're the minority carrier.
The minority carrier needs to get
formed, and since there's no such thing
as apositron in this universe — not for
very long, at any rate — the pmaterial
carries the current as adeficiency of
positively charged holes. This is aproblem: When you reverse the current
flow, it doesn't just stop right away, the
minority carrier needs to 'unfonn' —
that takes from 50 nanoseconds to a
microsecond. During that time, you get
reverse current flow —a really big spike,
up to tens of amperes—of very short
duration, which means very-highfrequency harmonics out to the megaHertz range. Ideally, you'd like that

U

nless otherwise noted, the measurements presented here are for
balanced operation. The output
impedance of the K-1 at its line output
measured to specification at 556 ohms
(279 ohms unbalanced) in the left channel and insignificantly higher in the
right. The setting of the level control
had no effect on the output impedance.
The line-level input impedance measured 21k ohms (9.8k ohms unbalanced), again with no change with level
setting or channel.
Phono input impedance measured
1108 ohms (this may be internally
altered by the user). The output impedance at the tape output was 1975 ohms
with a50 ohm source impedance, 2151
ohms with a600 ohm source. This is a
fairly high value, but the small change
with achange in source impedance indicates abuffered output. Volume-control tracking was excellent.
DC offset at the K-1's outputs was
11.5mV in the left channel and 0.9mV
in the right, unbalanced. The DC on
the two phases of the balanced output
were identical but opposite in polarity
in the left channel
), but differed
by lmV in the right inconsequential).
Stereophile,
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Reese's cup, seems to combine the predominant characteristics of both of my
favorite state-of-the-art preamps.
First and foremost, it is prodigiously
fast and neutral. lithe best preamp is no
preamp, then the K-1 — like the KRCHR —is the next best thing to that.
Using the Krell KPS-200 CD player's
variable output — and matching the sigSimplification is the
realization of what is essential
nal to within 0.1dB — Icompared the
sound with and without the K-1. If
Do Igo on? Boy Howdy, does Hansen?
there was a difference, there was a
Well, perhaps Ido, but only partially besmidge (but just asmidge) more sweetcause of Hansen's enthusiasm. He just
loves to talk about the K-1 —and / ness through the K-1 — but there was a
profound increase in dynamics and
found it all endlessly fascinating. The
soundstaging.
K-1 is no me-too product. It's obvious
Ihesitate to call the increased sweetthat everything about it is the product of
ness acoloration, since it was almost
the most profound consideration — and
more sensed than observed. It reminded
of aunique sensibility.
me of sharpening a knife — if you
But Iwouldn't care about Hansen's
sharpen aknife on agood Arkansas or
ratiocinations one jot if the preamp didn't
perform. My oh my, does it ever per- Japanese water stone, you can get acutform. So far, the fastest, most transparent ting edge that feels aggressive. But what
you're feeling is really aflap of waste
preamp I've heard is Krell's $6900 KRCmetal still attached to the truc edge —
HR line stage. Yet for all of its low-level
resolution and absolute transparency, I you need to take it off with abutcher's
steel (or, for finer edges, aleather strop).
could never get the sense of depth and
Otherwise, the first time you use the
space within the soundstage that Conblade, that false edge will turn, blunting
rad-Johnson's $3995 Premier Fourteen
so effortlessly conveyed. The K-1, like a the truc edge. Now maybe I'm just fool-

reverse switching time to be of as short a
duration as possible. By using Schottky
rectifiers, which have no minority carriers, you eliminate that problem altogether. They go to awhole new level
when it comes to removing switching
noise."

The preamp is inverting from its line
inputs to its main outputs in the unbalanced mode; in the balanced mode,
pin 2is positive. From the phono inputs
—which are balanced — to the unbalanced tape outputs the preamp is noninverting (we take all phono measurements at the tape outputs).
Line-stage voltage gain (CD input to
line output) measured 163dB balanced
and 10.3dB unbalanced. Phono gain
measured 51.5dB, configured as delivered to me by WP for measurement
(the gain is adjustable). S/N measured
92.5dB (unweighted) over a 22Hz221cHz bandwidth, 81.5dB (unweight-

ed) from 10Hz to 500kHz (the increase
in noise from the prior figure was largely
above 221cHz), and 94.8dB A-weighted
(all ref. 1V) for the line stage. The same
readings for the phono stage were,
respectively, 73dB, 71dB, and 82dB.
The K-1's frequency response is shown
in fig.l. The only item worthy of note
here is the slight rise in the phono bass
response below 100Hz—in any event, it
is negligible at less than +0.5dB at 10Hz.
The channel separation of the K-1 is
shown in fig2. There is the expected
increase with frequency in the normal
manner. While the shapes of the unbalSTIRILOM41
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Ayre K-1, frequency response in balanced
mode at 1V output into 100k ohms for
phono stage (top) and line stage (bottom)
(right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.2 Ayre K-1, crosstalk (from bottom to top at
2kHz): L-R, phono; R-L, phono; L-R, line,
unbalanced; R-L, line, unbalanced; L-R,
line, balanced; R-L, line, balanced
(10dB/vertical
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ing myself with aslick analogy, but Ifelt
that the K-1's sound had more of the
true edge, no matter what disc Iused for
comparison.
Isay I"more sensed than observed"
that slight sweetening of the music because the K-1 is so damn good at passing
information through — subtle information such as those signifiers that tell us
something is live. Idon't just mean the
stuff that fools you into thinking musidans arc present in the room playing —
although Icertainly had more than the
usual number of "jump" incidences
while auditioning the Ayre. I'm referring to other cues that make music believable and palpable.
For instance, I've been listening to Blue
Note's superb Dexter Gordon: The Omplde
Blue Note Sixties Sessions (Blue Note 8
34200 2, six CDs) alot lately — almost
constantly, in fact. Dex was unbelievably
good at that time —his tone was lushly
vibrant and his harmonic awareness of
what was happening around him made
him seem like he had the musical equivalent of "eyes in the back of his head." He
sprinkled wry quotes into nearly every
solo, and had areadily identifiable penchant for phrasing ever so slightly behind

nect to the swing era and all that it represented. On other gear, the drums pull
you into the pounding center of amass
insisting that gain is
of hopped-up jitterbuggers — you don't
understand what made the Harlem Club
overrated, but there
the "home of happy feet," you know.
just seems to be
Well, whatever arcane phrase we
audiophiles end up attaching to this
something seductive
quality, the K-1 has it in spades.
As to the audible increase in dynamabout gobs of it—
ics and soundstaging, Iattribute that to
two things: 1) die utmost transparency
assuming that it's as
of the Ayre's circuitry, and 2) gain.
People arc always insisting that gain is
fast and uncolored as
overrated, but there just seems to be
it is in the K1.
something seductive about gobs of it —
assuming that it's as fast and uncolored
the beat. I've never actually heard apre- as it is in the K-1. The other thing Ikeep
amp that wouldn't present most of that inhearing from those same people is that
formation, but the Ayre presented it with
the best preamp is no preamp. Ifollow
aparticular plausibility. Iwas going to say
their logic, and Ireally do hear how colliveliness, because the quality I'm trying to
ored most preamps are, but when you
describe has everything to do with soundcome right down to it, Ialways seem to
ing both alive and believable, but, properprefer asystem's sound with agood prely speaking, neither word is quite accurate.
amp in the circuit.
Whatever you call it, some equipment
Idid feel that the KRC-HR gave deep
manages to conjure asense of the realbass more weight and heft, especially in
ness of the musical experience. On some
natural-sounding orchestral recordings
gear, you can hear "In the Mood" or such as Corigliano's First Symphony
"Christopher Columbus" and you con- (Barenboim/CSO, Erato 61132-2). The

anced line and phono crosstalk are alittle unusual, the channel separation is
more than acceptable — and exceptional in the balanced line mode.
Note that, to minimize the effect of
noise, the crosstalk and THD+noise vs
frequency measurements that follow
were taken at inputs of 260mV (balanced line), 522mV (unbalanced line),
and 4.5mV (phono). The THD+noise
vs frequency for the K-1 is shown in
fig3. The only notable feature here is
the sharp rise in phono distortion
around 3.5kHz. This is apparently due
to the high level chosen to minimize the
effect of noise on the reading. Also

shown in this figure is the THD+noise
vs distortion for amore reasonable lmV
phono input. While the level is higher
across much of the band due to the degraded S/N at this lower input, the
3.5kHz peak is eliminated.
Fig.4 shows the THD+noise percentage vs output voltage at lkHz. The
minimum points in the curves, just
before the distortion increases rapidly,
were the values chosen to run the measurements plotted in figs2 and 3.
The K-1's output spectrum reproducing a50Hz input at avery high output
level of 10V is shown in fig.5. Only the
third harmonic, at 150Hz, is of any significance, and at -60dB (0.1%) it is of lit-

People are always

de concern —particularly since 10V output is about 8V above the level required
to drive virtually any amp into clipping!
Finally, the phono overload margin
of the K-1 was also very good; 1%
THD+noise was reached at an input of
172mV at lkHz, 161mV at 20kHz, and
1.63mV at 20Hz. The input signal used
for these measurements was unequalized, and the variation with overload
margin with frequency is due to the
characteristics of the RIAA curve.
It would be difficult to seriously criticize the Ayre K-1's excellent test-bench
performance.
-Thomas J. Norton
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Fig.3 Are K-1, THD+noise vs frequency (from
top to bottom at lkHz): phono at
ImV/1kHz; phono at 4.25mV/1kHz;
balanced line (right channel dashed).
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Fig.4 Ayre K-1, distortion (%) vs output voltage
into 100k ohms (from bottom to top at
1V): line balanced, line unbalanced, phono.

Fig.5 Ayre K-1, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-1kHz, at 10V into 100k ohms (linear
frequency scale). Note that the third
harmonic is the highest in level at
-60dB (0.1%).
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Krell is the undisputed champ at those
qualities —nothing I've heard can match
it in that regard. However, the Ayre came
close enough to retire the field in honor.
Nor is the Ayre quite amatch for the
Premier Fourteen when it comes to
soundstage layering and definition. Using that same recording of the Corigliano symphony, the Premiere Fourteen pushed the outside edges of the
Chicago Symphony even farther toward
the sides of my listening room, and the
distance from the front row of musidans to the rear one seemed at least a
row deeper. Once again, I'm comparing
the K-1 to aproduct that sets the standard for the field; the Ayre does afine
job on its own terms.
Embrace simplicity
So the Ayre K-1 can play in some pretty
refined company, when considered as a
line stage. The phono stage, however,
takes it to an entirely different level.
Simply stated, the Ayre's phono board
may be the best I've ever heard: quiet as
atomb, and grainless as flowing water.
At $1600, it isn't cheap, but it's competitively priced with such superb outboard
units as the Audio Research PH-3. Ithink
the PH-3 ranks as one of the best RIAA
sections I've heard, but Iprefer the Ayre
because it's quieter. Besides, the PH-3
requires that you solder the loading resistors into the circuit board, while all you
have to do with the K-1 is loosen the
screws on the terminal strip, insert the resistor, and re-tighten the screws. Not that I,
as acard-carrying audiophile, would ever
consider convenience, in and of itself as a
good thing, but you've got to love it when it
doesn't come with asonic price to pay.
Even for me, this has been amonth
full of listening to records — in addition
to preparing this issue's "Quarter
Notes," I've been auditioning four different sets of test pressings for Sonata
(STPH008-1), Stereophile's latest LP.
This has simply reinforced my love for
the black disc, especially since the K-1's
phono section has so amply shown me
the detailed, dynamic, extremely musical
resolution that is what Ihave come to
expect from vinyl — even when listening at volumes that tax my system's
extremes. A lot of phono sections, when
you really have to crank 'em, start to
produce alot of noise, or sound strained
and whitish. The K-1 sounded just as
silent and sweet at Stupid-Approved
levels as it did at more moderate ones.
Of course, I'm not recommending its
phono section simply because it plays
loud, but the absence of audio nasties at
extreme volumes hints at the potential
Stereophile, March 1997

for low-level resolution. One of the
most remarkable felicities of Sonata is its
unconstrained dynamic range —Silverman just revels in swinging from the
merest whisper to the loudest proclamation. Stan Ricker was extremely careful
to preserve those extremes in his cut;
the K-1, thanks chiefly to its dead-black,
near-digital silence, highlights them in
the most delightful way.

The K-1 sounded just as
silent and sweet at
Stupid-Approved levels
as it did at more
moderate ones.
Michael Fremer once described his reaction to vinyl as that of relaxing into the
music, rather than skimming its surface.
The K-1's phono board reminded me of
that with LP after LP. 113 tonal richness
pulled me further into the music than
my reference Naim Prefix—not by
night-and-day margins, perhaps, but consistently. Compared to the K-1, the
$4650 Prefix bleached some of the tonal
color out of the sonic picture. Impressive
performance for a$1600 upstart.
Nothing is more simple
than greatness
It should be apparent that Ifound the
Ayre K-1 aremarkably refined preamplifier. Ispent many happy hours listening to
Charlie Hansen explain his rationale for
each design choice — time reflected in
the even greater number of hours Ispent
listening to glorious-sounding music
through the unit. At $5000 (including the
remote volume-control option), it ranks
as an expensive line stage, but its performance places it with the finest I've heard.
As always, with performers this refined,
individual taste will dictate whether or
not you prefer the K-1 to its worthy competition. But anyone contemplating apreamplifier with designs on state-of-the-art
status must audition the K-L
If you're looking for apreamp with
phono-playback capabilities, however,
the K-1 narrows the field drastically.
Even though it adds $1600 to the price,
the K-1's phono section is abargain—
and possibly the best I've ever heard.
This is what analog is all about.
Congratulations to Ayre. Their first
product, the V-3, was wonderful —
judged by many to be one of the great
bargains in hi-fi. Their newest effort,
the K-1 preamplifier, just might be one
for the ages. It's that simple.
S
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Designed to honor
Steinway, Stradivarius
and other refined
instruments!
ne new MoON series trot it
Celeste features three models. one 70 wpc integrated
amplifier, apreamplifier and
adual mono 175 mpc power
amplifier.
These products combine not
only art but all recent hi-tech
innovations from celeste laboratories.
Imagine for amoment \itat it
would be like to have your
own private stage with musicians performing just for
you...
Listen to the MOON. you'll
have it soon!
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Celeste by SlinAudio Ltd
3275, 1st street, Unit 411, St-Hubert
Quebec, Canada J3Y 8Y6
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FM Acoustics Resolution Series
FM 122 phono preamplifier
Michael Fremer

I

fyou're going to sell asolid-state
phono preamplifier for $5500,
you'd better give customers alot of
nothing. FM Acoustics, the small Swiss
electronics manufacturer with the big
reputation for jewel-like quality, delivers on that promise. Their 122 gives you
no noise, no grain, no glare, no etch, no
bloat, no bloom, no warmth, no cool,
no compression, and no distortion that I
could detect. In short, it sounds like
nothing—and that's why it's the most
transparent phono preamplifier I've
ever heard. Paradoxically, that is also
why it will not suit every taste.
Writing about such acharacterless
device is much more difficult than describing the sound of something seductive, warm, and creamy — or something
that sounds, say, cool and restrained.
Fortunately, there's much more to the
122 story than what it doesn't do. What
it does do is quite remarkable, and worth
exploring even if the price tag puts it
way out of your reach —as it does mine.
For one thing, the 122 has both standard
RIAA (Recording Industry Association
of America) equalization circuitry, and a
variable position that allows you to deviate from the standard. But more about
that later.
Built like aSwiss cliché

The 122 is small: about 10" wide, 12"

deep, and alittle over 2" tall. An outboard
transformer drops the AC voltage from
120V to 30V; it's housed in asimple plastic case and connected to the main unit

via an XLR connector. Long leads from
both sides of the power supply ensure
maximum placement flexibility.
The preamplifier's chassis is fabricated
from thick, laser-cut aluminum, polished and satiny to the touch, with all
front and rear writing negative-anodized
instead of printed — so it can't rub off.
Suffice it to say, the 122 looks like apiece
ofjewelry, and will remain so for as long
as you own it. (I'll never forget picking
up aMcIntosh MR 67 tuner at agarage
sale for $50, getting it home, and making
the giant mistake of polishing the
chrome chassis. Off came the writing—
and down the drain went the unit's collectibility! Not that I'll ever sell it.)
The 122's innards are as impressive
its exquisitely finished exterior. The circuitry is pure class-A with zero feedback, and features discrete solid-state
devices, which are first individually
measured to meet certain performance
criteria in addition to current gain, and
are then matched by the pair much as
tubes are — one each for the positive
and negative halves of the signal. All active and most passive devices are, according to the accompanying brochure.
"selected on specially built testing machines and high-powered curve-tracers"
under dynamic conditions. That holds
truc for components in every stage of
the preamp, and indeed in every stage of
every FM Acoustics product. When
you're running in heat-generating classA, reliability and thermal stability should
be greatly increased by meticulous

FM Acoustics FM 122 phono preamplifier (top)

Description: Discrete class-A solidstate phono preamplifier (available
with either MM or MC modules).
Voltage gain: 56dB at IkHz. Input sensitivity at IkHz: 120pV for 100mV output Frequency range: 1Hz-400kHz.
RIM accuracy: better than ±0.09dB
over full frequency range. Equivalent
input noise: -135dBu, 22Hz-22kHz;
better than 81dB weighted ref. OdBV.
Distortion at IV (+1.2dBu) out:
0.07% (no higher-order harmonics
up to clipping level). Output impedance: 15.5 ohms. Recommended
load: 600 ohms. Rated maximum
output capability: +20dBu (8V rms)
into 5k ohms.
Dimensions: 10" (245mm) W by 2"
(62mm) H by 12" (290mm) D.
Weight: 4.85 lbs (2.2kg) (122 preamp); 2.2 lbs (1kg) (102 power
supply).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
603106.
Price: 85500. Approximate number
of dealers: 6.
Manufacturer: FM Acoustics Ltd.,
Seestrasse 5A, CH-8810 Horgen,
Switzerland. Tel: (41) 1-725-77-77.
Fax: (41) 1-725-77-90. US distributor/importer: Pro Audio Ltd., 111
South Drive, Barrington, IL 60010.
Tel: (847) 526-1660. Fax: (847)
526-1669.

choice of individual components. FM
Acoustics rates the "average life expectancy" of the 122 at "34 years (at
25°C ambient, 10 hours per day, 365
days per year)." Once you hear this baby,
you'll want to listen 24 hours aday!
All circuitry is modular — the signal
never goes through apiece of wire —
and upgrades, changes in gain and resistance modules, and repairs can be
accomplished quickly, easily, and with
complete predictability, as modules are
calibrated, burned-in, and pre-tested.
Switches and hermetically sealed relays
are good for "tens of millions" of cycles,
according to FM Acoustics.
The 122 includes adelayed switchStereophile, March 1997

on, during which the output is muted
while the unit performs adiagnostic test
on itself. According to the accompanying literature, once the unit is operating,
abiasing system ensures that the unit is
thermally stabilized within minutes so
performance doesn't change with varying temperature. In other words, the 122
isn't just cosmetically meticulous: the
same attention to detail is paid inside.
Setup options and features
The chassis rear includes apair of highquality RCA jacks for input from the
toneann, and apair for output to aline
stage. There's also the XLR transformer
connection, aground screw, and two
sets of very small DIP switches — one
for resistance, one for capacitance. The
122 can be ordered optimized for either
moving-magnet or moving-coil cartridges, but not for both. In addition, a
variety of resistance options are available
in the MC module, and there's aspecial
ultra-high-gain module for exceptionally-low-output cartridges. Despite the
modularity of the system, swaps can be
made only by returning the unit to the
distributor.
The back of the 122 also contains two
slide switches designed to minimize
hum in any likely setup situation. One, a
ground "lift," isolates the unit's own
internal ground from the chassis, thus
helping to avoid hum-inducing "ground
loops" from other components grounded in the system. The other is a"shield"
switch that can connect the system to
your home's "earth" in one position, or
break the connection in the other. If
your home's "earth" is noisy because of
refrigerators and other such devices, the
best position is in the "ground," not
"earth," position. A technical paper included with the unit explains all of this
in detail, but the bottom line is: Try all
combinations of the two switches and
leave them in the quietest positions.
Up front are three pushbutton
switches and two knobs. The first
switch allows you to set the equalization
circuitry to either RIAA or variable; the
second activates a12dB/octave low-frequency filter (a good idea, as the 122's
low-frequency response goes down to
below the record warp region), and the
third turns the unit on or off.
When the equalization switch is set to
"variable," the two knobs are active. One
adjusts the RIAA "turnover" point, the
other boosts or attenuates the signal at
10kHz. For those of you unfamiliar with
all of this, if records were cut with "fiat"
frequency response, the amount of lateral groove movement necessary to reStereophile, March 1997

produce low frequencies would severely
cut down on the length of playing time
aside could hold. In addition, both cutting such agroove and playing it back
would be extremely difficult. So, in the
mastering process, a "de-emphasis"
equalization curve applied to the signal
drops the frequencies below 500Hz at
6dB/octave.

Before RIAA
standardization,
record companies
rolled their own EQ.
Conversely, in order to cut down on
surface noise and provide good signal/noise ratio, the frequencies above
2kHz are "pre-emphasized," reaching
+13.75dB at 10kHz and continuing the
boost above. When arecord cut using
the RIAA recording curve is played
back through aphono section containing the inverse curve (the RIAA playback curve), the result is "flat" frequency
response. Isn't that special? Getting the
inverse curve to track accurately is easier
said than done — that's one reason why
many phono sections sound bright, or
dull, or hard, or whatever.
All contemporary phono sections and
phono-equipped preamplifiers contain
the RIAA playback curve. The FM
Acoustics 122 and its 222 big brother
are, to my knowledge, the only units
made today that allow you to alter the
basic curve. Why would you want to do
so? The RIAA curve wasn't standardized
until 1956; if you collect records made
before then, you're probably not hearing
them with the correct playback curve.
Before RIAA standardization, record
companies rolled their own EQ. That's
why vintage preamps usually included a
variety of curves, selectable via afrontmounted switch. It's also why on the
jackets of many older records — those
from Atlantic, for example — you're
advised to use the RIAA's 500Hz turnover point and high-frequency rolloff
characteristic. (The situation was even
more variable in the 78rpm era —but
before you write those off, give some a
proper spin sometime and be prepared
to have your cookies blown!)
All of this leeway would be useless
without some guidance, so FM Acoustics includes the pre-RIAA curves of 85
record labels in the instruction manual
as well as dozens of stickers that reproduce the positions of the two frontpanel knobs. You are, of course, encour-

aged to experiment: When you find the
ideal setting for agiven record, you can
attach asticker to the jacket and mark
the positions of the controls. Better yet,
keep the stickers in afile so you don't
destroy the resale value of your collectible records!
Moving the "turnover" point from
the RIAA's 500Hz standard also can be
used to change the overall frequency
balance of recordings. The 10kHz adjustment also permits you to add abit of
"sparkle" to dull-sounding records and
tone down bright ones, regardless of
when they were made. According to the
122's manual, pre-1968 cutting lathes
-were unable to perfectly cut the very
high velocities present at frequencies
above 12kHz." And records cut in the
late '70s and '80s were cut with "excessive high-frequency levels." Judicious
use of the controls can improve both old
and new records, the manual suggests.
Great, but how does it sound?
Using the 122 is straightforward: Push a
button and it turns on. While the unit is
doing its self-examination, the glowing
FM Acoustics logo blinks from asmall
round window above the On/Off
switch. When the logo glows steadily,
you're ready to play records.
Ibegan my many listening sessions
with the RIAA switch set to "fixed."
From the moment Ifirst switched the
unit on until Iwas finished months
later, the 122 never changed sonic
stripes: It was what it had been right out
of the box, and that was as neutralsounding apiece of audio gear as I've
ever auditioned.
Iwent into this review with certain
expectations and preconceptions. First,
I'd decided that, no matter how good the
122 was, it was going to sound "transistory"; and no matter how much Imight
end up respecting it, Icould never like it,
let alone take it to heart. Ialso was quite
certain that MC cartridges should not be
loaded down below 47k ohms.
My experience with the 122 demonstrates quite conclusively, to me at least,
that moving-coil cartridges need to be
resistively loaded down, despite the
advice of manufacturers and some
reviewers (including, until my recent
Wilson Benesch Carbon review, yers
truly!). While Ilistened to the 122
extensively with the DIP switches set to
47k ohms and the performance was
outstanding, all of the sonic comments
in the review were with the unit set to
100 ohms, where every sonic parameter
with every cartridge Iused was much
improved.
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As an accompanying information sheet
explains, "elec-troacoustic transducers
must be damped to avoid ringing, overshoot, and other negative effects." Cartridges are, after all, mechanical devices —
motors. The appropriate loading for moving-magnet cartridges is 47k ohms. So
why do many manufacturers of movingroil cartridges specify 47k? To make life
easier for you, and because many audiophiles like the sparkle and "air" of the
untamed resonances and rising high end
provided by unloaded cartridges —and
because some phono sections don't offer
loading options. Another reason: Loading
down acartridge makes aphono section
"work" harder. If your phono section

Associated
Equipment
Phono cartridges: Transfiguration Temper, Lyra Clavis D.C.,
Lyra Parnassus, AudioQuest Fe5, Dynavector XX-1L, WilsonBenesch Carbon.
Turntables: VP! TNT Mk3 and
Immedia, fitted with Rockport
Series 6000, Graham 1.5t/C, VP!
JMW Memorial, Inmedia RPM2, and Wheaton Triplanar IV
tonearms.
Amplification: Audible Illusion
Modulus 3A, Millennium, Audio
Research PH-3 preamplifiers.
Cary 805 SE triode, VTL Signature 175 power amplifiers.
Loudspeakers: Audio Physic
Virgo, Audio Physic Terra subwoofer.
Cables: Yamamura Millennium
5000, A.R.T. and XLO Signature
interconnects, XLO Type 3.1 Signature, Transparent Audio Ultra
and Precision Interface Technology phono cables (made by FM
Acoustics and very neutral), A.R.'T.
speaker cables. Transparent, A.R.T,
Mango, WireWorld, and TARA
Labs AC cables.
Accessories: Power Wedge 116
line conditioner, Bright Star
Audio Big and Little Rock platforms, Townshend Seismic Sinks,
Bright Star Air Mass 1air supports,
A.R.T. "Q" dampers, D.J. Kasser
Black Diamond Racing cones,
Hannonix tuning feet, Mango
Bear Claws, and Yamamura Millennium speaker supports.
—MichaelPremer
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can't cut it loaded down, the sound will
become dull, lifeless, and gray, with the
residual noise clouding the picture even if
you can't hear it as noise.
With the 122's loading set to 100
ohms, afew things happened: Image
solidity and focus improved dramatically with all of the cartridges Iauditioned,
the frequency balance smoothed out,
and everything sounded less "hi-fi"-like
and more natural. The overall sonic picture clarified, and bass dynamics and
control became much more surefooted.
It was easy to switch between the 122
loaded down and the Audible Illusions
Modulus 3A unloaded. Once Iheard
how much more natural and focused
the 122 sounded by comparison, I
couldn't go back to 47k.
Naturally, Iwent back and loaded
down both the Audible Illusions 3A's
Gold phono board and the Audio
Research PH-3 to 100 ohms so the playing field was level for head-to-head
combat. My advice: If you can, please
load your MC cartridge down to 100
ohms and listen! It may not work for all
cartridges and with all preamps, but I
think most of you will find the
improvement dramatic.
The 122 also offers DIP switches for
capacitance. Some cartridge manufacturers specify capacitance, but of course
you must take into account the additional capacitance of your phono cables
in setting the unit's DIP switches. That
can have aprofound effect on the highfrequency response of the cartridge. I
experimented with the switches and set
them by ear for all cartridges used in this
review with the different cables used on
the various arms.
The 122 loaded
The first thing Inoticed about the 122
was how quiet it was: dead quiet,
despite the tremendous gain. The quiet
helped the unit resolve the tiniest musical gestures and sonic nuances. I'm not
sure that in this respect the 122 bettered
either the Audio Research PH-3 or the
Audible Illusions 3A's Gold phono
board, both of which do an outstanding
job of resolving such information, but
clearly the lower noise floor resulted in
apitch-black nothingness between the
notes that was unrivaled in my experience. But that Iexpected.
What Ididn't expect was the 122's
complete absence of grain, glare, etch,
and "solid-state-itus." And Iwas floored
by the unit's inherent delicacy, its ability
to offer up warm, palpable, three-dimensional images from the very front of the
soundstage to the rear corners— some-

thing Iexpect from tubes, but not from
transistors. (But have Iheard awide variety of top-shelf, solid-state phono preamps? No. Keep that in mind.)
So yes, the 122 gave first-rate soundstage presentation with superb image
focus and solidity, both of which Ialso
figured I'd get; but more important, it
gave me the full palette of harmonic
colors from all the instruments in the
orchestra. On the finest recordings of
massed strings—like the original RCA
Living Stereo of Also sprach Zarathustra
(LSC-1806), which tubes deliver so
effectively—the 122 served them up
with equal aplomb: sweet and rich yet
also soaring, with the full "bite" such
assemblages can generate, but free of
edge and grain. The 122 got the brass
right, and delivered reed instruments
with faultless balance.
Classic Records sent me a45rpm test
disc containing excerpts from LSC1806 on one side and selections from
Johnny Hodges's Blues-A-Plenty (MG
VS-68358) on the other. The 122 delivered all of Hodges's eerily present, precisely focused, creamy alto sax. The
vibrating reed, the breathy shots of air
into the mouthpiece accompanied by an
almost imperceptible gasp, the round
columns of rippling notes exiting the
horn — the presentation was nothing
short of thrilling and convincing of reality. Hodges stood before me, turning
one brilliant phrase after another. Wow!
Part of what made the 122's presentation so effortless was its explosiveness
and its seemingly limitless reserve of
power to push large and small dynamic
expressions to their logical conclusions
— especially at the bottom end of the
spectrum. That's where the 122 beat
everything else I've heard hands down:
low-frequency extension, solidity, harmonic balance, and dynamic nuance
were delivered with complete authority.
Irecently found a12" 45rpm British
pressing of Pete Townshend's and
Ronnie Lane's "Street in the City," from
their superb Rough Mix album. The presentation through the 122 was absolutely stunning: the exquisitely recorded
massed string section spread way behind
Townshend's voice was rendered with
all the richness and harmonic expressiveness you could ever want. When the
cellos dug in, there was growl, texture,
body. When the violins were plucked I
could literally hear the fingers striking
the strings on each woody one. Townshend's acoustic guitar was focused up
front in the space his voice inhabits, and
both were rendered in three dimensions, center stage, with a natural
Stereophile, March 1997

of High Fidelity. A graph at the end of the
booklet details the curve applied to the
record, and clearly shows the "turnover"
point at 1000Hz instead of 500Hz. No
wonder many of these recordings sound
"hollow"! Using the 122's variable setting at 1kHz transformed these wonWatch that curve in the road!
Iwould be remiss in my reviewing derful old discs, restoring all the warmth
and air they were meant to have. The
duties if Ididn't describe in some detail
Nat King Coles and the early Almeida
what having an adjustable RIAA curve
records in particular were resurrected to
can do for your record collection. If you
true "high fidelity" status.
collect older recordings of classic perforEven if you don't have alarge collecmances, your collection will be transtion of old records, the 122's variable
formed. Ihave adecent-size collection
EQ position can work wonders. When I
of 10" records from the beginning of the
spoke with mastering engineer Stan
LP era, including many Capitols from
Ricker last summer, Iasked him about
Nat King Cole, Les Paul and Mary
Ford, and Duke Ellington. In addition, I Mobile Fidelity's Beatles boxed set. I
guess if your only point of reference is
have aseries of exquisitely recorded 12"
the awful job Capitol did on the original
classical guitar records Laurindo AlBeatles LPs — adding reverb where
meida made for Capitol, many of which
there was none, and boosting the highs
are from the early days.
— not to mention the low-quality pressIalso have an early Capitol hi-fi
demo record — Full Dimensional Sound: ings, the MoFi set sounds superb. But if
you're fortunate enough to own ParA Study in FIt'qh Fidelity (SAL 9020) —
lophone British originals, the MoFi set
which includes an extensive booklet
sounds hollow, parched, and steelydetailing the goals of "high fidelity"
written by Charles Fowler, then editor bright — totally lacking the originals'

warmth that seemed to remove everything in the chain — from the microphones to the tape recorder to the mastering lathe to the press to my hi-fi — all
seemingly gone. A grand illusion.

T

he Resolution Series FM 122 preamp inverts absolute phase. Its
output impedance was alow 15.5
ohms. Set to 100 ohms, its input impedance measured 124.4 ohms in the left
channel and 124.1 ohms in the right.
The DC offset at the 122's outputs was
avery low 03mV in both channels. The
gain measured 562dB, afew dB lower
than is typical for moving-coil inputs
though adequate for all but the lowest
output moving-coils. S/N was excellent, measuring 74.8dB from 22Hz to
22kHz, 71.8dB from 10Hz to 500kHz,
both figures unweighted. The Aweighted S/N measured 84.6dB.
The fundamental frequency response
of the Renaissance FM 122 is shown in
fig.!. One curve shows the response in
the fixed RIAA position, the other is
the response in the variable position but
with the controls set to the RIAA markings. There is a difference of about
03dB at 200Hz, which may be barely
audible. However, by selecting the variable position, setting the turnover control at 475Hz and the 10kHz control
barely the width of ahash-mark below
the RIAA setting, Iwas able to achieve
an even flatter response than the fixed
RIAA setting — though it is unlikely
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that the difference would be audible
(this latter configuration is not shown
here). The unit's response in any event
is very flat.
Fig2 (note the changed scale) shows
the standard RIAA setting with the LF
filter switched on, plus four different settings of the turnover and 10kHz control
(the latter four with the LF filter oelhe
turnover control most strongly affects
the upper bass/lower midrange area —
though increasing the turnover beyond
the RIAA settings (indicated by the rising
responses peaking at 200-250Hz) appears to sacrifice alittle more of the deep
bass. The 10kHz controls have avery
desirable shelving response. Even at

rich midrange warmth.
Sure enough, the always honest,
sometimes surly Ricker admitted to me
that the late Gary Giorgi, who used to
supervise Mobile Fidelity's mastering,
had insisted that Ricker boost the signal
+6dB at 10kHz! And clearly the bass was
boosted as well. The result was the
"boom-tizz," U-shaped "car stereo equalizeritis" curve that unsophisticated kids
use to impress their friends. Drop the signal 6dB at 10k and touch up the "turnover" point abit higher to add alittle
midrange warmth, and the Beatles box is
transformed—as can be every other
record in your collection that sounds dull
or bright. And if you have 78s and you're
thinking of transferring them to DAT,
you really can't proceed without getting
the EQ correct.
Complaints
Ihave only one complaint about the
FM Acoustics Resolution Series 122
phono preamplifier. It has to do not
with the unit itself, but with the accompanying documentation. Though various gain and resistance modules are

maximum cut, however, the 10kHz
control will have little effect (no more
than 1dB) in taming an excessively
bright recording — though of course
this is not its primary function. However, the effect of increasing the input
capacitance load is to increasingly rolloff the high frequencies.
The FM 122's channel separation
(not shown) was superb, crosstalk
remaining below the noise floor at
-90dB. This is so far beyond the crosstalk of any phono cartridge as to be no
limitation on performance.
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Fig.I

FM Acoustics 122, RIAA error into 100k
ohms with fixed RIAA EQ (bottom) and
variable EQ set to "RIAA" (0.5dB/vertical
div., right channel dashed).

Fig.2 FM Acoustics 122, RIM error into 100k
ohms with (from top to bottom): 10k on
'9,' turnover 900Hz; 10k on "127 turnover
700Hz; "RIM" EQ with LF filter on; 10k on
'15dB," turnover 300Hz; 10k on "16,"
turnover 200Hz; (1dB/vertical div., right
channel dashed).
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available, it's impossible to tell exactly
which you've been supplied with —the
DIP switches on the back are not
marked. Because Iwanted to hear the
unit's performance with MM cartridges
—including the new Shure V15VxMli
—I requested from the distributor asecond sample, one fitted with the MM
module. Inow had two sets of instructions, both of which claimed (on p2):
"With astandard MC module, the following values can be combined..." One
booklet shows all the DIP switches in the
up position equaling 100 ohms, the other
shows the up position equaling 47k
ohms! Not a
thing! More c-onfusing,
aprice list ofel FM Acoustics products
including modules doesn't show any MC
or MM modules set to 47k loading with
all the DIP switches in the up position!
What's going on here? Only acall to
the American distributor and afax to
Manuel Huber, FM Acoustics President
in Switzerland, cleared up the confusion.
Hey, Idon't mind getting stacks of
accompanying literature, including alist
of famous people who own FM
Acoustics products (Billy Idol, Tom

The manner in which the 122's
THD+Noise varies with frequency is
shown in fig3. Except for the rise above
10kHz (due to the relatively high input
level of 2.45mV at I
kHz used for this
measurement to minimize the effect of
noise on the reading, see later) this is a
fine result.
Fig.4 shows the FM 122's output
spectrum reproducing 50Hz into 100k
ohms at arelatively high input level of
1mV. The artifacts are relatively low in
level: -68dB (0.04%) at 100Hz and
nearly as low (-67dB) at 150Hz. Except
for anoise component at 180Hz, all the
rest of the artifacts are below -80dB
(0.01%).

For now, the
FM Acoustics 122 is easily
the finest phono preamp
I've ever heard.
Jung, Herbie Hancock, Depeche Mode,
Joan Annatrading, soundtrack recording
engineer extraordinaire Shawn Murphy,
etc.), but something as fundamental and
critical as which gain and loading module you've got, and what it does, should
not be subject to such ambiguity! Not
for a reviewer, and certainly not for
someone who plunks down $5500!
Conclusion
Ihave no complaints about the I22's
performance. Isimply could not hear
anything it did wrong, nor could Ihear
its character. In my opinion, it did everything abasic phono section should do
right: boost the signal in atotally transparent fashion. Physically and sonically,
it's one of the finest audio components
I've ever auditioned. There arc many

Finally, fig.5 shows the THD+N
percentage plotted against the output in
volts (at 1kHz). Note that the minimum distortion occurs at about 1.9V
out, corresponding to an input of
approximately 2.45mV — the value
chosen to take the crosstalk and
THD+N vs frequency measurements.
Below this input level, noise dominates
the reading; above it, the distortion of
the preamp itself increases. Overload
(defined as I% THD+N was reached
(with an unequalized source) at an
input of 13.5mV at lIcHz, equivalent to
an overload margin of 28.6dB referred
to the standard MC output level of
SAIRFOP.LE
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other phono sections I've yet to audition
(including FM Acoustics' $18,000 fully
balanced Model 222 phono section —
add another grand for the power supply), but for now, the FM Acoustics 122
is easily the finest phono preamp I've
ever heard. And this from adiehard
tube fanatic.
But, as Isaid at the beginning, it may
not suit everyone's tastes. If you like your
mids especially liquid, if you like that
sense of rich bloom in the mids and
upper mids, and if you require more "air,"
you might prefer the Audio Research
PH-3 at athird of the price —surely one
of the true bargains in high-end audio. If
you like avery delicate, ultra-high-resolution purity of sound, you might stick with
something akin to the Audible Illusions.
In other words, you might want more
t000000lts in the signal path.
Ifind the combination of this solidstate phono section's interstitial silence,
explosive dynamics, harmonic generosity, and a tubed line-stage's delicacy,
bloom, and air to form an ideal "frontend." In another lifetime, Imight even
be able to afford it!
S

500[N. At the extremes of the
audioband, the overload points were
1.5mV at 20Hz (29.5dB) but only
29mV at 201cHz (153dB). (The variation with frequency is due to the characteristics of the RIAA phono equalization.) While the 11(Hz and 20Hz overload margins are excellent, Iwas alittle
disappointed in the 20kHz result. But
this limitation was clearly not afactor in
the listening, as is clear from MFs rave
review.
There were few surprises in the testbench performance of the FM
Acoustics 122. With the single exception of the disappointing 201(Hz overload margin, it is an excellent phono
preamplifier.
-Thomas J. Norton
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Fig.3 FM Acoustics 122, THD+noise vs frequency
at 2.45mV at lkHz into 100k ohms (right
channel dashed).
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Fig.4 FM Acoustics 122, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC—Ildiz, at an input level of
ImV (linear frequency scale). Note that the
second and third harmonics at 100Hz and
150Hz are the highest in level.

Fig.5 FM Acoustics 122, distortion (%) vs output
voltage into 100k ohms at IkHz.
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Audio Research VT100 power amplifier
Robert J. Reina

T

he only thing that excites me as
much as finding an exciting new
affordable component (which I
define as below $1000, and the lower the
better) is anew "trickle-down" design
from acutting-edge designer. Thankfully,
such new "real-world" products arc becoming more commonplace in the High
End. The process begins when atalented
high-end designer releases an expensive,
cutting-edge product that is hailed by the
audiophile press as abreakthrough, a
new "reference." The designer then takes
the most significant features of his costno-object design and reinterprets them
in a more cost-effective format. Examples include the Conrad-Johnson Premier Eight amplifier, which begat the
Premier Twelve; the MIT Terminator 2
and 3cables, which feature similar network technology as found in MIT's
priciest wares; and the Genesis 200 and
300 loudspeakers, which sport the same
drivers and design philosophy as the big
Genny 1.
My trickle-down juices really started
flowing when Iread the August 1994
issue of Stereophile, wherein Robert
Harley raved about the Audio Research
VT150, Audio Research's first attempt
in many years at acutting-edge, all-tube
amplifier design. In that same issue
Harley interviewed designer William Z.
Johnson, who alluded to the impending
release of the VT130, which Johnson
described as "80 to 90 percent of the
performance of the VT150 ... [at] less
than half the price ... " [Wes Phillips

reviewed the VT130SE in the November '96
issue qfStereophile, (I4)1.19 No.11)— Ed.]

Description: Two-channel, tube
power amplifier. Power output: 100

Bring on the tubes!!!

Wpc continuous, 20Hz-20kHz, into 8
ohms (20dBVV). Power bandwidth (-

Ever since Iheard the highly underrated
M-100 monoblocks (paired with an
Audio Research SP-10 preamplifier) driving afriend's Infinity RS-lbs 10 years
ago (to date, one of the best Infinitybased systems I've ever heard), I've lusted for an all-tube ARC design Icould
afford. Iwas partially satisfied when,
seven years ago, Ibought my current reference, the Classic 60 (a tube/solid-state
hybrid).
Unfortunately for me, the new VTseries amps didn't fit the bill as potential
review fodder. The problem is, ARC
threw me acurve with the VT150 and
VT130 amps. Like the later versions of
the hybrid Classic Series, they had one
set of inputs: balanced. And I, partly by
preference and partly to maximize
review interface flexibility, have areference preamp (the Audible Illusions
Modulus L1) equipped with only singleended outputs. I've criticized ARC for
years for manufacturing products that
were inherently incompatible with most
of the preamps on the market. (Though
they do manufacture anot-inexpensive
single-ended-to-balanced converter, adding asolid-state Band-Aid and an extra
set of interconnects to the front end of a
tube amplifier does not strike me as an
acceptable compromise.)
At the 1996 Winter CES, after recovering from hearing the spectacular

audio research

Audio Research VT100 power amplifier
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-3dB): 15Hz-80kHz. Frequency response at 1W: 1Hz-100kHz, -3dB.
Total harmonic distortion: typically
lo/o at lkHz at 100W, below 0.05%
at 1W. Input sensitivity: 1.0V RMS
(balanced or single-ended) for rated
output Input impedance: 200k ohms
balanced, 100k ohms single-ended.
Overall negative feedback: 10dB. Slew
rate: 15V/ps. Risetime: 3ps. Hum and
noise: <0.5mV RMS, 95dB below
rated output. Power-supply energy
storage: approx. 270 joules. Tube
complement: four matched pairs
6550C output; four 6922 drive; four
6922 input
Dimensions: 19" W by 8.75" H by
19.5" D. Weight: 65 lbs net, 83 lbs
shipping.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
06292002.
Price: $4495. Approximate number
of dealers: 65.
Manufacturer: Audio Research, 5740
Green Circle Drive, Minnetonka, MN
55343-4424. Tel: (612) 939-0600. Fax:
(612) 939-0604.

debut of Audio Research's new flagship
Reference electronics driving apair of
Genesis 200 loudspeakers, Idiscussed
the potential of future trickle-down
designs with ARC's Mike Harvey (who
has since departed the company for
warmer climes than Minnesota). Harvey
explained, "You know, the magic behind
the Reference amplifier is not in the
600W. That was Johnson's choice, as this
was intended as acost-no-object design.
It may be possible to capture much of
the magic of this amp in alower-powered design for under 10 grand."
"Of course, it will have balanced
inputs, so Ican't review it."
"Well, we still believe that balanced is
best, and our engineers feel that providing both single-ended and balanced
inputs would necessitate a sub-optimized design that may result in sonic
compromise."
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Signals from MC and MM cartridges are extremely sensitive to all kinds of negative influences. The
connecting cable between the cartridge/turntable and the preamplifier has the vital job of rejecting such
unwanted interference signals. At the same time it must guarantee optimal signal transfer of the minute
audio signals. Existing phono interconnect cables are compromises that do not allow optimal interfacing.
Introducing Precision Interface Technology® phono interconnect, by simply exchanging the current
phono cables with P.I.T. phono interconnects, massive improvements in both rejection of unwanted
interferences and in signal transfer are achieved.
Phono interconnect by Precision Interface Technology® are truly unique. They:
achieve asignal-to-noise ratio and interference
rejection of up to 132dB (which is between 30 to
50 dB (!) better than the other high quality
interconnect cables)
i
b

guarantee optimal shielding to frequencies above
80 MHz

J
Ieliminate

interference signals by 100% proper
conduction to ground

„h provide shield coverage of 99.9% even when
cables are bent (a situation where most cable
shields loose efficiency)

Ji

allow ultra accurate balancing

Ji achieve very high rejection of magnetically and
electrically induced interferences =lower hum
and noise
.h guarantee absolutely phase accurate signal transfer

Ji

achieve big improvements in high quality systems

C

10 days free trial offer!

are extremely flexible and avoid strain on
tonearm. Tonearm therefore can float freely
guarantee lowest crosstalk
eliminate skin effect throughout entire audio
bandwidth
are universal: with consideration for all variables, including the different cartridge types and
different types of preamplifier input stages
employ the special floating earth design
are available in various versions including straight
or angled precision 5Pin DIN tonearm connector, RCA Phonos and XLR connectors
are available in true balanced symmetrical versions
carry alifetime warranty
Contact FM ACOUSTICS for more detailed information
FM ACOUSTICS LTD.
Seestrasse 5A
CH-8810 Horgen /Switzerland
Telephone: ..41/1/ 725 77 77
Facsimile:
..41/1/ 725 77 90

We then discussed my obtaining review samples of the VTM120 monoblock amplifier, ARC's first reasonably
high-powered, affordable, all-tube design with single-ended inputs since the
1)125 from the mid-'80s.
A few months later, Harvey called
me regarding the review samples. "You
know, Bob, we're having second thoughts
about sending you the VTM120. k's arelatively old design derived from the VT60,
and, frankly, we've concluded from a
marketing standpoint that monoblocks
really only sell well in our higher-priced
product line. We're not sure we're going
to keep the VTM120 in the line [U's now
available by special order only], but at HI-F1
'96 we're introducing a new all-tube
stereo amplifier called the VT100, which
has the same power rating. You may like
it better. Oh yeah —and at $4495, it's

A

full set of measurements of the
Audio Research VT100 was
made using its balanced inputs,
with selected measurements repeated in
the unbalanced mode, as noted below.
Following preconditioning/warmup, the VT100 was very hot, though
not hotter than the normally expected
range for atube amplifier. The Audio
Research VT100's input impedance
measured 178k ohms (98.9k ohms, unbalanced). The output impedance (at
the 8ohm taps) measured amaximum
of 126 ohms at 20Hz and 1
kHz, and
1.54 ohms at 20kHz. Voltage gain measured 23.8dB into 8 ohms (and an
almost identical 23.9dB, unbalanced).
Signal/Noise ratio (ref. 1W into 8
ohms) measured 782dB over a22Hz22kHz bandwidth and 78dB over a
10Hz-500kHz bandwidth, both unweighted; and 91.4dB, A-weighted.
The VT100 is noninverting when
driven from its unbalanced input; at
In1100.1.101.0
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our first amplifier that features trickledown technology from the Reference
electronics."
"And the inputs?"
"The VT100 features both singleended and balanced inputs."
"I thought your engineers thought
that would result in asub-optimized
design."
"Well, they thought about the problem alittle harder."
At this point Harvey could hear me
breathing heavily and clawing at the
phone.
Bring on the latest affordable
amp design from ARC!!!
The VT100, a stereo amp rated at
100Wpc, uses four pairs of Svetlana
6550 output tubes and shares the more
expensive VT130SE's ultralinear-con-

the balanced, XLR input terminal, pin
2is positive. DC offset measured 5mV
in the left channel and 4mV in the
right.
Fig.1 shows the frequency response of
the VT100. The balanced response at
1W into 8 ohms is shown; the unbalanced response, and the response into
other fixed resistive loads, was virtually
identical. The response into asimulated
real load (bottom traces in fig.1) was typical of an amplifier with amoderately
high output impedance. The 10kHz
squarewave response (fig2) has good
risetime with one cycle of damped overshoot. (The 1
kHz squarewave, not
shown, is moderately rounded at the
leading edge.) Fig3 shows the VT100's
crosstalk —a very good result.
The THD+noise vs frequency curves
are plotted in figA. Note that our 8ohm
tests were run from the 8ohm tap, the 4
ohm from the 4ohm tap, the simulated
real load from the 4ohm tip, and the 2
ohm from the 4ohm tap. Since there is
no 2 ohm tap, the noticeably higher

figured output stage (see Wes Phillips's
review), combined with partial cathode
coupling designed for low output impedance and high current delivery According to Audio Research's Chief
Engineer Rich Larsen, these circuits run
the screens alittle hotter than does conventional pentode operation, but still
offer higher efficiency with less signal
loss than niode designs. The amp's fully
differential, direct-coupled input and
driver stages, derived from the Reference 1preamp, feature 6922 dual triodes with FET constant-current sources
designed to achieve amore accurate differential balance. As in the Reference
600 amp, the output tubes arc mounted
on vertical circuit boards, one for each
channel, running along the left and right
interior chassis walls. 'This results in avirtual dual-mono layout all the way back to

THD with a2ohm load reflects the mismatch of driving a2ohm load from a4
ohm tap (most loudspeakers that
approach 2ohms, however do so only in
anarrow band of the frequency range).
Except for the rise in THD below
100Hz in some of the curves, this is a
very good result.
511 ,
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Fig.3 Audio Research VT100, crosstalk (from top
to bottom at 2kHz): R-L, L-R (10dB/
vertical div.).
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Fig.4

Fig.I

Audio Research VT100, 8ohm tap,
frequency response at (from top to bottom at 20kHz): 1W into 8ohms, and
2.83V into simulated speaker load (right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Audio Research 1/1100, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms,

Audio Research VT100,11-1D+noise vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at 10kHz):
4W into 2ohms, balanced, 4ohm tap; 4W
into 2ohms, unbalanced, 4ohm tap; 2W into
4ohms, balanced, 4ohm tap; 2.83V into simulated load; 2W into 4ohms, unbalanced, 4
ohm tap; 1W into 8ohms, balanced, 8ohm
tap and 1W into 8ohms, unbalanced, 8ohm
tap (right channel dashed).
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Naim has aworldwide reputation
for quality products. It's the result
of successfully merging human
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resources and technology into one
harmonious unit. Our equipment is
the finest sounding in the world
because we trust our ears - and
we train our fingers. Audition our
range yourself and we're sure
you'll agree that for the very best
hand built hi-fidelity equipment there's only one name to ask for.

FOR THE VERY BEST IN HI-FI THERE'S ONLY ONE NAIM
NAIM AUDIO NORTH AMERICA CALL (773) 338-6262
WEB SITE: http://WWW.fla1M-aUdIO.COM

the power transformer (with shared secondary winding), with independent, distributed energy storage and very short
signal paths. The amp features the same
heavy-duty, gorgeous speaker terminal
posts (they're actually enjoyable to use) as
the VT130SE.
Bring on the system!!!
For this review Iused the Goldmund
Studio/Syrinx PU-3/Koetsu Urushi and
California Audio Labs Delta/Sigma II
front-ends, Vendetta Research SP-2C
and EAR 843P phono stages, Audible
Illusions Modulus L1and Audio Research Reference 1Line stages, and Acarian Systems Alón V Mk.II loudspeakers. Wires included MIT Digital
Reference and MI-350 CVTwin Terminator interconnects, and Acarian Systems
Black Orpheus tri-wired speaker cable.

The waveform of the distortion at
2W into 4ohms is shown in fig.5. It is
heavily second-harmonic, with limited
higher-order components. The waveforms (not shown) into 4and 8ohms
were similar.
The VT100's output spectrum reproducing a50Hz input at 67W into a4
ohm load is shown in fig.6. The distortion products arc relatively low in level
—the highest are at 100 and 150Hz, at
about -48dB (0.4%). The result into a
simulated real load was similar, though
with aslightly lower distortion at 100Hz
and slightly higher at 150Hz.
Fig.7 shows the output spectrum
with acombined 19+20kHz signal— it
shows the intermodulation products
resulting from an equal combination of
these two frequencies —at 47.7W into
4ohms (visible clipping is present above
this output with this signa». The largest
component is at lkHz (-41dB, or about
1%). The result at 50W into 8ohms
(not shown) is slightly better at lkHz, a
little worse at 2kHz.

Bring on the boring reviews!!!
After 13 years in the reviewing game,
I've learned there are two ways to
make arave review really boring. The
first is to use the "sonic checklist" technique, wherein the reviewer lists every
important audiophile attribute, and
goes on and on about how the component excelled in every way: "The amp
was tonally neutral from the lowest
bass to the highest highs, had incredible dynamics, both micro- and macro-,
was neither dry nor overly liquid in
texture, revealed gobs of detail, and
produced awide and deep soundstage
with perfectly placed images on thc
stage. Unlike any amp I've heard before, this amp has so many strengths,
and Ican't seem to find any flaws."
With the exception of one possible
shortcoming I'll describe below, all of

the above hold truc for the VT100.
But that would make this areally
boring review.
Icould instead use the second surefire way to write aboring rave: the "I
stayed up till all hours going through
every record in my collection and, my
God, it was as if Iwas hearing the
recordings for the first time" method. I
would go into gory detail about my
favorite recordings, recapping why they
sound so much better than ever before.
That also held truc for my experience
with the VT100. It would also make
very boring reading.

The 1kHz, THD+noise vs output
curves for the VT100 are shown in
fig.8. The discrete clipping levels for the
VT100 are shown in Table 1.
Other than driving a2 ohms load
from the 4ohm tap, the VT100 exceeds
its 100Wpc specification at our standard
1% THD+noise percentage, at least
from its left channel. The VT100 was
tested with the same set of tubes used by
BJR for his review. From Table 1, it

appears that one or more tubes in the
right channel were suboptimal, resulting
in alower power output. Iwould not
expect the difference to be audible in
normal use. Apart from this and asmall
rise in THD below 100Hz in some of
the curves (below 1% in any case), the
Audio Research VT100 produced a
solid set of measurements.

Bring on the trickle-down designs!!!
In my Winter CES Show report (April
1996, p.89), Igave the Audio Research
room Best Sound because Iwas hearing
the system, which featured the new

—Thomas.). Norton
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Fig.5 Audio Research VT100, lkHz waveform
at 2W into 4ohms, 4ohm tap (top);
distortion and noise waveform with
fundamental notched out (bottom, not
to scale).

Fig.7 Audio Research VT100, 8ohm tap, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz,
19+20kHz at 47.7W into 4ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Table 1 Discrete Clipping levels
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(1%THD+noise at lkHz)
Both Channels
Driven
Impedance
W(dBW)
ohms
L
8
109.7(20.4) 96.2(19.8)
119V
119V
4
108.4(17.4) 85.6(16.3)
118V
119V
2
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One Channel
Driven
W(dB1N)
112.5(20.5)
119V
111.8(17.5)
119V
66.3(12.2)
119V
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Fig.6 Audio Research VT100, 8ohm tap,
spectrum of 50Hz sinewave, DC-1kHz, at
67W into 4ohms (linear frequency scale).

Fig.8 Audio Research VT100, distortion (%) vs
output power into (from bottom to top
at 100W): 8ohms, 8ohm tap; 4ohms,
4ohm tap; and 2ohms.4 ohm tap.
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`nest Sound
At Show"
At the Los Angeles
Hifi «95 show,
attendees cast their ballots
for the best sound at show.
Despite the usual mega-buck
contenders, arelatively
unknown company with a
small pair of $1299 speakers
emerged to place on the
best sound list.
Must be the M&M's.

The award-winning RM7si.
from $1299/ pair.
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Reference 600 amplifier, reproduce
things I'd never heard before from familiar recordings. Iheard the very same
things in my listening room with the
VT100:
•Extraordinary Resolution of Detail:
The noise floor was significandy lower
than that of .any other amp I've
reviewed. The amount of information
retrieved from very familiar recordings
in some cases changed my reaction to

The VT100 is the first
amplifier I've heard
that reproduces the
attack, resonance, and
decay of amusical event
equally well.
the music. Over the last few months
I've replayed Janis Ian's Breaking Silence
LP (Analogue Productions CAPPG
027) to the point where my wife no
longer has any interest in arecording
she bought for herself. But with the
VT100, Inoticed for the first time all
the mistakes the guitarist makes. And,
on Tomiko Kohjiba's The Transmigration
of the Soul, from Stereophiles Festival CD
(STPH007-2), it was now obvious to me
that those background noises during the
soft passages were musicians walking
around on stage. Now that I've heard it
on the VT100, Ican hear it with other
amps if Ifocus on it. On the VT100, it's
downright distracting.
•Lack of Electronic Artifacts: With the
VT100, unlike every other amplifier
I've heard in my house, Iwas not consciously aware that Iwas listening to an
electronic reproduction of a musical
event. The subtle electronic haze present with other amplifiers was lifted
with the VT100 —much like humidity
on awindshield, background noise from
an AM radio broadcast, carrier whine
on avideo monitor. This kind of haze is
not noticeable until it's gone.
•Timbrai Coherence: With the VT100 it
became irrelevant to speak about how
the amplifier recreated the bass, the
midrange, the highs. The amplifier did
not break down amusical event into its
component tonal parts. Given agood
recording, the VT100 recreated the timbrai architecture of the voice or instrument as asingle, coherent musical
event.
Given a very good recording, the
VT100 caused me to throw my note-

book away. Irecently acquired abunch
of Classic Records jazz reissues and,
using the VT100, set out to undertake a
comparison of the LPs with my originals. With each recording, Ilost sight of
my mission. By the end of the listening
sessions, Irealized I'd never even bothered to dig out the originals. The Classic
reissues sounded so lifelike Ididn't care
what the originals sounded like.
Still, Ihave not yet described the
VT100's two strongest attributes, ones
that I'd never heard before from any
amplifier, and that require some new
terminology:
•Dynamic Continuity: When areviewer
speaks about an amplifier's dynamicrange capabilities, he discusses how well
the component separates a performance's subtle gradations of volume
level. An amplifier with excellent dynamic range will reproduce many gradations of dynamics, and these gradations will be clearly separated and
equally well presented at very low volumes and very high volumes. With the
VT100, the gradations were not discrete
but continuous, as in alive performance.
On Cage's Third Construction (from Pulse,
Classic/New World NW 319), the
struck metallic percussion instruments
and subtle hand-drum articulations
breathe in a constant ebb and flow.
Comparing this amp's dynamic performance with that of other amps I've
heard is akin to comparing an analog
waveform to adigitally sampled analog
waveform.
(Incidentally, the short time Iwas
able to spend with Audio Research's
Reference 1preamplifier in my system
was sufficient to determine that, in addition to having the best bottom-octave
and high-level dynamic performance of
any preamp I've heard, it shares with the
VT100 this performance characteristic
of dynamic continuity. The pair is an
awesome combination, and not unaffordable.)
•Transient Coherence: A transient musical event in real time can be broken into
three linear events: the attack, the resonance, and the decay. The attack
is the initial pluck of the suing, the mallet
striking the marimba. An amplifier
should reproduce the attack without
hardness, delay, or blunting. The resonance is the steady-state timbre of the
instrument—the bowed violin, the darmet—and should be reproduced without coloration or distortion. Finally, the
decay — the sound presented after the
note is released —should decay as in a
live performance, and should take into
account the resonant properties of the
Stereophile, March 1997

instrument and the acoustics of the
recording venue. (A good example of a
type of component that reproduces all
three of these things poorly is early digital gear.)
The VT100 is the first amplifier I've
heard that reproduces the attack, resonance, and decay of amusical event
equally well —and, most important, presents the three combined as asingle,
coherent musical event. Again, listen to
the Kohjiba composition on Festival. The
composer likes to use solo instruments in
quiet paçsages so the listener can focus on
the delicate pitch-bendings she's written
for the flute, the marimbas resonating in
the performance space, and the subtle
dynamic and pitch variations of the timpani. The VT100's transient performance enabled me to gain adeeper
understanding of what the composer
intended.

cranked up "Vroom" and "One Time" at
about 105dB.
Ben: "Yeah, this is the band. They
played these songs, too. Uncle Bob, they
had two guitars, two basses, and two
drummers — they were great. Wow,
this sounds just like the concert, huh,
Bob? Bob ... ?Uncle Bob ... ?"
Icouldn't move. A uniform chill ran
from my legs up through my arms. My

This extraordinary
amplifier is beginning to
make me wonder if

mance did not come close to the
VT100's. Aside from aslight metallic coloration in the lower high frequencies, as
well as atendency to compress when
presented with high-level orchestra at
full throat (on my speakers, that is), the
older ARC is avery detailed, neutral, and
overall first-rate performer. But the
VT100's level of detail resolution, articulation, neutrality, and sophistication
made it the far better machine —because
it rarely reminded me that Iwas listening
to amachine. (I'd be curious to hear Wes
Phillips's thoughts on how the VT100
compares with the VT130SE, amore
expensive but older design.)

current tube technology

Bring on the end
of this lengthy review!!!
A few sound bytes:
1) The Audio Research VT100 ampliedging ahead of solid-state
fier has touched me in away no other
audio component has, and in away Ididin the race for ultimate
n't think any audio component could.
Bring on the rambling digressions!!!
sonic realism.
2) The three times Iheard the Audio
Two personal anecdotes:
Research Reference 600 (at 1996
1) In the 1960s, my father, atenor saxoWCES and at HI-FI '96, driving Geneeyes, half mast, welled up in tears as my
phonist, used to rehearse jazz standards
sis and Alón speakers), Ifelt asense of
head cocked slightly back. Iwas there
with my two uncles in our basement.
magic I'd never heard in an amplifier
One thing that used to bug the hell out again.
before. Iheard that magic in my home
"Yes, Ben. Iknow."
of me was how my Uncle Sam kept the
with the VT100.
skins of his drums inordinately loose.
3) I'm afraid that every amplifier I
Bring on the straitjackets!!!
They had acertain hollow, resonant
review in the future could potentially be
Before you send for the straitjackets, let
thunk that Iassume he liked — you
at arelative disadvantage now that I've
me describe the VT100's one shortcould hear them skins a-ripplin' every
heard this amplifier. Audio Research has
coming: It could use more high-level
time he hit them.
raised the bar.
slam in the midbass. The lack of this
In drummer Billy Higgins's extended
4) Although Iprefer tubes to solidminimalist solo on "Oleo" on Classic's detracts from the amplifier's sense of
state, throughout, my reviewing career
authority on well-recorded music with
reissue of Sonny Rollins's Our Man in
I've tried to remain unbiased. I've always
considerable energy in that region.
Jazz (Classic LSP-2612), Higgins lets
believed that tubes and solid-state deWhat's odd is that the VT100 seems to
each drum shot resonate and decay into
signers have minimized the amplifying
lock in synergistically with my room in
the air of the club. His skins, too, are
devices' inherent coloration), r>tret' the
very loose. Listening to this track with the midbass. My room has aresonance
around the 100Hz region. With every years, and have converged toward an
the VT100, Ithought of my Uncle Sam.
overall neutral sound. With afew exAnd when Rollins reentered after Hig- other speaker/amp combination I've
ceptions, Idon't believe there is much of
tried in this relatively new listening
gins's solo, his breathy, guttural tone in
atube vs solid-state controversy anymore
room (seven amplifiers, three speakthe tenor sax's lower registers was not
among most designers. And Ibelieve the
ers), there is an exaggeration in the
unlike my father's. Suddenly Iwas
VT100 has captured all of the strengths
100Hz region at all but very low listentransported to that basement. An ampliof traditional tube designs, but has maning levels. With the VT100, however,
fier that can reproduce alevel of realism
aged to avoid their traditional colorations.
sufficient to dig up achildhood memory at medium to loud levels the
amp/speaker combination was actually But this extraordinary amplifier is beginthat had been buried for several decades
ning to make me wonder if current tube
flatter and more neutral than other
is pretty special.
technology may once again be edging
combinations I've tried, as the ampli2) King Crimson's double-trio "Thrak"
tour from last summer was the most fier excited my room resonances to a ahead of solid-state in the race for ultimate sonic realism.
moving rock performance I'd seen in a lesser extent.
5) William Zane Johnson is agenius. S
Ishould compare the VT100 to my
decade ("Records To Die For," February
reference amp of seven years, the Audio
1996).
past summe during afamiResearch Classic 60 (reviewed by JA in
ly barbecue, my nephew Benjamin
November 1990 and long since dismentioned that he'd seen afantastic rock
continued). Although in my room the
festival in New York the night before,
Classic 60 has (to my ear) beat out seriand had been particularly impressed by
the King Crimson set. Hmmm, I ous contenders from Cary, VTL, EAR,
and Perreaux, and though Isel prefer it
thought. Haven't tried Thrak (Virgin
overall to any currently available amplifi40313 2) on the ARC amp yet. "Hey,
Ben, Iwanna play you something." I er retailing for under $4500, its perforStereophile, March 1997

may once again be
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Polyfusion 940 preamplifier
with 230 HDCD D/A converter module
Steven Stone

A

fter reviewing complicated products like digital room-EQ systems (the Sigtech TF 1100 in
December 1996) and large, state-of-theart loudspeaker systems (the Dunlavy
SC-VI in August 1996), Ifound it a
pleasure to cover something basic like a
line-stage preamplifier. After all, acontrol preamp has only afew things to do:
choose the input source, adjust the gain.
allow for channel-balance adjustments,
and perhaps permit polarity reversal.
Simple, right?
Unfortunately, no active line-stage
preamps I've reviewed have been able
to accomplish these jobs without sonic
loss of transparency, resolution, detail,
and dimensionality. The sonic goal is
simple — utter neutrality. Though several preamplifiers have come close to
the mark, none has achieved it. The
Polyfusion 940 is the latest contender in
the line-stage preamp sweepstakes. Let
the games begin.
Technical tour

Though Polyfusion may sound like
what happens to aparrot in anuclear
reactor, die name actually means anumber of things. Polyfusion began as aspecialized electronic design firm dedicated
to technological solutions for the professional musical arts —their first product
was an analog music synthesizer, the
series 2000. Located in a20,000-squarefoot plant in Lancaster, New York,
they've been in business for 21 years and
currently make ISO-9000—grade industrial controls for many special high-tech
applications. Polyfusion's first high-end
consumer product was introduced in
1992. The model 900 D/A converter
was soon followed by acomplete line of
electronics including preamplifiers,
other D/A converters, and solid-state
power amps.
The Polyfusion 940 line-stage preamp has abusinesslike, anodized black
front panel populated by as few controls
as possible. Four square, black pushbuttons on the left select one of four linelevel inputs. Two additional pushbuttons activate the 940's two independent
Stereophile, March 1997

Polyfusion 940: Line-level, solid-state
stereo preamplifier. Frequency response: 5Hz-100kHz, ±0.1dB. Channel separation: >100dB at 1kHz.
Maximum voltage gain: 12dB. Input
impedance: 20k ohms (all inputs).
Maximum input level: +14dBU (4V
RMS). Maximum output level: +26dBU
(16V RMS), <0.01% THD. S/N ratio:
>105dB (unweighted). Noise floor: <-80dB. THD: <0.006% (1 kHz, +12dB).
Output impedance: 300 ohms unbalanced, 600 ohms balanced. Coupling:
DC with 3Hz servo amp. Power requirements: ±35V DC at 350mA
Dimensions: 19" W by 23/4" H by
13" D. Weight: 7lbs 6 oz.
Serial number of unit tested: 1015.
Price: $3250. Warranty: 3years limited
on parts and labor. Approximate number of dealers: 7.
Polyfusion 335: DC power supply.
AC input voltage: 100-240V AC (programmable). Frequency: 50Hz or
60Hz. Protection: fuse (user accessible); electronic current limiting on
outputs. Connection: molded threewire IEC removable cord. Transformer: custom 180VA toroidal de-

tape loops. The center of the faceplate is
occupied by backlit window that reads
"Polyfusion Audio 940" in luminous
green. To the right of the nameplate are
the Balance and Volume knobs, followed by the Mute pushbutton.
The lightweight, slim-line 940 uses
an external power supply connected via
aremovable umbilical cord. The 335
power supply weighs substantially more
than the 940, the 335's tonnage provided by the large toroidal transformer and
extensive regulation devices. The 335
has provisions for powering three
Polysion products simultaneously, so
you can add aPolyfusion CD transport
and external D/A without purchasing
additional power supplies.
Polyfusion's design philosophy for
the 940 is that circuit simplicity, premi-

sign. Output voltage: ±35V DC. Current capability: 2.5A (maximum continuous) each side.
Dimensions: 14 3
/"W by 31
4
/" H by
2
61
/"D. Weight: 8 lbs 10 oz.
4
Serial number of unit reviewed:
None
Price: Included with model 940.
Warranty: 3 years limited on parts
and labor.
Polyfusion 230: D/A converter module with HDCD decoding. Digital
inputs: BNC coaxial, AT&T (ST) optical. Input capture range: 32kHz48kHz with auto-lock. Converter resolution: 20-bit. Digital filter: 8x-oversampling Pacific Microsonics PMD
100. Analog filter: Polyfusion custom
3-pole, 40kHz, low-pass filter.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
None.
Price: $1750. Warranty: 3years limited.
Approximate number of dealers: 7.
Manufacturer: Polyfusion Audio, 30
Ward Road, Lancaster, NY 14086. Tel:
(716) 681-3040. Fax: (716) 681-2763.

um parts quality, and overall reliability
arc the most important attributes of a
high-end audio product. Rather than
relays, Polyfusion uses analog transmission gates for all switching functions.
These gates have much lower current
consumption, improved switching characteristics, and, according to Polyfusion
president Alan Pearce, proved to be sonically indistinguishable from direct
hard-wire connections.
The last three preamps I've reviewed I
have used resistor ladders driven by digital controls for volume attenuation. By
contrast, the Polyfusion 940 features
dual-ganged Noble pots for both attenu1Tlireshold T2 (July 1995 and Febniary 1996).
Carver Research Lightstar Direct (February 1996). and
Pass Labs Aleph l' (February and October 1996).
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POWER DRIVE DNA-0.5
DELUXE EDITION

Writing about the Budget Component of
1996, the critics said, "The McCormack DNA-0.5
Deluxe Edition amplifier [$15651 offers
performance that rivals much more costly
competition — in fact, the McCormack came in
second to the [$35,000] Krell Audio Standard in
the running for Amplification Component 1996.
"That puts it in pretty exalted company, but
our respondents were unequivocal in their
enthusiasm, lauding the McCormack's
palpability, crisp transients, punchy
percussiveness, and effortless sense of detail.
[Sam Telfig] called it 'one of the best amplifiers
period.' And that's without factoring in 'bank
for the buck.'"

Ifyou still think big sound means big bucks. better think
again.

Visit your local McCormack Audio Denies; or

contact us
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Weighing in at a healthy 20 lbs. -11 ozs, the
Ankh is the latest member of our family Like
its bigger siblings, the Re & Ay loudspeakers,
our little one has inherited the same pristine
sonic virtues: speed, transparency tonal neutrality & breathtaking imaging.
New crossover topology preserves the time
and phase coherence of the speaker, opening up spatial information as never before.
Minimum panel surfaces and critical bracing
support the drive units in producing high dynamic contrast and detail.
At Meret Audio, our goal is to provide the
musical truth in all of our loudspeaker designs. Unlock the hidden potential of your
recordings. Audition the Re, Ay and our new
baby, the Ankh.
Dealer Inquiries Invited.

Ankh Loudspeaker

10920 Indian Trail, Suite 301
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Inside the Polyfusion 940 preamplifier with 230 HDCD D/A converter module

anon and channel-balance. While many
preamp designers feel that pots of any
kind degrade fidelity, Polyfusion felt the

simplicity and reliability of Noble pots
outweighed their possible negative sonic
impact. These pots have along history of

T

impossible to determine if the 230 would
pass 20-bit data at its input to the DACs.
The 230/940's output level was a
moderate 2.3V from the single-ended
outputs and 4.6V from the balanced outputs. Source impedance measured exactly 300 ohms single-ended) and 600
ohms (balanced) from the main outputs.
The tape output jacks (unbalanced) also
measured 300 ohms output impedance.
As expected, the 940's "normal" outputs were noninverting, and the "inverting" outputs did indeed invert. DC levels were low, measuring less than lmV
from any output, balanced or unbalanced. Because the 230 wouldn't lock
to the System One, Icouldn't determine if the unit would lock to 32kHz
and 48kHz sampling frequencies. Most
processors will, however, correctly decode these frequencies.
Fig.1 is the 230's frequency response
and response with the de-emphasis circuit switched in. It looks as though the
D/A converter's analog output stage has
been tweaked to have arising top end.
Although the rise is just alittle more
than 0.5dB, it spans arather wide bandwidth. This will make the 940/230
sound alittle airier and more detailed.
The de-emphasis response (lower pair
of traces in fig.1) shows alarge positive
de-emphasis error in addition to the frequency-response error. A pre-emphasized CD will have aboost of 1.5dB at

he Polyfusion 940's unusual combination of digital/analog converter and preamplifier in one chassis
made measuring the unit alittle different
from running tests on astandard DAC or
preamplifier. I'll therefore separate the
measurements into two sections: the
940's bench performance as aD/A converter, and as an analog preamplifier.
First considering the 230 digital processor module, Iwas unable to get the
unit to lock to the Audio Precision
System One's digital output. Although
the System One's digital signal generator
has high jitter (thaes why we use aPS
Audio Lambda transport for all jitter
measurements), this was only the second
time aprocessor has refused to lock to
the System One. Isuspect that the 230's
input receiver PLL accepts only anarrow
range of input frequencies, which will
lower jitter but require that the source's
clock frequency be very close to the frequency "window" of the Polyfusion.
Because Icouldn't use the System
One's DSP signal generator, Idrove the
230 with aPS Audio Lambda transport
playing test signals from the CBS Test
CD. That's why the following D/A
converter measurements look like CDplayer measurements: The Lambda/
230/940 combination was essentially
functioning as aCD player. Moreover,
without the ability to drive the 230 with
test signals longer than 16 bits, it was
Stereophrie, March 1997

reliability, and have been aprofessional
standard for amillennium or two.
To drive its output, the 940 uses
matched FET input devices cascoded
into critically matched vertical DMOSFETs in a symmetrical array.
Both the N-channel and P-channel
MOSFETs are biased at avery high
level so that they run in class-A operation 99% of the time. To allow for this
high biasing, the current capabilities of
all of the 940's output devices are rated
at least 40% higher than their maximum levels. Just after the volume control are two complete identical linestages that split the single-ended signal
between them to derive abalanced output. Rather than capacitors, Polyfusion
uses a servo feedback circuit, set to
3Hz, to block DC. If DC is detected on
its output, arelay will immediately shut
down the preamp.
The 940 has 13 separate voltage-regulator circuits for its DC-power operating voltages. Polyfusion's designers feel

10kHz, making it sound overly bright.
Fortunately, few CDs are recorded with
pre-emphasis. This top-end boost is
present only in the DAC, not the
Polyfusion's analog line stage (as we'll
see later).
The 230/940's channel separation
(not shown) was moderate, measuring
90dB at lkHz, but decreasing to 70dB
at 16kHz. A spectral analysis of the
Polyfusion's output when decoding a
lIcHz, —90dB dithered sinewave (fig2)
reveals some problems with the unit.
First, the 230's converters add some
even-harmonic distortion, seen as the
peak at 2kHz (with asmaller energy
peak at 4kHz). Second, the unit has a
very high noise level from about 60Hz
to 500Hz. The peaks at 60Hz, 120Hz,
and 180Hz indicate that the noise is

0.0

I.0
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00
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Fig.1

Polyfusion 230, frequency response (top)
and de-emphasis response (bottom) (right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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been justified: The Shure VIS has returned.
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beryllium MICROWALL/Bei" cantilever and an
ultra-fine Micro-Ridge diamond tip, the VIS Type
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and Illuminati were used for the optical
input. The 230 module has its own specially designated front-panel input button, with asmall amber light labeled
"HDCD" just below. When an
HDCD-encoded disc is detected, the
During the three-month
light goes on.
While the Polyfusion 940's external
review period the
fit and finish are very good, on apar
Polyfusion 940
with aBoulder or Pass Labs unit, it does
not rival audio jewelry from Rowland
performed flawlessly.
or Cello. However, if you want gear
that's ideal for narcissistic navel-gazing,
look elsewhere. Polyfusion is built like
input connections, the BNC does offer
high-quality pro gear: for go rather than
amore appropriate connection for highfor show. During the three-month
frequency data transmission. Iused an
review period the Polyfusion 940 perAural Symphonics Digital Statement
cable terminated with both an RCA and formed flawlessly, as pro gear should.
Once optimally set up, there were no
BNC as well as aFidelus digital BNCterminated digital cable with aBNC/ odd noises, mysterious hums, or strange
RCA adapter, to connect the outputs of sounds. The only glitch was when the
aPS Audio Lambda Pro transport and a 940 was attached to apair of Manley
240 power amplifiers: Switching on the
Sony TCD-D8 DAT recorder to the
mute caused amoderately loud click.
Polyfusion 230's coaxial input. AT&T
With the Boulder 500 AE and Pass
optical cables from Aural Symphonics

that proper power regulation and isolation are imperative to optimize performance. All internal and external connectors have gold-plated contacts, and
circuit boards are made of FR-4 glassepoxy laminate. All internal wiring is
silver-plated multistrand with Teflon
insulation.
The Polyfusion 940 has only singleended RCA inputs, but both RCA and
XLR outputs. The 940 has two pairs of
main outs, for both single-ended and
balanced connections. These outputs
can be configured with both outputs in
parallel phase, or with one set inverted.
This output arrangement allows for
convenient bi-amping, or driving amps
in two separate rooms. While switching
output connections is not as hassle-free
as apolarity-reversal switch on the front
panel, optional inverted outputs do
allow for components or source material requiring inverted phase. Just be sure
to turn off your power amps before you
switch cables.

The 230 HDCD` D/A module
comes standard with both an AT&T
optical and BNC coaxial inputs. While
not as universal as RCA coaxial digital

power-supply related. This is puzzling,
because the 940/230 combination uses
an outboard power supply. Moreover,
this noise was present no matter what
the grounding arrangement was with
the AC line (a cheater plug didn't help)

or with the System One. The power
supply was on the floor, well away from
the main unit and the connecting
cables. This noise was also apparent on
the wideband spectral analysis with an
input signal of all zeros (fig.3). This
trace also reveals the noise-shaping used
by the 230's digital decoding.
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Fig.2

Polyfusion 230, spectrum of dithered IkHz
tone at -90.31dBFS, with noise and spuriae
(16-bit data, '4-octave analysis, right channel dashed).
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Fig.4 Polyfusion 230, right channel, departure
from linearity (2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 is the 230's right-channel linearity, which shows good performance
and better-than-16-bit resolution. (The
left channel's linearity was identical.)
The 230's reproduction of a 1kHz,
—90dB undithered sinewave (fig.5)
shows some odd DAC behavior. Look
at the waveform just after the 50011s,
1.5ms, 2.5ms, 3.5ms, and 4.5ms vertical
divisions. The signal begins to swing
negative (and even crosses the zero axis),
then briefly swings positive again before
continuing negative. The high apparent
noise level is likely dither generated by
the PMD100 HDCD decoder/filter to
help make the DACs work better.
An FFT-derived spectral analysis of
the 940's output when the 230 was
decoding afull-scale mix of 19kHz and
20kHz tones shows alow level of inter-

1.61

5011.

100 1161
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Fig.3

Polyfusion 230, spectrum of digital silence
(16-bit data, '4-octave analysis, right channel dashed).
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Fig.5
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Polyfusion 230, waveform of undithered
lkHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS (16-bit
data).
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Fig.6 Polyfusion 230, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at OdBFS (linear frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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"The Magneplanar®2.7s
are simply outstanding."
"...the 2.7s are a must-listen. if Iwere in the market for a
$2000(pr.) loudspeaker, I'd be camping here."
Jonathan Vann
FI: The Magazine of Music & Sound, Nov., 1996

4

..c loudspeaker can only serve one master,
and for the 2.7,
music is king" ,
"Recommended with great enthusiasm."
Paul A. Cervantes
Audio Observatory, Vol. 3, No. 10
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Fax 1-612-426-0441
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Goertz MI matched impedance speaker cables -high purity copper and silver, flat, solid conductors. The patented
Goertz design virtually eliminates high frequency roll-off, skin
effect below 501(1-1z., hum from power wiring, and cross talk.
The lowest inductance in the business.
Goertz high performance interconnects -18 gauge two flat
solid conductors sandwiched together. Unprecedented clarity
of treble and high to mid-range, interconnects provide anear
match of cable characteristic impedance with the impedance at
the signal source. Offered in RCA and XLR balanced versions.
Virtually distortion free.

Ç.

MI 3IMIAG 3
(7 AWG Speaker Cable)

MI 2IMIAG 2
(10 AWG Speaker Cable)

MI1 /MI AG 1
(13 AWG Speaker Cable)

RCA Interconnect

Used together -they provide asignal path between amplifier
and transducer that is "as distortion-free as possible within the
limits of present technology" Goertz products are idealfor highend stereo and home theater applications.

Gaeffi
by Alpha-Core, Inc.
MADE IN USA

Balanced XLR
Interconnect

All available in
copper or silver

For adealer nearest you, call 1-800-836-5920
Fax:203-384-8120 -Visit us at: http://www.alphacore.corn
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Aleph 0amps, pushing the Mute button
produced only silence.
Sound
One of the primary laws of high-end
audio is that everything makes adifference in the sound of astereo system.
For ahandful of audiophiles, this law
justifies lunatic-fringe levels of analcompulsive tweaking. Long-time Stereophile readers will know that other than J.
Gordon Holt, I'm probably the least
tweaky contributor on the magazine's
staff.
Still, despite my aversion to religiously crossing cables, daubing lotions on
terminations, and moving around oddly
shaped wooden boxes, Istill find it necessary to optimize asetup when anew
component is installed. When Ifirst
hooked up the Polyfusion 940 to my
main system, Idiscovered alow-level
hum in one channel. First thing Idid
was float the 940's AC ground. Better,
but there was still afaint hum about

modulation products (fig.6).
When Iopened the top to measure
the 940's jitter, Idiscovered that the
DACs and HDCD filter are encased in
modules, making the clock signals inaccessible for jitter measurements.
Looking next at the 940 as an analog
preamplifier, the unit's output impedance, as stated earlier, was 300 ohms
from the unbalanced outputs and 600
ohms from the balanced jacks. The 940
is noninverting from the line input
to "normal" (noninverting) line output.
Maximum voltage gain measured
18.6dB at the single-ended outputs and
24.6dB at the balanced outputs. The
input impedance was just over 20k
ohms. S/N ratio measured arespectable 86dB unweighted, 93dB when Aweighted. Both channels had identical
Seemed* .
00N0vnen no. 1110.N

ing the AC to ahigh-end-friendly state.
This is all to remind you that the
world is in aconstant state of flux. Just
because your system is fine this week
doesn't mean something won't degrade
its performance next week. It's agood
idea to check out everything periodicalEternal vigilance
ly, especially in urban environments
is the price of optimum
where you have no idea what sort of
electronic contraption your neighbor
performance.
has just installed. Eternal vigilance is the
price of optimum performance.
What does any of this have to do with
the AC wall outlet and the AC connecthe sound of the Polyfusion 940? Everytions for all my front-end gear. Bingo —
thing and nothing. The 940 is an
absolute silence. Isuspect the low-level
extremely low-noise, high-resolution
hum might have been present for afew
preamp. Even when the gain is turned
weeks, but because Iwasn't doing any
up to full-tilt-boogie levels, there were
equipment reviews, Ihadn't noticed.
no extraneous sounds once the system
My front-end gear shares its AC with
was optimized. All preamps should be
much of my wife's aquarium gear. The
this quiet. Good high-end preamps
incremental addition of pumps, filters,
should subscribe to avariation of the
lights, and heaters during the last month
Hippocratic oath: "Do no ill." Unforfinally polluted the AC sufficiently to
tunately, like some gurus in the new age
become audible. The Foundation conditioner did an excellent job of return- medical fringe who try to make people

70dI3 down. Next Itook aPower Science LTD Foundation power-line conditioner that had been hooked up
between my power amps and their dedicated AC lines, and placed it between

S/N performance.
The 940's frequency response (analog in, analog out) was ruler-flat to well
above the audioband, and is not worth
showing. However, there was nearly
0.5dB channel imbalance. The 940's
channel separation (also not shown)
was about 10dB greater when measured
with an analog input rather than with
the DAC in the signal path. The lowfrequency noise seen earlier in the spectral analyses of figs3 and 4intrudes on
the crosstalk measurement below
700Hz.
Fig.7 shows the way in which the
940's THD+N varies with frequency
for the balanced and unbalanced outputs. (The input level was 1V and the
940 was loaded with 100k ohms.) The
unbalanced outputs have higher distortion at low frequencies, but the distor-

tion is extremely low — less than
0.006% across the band from the balanced outputs.
Fig.8 is aspectral analysis of the
940's output when driving a 50Hz
sinewave at 1V into 100k ohms. The
distortion is very low, and no single
harmonic product dominates. Note
that the power supply harmonics seen
in the DAC module's output are
absent here. Fig.9 shows how the 940's
THD+N percentage varies with output level (in volts) into 100k ohms for
the balanced and unbalanced outputs.
This is asufficient level to drive any
power amplifier, even from the unbalanced jacks.
Overall, the 940 had low distortion and
asensible amount of gain and input and
output impedances. The low-frequency
noise in the DAC section was cause for
concern, however.
—Robert Harley
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Fig.7

Polyfusion 940, THD+noise vs frequency at
1V into 100k ohms (from top to bottom
below 150Hz: unbalanced, balanced (right
channel dashed).
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Fig.8

L

AI\

Polyfusion 940, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 1V into 100k ohms
(linear frequency scale).

Fig.9

Polyfusion 940, distortion (%) vs output
voltage into 100k ohms at IkHz.
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Mark... We Accept the Challenge!
From ihe desk of Mark LSchifter
January 1, 1997
Dear Friends:
Please take amoment of your time to thoroughly read this important message.
I'm writing this short note today tointroduce you to my dear friends at Camelot
Technology. By this time, many of you

2

know that I'm no longer apart of Audio
Alchemy, Inc. One of the greatest gifts

Model One Hundred Sixty

that Alchemy has given me was the privilege to work with people like Howard
Arthur Schilling, who was my National
Sales Manager over the last year at Alchemy.
Howard is atruly gifted young man with
skill sets and desire the likes of which I've

The quest for music leads to Muse.

never seen. I'm truly proud of Howard
and all of his accomplishments at Alchemy. Iexpected nothing less, as
I
Ioward is the son of one of the Godfathers of the "Audio Industry"...Mel
Schilling.
I've known Mel since my late teens and

Muse Electronics
PO. Mt 2198
Garden Grove. CA 92842-2198
Telephone +714-554 -8200
FAX +714-554-5643
EMai muse_usaemetcom.com

Model Eighteen

he has had aprofoundly positive influence
on my life. Mel understands the complexities of the industry thoroughly, and commands my utter respect and admiration.
May Ishare candidly and personally that
Mel has been like afather to me. Ifeel
privileged to have aspecial friend like Mel.
The reasons for this communique' are
simple. Camelot Technology will he unveiling anew direction next week at the
CES show, one that Ithink all of you will
appreciate and admire. As well, Iwould
like to unequivocally state that these are

Runs circles
around
straight wire.

people that you can put your trust in.
They understand our great industry, and
will serve you in amanner that you will
appreciate.
Look for the sword to not only rise... hut
to live on!
With mv very best personal regards,
See anJ hear the magic.

30 Snowflake Rd.

0

Huntingdon Valley 4.
Pennsylvania 19006 USA 4.
215.357.8356 0

etunclet
,(-11..(11(8,
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fax 215.357.7859
www.eamelot-tech.com
Email: camelotercamelottech.com
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For your nearest dealer call 1-888-XL0-CABLES
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recording Ihad made with JGH of
Itzhak Perlman performing the
Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto, the back
of the orchestra was no longer as welldefined, sidewall refections were not as
easy to pick out, and some depth was
lost, especially in the rear third of the
soundstage. It reminded me of the differences Iheard between the EAD direct
feed and the Pass Aleph Ppreamp — the
While Polyfusion's
active line-stage caused aloss of immediacy, as if the signal were going through
$1750 internal HDCD D/A
alot more stuff, which, of course, it was.
When Icompared the internal Polyis not the equal of
fusion 230 A/D module with the EAD
EAD's $7500 unit,
9000's output through the 940, the
results were very interesting. While the
the sound was
EAD had aslightly larger overall soundstage, with more dimensionality and
remarkably close.
better depth, the 230 had better lateral
focus. On recordings made in naturally
reverberant spaces —like Joel Cohen
superiority against the preamp under
test was not as dramatic as it had been in and The Boston Camerata's The Sacred
Bridge (Erato 45513-2, DDD) — the
the past.
Digital decoding
EAD did abetter job of preserving the
When the EAD went through the
My standard procedure when reviewing
side- and back-wall reverberance than
Polyfusion (since the 940 doesn't propreamps is to compare the sound of the
EAD DSP 9000 III D/A driving amps vide for balanced inputs, Iused asingle- did the 230. The Polyfusion seemed
slightly less adept at preserving such
directly, with its sound through the test ended RCA connection), the overall
small nuances of low-level information
size of the soundstage was reduced,
preamp. The Polyfusion 940's inclusion
as the final trailing sound of music as it
depth was slightly truncated, low-level
of abuilt-in D/A module added anew
fades into oblivion.
inner detail was lost, transient attacks
wrinkle to the test procedure. Not only
This loss of extreme low-level detail,
did Icompare the EAD's direct feed were softened, and there was aslight
coupled with the slight reduction of
with its sound through the Polyfusion, I blurring of image focus. While these
soundstage size, were the Polyfusion's
sonic reductions were very slight, they
also compared the EAD with the sound
were nonetheless noticeable. On a only faults. It was amazing how harof the Polyfusion's built-in D/A.

super-healthy, some audio designers
feel their job is to make gear that produces sound that's even more "musical"
than the source. As Ido more and more
recording projects, Ifind gear that tries
to "improve" upon my source material
less and less appealing. The Polyfusion
940 is the kind of preamp that shares
this "pro-audio" point of view. It is not a
sonic pleasure-enhancement device, but
atool to perform certain tasks while
doing as little to the sound as possible.
Ilike that.
As Isaid at the beginning of this
review, no preamp I've experienced has
ever been as neutral as no preamp. The
Polyfusion 940 is no exception. Fortunately, the 940's sonic sins are all of
omission. While the 940 is not quite as
transparent as astraight wire, at least it
adds no audible variations to the harmonic balance of the music.

Exhausting, but it kept me from smoking too many cigars. While Polyfusion's
$1750 internal HDCD D/A is not the
equal of EAD's $7500 unit, the sound
was remarkably close. Still, the best
overall digital sound came from the
EAD DSP 9000 III directly driving
amps via its balanced outputs, but its

System

A

nalog sources were a VPI
TNT Jr. turntable with upgrade and outboard flywheel
on aBright Star base and Townshend
Seismic Sink. Toneanns mounted on
the TNT were the Graham 1.5t/C
and Clearaudio/Souther TQ-1. Cartridges included the van den Hul MC1Super, Dynavector XX-11 low-output MC, and Fidelity Research/van
den Hul FR-1. Digital front-ends were
the PS Audio Lambda CD transport
and Sony TCD-D8 DAT recorder
connected via coaxial, AES/EBU,
TosLinlc, and AT&T optical connectors to an EAD 9000 III D/A.
Other preamps in-house were the
Carver Lightspeed and Pass Aleph P
line-level units, with Vendetta SCP2C, Audio Research PH-2, and Gold
Aero dB-45 outboard phono units.
Power amps were the Boulder 500
AE, Manley Reference 240, and Pass
Aleph 0. Loudspeakers were the
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Dunlayy Signature SC-VIs.
Interconnects included Straight
Wire Virtuoso (balanced), Audio
Magic Sorcerer (balanced), Synergistic
Research Kaleidoscope (balanced termination), WireWorld Eclipse (both
balanced and single-ended), and Discovery Signature (balanced). Speaker
cables used were Dunlavy Labs DAL8Z, Audio Magic Sorcerer, AudioTruth
Argent Hyperlitz, AudioMagic Reference, Synergistic Research Resolution
Reference, and Discovery Signature
cable, all in 8' lengths.
Digital cables used were Mod Squad
Wonder Link 1coaxial, Audio Magic
Sorcerer coaxial, TARA Labs RSC
Master AES/EBU, Illuminati RCA
coaxial and AES/EBU, Aural Symphonics Digital Statement cable in
both RCA coaxial and AT&T optical,
AudioQuest and Sony TosLink connectors, and Toslink fiber-optic cable
from Parasound. Other accessories

included RoomTunes CornerTunes,
EchoTunes, and Ceiling Clouds, Acoustic Sciences Tube Traps, and an Arcid
Levitation stand with power amps on
Bright Star Audio Big Rock bases.
Also: Shakti Stones, VPI Magic
Bricks, Fluxbuster, PAD break-in
disk, Music and Sound ferrite beads,
AudioQuest ferrite clamps, NoiseTrapper Power Strip, Foundation AC
line conditioner, Power Science LTD,
and power cords from Synergistic
Research, TARA Labs, and Aural
Symphonies.
Also used were the AudioQuest
record brush, Gryphon "Exorcist"
conditioning tool, Nitty Gritty record-cleaning machine, RadioShack
Sound Pressure Meter, Kleenmaster
Brillianize CD cleaner, and a1938
Gibson L-5 arch-top acoustic guitar.
—Steven Stone
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Following in the path of the original and extremely well received Assemblage
DAC-1, the DAC-2 appears to be another big hit with customers and reviewers alike.
the DAC-2 builds on the strengths of the original DAC-1, with its dual Burr-Brown PCM
1702 20 bit DACs, Crystal CS8412 input receiver, toroidal power transformer and
Analog Devices based output stage, but adds HDCD capability with the PMD-100 digital filter chip, an extra co-ax digital input on a BNC jack, a phase invert switch, three
more power supply regulation stages with greatly increased power supply capacitance,
and improved parts quality in the analog output stage. The best news is that all these
improvements come with avery small price, the DAC-2 digital processor kit is $499.00
u.s.! Of course, the DAC-2 also comes with our 30 day satisfaction guarantee, two
year limited warranty, AND our assembly guarantee. (If you can't get it to work, we will!)
For those of you with the upgrade bug, we also have aparts upgrade kit available
for the DAC-2. This kit includes Caddock resistors and MultiCap capacitors for the analog output stage, Kimber silver and Illuminati hook-up wire, EAR and Soundcoat isolation and damping materials, Linear Technology voltage regulators, and more parts that
make a significant improvement in the performance of the stock DAC-2. The parts
upgrade kit is available at a special package price of $149.00, which makes it even
more good news!
For more information on any of our products, please call, write, Fax or E-mail us
and we will be happy to assist you.
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monically similar the 230 module and the
EAD 9000 III sounded. Not only were
their harmonic and tonal balances identical, but they shared the same, virtually
grainless, electronic texture. Even with
the Polyfusion's slightly reduced definition, it was just as easy to hear subtle differences between my recent chamberorchestra recordings made with aSony
SBM D/A and aWadia model 17 D/A.
Analog
Originally the Polyfusion 940 was to
have an internal phono-preamp module
available as aoption. The front panel
even has adedicated pushbutton for this
purpose. Unfortunately for analoglovers, Polyfusion decided demand did
not warrant making the module. Bummer — if their phono stage was as good
as the rest of the preamp, it'd be ahoney.
For analog sources Iused both the
Audio Research PH-2 and my trusty
Vendetta Research SCP-2C. Funny how
Iseem to be drawn to out-of-production phono stages. Ihad planned to
review the PH-2, which is simply wonderful, but Audio Research decided to
cease production as of January 1, 1997.
They figure that the PH-3 satisfies
99.9% of their phono-stage market.
Tough luck for the last 0.1%.
Analog sounded very nice through
the 940. Its 12dB of gain was enough to
generate satisfying volume levels, even
with the measly 48dB of gain delivered
by the Audio Research PH-2. Every
time Iget comfortable with the sound of
CDs, it takes only afew minutes with a
well-done analog recording to shake me
out of digital complacency: Good analog
still sounds better than good digital.
Irecently received Dar Williams's
The Honesty Room (Rock The House
2816-1) from Classic Records. What a
revelation. Ihave copies of the Watermelon and Razor and Tie versions of
the CD, and Ithought Iknew it well.
The LP is so far superior in inner detail,
top-end clarity, and overall musicality as
to render the CDs mere pale imitations
of the truth. Even with the PH-2 phono
stage going through the Polyfusion 940,
the LP's superiority was ridiculously
obvious. Compared to my hotrod LP
setup,2 the Polyfusion 940 caused the
same sort of reductions in soundstage
size, depth, low-level detail, and transient speed as with digital sources. None
of these subtractive colorations were sufficient to reduce my musical pleasure,
but all were quite evident in A/B tests.
2For critical liste
g, Ilb IVe amps directly from the
PH-2 phono preamp. Fla\ back level is controlled by
cartridge selection.
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Comparisons
So how does the Polyfusion 940 rate
compared to the other preamps I've
reviewed in the last year? In two words —
acontender. The Polyfusion was far
superior to the less expensive Carver
Lightspeed preamp in its active mode,
where the Carver achieves only Class C
performance. The Lightspeed is definitely more transparent in passive balanced operation, however. On arecent
recording Imade of Ted Kuchar conducting the Boulder Philharmonic in

Audiophiles who value
honesty and musical truth
over eye and ear candy
will appreciate the
Polyfusion 940's rational
approach to sound
reproduction.
Respighi's Pines ofRome, the Carver preserved the triangle's individuality better
than the Polyfusion did. Especially during crescendos, the Carver prevented
the triangle from smearing and blending in with the rest of the orchestra. The
Carver's impressive performance in passive mode was tempered by its lack of
gain. It's apoor match for any low-output cartridge mated with the Audio
Research PH-2.
The Polyfusion 940's lack of remotecontrol capabilities or apolarity-reversal
switch does make it ergonomically
more primitive than the Carver. The
Polyfusion is set up like atraditional
high-end preamp rather than amodern
couch-potato special. If you can rig up
your system so that the Carver can be
used as abalanced passive preamp,
impossible to beat its combination of
great sound and ergonomic elegance.
But if you must run single-ended
devices that need an active line stage to
get satisfying volume levels, the Polyfusion is amuch better choice.
The Pass Aleph Pis somewhat more
expensive than the Polyfusion, but for
the extra grand it offers basic remotecontrol functions and the ability to
accept either single-ended or balanced
inputs. The Polyhision offers more output options and an extra tape loop.
Considering how different these solidstate preamps are in design, it was
amazing how similar they actually
sounded. In ablind A/B test Ifound

that their soundstage dimensions, harmonic balances, inner detail, treatment
of depth, even their renditions of low
bass, were nearly identical. I've switched cables in systems and heard larger
sonic differences than Iheard between
these two preamps.
Both preamps were remarkably silent
during operation, even when turned up
all the way. Because the Pass delivers an
additional 10dB of gain, it had lower
noise at maximum output. In terms of
overall value, for some people the
Polyfusion's internal D/A might tip the
scales in its favor. But for audiophiles
who already have agreat A/D, and
especially if the A/D has balanced outputs, the Pass would be abetter choice.
Both units produce Class A sound, so it
comes down to ergonomics and individual features. (Golly, that sounds suspiciously like something you'd read in
Gmsumer Rtports.)
Summary
For most people, active line-stage preamps are anecessary evil. Even diehard tweak audiophiles like to be able
to change input sources without having to shut down their amps and crawl
around on their knees detaching and
reattaching wires. When you consider
that most stereo systems are used by
people who may only want to sit
down and listen to music, some convenient way of switching sources is
imperative. While passive preamps
offer apurer, more direct sonic path to
the music, their lack of gain can make
it difficult to fit them into many systems. So we're back at square one,
contemplating active line-stage preamps. Ain't real life adrag?
As active line-stage preamps go, you
can do far worse than the Polyfusion
940. While it lacks remote-control
capabilities, the addition of the internal
230 HDCD D/A module makes the
overall package very attractive. Yes, it
would be nice to have apolarity switch
on the front panel, but at least you can
cope with the vagaries of absolute phase
by using its inverted outputs.
Fit'n'finish are good enough to satisfy
any professional audio standard, but not
the sort of finicky finish that makes
audio gear into objets d'art. Seekers of
sonic bromides or magical musical
elixirs will find the Polyfusion's no-nonsense, matter-of-fact presentation little
help in achieving orgiastic ecstasy. However, audiophiles who value honesty and
musical truth over eye and ear candy will
appreciate the Polyfusion 940's rational
approach to sound reproduction.
S
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NAD 515 CD changer
Robert Harley

II

nan editorial back in the July 1991
Stereophile ("As We See It," p.5), Iexplored the definition of the term
"high-end audio." The essay argued that
the appellation "high-end" had nothing
to do with price, brand name, or thickness of the product's front panel. Iproposed instead asingle criterion for determining if aproduct is high-end or
not: Did the designer care about how
much musical satisfaction the product
brought to the user? Or was he just designing abox of electronics to be sold
like any other commodity?
A product is high-end if the designer
tried — and had the skill — to make a
component that reproduces sound in
the most musical way possible fàr agiven
parts budge. This means alow-priced
product can be "high-end," while aless
carefully realized but more expensive
product is not. High-end is largely a
matter of attitude, not price.
Which brings us to the NAD 515 reviewed here. Can a$500 CD changer be
considered "high-end"? Or is there some
minimum level below which the term
doesn't apply? Icontend that there's
potentially aplace in the high-end hierarchy for a$500 CD changer. The value of
aproduct should be judged by its ability
to bring better-sounding music to whatever price level the listener can afford.
The more inclusive the "high-end," the

better. Of course, any product that
sounds amusical cannot be recommended, no matter what the designer's intent
or the product's parts pedigree.
Technology
The 515 is housed in achassis just abit
bigger than that of astandard single-disc
CD player. The front panel's large loading tray, however, identifies the 515 as a
multidisc carousel player. A row of buttons selects one of five CDs in the carousel for play. A large display shows the
usual information (track number, track
time, etc.), along with agraphical representation of the five-disc carousel. You
can also see which disc number is active
by pressing the "time" button several
times. This control scrolls through different display modes, including remaining track time and remaining disc time.
The usual transport controls are located
on the front panel's upper-right corner.
After you open the loading tray, abutton lets you rotate the carousel for inserting or removing discs. You can open
the tray and change discs while another
disc is playing.
Analog outputs arc provided on rearpanel RCA jacks. You can add aseparate
digital/analog converter to the 515 by
connecting the outboard converter to the
515's coaxial (RCA) output jack. It's refreshing to see coaxial digital output on a

1

NAD 515 CD changer
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Description: 5-disc CD changer
with hybrid Bitstream/ladder converter. Digital filter: 8x-oversampiing. Analog filter: 4-pole active.
Frequency response: 5Hz-20kHz,
±0.5dB. De-emphasis error: ±0.3dB.
THD+N: 0.003% (1kHz, full-scale).
Intermodulation distortion: <96dB
(19kHz+20kHz). Linearity: ±0.5dB,
OdB to -90dB. S/N ratio: >90dB, Aweighted. Channel separation:
>90dB, 1kHz and 10kHz. Output
impedance: 220 ohms. Output
level: 2V at full-scale.
Dimensions: 17.125" W by 4.175"
H by 15" D. Weight: 15.4 lbs (net),
16.94 lbs (shipping).
Serial number of unit tested:
3413.
Price: 8499. Approximate number
of dealers: 300.
Distributor: KH America Inc., 89
Doug Brown Way, Holliston, MA
01746. Tel: (800) 356-9470. Fax:
(508) 429-2426.
budget player rather than the sonically
inferior TosLink optical connection. The
515 also has an RCA input/output loop
called "NAD Link" for controlling the
515 as part of amulriroom system.
As you'd expect from a five-disc
changer, the 515 has extensive programming functions. In addition to uninterrupted sequential play of all five discs,
the 515 can be programmed to play up
to 30 tracks. A shuffle mode plays tracks
randomly from different discs. If you
have the shuffle mode engaged accidentally, it can be astartling experience.
This happened to me the first time I
loaded the 515 and listened to music
while elsewhere in the house as the 515
was warming up. After the first track of
Jack DeJohnette's Parallel Realities
(MCA MCAD-42313), Keb' Mo's selftitled album (0Keh/Epic EK 57863)
inexplicably started playing.
Ienjoyed the 515's large and spreadout front-panel transport controls, along
with the icon-based carousel display.
The remote control's slim profile fit in
my hand nicely, although it had alightweight feel. In addition, the 515's be159
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New Acoustic Dimension
When Ithink of high-value products that offer good sound at alow
price, the first name that comes to
mind is NAD. Started as "New
Acoustic Dimension" in Europe in
the early 1970s, NAD was formed in
reaction to the mass-market brands'
increasing emphasis on features and
front-panel lights rather than sound
quality. NM) filled amarket niche
by combining musically sensitive designs with mass manufacturing techniques. For along time, the only
alternative to expensive high-end
products or mass-market receivers
was NAD.

That situation has changed, however, with the entry of other companies competing in the same market
segment. We now have a much
wider choice of "entry-level highend" products. Partly because of this
increased competition (and other
factors), NAD has taken a lower
profile over the past few years. The
company has, however, recently reorganized, formed manufacturing
alliances with new factories (which
should lay to rest NAD's somewhat
checkered reputation for reliability),
and restructured its distribution
network.
—Robert Harley

port rotates the selected disc to the right
rear corner of the machine, where the
laser pickup resides.
The power supply is located on asmall
circuit board mounted componentsdown in the left rear corner. The rest of
the electronics are on alarger but still relaInside the 515
Popping the 515's hood revealed a tively small circuit board located just
Philips-made transport mechanism that behind the rear panel's analog output
consumes the entire chassis. The trans- jacks.

tween-discs search time was lightningfast. In fact, disc switching was so fast
that the pause between discs was only a
little longer than the pause between
tracks on the same disc.

T

he 515's maximum output level
measured 2.11V in the left channel and 2.075V in the right when
playing afull-scale ¡kHz sinewave. This
voltage difference represents achannel
imbalance of 0.15dB. Contrary to the
specified output impedance of 200
ohms, Imeasured the 515's output impedance at just under 1000 ohms at
31Hz, licHz, and 20kHz. Considering
that the Linn Majik-I has an input
impedance of just 8.8k ohms, the 515's
highish output impedance is on the
verge of running into problems with
the Majik. Although Iheard no problems with this combination, ideally a
component's source impedance should
be less than one-tenth that of the preamplifier's input impedance. (By the
way, the other amplifiers Iused were
fine: the Audio Note OTO has an input
impedance of awhopping 120k ohms;
the NAD 317 is specified at 20k ohms.)
DC levels measured 1.9mV (left
channel) and 2mV (right), negligible
values. The 515 doesn't invert absolute
polarity; apositive-going impulse on a
test CD is reproduced as apositive-going pulse at the 515's output. The 515's
Stereophi/e, March 1997

tracking performance was average to
good, with the player negotiating track
35 on the Pierre Verany Test CD's progressively more challenging test tracks,
but skipping on track 36.
Fig.1 shows the 515's frequency
response and de-emphasis response. We
can see the 0.15dB channel imbalance
noted earlier (the dotted, or right-channel trace is lower in level than the left
channel). The frequency response is
predictably flat, but the de-emphasis
response has anegative error of 0.7dB at
4kHz, outside NAD's specified 03dB
maximum de-emphasis error. The
result will be aslight treble softening
...me
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NAD 515, frequency response (top) and deemphasis response (bottom) (right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).

The 515 is astudy in miniaturization,
parts economy, and simplicity. The
larger of the two boards contains some
power-supply components, transport
control electronics, all decoding and
error-correction functions (these on a
tiny Philips SAA7345 surface-mount
chip), DAC, and analog output stage.
One side of the board is loaded with
surface-mount components, the other
side with through-hole parts. All of
these electronics fit on acircuit board a
little bigger than a3" by 5" index card.
The 515 is based on anew Philips part
called the TDA1549. This device combines an 8x-oversampling digital filter,
Bitstream DAC, multibit "ladder" DAC,
and analog output stage on one tiny
dual-channel surface-mount chip. Lowlevel signals are converted to analog by a
Bitstream (1-bit) DAC featuring asecond-order noise-shaper. High-level signals are converted by the multibit DAC
section of the TDA1549. The multibit
part of the DAC is under "continuous
calibration," atype of servo that maintains the device's linearity over age and
operating temperature. The TDA1549 is
reportedly low in noise and zero-crossing distortion. By combining Bitstream
and multibit DACs, the TDA1549 at-

when playing pre-emphasized CDs (of
which there are very few).
Iwas shocked when Imeasured the
515's channel separation: 140dB at I
kHz.
Knowing this performance was impossible from the NE5532 dual-channel
op-amp output stage, Isuspected that
the 515 muted the undriven channel
when all zeros were detected. A
crosstalk measurement is made by driving one channel with asinewave and
the other with all zeros. The analog output from the undriven channel is then
plotted vs frequency at I25Hz, lkHz,
4kHz, 101cHz, and 16kHz. This is true
for CD players; digital processors are
driven by aswept sinewave, and the
undriven channel's output is plotted
with aVs-octave spectral analysis.
At any rate, the 515's extraordinarily
high channel separation seemed too
good to be true. I'll show apair of measurements later that seem to confirm the
hypothesis that the 515 shuts off the output when all zeros are detected at the
input. This technique makes the player
appear to perform better on the bench
(higher si
noise, lower crosstalk), but
doesn't affect its sound quality because
161
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tempts to get the best from each technology. (This hybrid approach is also
used in the Burr-Brown PCM67 DAC
featured in the Theta Chroma 396.)
Although the TDA1549 has abuilt-in
analog amplifier, NAD uses aSignetics
NE5532 dual op-amp as the output
buffer. A fourth-order active filter is built
around the 5532. The Signetics brand of
NE5532 was chosen after listening comparisons, and is used in all NAD CD players. [Although somewhat long in the tooth, the
5532 is still one of the better op-amp chips findrivinq low or dligailt loads with low distortion.
—Ed.] The circuit uses some metal-film
resistors and polypropylene capacitors,
two of which bypass the circuit's two coupling caps. The 515 was designed by
NAD in the UK and is built in Singapore
by Philips.
System
Iauditioned the 515 with three integrated amplifiers: the Audio Note OTO SE

music never contains acode of all zeros.
Fig2 is aspectral analysis of the 515's
output when decoding alkHz dithered
sinewave at -90dB. The noise level is
low, and we can see just abit of powersupply noise at 60Hz and 120Hz. These
components are, however low in level at
-115dB. Driving the 515 with all zeros
and extending the measurement bandwidth produced the plot of fig3. Note
how the noise floor drops to well below
-130dB over the entire audio band, and
that there is no rise in the noise just
above the audio band as we'd expect we
should get from the noise shaping within
the TDA1549 DAC. This plot is further
indication that the 515 mutes its outputs
when acode of all zeros is detected.
To explore this conjecture, Irepeated
the wideband spectral analysis, but
drove the 515 with a1
kHz sinewave at
-100dB rather than digital silence
(fig.4). Now we see the noise-shaping
just above the audio band, along with
the power-supply noise seen earlier in
fig2. The 515 apparently does mute its
output when no signal is detected
The Philips TDA1549 DAC in the
515 has good low-level performance,
seen in the excellent linearity plot of
fig.5 and the player's reproduction of a
lkHz, -90dB undithered sinewave
(fig.6). The waveshape is good for an
inexpensive DAC, but we can see some
noise overlaying the waveform. If you
look closely, you'll also see some differStereophile, March 1997

single-ended tubed amplifier reviewed
elsewhere in this issue, aLinn Majik-I,
and NAD's 80Wpc 317. All drove apair
of Aerial 5speakers through MIT Terminator 2cables. Interconnects included MIT Terminator 2, Audio Note
AN-C, and AudioQuest Topaz.
For comparison with abudget reference, Iauditioned the 515 against the
Rotel RCD-990 CD player (although at
$1495, the Rotel is nearly four times the
515's price). AC power to the system
was conditioned by an Audio Power
Power Pack II ($179). The system sat on
aBilly Bags 5500-series equipment rack.
Music
The NAD 515 was more remarkable for
what it didn't do wrong rather than for
any arca in which it excelled. The player's sound was easygoing, unaggressive,
and didn't affront the cars the way many
low-priced digital products do. In fact,
the 515 had avery laid-back overall per-

spec-tive that put the soundstage slightly
behind the loudspeakers rather than
projecting the stage in front of them.
This character will be aboon to the systems in which the 515 is likely to be
used: inexpensive solid-state integrated
amplifiers and low-cost loudspeakers
with aragged upper midrange and treble. In my more neutral budget system,
however, the 515 was atouch too laidback for my tastes. Vocals and solo
instruments were polite and alittle bit at
arm's length, rather than present and visceral —I wanted just alittle more palpability and immediacy on most music.
The 515 was abetter match with the
Linn Majik-I and NAD 317 integrated
amplifiers than with the Audio Note
OTO, which also sounds laid-back.
Accompanying the 515's distant rendering was aremarkable sense of space,
depth, and overall soundstage size. The
music wasn't painted on aflat canvas (a
characteristic expected from budget dig-

ential nonlinearity; the positive-going
step is slightly higher in amplitude than
the negative-going step.
The 515's intermodulation distortion
spectrum, made by playing afull-scale
mix of 19IcHz and 20IcHz (fig.7), is extremely clean. This is one of the betterlooking ¡MD spectra I've seen, with a
complete absence of the lkHz differ-

ence component, or any other strong
product within the audio band.
Although the TDA1549 is specified
as incorporating an 8x-oversampling
digital filter, the clock driving the device
had a frequency of 176.4kHz (four
times the 44.1kHz sampling frequency).
It was this clock Imeasured to assess the
515's jitter performance. It's difficult to

Fig.2
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NAD 515, spectrum of dithered lkHz tone
at -90.31dBFS, with noise and spuriae (16bit data, ,octave analysis, right channel
dashed).

Fig.4

NAD 515, spectrum of dithered 1kHz tone
at -100dBFS, with noise and spuriae (16bit data, '
,
,-octave analysis, right channel
dashed).

Fig.5

NAD 515, left channel, departure from linearity (2dB/vertical div.).
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AO NAD 515, spectrum of digital silence (16-bit
data, %-octave analysis, right channel
dashed).
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ital), but had ameasure of spatial dimensionality that was surprising considering the 515's price. Image focus was
superb, with tight outlines and clear differentiation of individual instruments
and voices. A few years back, John
Atkinson coined a term to describe
what poor-quality digital reproduction
sounded like: "synthetic continuum."
Until recently, avoiding the dreaded
synthetic continuum meant spending a
few thousand dollars on adigital processor. Today, the 515 stands as atestament
to how far budget digital has come in
resolving space and presenting images as
individual objects in space.
Idon't want to nit-pick, but the 515
didn't fully resolve air around instrumental outlines the way more expensive
digital products do. As instruments "lit
up" the acoustic, the expanse of space
was smaller through the NAD. It was as
though the reverberation were confined
to asmall arca around the image out-

determine how significant the 515's jitter levels are, considering the hybrid
nature of the TDA1549; multibit DACs
are much less sensitive to clock jitter
than are 1-bit DACs.
Playing the full-scale, lIcHz sinewave
track on the CBS Test CD, the 515's
clock was overlaid with the jitter spectrum shown in fig.8. The signal-correlated sinusoidal jitter component at

lines rather than revealing the acoustic
at the soundstage's outer edges. In addition, the 515 tended to congeal during
complex passages in relation to the
Rotel RCD-990.

and the mids laid-back, the NAD player
could sometimes sound alittle veiled
and mechanical. Piano had atrace of the
"toy piano" syndrome, rather than
sounding big, magnificent, and rich.
Ralph Towner's stunningly recorded
acoustic guitar on Oregon's Beyond
The 515 had good
Words (Chesky JD130) lacked the
bass definition
warmth and body Ihear from more
expensive CD players. The 515 also was
and articulation.
less musically coherent in intricate passages; Ihad to concentrate to hear the
The 515 had good bass definition and
musical intent instead of having it laid
articulation. The mid and upper bass
out before me.
was better portrayed than the low bass,
Although Ifound the 515's sound
which tended to lack punch and authorexcellent for its price, Ishould tell you
ity. Bass guitar and double bass had a what you don't get from it, but that you
nice combination of weight and agility.
will hear from more expensive digital
The player conveyed warmth without front-ends. Primarily, the 515 didn't
sounding slow or bloated. The 515's
have the treble definition or resolution
'
bass was one of its better qualities, with
of better machines. Iheard this on cymbetter bass dynamics and impact than I bals in particular: They sounded like
generally hear from single-bit machines.
high-frequency energy with little charAlthough the 515's treble was smooth
acter, rather than adecaying shimmer

11cHz is quite strong, and the rest of the
spectrum shows many periodic jitter
components. The RMS jitter level,
measured over a400Hz-201cHz bandwidth, was 195 picoseconds. When
playing atrack of all zeros, the spectrum
was nearly perfectly free from periodic
jitter (fig.9), and the RMS jitter level
SY48444.
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Fig.6 NAD 515, waveform of undithered lkHz
sinewave at -90.31dBFS (16-bit data).

Fig.8 NAD 515, word-clock jitter spectrum,
DC-20kHz, when processing lkHz
sinewave at OdBFS (linear frequency scale,
10dB/vertical div., OdB=1ns).
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dropped to alow 55ps. With the 515
processing alIcHz, —90dBFS sinewave,
the jitter spectrum again showed very
strong signal-correlated periodic components across the audio band (fig.10).
In addition, the RMS jitter level rose to
22 5ps. This isn't great jitter performance, but it's better than Iexpected
from such an inexpensive product.
In fact, considering its modest price,
the 515 had good bench performance
all around. The player had excellent linearity (which shouldn't drift over time
and temperature), good reproduction of
low-level waveforms, and avery clean
intermodulation distortion spectrum.
The 515 is asolid piece of engineering
that owes much of its good technical
performance to the new Philips
TDA1549 DAC. Ihope to see this chip
in other budget CD players in the
future.
—Robert Harley
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Fig.7 NAD 515, HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-221cHz, 19+20kHz at OdBFS (linear frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.9 NAD 515, word-clock jitter spectrum,
DC-20kHz, when processing digital silence
(linear frequency scale, 10dB/vertical div.,
OdB=lns).

Fig.10 NAD 515, word-clock jitter spectrum,
DC-20kHz, when processing IkHz
sinewave at -90cIBFS (linear frequency
scale, 10dB/vertical div, Od13-1ns).
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infused with fine inner detail. A good
example was the beginning of the
opening track of David Leonhardt's
excellent piano trio album Reflections
(Big Bang BBR9 562). Drummer
Peter Washington executes some subtle and varied cymbal work that tended to be obscured and ill-defined
through the 515.
Listening to violins, Iwas presented
with less information about how the
sound was created. The sound was
obviously aviolin, but Ididn't get that
palpability of timbre that comes from
hearing every nuance of the instrument. In other words, the music's finest
structure just wasn't well-resolved. This
type of distortion is, however, subtractive in nature rather than additive. Consequently, it is much less musically
objectionable than an additive distortion such as timbre glare and hardness,
atizzy treble, or agrainy midrange. The
resulting sound is inoffensive, but
dilutes my ability to rivet my attention
on the music. Ibring this up not to
criticize the 515— it's a remarkable
achievement for $499 —but you should
be aware of what musical aspects are
compromised in an entry-level CD
player.

lution, asmooth treble, lack of glare,
and satisfying bass.
The 515's compromises were in
ways that were the least musically
objectionable. For example, the treble
lacked refinement and detail rather
than sounding forward, hard, and
grainy. And the player's overly polite
perspective, which reduced palpability
and immediacy in the mids, is preferCan the expression
able to apushy, aggressive sound. In
fact, this laid-back spatial perspective
"high-end audio" refer
will match well with most inexpensive
systems.
to a$499 CD changer?
Imust also comment on the 515's
ease of use, quick access time between
If that CD changer is
discs, and good display. I not only
the NAD 51 5,
enjoyed listening to the 515, but also
using it on adaily basis. Don't forget
absolutely.
that the 515's coaxial digital output provides an easy upgrade path if you add an
outboard digital processor.
Conclusion
The NAD 515 has earned an enthusiThe NAD 515's musical performance
astic recommendation. Even if such a
exceeded my expectations of what is
budget product isn't suitable for your
possible in a$499 CD changer. The
system, it's asafe recommendation for
player lacked the usual characteristics
friends who would otherwise buy a
of inexpensive digital: hard textures,
hashy and grainy treble, no space, and a mass-market machine. Can the expression "high-end audio" refer to a$499
presentation that homogenizes images
CD changer? If that CD changer is the
on aflat canvas. Instead, the 515 had
superb image focus, good spatial resoNAD 515, absolutely.

Finally, Imust comment on how fun
aCD changer can be. Icould load the
515 with Stevie Ray Vaughan's Texas
Flood, Couldn't Stand the Weather, In Step,
and The Sky is Crying, sit in the listening
seat with the remote control, and hear
nearly any SRV tune that came to mind
with the push of two buttons.

Why Spend Thousands When You
Can Upgrade Your CD Player
For Only $199.95?
Upgrade Your CD Player Now With The Musical Fidelity
X10-D Tube CD Upgrade. Plug the X10-U in between
your CD player and preamp or receiver and something
magical happens to the sound. "Musical Fidelity's X10-D
may be the most cost-effective CD upgrade EVER!" raves
Sam Tellig in Stereophile, November 1996. "X10-D transformed the sound, especially in those areas where the (CD
player) itself is weak. There was more body, more bloom."
Flow X10-D Improves CD Sound. Inside the 8-long, 4.25
wide metal cylinder is apure Class Aanalog output stage
with two Russian 6922 tubes. The X10-D optimizes CD
sound by buffering the player's output to the preamp.
"It takes the $500 (Maranta) and makes it sound more
like a$1,500-$2,000 CD player," swears Sam Tellig.
Order The X10-D—And Take No Risk! Call us toll-free,
at 1-800-942-0220, and order the XIO-D, regular $249,
now only 199.95 plus $6.95 shipping in the US. Listen to
the X10-D for 30 days—if not thrilled by the improvement,
return for afull refund. Why not call today*?
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The Perfect Connection contact treatment
Jonathan Scull

II

H

Did you do it yet?"
inquired afamiliar voice. It
was Roger Skoff of XL0.
"No," Ireplied.
"When are you going to do it?" he
asked for the umpteenth time.
"Soon. When's that Limited Edition
super cable of yours coming out?"
"Soon."
"Yuh. So what's this TPC stuff do
again? It's acontact cleaner? How much
did you say it was?" Ifingered the small
ello.

tear-open packet containing the TPCsoaked applicator cloth.
"Ninety-nine cents apacket. It is not a
contact cleaner, it's not cosmetic. If you
apply TPC to an old, cruddy-looking,
oxidized connection, it will still look
old, cruddy, and oxidized. It will just
sound better, because it chemically neutralizes and prevents oxidation and corrosion over aperiod of months. You
don't have to do it every week."
Ibreathed asigh of relief.
"And it has other interesting effects..."
"Ah, Roger .... as my shrink would
say, hold that thought until next time.
Why don't you give us all the gory
details when you come to visit, and we'll
all TPC the system?"
"Ummmm ..." Iheard him light a
cigarette. "Okay. I'll call you back.
Happy bye!"
That's what he said, I swear:
Happy bye.
Bed, Bath & Beyond
Kathleen and Icontinued with our
reviews in progress, and, a few
weeks later and true to his word,
Roger appeared. Iplayed afew
selections to give him asense
of the sound.
Iwas feeling pretty smug;
I thought I'd cornered
him into doing the work
with me. But n000000!
Roger suddenly became absorbed in
animated con-

XLO TPC (The Perfect Connection) contact treatment
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Description:

electrical

contact

treatment.
Price: 99 cents per packet (enough
to treat one system once).

Approximate number of dealers:
Many.

Distributor: XL0 Electric Company,
9480 Utica Avenue, Suite 612,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730.
Tel: (800) 956-8721. Fax: (909)
466-3662

versation with Kathleen, and it was
Scully on his pudgy knees (much the
better now, thank you, for the gardener's kneepads Kathleen had picked
up at Bed, Bath & Beyond). Ipulled all
connections, both signal-carrying and
electrical.
"Can we help you, chéri?"
"Soon," Ireplied enigmatically.
The applicator cloth is well-suited to
its duties, and makes fairly fast work of
applying the substance. (TPC evaporates in about 20 to 30 minutes.) For
female RCAs, AES/EBU connectors,
and the recessed sockets of IEC AC inputs, coat the pins of the male connector, then insert and remove atime or
two. Doggedly Iswabbed, swore, reconnected, and powered up.
"It's nontoxic!" offered Roger as I
washed the slick residue off my by now
no doubt superconducting hands.
"Slippery stuff," Inoted. "I've heard
that oil-base treatments can migrate
back through asystem and cause problems. This wouldn't be..."
"Jonathan, it won't migrate around
your system, even if you give it agreen
card."
"You're ariot, Alice. While the system warms up, tell me about the bubbles."
More than you wanted to know
about electrolysis
Roger made himself comfortable.
"Most high-end connectors go
through amicroplating process. Electrolysis separates water into hydrogen
and oxygen. Microscopic bubbles form
on the material that's being plated as the
current runs through it and partially
169
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electrolyzes the water. The molecules of
gold or whatever can't occupy the same
space as amicrobubble. It blocks it."
"So the plated surface becomes
slightly porous on some microscopic
level?" (Just call me Poirot.)
"Right. When freed, hydrogen or
oxygen bubbles force apath to the surface. This leaves microscopic wormholes through the plating from the
outer surface down to the base metal of
the connector. Just as the bubbles escaped through these little tunnels, so air
can get in. And that results in oxidation
of the base material of the connector"
"And the effect of TPC on this situation?"
"Well, TPC has exceedingly low surface tension, so it capillaries down into
these porosities and neutralizes oxidation."
"Uh, Roger... does it reverse the
effects of oxidation?"
"It neutralizes the effects of oxidation,"
he said brightly.
Idug in. "What exactly does that
mean?"
"I have no idea. It means oxidation
ceases to matter. Iasked the people who
initially brought this material to me
what it does in terms of oxidation. Will
it turn rust back into iron? Obviously, it
won't. What it will do is to keep the oxidation from having anegative effect on
the sound of the conductors."
"Uh-huh. So, what... The connectors don't make contact over the
wormholes?"
"Yuh. That's it. TPC wicks down the
microtunnels by capillary action and fills
them up, effectively increasing the surface contact area."
We sat down to listen. Roger mentioned that Imight hear some initial
improvement, but that TPC takes some
three or fours hours to work. Of course,
simply unplugging and resetting cables
and interconnects will produce audible
improvements all by itself. Nor am I
one to plunk himself down in front of a
new change in my system and declare
much of anything. First impressions are
just that. It requires abit more time to
listen for the resonance, as it were, of
any changes made.
So we did the only intelligent thing. I
left the system on broil with Ellington
on the Ensemble Dichrono digital
front-end, and we went for dinner. (nie
setup that first evening consisted of the
Avalon Radian HCs powered by our Jadis JA 200s, the YBA 6Chassis preamp,
and the Ensemble, YBA, and Forsell
digital front-ends.) Upon our return, I
sat down for about an hour's listening.
Stereophile, March 1997

Post-op.
... the bass had become deeper tighter,
With phenomenal
and yet more rich. This was agood
true deep bass
extending below
thing for the somewhat lean overall bass
20Hz with low
balance of the Radians, which deliver
distortion at avery
affordable price.
first-class Audiophile Reviewer's Bass
The new HRSW12V
(unlike the Avalon Ascents, which
will extend the bass
of your stereo c(
sound more powerful yet somewhat
video system for
corpulent in comparison).
that 'air shaking all
around you effect.
HSU Research HRSWIN
The transparency of the YBA 6
Here's what experts are saying about the HRSWI2V:
Chassis preamp, already at some incred"...the Hsu has to be considered an outstanding
ibly high level, was further heightened.
bargain.'
Robert Deutsch, Stereophile Guide to Home Theater
Accomplished at setting the soundstage
Vol. 1No 2, 1995
entertainingly rearward (to the delight
'Prodigious bass that shakes the walls". .."one heck
of athunder buster."
of visiting 'philes), the YBA now broke
John E Johnson. Jr ,Secrets of Home Theater
and High Fidelity, May 1995
new records of apparent soundstagc
"...this woofer achieves acombination of extremely
depth.
quick speed and gut massaging bass impact that I
Isuppose we can say the trick is sethave seldom experienced from any subwoofer."
Peler Mitchell Stereophile Vol 18 No 1, January 1995
ting the soundstage back, but doing it
has developed an enviable reputation in its few
without removing the listener from the
short years of existence'
Thomas J Norton. Stereophile Guide to Home
sharp end of the music. We want deep,
Theater Vol 1No 1, 1995
yes, but we also want fast transients.
'Hsu's HRSWI2V is awonderful subwooler. It's good
looking and simple to use, and its performance invites
sparkle, air, and impact. Audiophiles
nothing less than superlatives, especially given its price'
Tom Nousaine, Sound & Image, February/March 1995
want ... everything.
I thought at first that the highs
Send for full details on the 12V and the 10V
sounded sweeter. This impression was
Write or call
HSU RESEARCH
confirmed over time, much aided by a
14946 Shoemaker Ave Unit L
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
sense that another entire level of subtle
1-800-554-0150 (Voice)
information was making it through the
1-310-404-3848 (Voice/Fax)
Sold factory di ect with a30 day Mal -money back
system, especially with the YBA digital
e guarantee 5year manufacturer's detect warranty
front-end. This improvement cascaded
back to aquieter and thus more 3-D
soundstage. The midrange, especially,
sounded both alittle more plush and
more revealing, aspects of sound usually
found at opposite ends of the tube/
solid-state continuum.

TRUE SUBWOOFER

HS1J
Research

COPLAND

Got athousand bucks
burning ahole in your pocket?
Look, TPC costs 99 cents apacket
and it's enough to treat your entire
system if you lay everything out in
advance and just work through all the
connections.
Roger: "Any audiophile can have a
clear and obvious improvement in then
system for adollar. Down the road, it
it's decided another application is called
for, it costs another dollar. We're not
talking about $50 of fluid gathering
dust on ashelf because it sounded good
twice: once when you put it on, and—
after it turned gunky black—when
you took it off."
"So it's a cheap trick, Roger?" I
laughed.
"Yes, Jonathan —a cheap trick."
Let me end by telling you that Ithink
this 99-cent tweak will do as much for
your system as spending $1000 or more
on components. Treat yourself... it's a
tweak anyone can afford, and literally
everyone can hear.
TPC is now SOP chez-10.
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FOLLOW-UP
John Atkinson
Gradient Revolution loudspeaker
When listening critically to aproduct for
review, you can spend so much time trying to detect faults that it only slowly
dawns on you that not only is the product doing almost nothing wrong, it actually is performing superbly well. Such
was the case when Iauditioned the
Gradient Revolution loudspeaker) Back
in May 1995 (Vol.18 No.5), Dick Olsher
raved about the performance of this un-

usual floorstanding loudspeaker from
Finland. Combining an aperiodic mid/
treble head-unit featuring a SEASsourced concentric HF/MF driver, crossing over below 200Hz to adipole woofer using two 12" cone drive-units, the
Revolution's design should make it relatively immune to the vagaries of room
acoustics.
Indeed, DO was impressed by the
Gradient, summing up his experience
thusly: "The Gradient Revolution is
certainly not aspectacular loudspeaker
in audiophile terms. It lacks killer bass,
and doesn't have the highly etched and
overly detailed midrange to which
many audiophiles are attracted. Neither
is the Revolution's tonal balance distorted euphonically in amanner that
would earn it instant converts, as so
many 'different is better' designs tend to
do. The presence region isn't elevated,
and the lower mids aren't even lusciously fat; instead, the tonal balance is
basically neutral.
"The Revolution suavely navigated
the core of the midrange. Delicate harmonic detail was allowed to bubble to
the surface of the musical tapestry, and
low-level detail was nicely resolved.
Male voice was naturally reproduced
without emphasis or added color.... The
Revolution's greatest strengths are an
organic wholeness, solid imaging, excellent microdynamic expression, and a
convincing rhythmic drive born out of a
pure and quick bass range."
However, Gradient took issue with
some of my measurements that accompanied the original review, specifically
the Revolution's apparently low sensitivity — aB-weighted 81.7dB/2.83V/m
vs aspecified 86dB/2.83V/m — and an
impedance that dropped to just 3ohms
in the power region of the upper bass.
While he had no explanation for the
discrepancy in sensitivity, the Revolution's designer, Jorma Salmi, conjectured that ashort-circuited capacitor in
the midrange crossover filter might explain the impedance problem. Certainly

some simulations he sent following the
publication of the review duplicated my
measured impedance very well (though
it didn't explain why both of our original review samples suffered from the
same problem).
The impedance of the new samples of
the Revolution (fig.1) certainly looked a
lot more healthy than that of the first
(fig2). The magnitude now remains
above 6ohms in the midrange, and drops
to 5 ohms only in the midbass. The
woofer's free-air resonance can now be
seen to lie at alow 20Hz. However, the
large difference between the maximum
and minimum impedances will still
make the Revolution a suboptimal
choice for use with an amplifier having
ahigh source impedance, such as asingle-ended design.
My estimate of the new Revolution's
voltage sensitivity is still significantly below specification, at an identical 81.7dB/
2.83 Vim (B-weighted). Irechecked my
figures, but came up with the same result. Imust say that Iwas not surprised by
this, as the Revolutions did indeed sound
about as sensitive as my long-term reference Rogers LS3/5As, and significantly
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Gradient Revolution, new sample,
electrical impedance (solid) and phase
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Gradient Revolution loudspeaker

Stereophile, March 1997

1The Revolution costs 53999/pair and is manufactured by Gradient, Ltd., Levyspârdcatu 28 FIN-04440,
Jârvenpââ, Finland. Tel: (35) 8-9291-7875. Fax: (35) 89291-6730. US distributor: Pro Audio, Ltd., III South
Drive, Barrington, IL 60010. Tel: (847) 526-1660. Fax:
(847) 526-1669.

0
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Fig.2 Gradient Revolution, original sample,
electrical impedance (solid) and phase
(dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Get This Catalog Before You Make
Your Next High-End Audio Purchase!
Huge Selection At Low Prices. Hundreds of name-brand
high-end audio products including hard-to-find accessories,
analog and digital audio, audio cables, loudspeakers, speaker
stands, power conditioners, acoustic treatments, equipment
racks, replacement vacuum tubes, audio books, and more!
Learn What You Need To Know Before You Buy. Get complete
information—product descriptions, specifications, buying
tips, colorful images, detailed comparison charts, revealing
cut-away illustrations, profiles of the manufacturer and
designer, and much, much more!
How To Get Your FREE Copy Of The High-End Audio Catalog.
Call toll-free, 1-800-451-5445, and give us your name and
address. The call is free, and so is the catalog. This catalog
request hot-line is open 24 hours aday, 7days aweek, so
call anytime. Why not call now? Call l
-800-451-5445

Call Now!
1-800-451-5445
Established in 1980. Audio Ac

Inc ,
is the world's

largest seller of high-end audio products by direct mail.
Address 4649 Danvers Drive S.E ,
Kentwood. Ml, 49512

AUDIO
ADy

lone. 616-975-61W. Fax: 616-975-6111.
..opylighl 1996 Audio Advisor. Inc
http://trra.autlioalvisecom

"Of all the CD accessories and tweaks
I've tried, this one makes the most difference. Idon't play aCD without first
painting its edges green with CD Stoplight'. And Idon't play aCD-not even
in my CD 3400 -without CD BlacklightTm. Period. Way recommended!"
Sam Tellig
Stereophile Magazine
November 1996, Volume 19, Number 11.

"Set on aCD, the results are truly astonishing.

Better than any other mat

known ... Heartily recommended."
Clark Johnsen
Positive Feedback Magazine
Summer 1996, Volume 6, Number 4.
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Available at your local AudioPrism Dealer or call

AucJioPrism

Acoustic Sounds

Audio Advisor

Elusive Disk

Music Direct

Needle Doctor

Accessories

(800) 716-3553

(800) 942-0220

(800) 782-3472

(800) 449-8333

(800) 229-0644
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spike at 26kHz due to the metaldome tweeter's "oil-can" resonance
and some discontinuities at the top of
the audible band, these due to the
symmetrical environment presented
to the tweeter dome by the midrange
cone. Otherwise, the responses of
both old and new samples are impresI 11111111
1 1I111111
1 11111111
1
sively flat.
This came as no surprise; in my own
auditioning of the Revolutions, the
Fig.3 Gradient Revolution, original sample,
first thing that had struck me (after
anechoic response on tweeter axis at 50",
averaged across 3C horizontal window
their lowish sensitivity) was how neuand corrected for microphone response,
trally balanced they were, coupled
with sum of nearfield woofer and
with arefreshing lack of midrange colmidrange responses below 300Hz.
oration. Voices in particular sounded
free from resonant overhang and were
1 1IIlIII1
1 111
11111
1 11111111
1
superbly articulate. And, as DO found,
the soundstaging was stable, welldefined, and spacious. Ialso agree with
Dick about the Revolution's top
octave, in that it is somewhat reticent.
While the speaker is not mellow-balanced, the extreme highs do lack sonie
subjective air.
The bass was also an area where I
was surprised by what the Revolution
Fig.4 Gradient Revolution, new sample,
had to offer. The box-free 12" movinganechoic response on tweeter axis at 50",
averaged across 3e horizontal window
coil units offered an appealing combiand corrected for microphone response,
nation of bass articulation and low-frewith sum of nearfield woofer and
quency extension, easily decoding
midrange responses below 300Hz.
Daniel Lanois's muddy, bass-heavy mix
of Emmylou Harris's HDCD*-encod1 11111111
1 II111111
1 11111111
1
ed Wrecking Ball CD, for example
—
(Asylum 61854-2). Fig.5 shows the
Gradients' in-room response, spatially
•
•
averaged to minimize the effect of the
I -20
room.2 As well as the flatness —presumably due to its dipolar design and
30
the effectiveness of its crossover, it
1mini I11111111 I11111111
meets astonishing ±1.3dB limits inroom, from the 32Hz 1
/
3-octave band to
the 10kHz band —note the excellent
Fig.5 Gradient Revolution, spatially averaged,
extension, the speakers not starting to
'
,-octave response in 1A's room.
roll off until below 30Hz in my listening room! At the high end of this graph.
the concentric tweeter's limited disperquieter than my B&W Silver Sigsion leads to a somewhat suppressed
natures or Epos ES 12s for the same
volume-control setting. However, I top octave, this audible, if not particularly bothersome.
found the 30Wpc Pass Labs Aleph
My auditioning of the revised sam3amplifier would raise levels of 92dB
ples of the Revolution confirms Dick
in my room, loud enough for all but
Olsher's excellent opinion of this speakthe most headbanging of musical
er. Its modest appearance and size belie
moments.
The original sample's crossover a sophisticated, superbly engineered.
high-performance design. Highly lc( problem did not seem to have affected its frequency response to any great ommended.
extent. Fig.3 shows the response of
one of the first review samples on the
2 For this in-room spectral analysis Iuse an Audio ,
tweeter axis at amicrophone distance
Control Industrial SA-3050A spectrum analyzer with
of 50", spliced at 300Hz to the sum of in: own microphone and average six measurements at
each of 10 separate microphone positions for left and
the nearfield woofer and midrange
right speakers individually. The 120 orinal spectra
responses. Fig.4 shows the same meaarc then averaged to give acurve that, in my room, has
proved to give agood correlation with aloudspeaker's
surement for one of the new samples.
perceived balance.
Both graphs are dominated by the
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CARVER
So what did
you expect
for under
agrand?
"A speaker system that
is accurate, coherent,
musical... and so much
clarity
that
it is
difficult
to walk
away
from the
musical
experience
at the
end of a
listening
session.
These
speakers
are highly
recommended."
High
Performance
Review,
Winter
1992/93

The Carver AL-III Plus dipole
ribbon loudspeaker. Just $995
each suggested retail. Audition
them at a Carver dealer near
you. Cal/for more herniation.

Carver Corporation
P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046
(206) 775-1202
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ORDER
CD'S, HARDWARE
TOLL FREE
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Ask About Quantity

(7.1te

Purchase Discounts!

o

competitors advertised or catalog price!!

three blind mice

25th Anniversary Celebration Numbered Ltd. Ed. 180g LPs

IBM-6
IBM-2
IBM-19
TBM-63
TBM-25
TBM-39
TBM-35
IBM-24
TBM-43
IBM-30
-15
TBM-23
TBM-1005

fmriiiiie ,price
In order to offer our customers the lowest
& best service we will meet or beat any

4 or more: KALI

Q: Horn section, piano, bass, drums, guitar & xylophone.
Nowl: Bluenote bebop ot its best! Piano, bass, drums & sax.
Morning Flight: Great standards! Piano trio + 2trombones.
Black Orpheus: Classic piano trio playing great standards!
Blues World: Blues & standards! Guitar, organ, boss, drums.
Green Caterpillar: Masora Imado Trio + 2(guitar & congas)
You Are My Sunshine: G. Otsuko Piano Trio plays standards.
Blue City: Ism Suzuki Quartet + Kazumi Watanabe (guitar).
Conversation: Nakamura Duo. Standards (guitar & boss).
Misty: Yamamoto Trio. Late night piano trio (au at its finest!
Blow U I: Iwo Suzuki Quartet. Standards & originals will leave you breathless!
Midnight Sugar: Yamamoto Trio. An incredible mix of blues and standards. Wow.
Scandonavion Suite: Big bond jau like you have never heard before!
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SAMPLERS Vol. 1or 2: 56. ea.
4t 9& 40
Vol. 3 Alum.: Sen/Gold: 59.
1007 /2007 Mark Gorenstein: Schnittke /Gogol
„,..„ 1006 /2006 Tchaikovsky: Sym. #6 /Francesco da Rimini /Gorenstein
Porn 1011 /2011 Tchoikovsk & Prokofiev: Romeo &Juliet /West Side Story
MUSIC 1010 /2010 Chopin: Waltzes, Nocturnes, Scherzos, Ballades, Fantasies,
LP
/Gold CD
1809 LP's $23.99° /Geld CD's $21.99
NA
/1101 Chet Baker: In New York
2025 /1099 Bonnie Raitt: Nick of Time
NA
/1100 Miles Davis Quintet: Miles
NA
/1102 Bill Evans Quintet: Interplay
2027 / 1051 Phoebe Snow: Phoebe Snow
2029 /1104 Nat King Cole: Love Is the Thing
2032 / 1108 John Coltrane: Lush Life (NEW!)
2031 /1107 Bonnie Rain: Luck of the Draw (NEW!)
NA
/1106 Miles Davis Quartet: The Musings of Miles
2030 /1105 Jethro Tull: Aqualun
D=S24.99/LPS27.99 •
lb...1*CM &it.
10
1
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audioquest.
,

NA

LP's: $17.99

CD's: $12.99

1043 Ronnie Ear! /Eye To Eye
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(SROM)

1041 Doug Mcreod: %u Can't Take My Blues (HDCD -$21.99)
1042 Mighty Sam McClain: Sledgehammer Soul &Downhome Blues
CD' 2
s/LP's:
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f :
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RR-76CD
R
NCR RR-68CD
RECORDINGS RR-75CD

Chadwick:,:nipiervr:,,;oestetriseun
l'iikJ
Sym./Elegy

$12.99*

180 g Lp.,..

$16.99*
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I.Ps Are leek up
go R1,65 Only ,
Dallas Wind Symphony: Holidays & Epiphanies
tended ()wren,
Mozart/E.Istomin: Concertos #21 & #24 (SROM)
oItey' O•det Belot.
Janacek: The Makropoulas Case/Cunning Little Vixen Thee', xi C.,,,,,

LPS & GOLD CD'S: $29.99
Junior Wells
an Blues
ALUM. CD'S: $14.99/S15.99
Janis Ian: Breaking Silence (SROM)
4 or more: KAU.
Jimmy D. Lane: Long Gone (LP: $24.99) (NEW»
Amanda McBroom: Midnight Matinee (Alum. COD available)
Amanda McBroom: Dreaming (Avail. in Gold CD for ,24n on Gecko &Alum. CD
Sonny Boy Williamson: Keep It To Ourselves (LP, Gold & Aluminum CD available)
Gene Ammons: Nice and Cool
.4PGCD 038/9 Combines These 1New
Gene Ammons: The Soulful Moods J
LP's Into One Great Gold CO!!
Miles Davis:Prestige 5LP Box Set Ud. Ed. of only 2,5001 $199.99 (NEVA)
3013 Art Pepper: So In Love
PRODUCTIONS 3012 Art Pepper: New York Album
3014 Art Pepper: The Intimate Pepper
REVIVAL
3016 Otis Spann: Good Morning Mr. Blues
CD'S: $14.99
3017 Sonny Boy Williamson: Portrait of ABlues Mon
3015 Albert King: Pll Play the Blues For You (LP Only) (NEW1)
LPS: $17.49
THREE NEW GOLD CD'S - me, (Limited Time Offer -Act Fast)
04032 Harniert Bluiett: Bluiett's Barbecue Bond
03632 Jock Jeffers Big Band: New York Dances
03932 Avi Lebo with Slide Hampton: Shades of Bross
cf`
03852 Joe Stanley Sextet: King of the Honky Tank Sax
02632 Norris Turney: Big, Sweet .3 Blue NOW IN GOLD!
02752 Sweetman: Austin Bock Alley Blues NOW IN GOLD!
56292 Clifford Jordan Quartet: Live At Ethers NOW IN GOLD!

APLPO(4
APLP/CD 027
APLP/CO2003
APLP 033
APLP 032
APLP/CD 036
APLP 038
APLP 039
APLP 035
ANALOGUE

SOH! MASTERSOUND GOLD CD'S
441
64212
57206
64403
64367
64426
64274
64425

Janis lop in: 'ar
Santana: Santana
Willie Nelson: Stardust
Miles Davis: Kind of Blue
Michael LeGrand: ILove Paris
Roger Waters: Amused To Death
Duke Ellington: Block, Brown &Beige
Stevie Ray Vaughn: Couldn't Stand We

pREMONITION
PREM-737

23.99

Journey: In inity
CALL FOR
Carole King: Tapestry
COMPUTE
Frank Sinatra: The Voice
DST,
Dave Brubeck: Time Out
Billy Holiday: Lady In Satin
Bob Dylan: Blonde On Blonde
Pink Floyd: Wish You Were Here
Robt. Johnson' King of the Delta Blues.

RECORDS - CD: $14.99 & LP: $27.99

Patricia Barber: Cafe Blue (CD & 1809 LP) STEREOPMILE R2D4

GOLD CD'S: $29.99
CISGCD8001
CISGCD8002
CISGCD8003
CISGCD8004

57207
66226
64368
64408
53814
64411
64405
52944

'WIWI MOW/

Stradivarius On Gold (Beautiful violin & piano)
Massenet: Le Cid (Orchestral spectacular)
Gary Karr: Adagio D'Albinoni (Contra-bass & organ)
Favorite Opera Arias (It's like you're at the Met' ,

MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LAB

LP'S: $34.99

CISCO

200g LP's & Gold CD's - $22.99 *
LP / Oadd CD
254 / 66P Cat Stevens: IZITS0 (CD includes Bock To Earth II Numbers -a3-CD set $64.99;
NA / 687 Ten Years After: Cricklewood Green -6- Sssssh (2 LP's on 1CD) (NEW!)
NA / 679 The Kinks: Kindo Kinks -8,- You Really Got Me (2 LPs on 1CD)
NA / 686 Thelonious Monk: At the Monterey Jazz Festival, Vol. 2 (NEW!)
NA / 685 Thelonious Monk: At the Monterey Jazz Festival, Vol. 1
270 / 692 Bernard Herrmann: The Mysterious Film World of &H.
NA / 676' Conned Heat & John Lee Hooker: Hooker 'n Heat
262V 678 Peter Frampton: Come Alive (2 LPs & 2CD's)
rAnd The Fircca
NA / 691 Steve Winwood: Steve Winwood (NEW!)
,
NA / 683 Red Hot Chili Peppers: Mother's Milk
NA / 684 Robin Trower: Bridge of Sighs Anadisg 200 LP's New
NA / 690 Nirvana: In Utero (NEW!)
Out of arintI Buy Before
They're All OwtseI
NA / 688 Ben Sidran: Mr. Ps Shuffle
NA / 666 Nirvana: Nevermind
World's Largest Selection
Of Out Of /fiat
NA / 650 U2: The Joshua Tree
VI-Stwed it : 20 11
iP's0
263 / 680 Bee Gees: Trafalgar
264 / 681 Cream: Goodbye
8.
3
CD
&
LP
Sets
additional cost "Out of Pr
NA / 677 REM: Reckoning

ATSTEVEM

Classic Records
LSCD2449
CSCD6023
CSCD6252
LSPCD2438
LSPCD2612
LSPCD2533
LSPCD1972
LSOCD6006
LSPCD1993
JPCD5002
CSCD6013
LSPCD2712
CSCD6191
LSOCD6007
LSOCD6065
RTHCD5052
JPCD4/5001
LSC2230
JP5004
1-SP2927
LSP2533
MS6113
CS8127
L$P2712
BA17023
LSC2327
C58503
MS6036
LSC2271
VICS1102
LS06007

Goes

GOLD!!

Gounod: Ballet Music
Geld
$21.9S
Ravel: Ma Mere L'Oye
Harold: La Fille Mal Gordee
Paul Desmond: Desmond Blue
neiniiial
•
Sonny Rollins: Our Man In Jazz
Charlie Mingus: Tijuana Moods
Harry Belofonte: Sings the Blues
Harry Belafonte: At Carnegie Hall
Chet Atkins: In Hollywood (NEW!)
Dean Peer: UCross Also in LP-$29.99)
(011 1
o
DeBussey: Iberia (Images Pour Orchestra)
Sonny Rollins: Sonny Meets the Hawk (NEWI)
i
'e9leve .*
Mendelssohn: Sym. #3 /Moog /LSO (NEW!)
Harry Belafonte: Returns To Carnegie Hall (NEW!)
Royal Ballet Gala (with Deluxe Pkg. & 24 pg. booklet)
Jennifer Wornes: Famous Blue Raincoat (Also in LP-524.99)
Art Davis: A Time Remembered (alum.414.99 /LP-529.99) (SROM_

SPECIAL LIMITED TIME
Spain: Reiner /CSO
Branford Marsolis: Dark Keys
180G LP SALE! SELECT
Sonny Rollins: Now's the Time!
TITLES WERE: 52`,
Charlies Mingus: Tijuana Moods
NOW: $26.99
Brahms: Sym. #4 /Walter /CSO
Duke Ellington: Jazz Pory In Stereo
Nu
ed Ltd
Sonny Rollins: Sonny Meets the Hawk
Eddlon Verve Is & Brit BOYCS
Tubby Hayes: Tubby the Tenor (NEW!)
avudoble
for
$349.99
Bizet: L'Arlesienne Suites /Morel /ROHO
Kenny Burrell: Weaver of Dreams (NEW!)
Beethoven: Sym. #3 /Walter /CSO (NEW!)
Ravel-D'Indy: Piano Concerto /Schweitzer /Munch
Beethoven: Sym. #4 /Egmont Overture /LSO (NEWI)
Harry Belafonte: Returns To Carnegie Hall (2 LPs-$46.99)

DECCA
ADEC 4173
ADEC 6398
ADEC 6139
ADEC 2243
ALON 6013
ADEC 2218
ASD 8534
ASD 608
ASD 3345
ASD 5258
ASD 2410
MD 3090

LP'ss $34.99

EMI

LP's: $29.99

4 or more: SCALL
4 or more: KAU
Bernard Herrmann: Music From the Great Movie Thrillers (NEW!)
Hindemith: Sym. Metaphorses /Janacek: Sinfonietto
Massenet: Scenes Alsaciennes /Scenes Pittoresques
Albeniz: Iberia /Turina: Danzas Fontosticas
Debussey: Images Pour Orchestre (NEW!)
Prokofiev: Peter & the Wolf
ADEC 6113 Mahler: Sym. #1/Solti/LSO
Paganini: Violin Concerto #1 (NEW!) ASD 2448
Bizet: Carmen Ballet
De Fallo: 3Cornered Hot
ASD 162
Orff: Cormina Burma
Eiger: Coronation Ode
ASD 493
Bruckner: Sym. #9
Strauss: Four Lost Songs /Elisabeth Schwarzkopf (soprano)
Maria Callas: French Operatic Arias /French Natl. Rodio Orch.
J.S. Bach: Sondas & Partitas For Solo Violin /Ida Haendel - 3 LP's: $74.99

LP's $21.99 /CD's $12.99 /Gold CD's $22.99
JD155
JD147
.0154

(PESKY
RECORDS

Sara K: Hobo (NEW!)
Livingston Taylor: Bicycle
4
Bodi Assod: Echoes of Brazil (NEW!)
(NEW!)
JD157
10141
Rebecca
Best of Brazil
Pidgeon:
-ocompilatio
New York nGirls Club
JD152
Christy Baron: IThought About You (NEW!)
10145
Paquito D'Rivera: Portraits of Cubo (SROM)
JD153 John Pizzorelli Collection: One Night With You
CD10
Chesky 10th Anniversary (2 CD's for ONLY $15.99!!)
JD156 A Tribute to Paul Desmond -Desmond Blue /Finck, Basile, Mequito, Crossley (NEW
0012 Mighty Som McClain: Give It Up To Love (SROM) (NEW!)
0001 The NC XRCD Sampler: Selections from Various Artists
0004 Tiger Okoshi: Two Sides To Every Story (SROM)
0007 Spirit Traveler: Playing the Hits From Motor City
0014 Terry Evans: Puffin' It Down (SROM) (NEWI)
0013 Bennie Wallace: The Old Songs (NEW!)
0011 Misho: Connected To the Unexpected
0008 Oscar Castro-Neves: Tropical Heart
0005 Carmen Lundy. Sell Portrait
0002 Bill Holeman: A View From the Side
0006 Nakagawa: Posey
0010 Tom Coster: From the Street
0003 Ernie Watts- Unity
0009 Hiroko: Pure Heart
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Abkco •A & ie •American Gramophone •American Pressing LP's •ASI •Athena •Aik •Aud.D.rectIons •Audite •Bootbr,de •Beefs., •Bell Jeton •Block Dana •Cop,. •Calm.: •CbS • .ell u •Century •Chanaot, •
•Clarity •Concord •Crusaders •Crystal Clear •Direct Disk Lobs •Disc-washer •DMP •Dorian •East Wind •Editions EG •Ern Amy •Encore Performance •Flying Disk •Forte •Fortuno •EOW •Gecko •Gemini •Gimell •t' ,•
•Golden String •Hormonio Mundi •Hot Club •Hyperion •India Navigation •John Morks Records •Kiki, •King •Klavier •Linn •lyrito •M & K •MA •MCA •Meantime •Mercury •Nobel •Nautilus •Nimbus •Nopa •
Star •Novus •Odin •Opus 3 •Proprius •Quartet •Quiet II •Rovi Shonkar •RCA Living Stereo •Ryko •Salisbury Labs •Son Francisco Sound •Sheffield •Sonic Arts •Stereophile -Super Analogue •Sweet Thunder •Tarot
Taurus •Telorc •Toshiba •Trend •Umbrella •Vanguard •Villa •Vital •Water Lilly •Wilson •Windham Hill •Ask About Other Labels

BEST PRODUCTS!
BEST PRICE!
BEST SERVICE!
GUARANTEED!!

ORDER
TOLL FREE:
800-782-3472

ORDER OR INFO
BY E-MAIL:

ElusDisc@aol.com
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Sampling of the Latest 81 Hottest Hardware & Accessories For Spring 19973* • *
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;ENZ-MICRO SWITZERLAND

OVINO COIL CARTIIIDGE&:
JBY
CALL W/ Trade $CALL
FERENCE
SCALL W/ Trade SCALL
C H20; MO.9; L0.4 SCALL W/ Trade KAU_
C GOLD (0.4mV)
$350 W/ Trade $225
C SILVER (2.0mV)
$350 W/ Trade $225
C-20E11
$150
JKASCHEK PP-1 PHONO STAGE
$1,199.99
mz/Aesthetix Cartridge Demognetizer5199.99
'Everyone who's into .milog is sure to
want one of the cute battery -powered
cartridge demagnetizers from
Aesthetix."
nemmuw a,uu
rockier 1
arolneril.
J.,. Ed le aél

ti,itiferseeett'
euN

`41J

THE GLIDER
$750

(HI •2.0mV & Medium -I.0nWl Output Available)
"This àakiller cartridge-more lifelike,
more holographic, more involving.... more musical.
...the Glider is way recommended." Lonnie Brownell, Slereophile, Aug. '96. Vol 19 #8

MUCH STONII: «see» ,.

..,...
$199.99
"he Shakti offers aaorthwhile and cost effective boost in sound quality....Focus, transparency, clarity,
id speed si ere better, as was the sense of space & pace? Jonathon Scull, Stereophile, 2/96, Vol.19 #2

CARTRIDGES & TURNTABLES

Mani"
hRTRIDG R.
Black Pearl Cartridge
$64.99
10 Moving Coil/High Output
SCALL Oyster Cartridge
$39.99
ue Point Special Cartridge
SCALL TURNTABIM:
ue Point Cartridge
SCALL Pro-Ject 6 Turntable
SCALL
tarl Cartridge
$84.99 Pro-Jed 1.2 Turntable
SCALL
"I've tried better tables, arms, cartridges. preamps, cables, and isolation schemes.
HIM GRITTY ...sane have ever given me the kinds of imprua meals in ache reduction. clarity.
and elimination of mid -to-treble ringing that these record-cleaning machines
bave. If you three to recorda, you need arecord-cleaning machine. Period." mek ,,(14
CARE PRODUCTS Corey Greelthere Slereophile, .Voy '94. 41.17 H5
woort
. - Manua application sil fluid.
0
-o,oiotr & 'mating dale VaatIOning.
i
ny!
oodgrain Cabinet
EM #-Abel.°
$199.99
.0DEL 1.5 - Auto scrubbing, &
All models me also ovsylobln
*Man. slide-out waste fluid tray.
os Soled Ode Coomm
nyl Woodgrain Cabinet
or 220v swoon
I5
EM #-ANIT1.5
$349.99
,aooc cis
10DEL 1.5F1 - Aura fluid application. scrubbing. & miation. Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
Latiza=6
. ••
.
.• :.
•-.. - ITEM #-ANIT1.5FI
$409.99
.0D8L MINI -PRO 1 - Wet scrub.v & raclitIMS both sides simultaneou.sly
nyl Woodgrain Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.5F1
$599.99
1TTT GRITTY CD MASTER (CD Cleaner)
$39.99
UST COVERS (DC-1 Soft Vinyl for 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5)
518.99
inyl for 1.5Fi, 2.5Fi, Mini -Pro 18.2 .... 20.99 Acrylic -all models)
$36.99

ecoRD

RECORD & CD CLEANING FLUIDS Purifier 2
16 oz.
$15.99
(for all LPs)
1/2 gal.-536.99/1 gal. .559.99
Pure CD
4 oz.
$13.99
Ultra Clarifier:
ULTRA DELUX
$114.99
CLARIFIER
"Rest Wreak
Treats CD's, LPs
of '96r
on.- •«...•,, ....r. ',..• P. ,, ........e .
&Loser Disc's.
knew:
$349.99
$34.99
lb
pach-MITerrodanen..
,
omom mom...! •
,
Battery Eliminator: $18.99

11199
$13.99
$13/99
$13. 99

audioquest cables 61 accessories
CA Interconnects: Jade, Turquoise, Topaz, Ruby, Quartz. All lengths available /HWO.... SCALL
pecker Cables: Type 2, 4, 6, Indigo, Crystal 8. Midnight. All lengths available woo... SCALL
merald X4 Tonearm Cable: gam.. $149.99 Pro Tonearm Coble: (NEW)
SCALL
ItraConnect 2: (w/cleaners) Ultra-high-purity contact cleaner. No residue
$29.99
ecord Brush: Anti- stoat Carbon Fiber
$14.99
FStoppers: RF & Digital Noise Filter (set of four).
Juniors: $31.99
Seniors: $49.99
oser Guide: Optical Clarifier/Cleaner -Improves CD sound!'
$26.99
orbothane Little Feet: (Pock of 4)
$32.99 .Sorbothone Big Feet: (Pack of 4)
$49.99

'unlit Audio System Enhancer Disc

$134.99

le ultimate burn-in and demagnetization Disci afilDingfir.6

eaten

$19.99

• Add Benz -Micro Glider': SCALL J aff expert cortridg. ,
'Q,:', ,,,i1,10,E5 sTONEARres AVAILMIlf.
tinstallation upon 'eau , 't
Please ask about out Package Pe Ices For ajj, VPI To.ntable ModelbI

;EO-DISCrid

By Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab
$24.99
recision cartridge alignment system, achieve critical alignment no/in .003 inch in moments.
Rnanese Resealables - .40c ea

MYER -40c ea $30/100
OUTER -20c ea $15/100
$30/100 MnFi Rice Paper
SP/10 pack Et $70/100

ORDER or

ElusDisc

1022

ROLLING BARREL RD.

PENDLETON, IN

46064

317

INFO BY

coupling
Fully Upgp

Source!!

cords, with reflex clamp and dustcover.
able to HW-19 Mark III ($599) /.1-1W-19 Mark IV ($1199)

SCALL

platter and spring suspension
11W-19 MARK IV -TNT bearing & spindle assembly. 20 lb. acrylic platter.

SCALL
ARIES - Near TNT performance in an HW-19 size! Requires only a 22' x 16' sp.:
TNT 3 platter & bearing.

SCALL

TNT JUNIOR -Huge sound stage is balanced by a solidity only available from supe:
tables. Now affordable too larger audience. 21 lb. stainless steel motor assembly.
TNT SERIES 2.5 &

SCALL

The ultimate in turntable technology.

SCALL

TON EARKS:
THE JMW MEMORIAL - VPI has designed an all-out affordable tonearm reference that is
extraordinary in its ability to extract information from an LPs grooves. Soundstage is wide & deep
with air & separation between instruments. Feeling of solidity of imoges & top to bottom coherency is unmatched. 5-star rated in TAS issue 106!

SCALL

GRAHAM 1.5 BASIÇ -Award-winning uni -pivot design. Fully upgradeable.
$CALL
We offer oil models of Graham Tonearms and Accessories!! Call for details.
SME Model 309 -Classic design. Best medium-priced arm on the market!
$CALL
We offer ou lmodels of SME Tonearms, Turntables & Accessories!! Call for details.
AUDIOOUEST PT-6: PT-7 (Emerald X4 Cable lá PT-8 (Pro Cable Adjustable pivot damping, FPC internal wire, Adjustable VTA.

SCALL

NEW VPI LOW-MASR

«ALL

VPI's newest tonearm. Budget priced! Great performance!

CLEANING MACHINISt

elgueits

•

Ici, jirttud the 11W-16.5 to be an outstanding
performer The record surfaces are micruscopirally clean & are so pristine they look new.' Audio .81agazine

Features: Seif-contained liquid pump: Applies
liquid and scrubs record at same time; Bidirectional churning; pushbutton controls; "The
mast deluse record cleaner on the market!"
HW-17 -$769.99

HW-16.5 -

Both fully automatic

Semi -Automatic

HW17F

$399.99

with

-$849.99
fan

cooling

ACCESSORIES:
POWER LINE CONDITIONER -Speed controller and power filter. GREAT UPGRADE',
$399.99
'MAGIC' BRICK -EMF control device.. $49.99 STROBE DISC -Set turntable speed
.$17.99
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE- . $14.99 PRECISION BULL'S EYE LEVEL $5.99
WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF VPI SPARE PARTS, UPGRADES AND ACCESSORIES:!
SpeedStrobe Digital Phonograph Speed Readout: Accuracy w/in
.03%1 Hottest accessory for vinyl junkies! stenxelli

$84.99

Rud ioP r•
lson

Lure ISO Beady
16.5 lbs. Per Globe Rating
(3 pack)
$74.99
teeell 180 Bombs,
4.5 lbs. Per Globe Rating
(3 pock)
949.99

"...and these little guys WORK! ...I'm keeping
them under all my gear." -Com. Greenberg.
Stereophile. Apr. '92 Vol. IS, 44
Men
CD STOPLIGHT :'

CD BLACKLIGHT -Combining mechanical
dampening, conductive
carbon traces reducing
electrostatic charges &
luminescent face reducing jitter results in your
music sounding more
natural, 3-D & dynamic
with significantly less
11.4lbaPrrsen
glare & edge. $39.99

•

"The improvement nay astonishing" Disk (Esher Stermphile. Mar '90.
13, #3
$14.95 /3 OR MORE $12.95

"The mat u,orks in abig way. Idid not have to strain

to hear the improvement. Improved definition, de-

tail, dynamics, amore analog-like soundstage. To tell
'ou the truth. I...begged Victor for amat on the spot."
ee
Stemophile. Apr '96 I. ,/ /9 #4

150+ page s3" U.S.A. /55" INTL.
CATALOG j FREE WITH ORDER!!
DOMESTIC SHIPPING:
UPS Ground/Priority Mail: 1-4 Items: $5 (adtl. items .504 ea.)

BEM
VISA

E-MAIL:

FOR INFO: (317) 778-2715

SCALL

NW-19 MARK 111 -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor & armboord, black acrylic

778-2669

aol.com

in u..s.a.

MW-19 JUN1011 -A totally dead-solid acrylic planer, precision machined for direct

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472
ORDER BY FAX

made

TURNTABLES:

nproves sound, removes static. Improves tracking. records and styli last longer

lECORD SLEEVES -

•

• Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': $1,174.99
• Add Benz-Micro Glider': $1,549.99
• Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special": SCALL

SCALL

,ransfiguration:

;ruv-Glide 11-

Your Ultimate

HW-191R Turntable w/ New VPI Low Mass Arm•: SCALL

With Trade -

Temper Cartridge Merl
SCALL
em Immutable Music. That quality of acoherent hobble of ultimate transp.venc). the preservation of the harmonic
'
,
elope around every instrument and musical event. and the astonishing purity of tone are what set the Temper apart from
ter canridg. I've heard, and nuke it sound truite like live music to me," -M. Bremner. Mermen, July 96. Voi 19 07

ecord Cleaning Brush.
x Sweep Kit: 4Vac- Sweeps)
apstan Kit: (4 Capstans)
D Buffer & Laser Buffer Pads .

SPECIAL!!!

HW-191R Turntable w/ Audioquest PT-6 Arm*: $949.99

én Mo ad re Iona Ihc Apr `Of, Vol

"ALL In-Stock orders shipped in

24

hrs!"

at

/3-Day Select: 1-3 Items S7 (adtl. Items SI ea.) /
2nd Day Air. 1-3 Items 58 (acItl Items SI 25 ea I
INTERNATIONAL_SHIPPING: CALL OR FAX!
CANADA: 1st Item $7.00 (adtl. items $1 ")

NUTS ABOUT HI-FI

FEATURING

MIT

4
NUTS ABOUT H141
More than just cable!

T.

360-698-1348

1-800-201-HI-FI

WWW.OLYMPIC.NET/NUTS
NUTS ABOUT HIFI ,I SILVERLINK.NET

THIEL •KRELL •THETA •WILSON X-1 GRAND SLAM •MIT •CONRAD JOHNSON •STRAIGHT •WIRE •ARAGON ACURUS •RUNCO •MARANTZ
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Robert Baird
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n December, just before Christmas,
The New York Times became the latest
in aseries of media outlets to publish a
classical-music-meets-its-doom cry for
help. Written by Allan Kozinn and headed
by the understated title "Once-Proud
Industry Fends Off Extinction" (NYE
"Arts and Leisure," 12/8/96), the piece
was sprinkled with horrifying facts, for
instance, that classical music's market share
in the US has dropped from 7% in 1987 to
2.9% in 1996. And there was this chilling
equation: "A reissue of a Herbert von
Karajan recording of aMozart symphony
with the Berlin Philharmonic can be expected to sell thousands of copies; arecent
Claudio Abbado version with the same
band stalled at amere 200." Two hundred?
The net profit from that wouldn't begin to
cover the cost of printing the one-sheet
that's used to solicit retailers.
There's no doubt that classical music is in
trouble with acapital "T" Kozinn did a
good job of detailing much of the panic that
has now gripped record labels as they fight,
not for profits, but for their own survival.
The arrival of SoundScan (the system that's
revolutionized record charts by relying on
what's sold as opposed to what's shipped),
the fact that the market is overloaded with
standard repertoire, and the litany of confusion in the head offices of the major labels
are all salient parts of ICozirues excellent
piece. Recent articles in 71w Economist and
Billboard (the latter, of course, more damage
control than meaningful exploration) have
explored similar aspects of this grim but
obviously fashionable ground.
Exactly why classical music has come to
this predicament—it; teetering on the
brink of becoming alost art—is a
many-tentacled beast, and as one
of my favorite conundrums, a

Stereophile, March 1997

subject Iplan to return to in this space many
times. For the moment, however; Iwill content myself with adding several points to the
arguments that Kozinn detailed.
The two major points he missed (or, more
likely, avoided for lack of space) are the lack
of aconnection between classical labels and
classical radio and the sad dearth of public
funds going into arts education. The public
funding issue is simple: If we took the tax
dollars now spent on asquadron of F-16s
and put it toward music education in public
schools, the problem would be solved. Priorities, priorities, priorities.
The dilemma surrounding classical
radio makes the Big Bang look like child's
play. Unlike the rest of radio, which is so
unimaginative and slavishly imitative that
it means nothing to anyone who cares
about music, classical programming has no
discernible rhyme or reason. While that
can make for interesting listening, in most
cases it means that classical announcers
sink into unfortunate patterns: the concerto that lasts an hour, the overly familiar
parade of greatest hits, aless-than-brilliant
reissue of an otherwise charming work.
New records, new artists, and new music,
by and large, do not get played. Not to
advocate committing felonies or anything,
but why, when payola has been institutionalized in the rest of the music business, is there no connection between labels and radio stations? Why aren't there
more classical radio promotions people?

Why don't classical divisions work radio
program directors like their rock counterparts across the hall do? The simple fact is
that everyone in the classical universe is
inextricably linked. Record labels and
radio stations need to connect.
Finally, there's the sticky question of
orchestras and their unions. Kozinn stated
that, because of "union rates and work
rules," the cost of recording symphonic
works in the US is 60% higher than it is
in London. Iremember living in Phoenix,
Arizona when the Greyhound bus drivers
struck acompany that was going bankrupt. Perhaps I'm a simpleton, but it
seems to me that striking adying industry
is abad idea. For my money, the two
recent orchestra strikes in this country fall
into that category. In San Francisco, for
example, the symphony management said
that the "average total compensation
package" for SF Symphony players was
$112,493. A spokesman for the strikers
cited the figure of $74,000 as abase salary,
and said that other figures (presumably
health insurance, etc.) were "not material." (San Francisco Chronide, 12/15/96). In
the January issue of BBC Music, afigure of
$1500 aweek was given as the average
salary won by the strikers in Philadelphia.
Now, I'm all for paying musicians, and
compared to the obscene salaries paid to
pro sports players, these figures are
peanuts. But in the light of the well-publicized problems orchestras are having filling
seats and meeting budgets, this seems abit
excessive. Orchestras in this country have
already priced themselves out of the
recording market. What's next? The concert business? Without live performances, classical music stands no
chance of holding its own and winning new audiences.
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Are you and your system lonely this winter?
Let PS Audio &Wireworld add afew new friends to your listening room
PRESENTING...

WIRE W ORLD

Wireworld cables use designer David Salz's patented symmetrical
coaxial design, resulting in cables that are practically inaudible. This
concentric wrap configuration more evenly distributes signals & limits
electrical interactions.

BY D AVID S A LZ

• Wireworld conductors are made of proprietary Grain-Optimized
high-purity
copper and silver.
• The proprietary Wireworld connectors are made of the most con( uctive meta
gold over copper for the intermediate models, and solid silver for th etop model
• Teflon dielectrics are found on even the least expensive Wireworld interconnec

The Gold Eclipse

Polaris II

"The Gold Eclipse had very little editorial effect on the
signal passing through it, and its very slight departure
from neutrality was in adirection that complemented
my system and tastes. The Gold Eclipse is also very

"There is no dullness at any frequency... clear
vividness, fresh expression and wide-ranging reproduction are
the major captivating factors of this product. Before anything else.
this model should be tried for jazz reproduction." -Makoto Akika wa,
Audio Accessory, Fall 1995

well made, particularly the RCA plugs." -Robert
Harley, Stereophile, August. 1996

Orbit Speaker Cable

The Atlantis H

"...in virtually every tally we did on either of the two
systems, Wireworld Orbit came out on top. Flattering
comments heaped upon it took note of its excellent
focus, impressive neutrality and top-to-bottom
coherence. Highs were detailed and airy, and the ever-

"The Atlantis didn't fundamentally color the sound
the way many moderately priced interconnects do...
At $90/pair, Atlantis II sounded better (more neutral)
than Iexpected." -Robert Harley. Siereophile.
August, 1996
Interconnects

important bass came through with solid, satisfying impact."
-- Al Griffin, Home Theater Technohn;T. 6,96

$2
pluF,

.70/ft
termination

Speaker Cables

Atlantis II*
Equinox II

1m
1m

Eclipse II

1m

Gold Eclipse II*

1m

$ 90
$130

Oasis II
Atlantis II

$ 7.80/ft
$12.00/ft

$300

Polaris II

$22.50/ft

$1000 •Stereophile Recommended Cornponent, 10/96

• • • New for 1997 • • •
Series III products from Wireworld.
Call jar detail.

Dynatek stocks the complete line of Wireworld interconnects, speaker cables, digital cables & power cords. Call for pricing & a‘n ilability.

PS AUDIO is HERE!
Dynatelt is proud to announce the addition of PS Audio to its prestigious lineup of
high perfOrmance equipment. Stop by our showroom to audition the new 1997 lineup.
SL Three with
HDCD DAC
1 ,295

Ultralink Two with
IIDCD DAC
s2,295

" The PS Audio SL Three is agoodsounding processor that offers terrific
value for $1295... In fact, the SL Three

RH (Robert Harley) "highly recommends" the Ultralink 2—especially when
utilizing the RCA jacks... -Stereophile, October 1996

easily beat the performance of the original UltraLink... The SL Three did,
however sound better than the Audio Alchemy DDE v3/DTI v2 combination, a
pair that costs $300 less than the PS Audio processor. This is high praise
considering that both the DDE/DT1 pair and the D/AC-2000 Ultra are, in my

" The Two had asmooth rendering of instrumental timbre that was remarkabl)
free from grain and stridency... Iwas also impressed by the Ultral ink -wo's sound
stage size, layering, and transparency." -Robert Harley, Stereophile. 12/95

opinion, the products to beat at their respective prices... It's aheck of alot of
processor at areasonable price." -Robert Harley. Stereophile, May, 1996

Lambda Two
Transport

DL Three DAC

The totally redesigned and improved Lambda
Two is successor to the critically acclaimed
Lambda CD drive. Employing four discrete
isolation transformers, redesigned power supply, digital circuitry ar dproprietar
mechanical damping, the Lambda Two delivers the next evolutiona ry step in CI
transport technology. Improvements in the performance of Lambda 1wo are in th
areas of lower jitter and isolation from mechanical vibration; yielding better resolt
lion of detail, rhythm and dynamics.

s695

The DL Three brings reference quality
D/A conversion to an affordable level.
This unit is atrue 20 bit design. It
utilizes the highly regarded Crystal CS
8412 digital receiver in alow jitter implementation, the Burr Brown PCM 1700
digital filter, and Burr Brown PCM 1702 20 bit DACs. Its analog section was
designed for high current and low impedance output characteristics, but more
importantly for good sound. The DL Three features eight times oversampling
and linear phase analog filtering. DL Three is optionally available with the Pacific
Microsonics PMD100 digital filter/HDCO decoder chip.

DILThree_with HDCD
Prices subject to change N, ,,

,.
,
-ponslble

TO ORDER CALL

s1,995

" Tremendous punch and dynamics," decided RH (Robert Harley) of the
original Lambda... "Well-balanced, afine value," adds MC (Martin Colloms).
-Stereophile, October 1996

$895

for typographical errors

1-800-DYNATEK

OTHER INQUIRIES call 215-396-8288

YTEK
Na
eceem
IMO/VIDEO 8HOME CINEMA

sales@dyna tek -ay con
Fax: 215 396-799

Industrial Blvd., Southampton, PA 1896(
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Dan Buckley
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ay what you will about Philip
Glass: Call him "stuck-record
music," or use the old joke:
Knock knock.
Who's there?
Philip Glass. Knock knock
'Who's there?
Philip Glass. Knock knock.
Who's there?
Philip Glass....
But for all the grief and jokes Glass
has been the target of, his position in the
history of American music (and of
music globally in this century) is secure.
It was Glass who most significantly
brought contemporary classical music
back to the masses, and his minimalist
style has been perhaps the most influencial compositional thrust in the second
half of this century.
Before Glass and fellow minimalists
Steve Reich, Terry Riley, LaMonte
Young, and John Adams exploded onto
the scene, the New Viennese School of
Schoenberg, Berg, and Webern held
serious classical music in its viselike grip.
Around the world, the bulk of contemporary classical composers followed
the guidelines of serialism with religious
zeal, exploding the toeholds of aural
recognition (ie, tonal centers and recognizable rhythm), and alienating themselves from audiences. Reich
correctly called it "Neurotic
music for neurotic people."
A former pupil of
Nadia Boulanger,
Philip Glass made
his breakthrough
return to tonality
and pulsation
following

astint making orchestral transcriptions of
the music of Indian sitar master Ravi
Shankar. Glass's earliest mature pieces
were almost static celebrations of pure
tonality and rhythmic vitality. Amplified
as well, they proved that, for intensity and
vigor, classical music could give rock'n'roll arun for its money.
Glass has been prolific, composing in
forms ranging from solo works to grand
opera; asearch of his name in Tower
Records' online catalog pulls up no less
than 42 recordings currently in print
(and likely almost as many no longer
available). But while his output is voluminous, it is also spotty, with great spikes
of creativity separated by more than a
few deep valleys.
The cornerstone of any Philip Glass
library has to be his seminal mid-70s
opera Einstein on the Beach. Almost Dadaist
in its simplicity and directness, both musically and textually, Einstein illustrates
modern life's bombardment of stimulus
as have few works before or since.
For alibretto, Glass and set designer/
full artistic collaborator Robert Wilson
drew upon solfeggio vocal exercises (dore-mi
)
' counting numbers, advertisements for soft contact lenses, and the
oblique poetry of Christopher Knowles,
a neurologically impaired 14-year-old.
The music is relentless in its
impulse and drive, the
singers sounding more
like instruments than
lyrical vocalists as
they intoned the
simple texts —a
far cry from the
bel canto, Wagnerian, or New
Viennese tra-

ditions. This is amusical firestorm, an
operatic wall of sound to put Phil
Spector to shame.
Though economical in orchestral
forces, relying mainly on Glass's own
ensemble of flutes, saxophones, organ,
and synthesizer — plus avocal quartet,
chorus, and solo violinist —Einstein contrasts fairly simple settings with whirlwind barrages of heavily amplified voices
and instruments. It has its lovely

Glass made his
breakthrough return to
tonality and pulsation
following astint making
orchestral transcriptions
of the music of
Ravi Shankar.
moments too, particularly in the closing
scene, "Knee Play 5," of two lovers on a
park bench. After scenes featuring spaceships, a court trial (which Glass later
revealed was based on the Patty Hearst
trial), radio ads, and ahost of other information-overload assaults, this simple and
beautiful capstone obliquely puts the
world back together again.
The first recording of the work, originally made by Tomato Records and
reissued by pre-Sony CBS (M4K
38875), is largely eclipsed by the '90s rerecording (Nonesuch 79323-2) — save
for Paul Zukovsky's brilliant solo violin
work and Samuel M. Johnson's detached
narration. The later recording clears up
some of the original's problems of balance and mix, lending greater clarity to
Glass's texturally powerful score. It also
restores several pieces cut from the original. Still, Ifind myself returning often to
the CBS set, perhaps out of "first love"
attachment
Another key work in any Glass collection is his 1983 soundtrack to the
film Koyaanisqatsi (Island 814 042-2),
which took as its title the Hopi word for
"life out of balance." Glass's score amplifies to stunning effect the wordless
film's images of daily life in technological society. As apiece of music in
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and of itself, Koyaanisqatsi still stands as
one of the most enduring and inviting
listening experiences of Glass's voluminous output.
Koyaanisqatsi, composed roughly a
decade after Einstein, is scored for conventional orchestral forces plus the unearthly
deep voice of Albert De Ruiter. Glass's
skills in both orchestration and composition had reached anew zenith, and the
result is haunting, disturbing, unsettling.
Though most folks recall the ominous,
spine-tingling opening music for voice
and organ. Glass succeeds in capping the
work with aan equally profound finish —
"The Prophesies."
In the decade following Koyaanisqatsi,
Glass's artistry underwent even greater
refinement and expansion. With each
passing element in his triptych of portrait operas (Einstein on the Beach,
Ale/maten, and Satyagraha) and his Christopher Columbus opera (The Voyage),
Glass's skill at writing for vocalists in the
context of large-scale theater works has
grown more lyrical and better suited to
the voice. With La Belle et la Bête, written to accompany Jean Cocteau's film
version of Beauty and the Beast, Glass rises
to new heights.
La Belle et la Bête is asparkling work
easily recognizable as Glass, though in
it he shows amuch greater thirst for
almost constant development and elaboration than in any of his earlier
pieces. Vocally, it may be his greatest
effort to date, and the two principals of
its single recording (Nonesuch 793472) mezzo- soprano Janice Felty (Beauty)
and Gregory Purnhagen (the Beast) —
sing with amixture of animated life,
utmost clarity, and glorious beauty
thoughout. Likewise, the supporting
cast of John Kuether, Ana Maria
Martinez, Hallie Neill, Zheng Zhou,
and Glass's ensemble turn in grand,
illuminating performances.
La Belle et la Bête, Einstein on the Beach,
and Koyaanisqatsi are the central pillars of
the essential Glass collection. Though
less important, another handful of
recordings fill in the
major episodes of
his career. Hydrogen
Jukebox (Nonesuch
79286-2), Glass's
1989 collaboration with poet
Allen Ginsberg, is
afine match. Contempories in age
and world experi-

A single-CD collection (Nonesuch
79326-2) documents Two Pages, Contrary
Motion, Music in Rfihs, and Music in Similar
Motion, while Music in Twelve Parts
(Nonesuch 79324) takes up two discs.
The former disk is adigital re-master of
the original mid-seventies recording—a
vast improvement over the scratchy surfaces of Glass's Chatham Square labels
LPs. The latter is a superb all-digital
recording made in 1993.
I've always had agreat fondness for
Glass's Mano Music recording (CBS MK
45576) as well. Not only are Metamorphosis 1-5, Mad Rush, and Wichita Sutra
Vortex engaging, well-crafted compositions, but there is arelaxed intimacy to
the composer's solo performances that
invites repeated listening.
There are afew Glass recordings that
one should avoid like deranged folks
with steak knives. Poivaqqatsi (Nonesuch
La Belle et la Bête,
79192-2), Glass's music for director
Godfrey Reg,gio's film follow-up to
Einstein on the Beach,
Koyaanisqatsi, can't hold acandle to the
original.
A transitional piece in which
and Koyaanisqatsi are
Glass began exploring the colors of
the central pillars of the
world ethnic instruments, it is thematically anorexic to apainful degree —selessential Glass collection.
dom has so little been stretched so thin.
Ihad the misfortune of sitting through it
live with apresentation of the film afew
Inspired by Thoreau's "Civil Disobedience," Gandhi created the philo- years back. Ithought surely it must be
better that way than just listening to the
sophy of "Satyagraha," which he rerecording by itself, but by the end of the
ferred to as representing "the force born
performance its few tepid themes had
of Truth and Love, or nonviolence."
been imprinted on my brain like cheap
Based in large part on a simple and
wallpaper. Better to spend time listening
lyrical rising scale illustrating the
to paint blister or metal rust.
essence of Gandhi's notion of truth
Glass's String Quartets 2-5, recorded
and love, the score is elevating and
by the Kronos Quartet (Nonesuch
luminous. Tenor Douglas Perry's portrayal of Gandhi in the 1985 recording 79356-2), are not much deeper. Of the
(CBS M3K 39672) is nothing shy of fout, No3, the "Mishima" Quartet, —so
named because it was used in the soundmasterful.
Though more of amixed bag, Dance track for Paul Schrader's film of the same
name —is the most interesting. For
Pieces (CBS MK 39539) contains one
spectacular extended work —In the Upper starters, Glass is at his best when inspired
by visual or dramatic projects. And while
Room —made more so by the soaring
the Fourth Quartet owes its inspiration
vocals of Dora Ohrenstein and the superb
to the death of artist Brian Buczak from
playing of Glass's ensemble. UnforAIDS and the Second illustrates aman
tunately, it's coupled with Rubric and
coming to terms with "profound soliFaçade, from the Glassworks collection
tude," it was the complex and passionate
(CBS MK 37265) —two of the most
overplayed and underwhelming character of writer Yukio Mishima that
inspired Glass most. But again, these
works in his output.
bloodless exercises are far from the comWhile Glass's early works are
more static in nature than his poser's best work and are probably best
avoided.
later pieces, they provide fasciSome will argue that any Philip Glass
nating insight into the evolution
recording is one too many But give a
of his mature style. Almost
listen to the first three choices, and I
trancelike in their fondness for
think you'll come away with adifferent
repetition and slow, elongated
opinion. And if your budget permits
development, these pre-Einstein
studies form the foundation of only one, La Belle et la Bête should bring
lasting pleasure.
S
Glass's musical revolution.

ence, the two friends often shared the
same concert stage in "happenings" in
the late 1960s. The setting of Ginsberg's
texts, narrated by the poet, rekindles the
'60s atmosphere of freedom, rebellion,
and yearning for peace. Its apex is Song
No.7, from Part II of "Howl," in which
Ginsberg rails against Moloch — Glass
scores this section with arare burst of
surging, avant-garde jazz winds. It's
potent stuff.
The late 1970s opera Satyagraha,
Glass's portrait of Indian leader Mahatma Gandhi's first nonviolent struggles
for freedom in South Africa, is amasterpiece of simplicity. The story centers
abstractly on the years 1893 to 1914
when Gandhi fought the British "Black
Act," which restricted the movement of
Indian-born subjects in South Africa.
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THE RETURN OF A LEGEND

REVOLUTIONARY Price!
NEW from GRADO! The Reference Series.
•Ilainicrafted Mahogany Wood Body
•Fixed Coil Design
The Reference senes of wooden cartridges are fixed coil design,
handcrafted at our labs with specially selected species of mahogany;
an intricate procedure of curing is done between production steps to
achieve optimal sonic quality. The Reference Series Generator/Stylus
The SHURE V15 was the standard by which all other cartridges were
judged. It produced pure, crystalline highs -rich, resonant bass -and

The Reference
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their analogue recordings. Now its back. The same classic phono
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Prestige Gold
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cartridge updated with a new body to provide a warmer, more mustcal sound. In every way, it's the V15 you remember, but it will sound
even better than it did before.

$2.50

Thorens TD 280 MK IV Reg. Price
Factory Authorized Sale Price

module is not replaceable allowing a redesigned one-piece magnetic circuit and a reduction of chassis resonances.

more vivid musical detail than listeners ever expected to obtain from

$540
$399

The legendary Thorens TD 280 MK IV is pure analog technology, perfection in analog playback, an excellent blend of
high-end technology and aesthetic design. A turntable of reference quality with an extremely good value for the money.
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ACOUSTIC DISC
JERRY GARCIA/DAVID GIUSMAN:
Shady Grove
ACD-21 (Cl) only). Craig Miller, prod.; David Dennison. eng. DDD. TT: 64:32

F

rom 1990 up to the time of his
death, Jerry Garcia was in the
habit of dropping in — frequently
unexpectedly — on David Grisman.
The two old friends would visit, sometimes talking, sometimes playing together, and Grisman would record these encounters. Both Garcia and Grisman have
explored awide variety of musical genres in their recording careers, and this
diversity is reflected in the breadth of the
material Acoustic Disc has in the can.
This first release from the archive seems
particularly apt, however, as it explores
ballads and traditional folksongs — the
very material that originally drew each of
them into music in the first place.
Though at this remove it's hard to
remember that first blossoming awareness of the greatness of America's tradi-

tional musical forms, it was aheady
time for music lovers frustrated by the
pop pablum of the day. In addition to
discovering the power of the traditional
forms, the “folkniks" felt as though they
were doing great works, preserving
purer musical forms from the onslaught
of encroaching civilization. Isuspect
that music strong enough to survive
hundreds of years is strong enough to
survive even the advent of television,
but without the efforts of those dedicated musicians and folklorists, we might
not have the later records ofJohn Hurt,
Fred McDowell, or Mance Lipscomb to
treasure today. Nor, without the strong
grounding in the traditional forms that
Garcia encountered in those early days,
might the music of the Grateful Dead
Stereophile, March 1997

have had that rich strain of forthright
fondness that resulted in Workingman's
Dead, American Beauty, or any number of
their signature covers—such as "Death
Don't Have No Mercy."
The music here is heavy on Child
ballads, jug-band tunes, and the more
lugubrious strain of melancholic nostalgia. For arecord bound to be atribute
to amusical icon, that's not an inappropriate vein to mine. Shady Grove is, further, adocument of aprofound musical
friendship — you can hear the easy but
deep musical communication between
Garcia and Grisman in every song. There
are some wonderful solos here, but the
disc isn't acelebration of musical virtuosity—it's a record of two old friends
exploring the passions of their youth.
The instruments ring out clear and
bright. The recording has afeel of sonic
truth to it —not the absolute sound,
perhaps, but one that is clean, crisp, and
tonally accurate. It sounds forward, for
the most part (remember, these songs
were recorded over the course of five
years), but not obnoxiously so. The guitars, banjos, mandolins, and other
stringed instruments have been recorded to emphasize the complexity and
richness of their individual timbres. This
is not necessarily the same thing as trying to capture the sound of the instruments in agiven room; it places, rather,
an emphasis on the instruments themselves. Though Iprefer asound that
makes the ambience more truly apart of
the instrument, Ifound this disc exciting
and revealing despite my preferences.
I never thought of myself as a
Deadhead, but when Iheard the news of
Garda's death, Iremember thinking,
"How sad that we'll never hear those
lovely, elliptical solos again." Shady Grove
makes the loss seem much more personal. It's adisc I'm glad to have.

ANALOGUE
PRODUCTIONS
GENE AMMONS: Nice an Cool
Gene Animons, tenor sax; Richard Wyands, piano;
Doug Watkins, bass; J.C. Heard. drums
Prestige/Moodsville/Analogue Productions All 038
(LP). Rudy Van Gelder, prod., cog. AAA. TI': 40:13
GENE ANIMONS: The Soulful Moods of Gene
Ammons
Gene Anunons, tenor sax; Patti Brown, piano; George
Duvivier, bass; Eddie Shaughnessy, drums

Moodsville/Analogue Productions All 039 (LP).
Rudy Van Gelder, prod, eng. AAA. TT: 39:13
MILES DAVIS QUINTET: The Great Prestige
Recordings
Includes: The Nov Miles Davis Quintet. Cookin; Relasin;
Workin; Skansin'
Miles Davis, trumpet; John Coltrane, tenor sax; Red
Garland, piano; Paul Chambers. bass; Pliny Joe
Jones, drums
Analogue Productions All 035 (5 LPs). Bob Weinstock, prod.; Rudy Van Gelder, rug,. AAA. TT:
3:11:09
ALBERT KING: Ill Play the Blues for You
Stax/Analogue Productions Revival Series APR 3015
(LP). Allen Jones, prod.; Henry Bush, prod, mg.;
William Brown, mg. AAA. TT: 40:34
OTIS SPANN: Good Morning Mr. Blues
Analogue Productions Revival Series APR 3016 (LP).
Karl Emil Knudsen, prod. AAA. TT: 4907

T

he Miles box is the big news here.
It might just be the record of the
year, abrash prediction for me to
make on the third day of 1997 — but,
given the significance of this material,
also practically ano-bramer.
Impressed by Miles's performance at
the 1955 Newport Jazz Festival — and
cognizant that their newly developed
12" LP had the potential to revolutionize the industry —Columbia Records
executives recruited Davis to bolster
their stable ofjazz artists. There was just
one problem: Miles was under contract
to Prestige at the time. So Columbia and
Prestige sharpened their pencils and
worked out acompromise: Davis would
fulfill his contract to Prestige by the end
of 1956, but he would also be allowed to
record for Columbia as long as the label
didn't release any of his records until
1957. Thus Davis began an extraordinary
year and ahalf of activity, recording allstar dates for Prestige, putting Round
About Midnight and four other compositions in the can for Columbia, and, in
two marathon sessions conducted in
May and October, recording most of the
material collected here.
The five Prestige records collected in
this box are the narrative of aband —
possibly the most influential band in
modern jazz. The New Miles Davis Quintet shows some birthing pains. In retrospect, we can see the seeds of greatness,
but the seams show, and Miles's choice
of musicians puzzled many jazz aficionados at the time. Joe Goldberg, in
his liner notes to Steamin' with the Miles
Davis Quintet, described the initial critical assessment of the Quintet as "a trumpet player who could play only in the
middle register and fluffed half his notes;
187
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an-out-of-tune tenor player; acocktail
pianist; adminmer who played so loud
that no one else could be heard; and a
teen-age bassist." Listening to Coltrane
practically blunder into his solos on The
New Miles._ one can understand why
people were puzzled by Miles's choices.
Miles being Miles, however, he wasn't
limited only by what he'd already heard —
he was hearing music yet to be.
And glorious music it turned out to be—
Cokin Rela.vitt; Workin', and Steamin' laid
down the template for serious jazz for
the rest of the '50s and the first half of
the '60s. And then the band that shattered that mold was ... Miles's nevi stable
ensemble.
There are so many wonderful performances here: "My Funny Valentine"
from Cookint "If IWere aBell" from
Relaxint "It Never Entered My Mind"
from Workint and "When I Fall in
Love" from &omit,' all rank as personal
favorites, but they're emblematic of the
melancholy, extremely intimate interplay that permeates the individual
albums. And, while those last four discs
were recorded in two extended sessions,
they don't run together at all —each
disc has been crafted into asatisfying
set, giving the feeling of dropping in on
the group at your favorite watering
hole. (Considering that this was the
dawn of the LP, that sort of conceptual
programming was pretty prescient.)
Not to mention that each song is brimming over with fresh melodic and
developmental ideas. Itake away something new every time Irevisit these classics. (For more on these seminal sessions, see Robert Baird's assessment in
this issue's "Recording of the Month.")

Analogue Productions has done a
wonderfid job with this reissue. They've
reproduced each original cover and collected the five LPs into aluxurious box,
emblazoned with arich color portrait of
Miles — reiterated in B&W on the
cover of the enclosed booklet, which
features alovely essay by Bob Blumenthal, portraits of the musicians, and
notes on the production of the LPs from
Mastering Engineer Stan Ricker, Audio
Systems Consultant Neil Muncy, Press
Manager Rick Hashimoto, and Plating
Engineer Gary Salstrom. The set is limited to an edition of 2500 pressings.
Keep in mind that the master tapes
for these discs are 40 years old; by the
time AcousTech got them, age had
taken its toll. Adhesive from the splices
had migrated onto the oxide, and the
splices themselves were brittle —and,
in some cases, stretched. Ricker had a
time of cutting the lacquers, but only
partially because of the aged masters. As
he explains in the booklet, Davis's
choice of aHarmon mute made for an
unusually complex waveform, one that
stressed the cutting head on the lathe
beyond its limits. Past experience with
half-speed mastering —of which Stan is
the acknowledged master —told him
that he'd lose bass going that route with
the equipment available at AcousTech.
So he went to areally old solution: twothirds-speed mastering. Mastering at
22.5rpm has been an option on many
cutting lathes since the days when singles were king—after all, while
22.5rpm is two-thirds speed for LPs, it's
half
for 45s —and was developed
to cut "hotter" singles for radio play.
With the help of Krieg Wunderlich, an

Associated Equipment
Digital front-end: Krell KPS-2014.
Analog front-end: Linn Sondek LP12 with Naim Armageddon power supply, Naim ARO tonearm, Transfiguration Temper cartridge; or VP! TNT
Mk.III turntable with JMW Memorial tonearm, van den Hul Frog cartridge.
Phono section: Nairn Prefuc/HiCap, Audio Research PH3, or Krell
Reference.
Preamplifiers: Ayre K-1, Krell ICRC-HR
Power amplifiers: Ayre V3, Conrad-Johnson Premier Twelve, Krell Audio
Standard.
Speakers: Martin-Logan SL-3.
Cables: MIT balanced 350 interconnect; Cardas balanced phono interconnect; Kimber Black Pearl speaker cable; MIT 850 speaker cable; AudioQuest
Crystal/Argent hi-wire speaker cable.
Accessories: The Shelf by Black Diamond Racing; Mk.3 (equipment) and
Mk.4 (speakers) Cones from Black Diamond Racing.
Room treatment: RPG Abffusers; ASC Tube Traps, Bass Traps, Studio
Traps, and Slim Traps; Phaen'stoopie former tomcat.
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erstwhile co-worker at Mobile Fidelity
Sound Labs, Stan managed to slow
down the Studer Mastering Deck's
servo-motor capstan to the point where
it was possible to do justice to Davis's
muted horn — not to mention Coltrane's muscular sax.
The result is aset of records whose
tonal richness is abetted by absolute clarity. I've never heard Davis's muted trumpet sound harmonically richer —nor,

for that matter, have Iheard Coltrane's
sax bigger or more aggressive. Garland's
piano has never figured more bell-like;
the notes float unfettered in space, even
given Van Gelder's relatively closemiked perspective. Yet none of the
detail and precision detract from Mr.
PC's big bass sound — he is as present
and palpable here as I've ever heard him.
That said, there is asmall problem
that might drive sonie persnickety listeners nuts. There are drop-outs, some
splices are audible, and in places the
oxide is audibly damaged. This means
that at least once per disc —and, in the
case of Workite, quite abit more than
that—you will be pulled out of the
world the Quintet created and reminded of the technology that is bringing
them to you —and its limitations. How
big adeal is that? It depends on your
level of tolerance, of course. I'll put up
with it gladly to have discs of this overall quality: The tapes are what they are,
and I feel fortunate that Analogue
Productions has gone to all the trouble
to make this set available at all. Compared to the OJC pressings — or the
Prestige CDs —the AP LPs sound f4
far better. And, of course, they're records,
which is how Iwant to hear these performances. Think of it as an original
instruments thing. With mint originals
coming to market for $150 each, I
couldn't afford them; $200 for this box
actually begins to look like abargain.
If you don't listen to records or
would rather not have to "put up" with
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anything, you do have an option: DCC
has issued gold CD remasterings of all
five Quintet tides, and the sound is
superb. (See my review of The New
Miles later in this feature.)
The two Gene Ammons tides make
up the Prestige "Twofer" Gentle Jug,
long a mainstay of "Records To Die
For." All praises due to AP for making
them available again. Actually, unless
you're acompletist, you only need one,
The Soulful Moods of Gene Ammons,
which has both better sound and better
playing. Soulful is the real deal. Ammons's tone is beautiful, warm, enveloping — you just melt into the lushness. The playing is intimate, even quietly witty, and very heads-up. The
drums have exceptional snap and presence, and, while Van Gelder does add
artificial reverb to Jug's tenor — which
certainly needs no artificial warmth—it
is controlled, and contained primarily in
the right channel (». Ifind this easy to
overlook (overlisten?) — which is not
the case on Nice an' Cool, where the
reverb saturates the horn, and where
the whole equation just doesn't match
SouYit/ 's sharpness of focus or refined
interplay.
Albert King's I'll Play the Blues for You
has been released on AP's less expensive
Revival label, as has the Otis Spann disc.
Side one of the King outing is superb —
King is at his funky, stinging best in solo
after solo, and the Bar-Kays, backing
him up, are in fine fettle, laying down
an absolutely incorruptible groove. The
side is sparkling and crisp — aperfect
evocation of King's seating guitar tone.
Stereo, it was taken from afirst-generation copy, but Idon't care — it sounds
great! Side two — which, the jacket
claims, used the mono original master—
sounds tubby and muffled in comparison. This is redeemed somewhat by a
handful of great guitar solos, but the
pity is that AP didn't release Boni Under a
Bad Sign, which, in addition to being the
single best Albert King recording ever,
featured top-notch sound. Still, any Albert
King is better than no Albert King.
Good Morning Mr. Blues is amostly solo
session featuring Otis Spann's piano and
vocals — he's joined on afew tracks by
an unidentified guitarist. The recording
is crisp and detailed, obviously recorded
quite close, and Spann delivers with an
off-the-cuff performance that is charming. However, Spann was not really
noted as asolo performer — he made his
bones as the seminal Chicago blues band
pianist in Muddy Waters's band. Iwould
have preferred new pressings of Spann's
Candid recordings, which were funky —
Stereoptule, March 1997

or, better yet, the Prestige date The Blues
Never Die!, which features pseudonymous guitarist "Dirty Rivers" (wonder
who that could have been). In comparison, this collection just doesn't cry out
for re-release.

CLASSIC RECORDS
SONNY ROLLINS: Our Mall JtIZZ
Sonny Rollins, tenor sax; Don Cherry, corner, Bob
Cranshaw, bacs; Billy Higgins, drums
RCA/Classic LSP-2612 (LP). George Avaltian, Bob
Prince, prods.; Paul Goodman, cog. AAA. TI': 48:55

DCC COMPACT CLASSICS
CHEF BAKER: In New York
Chet Baker, tamper, Johnny Griffin, terror sax; Al
Haig, piano; Paul Chambers, bass; Pliny Joe Joncs,
drums
Rivcrside/DCC Compact Classics GZS-1101 (gold
Cl)). Orrin Kcepnews, prod.; Jack Higgins, cog.
AAD. TT: 51:51
MILES DAVIS QUINTET: The New Miles Danis
Quintet
Miles Davis, pumper, John Coltrane, tenor sax; Red
Garland, piano; Paul Chambers, bass; Philly Joe
Joncs, drums
Prestige/DCC Coin act Classics GAS-1100 (gold
Cl). Rudy Van Gelder, prod., cog. AM). TI': 3404

T

he liner notes to Chet Baker's In
New York, as reproduced on the
back cover of the CD insert,
earning Sonny Rollins and longtime bassist Bob Cranshaw with
include an ad touting "Riverside StereoDon Cherry and Billy Higgins phonic Sound," which explains that
from Omette Coleman's groundstereophonic discs aren't supposed to have
breaking quartet, the live Our Man in
that "hole in the center" sound that other
Jazz has Rollins playing about as "free"
labels were promulgating. Talk about
truth in advertising! This 1958 recording
has asolid soundstage with nary ahole
in sight — er, sound. Baker is front and
center, flanked by Haig on the left and
Griffin on the right. Their tones are big
and bold, but filled with warmth and
passion. This session was seen as a
chance for Baker to show that he was up
to working in the harder-edged East
Coast style, and he rose to the challenge.
In New York has unusually aggressive
soloing for aBaker outing, most particularly from Griffin, who scorches with
every chorus. Plus you get abonus track,
originally included on New Blue Horns —
a seven-minute reading of Benny
as you're ever going to hear him on
Goodman's "Soft Winds" that makes for
record. In my book, that makes this a asoothing lagniappe.
most welcome re-release. Recorded
As I mentioned in my look at
from aclose perspective, this disc is so Analogue Productions' Miles Davis set,
filled with instrumental presence that DCC has completed its survey of the
there is little "room" left for ambience.
That's okay by me, since alot of live
recordings from this period are so suffused with ambience that it's hard to
hear the players. Rollins's sax is abrilliant presence here, huge and possessed
of wonderful transient edge. You could
r'
stun a moose with sound this solid.
Cranshaw's bass, likewise, is superbly
portrayed, full of body and depth.
Higgins had a special way with
rhythm, and he freed the rest of the personnel to range far and wide about
these tunes. And they do: "Oleo" lasts
25 minutes, "Doxy" more than 15, and
Prestige recordings of the Miles Davis
"Dearly Beloved," the shortest track on
the disc, clocks in at over eight minutes.
Quintet with the release of The New
Miles. Like the other four discs, this one
What do you get from these expansive
readings? Cherry and Rollins, two of features state-of-the-art CD sound. I
the most fluid improvisors in jazz,
don't know how Steve Hoffman manages, but he consistently coaxes warm,
stretch out and follow the changes
wherever they lead — taking the rest of detailed—but never aggressive —sound
out of the master tapes he utilizes. The
us along on an exciting ride into the
heart ofjazz. Don't miss it.
New Miles features aband just beginning
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Soundex you're the king! Our professional

staff has the successful combination of moves to put
you in the winners circle. Whether you're searching for
your first stereo system, your next high-end audio corn-

reW

ponent or the ultimate home theater, Soundex has the
finest merchandise in every price catagory. We believe

t\unàex

that shopping for audio and video equipment should be fun
and exciting in a relaxed atmosphere -that's exactly what our
customers have been enjoying since 1958. Mow, it's your

Arthm
Ta/a Labs

move!

Dynaudio
P.S. We will remain fully operational at the same location
during our expansion project. Stay tuned for our grand
opening.

Audio Alchemy
Townsend Audio
Krell Audio Video

Balanc dAudio Te

nology

UNDEX

HIGH-END AUDIO • VIDE,B1MZIXIMIMilmIlmr_ANII=1.1
1100 Easton Road •Willow Grove, PA 19090 • 215-659-8815
Acurus •ADS •Ampro •Anthem •Apogee •Aragon •ASC •Atlantis •Audio Alchemy •Audio Prism
Audio Research •B&K •Balanced Audio Technology •Basis Audio •Benz Micro •Cal Audio Labs
Cardas •Convergent Audio Technology •Creston •Dunlavy Audio Labs •Dynaudio •EgglestonWorks
Enlightened Audio Designs •Fanfare FM •Faroudja •Forsell •Forte •German Acoustics •Grado •Graham Engineering
Krell •Krell Audio Standards •Krell Audio /Video •Krell Digital •Lexicon •Lyra Cartridges •Magnum Dynalab
Mark Levinson •Martin Logan •Mirage • Niles Audio •Onkyo •Pioneer Elite •ProAc •Proceed •Proton •Quad
RBH •Russound •Shakti •SME •Sonic Frontiers •Sony •Stax •Stewart Filmscreen •Straight Wire •Sumiko
Tara Labs •Target •Terk •Threshold •Tice Audio •Townshend Audio •Transparent Cable •VPI •Vidikron
Well Tempered •Wilson Audio •Wood Technology

to find its voice, but Iwouldn't be without it. Choose your format and take your
choice —you can't lose.

MOBILE FIDELITY
SOUND LAB
CREAM: Goodbye
UDC1) 681 (gold C1)). Felix Pappalardi, prod.; Bill
Halverson. Adrian Barber, Damon Lyon-Shaw, cup.
AAD. TT: 30:40
IRON BUTTERFLY: In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida
1.11X:1) 675 (gold CD). Jim Hilton, prod., 'mg. AA1).
TT: 58:09
THELONIOUS MONK QUARTET: Live at
Monterey Ja= Festival, '63, Volume 1
Thelonious Monk, piano; Charlie Rouse, tenor sax;
John Ore, bass; Frank Dunlap, drums
UDC1) 685 (gold Cl)). Karl Emil Knudsen, prod.
AAD. TT: 54:25
RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS: Mothers Milk
Ul )CI) 683 (gold CI)). Michael Beinhorn, prod.; Garth
Richardson. mug. AA1). TT: 45:02

G

oodbye never sounded as good as
it does here; MoFi has removed
tons o' murk and gloom, which
especially improves the sound of Jack
Bruce's bass — it seems shapeless and
not terribly pitch-specific on my old Atco pressing. The three live cuts ("I'm So
Glad," "Politician," "Sitting On Top of
the World") benefit most, but "Badge"
— always sonically superior to the rest of
the LP —sounds better than ever too. At
30 minutes' playing time, Goodbye is
pricey; but if you need to replace an old,
beloved copy, the MoFi is the one to get.
Iswore Iwasn't ever going to question MoFi's release policy again — why
waste my breath? But honestly — who
figured the world needed areissue of

In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida with — get this —
not one, but two additional versions of
the title track: a19-minute live recording in addition to the three-minute single? Not that Icare, but Isure wouldn't
want that guy's karma. Oh yeah, the disc

I' ,
t

EMI, Columbia, & RCA Masterpieces Get New Life on Vinyl

Is it really aColumbia classical recording? While not quite a
hile it can be accurately stated that vinylphiks
shaded dog (string tone is not as sumptuous), this is asur'are still enjoying aplethora of quality reissues
prisingly full, rich recording, with superb soundstage depth,
during the '90s vinyl renaissance, recent release
bass, and impact. And, perhaps most important, the Classic
schedules offer acold dose of reality. These days the steady
offers aconvincing sense of orchestral balance and realistic
stream of new LPs, even from the prolific Classic Records
timbre. Take abow, Hobson & Co.,
juggernaut, is slowing to a crawl.
MARIA CALLAS: French Operatic Arias
right alongside Johannes and Bruno.
Need Isay it again? Get 'em while you
Georges Prerre, Orchestre National de la RTF
Bravo.
can — the reissue bonanza won't last
EMI/Testament SAX 2410 (LP). AAA.
As heard on my friend Jeff Jones's
much longer. Here are four recent
BRAHMS: Symphony 4
Bnino Walter, Columbia Symphony Orchestra
1S/1S Indy pressing, LSC-2327
titles well worth your attention.
Col
bia/Classic MS 6113 (LP). AAA.
(Bizet/Chabrier) offers the hallmarks
My 1983 British EMI reissue pressFRITZ REINER: Spain
Fritz Reiner, Chicago Symphony Orchestra
of life, brilliance, and typically warm
ing of the Callas Arias album (ASD
RCA/Classic LSC-2230 (LP). Richard Mohr, prod.;
RCA strings. But the percussion "bite"
4306) is asomewhat flimsy piece of
Lewis Layton. mug. AAA.
BIZET: L'Arlésienne, Suites 1E,2
and woodwind detail are equally
vinyl, but is nonetheless arather satisCHABRIER: España Rapsodie, Marche Joyeuse
impressive. Detail and soundstage
fying recording. Despite some steeliJean Morel, Royal Opera House Orchestra,
depth are full-range, and bass is tight
Convent Garden
ness in the violins, there's no denying
RCA/Classic LSC-2327 (LP). Michael Bremner,
but round. What more could one
the front-and-center impact of the
prod.; Kenneth Wilkinson, mg. AAA.
want? The low strings and brass on
great diva's very present vocal. Soundside 2are conveyed via asonic carpet
stage depth is not superb, however,
of total opulence so thick and gorgeous one could lie down
and bass is quite subdued. Still, Callas sure sounds big. This
on it. Classic's reissue is somewhat more forceful, but the
new UK reissue from Testament (imported into the US by
strings sound abit "whitened" in comparison with the origChad Kassem's Acoustic Sounds) offers bass that is greatly
inal As usual for aClassic, dynamics and detail are superb,
improved, as are detail and dynamics. But string timbre is,
but there's no denying aslight coarseness in the strings.
unfortunately, unchanged—and not exactly warm, either.
Bass is also less tight and controlled; it's looser and more
Soundstaging is also not much bette4 and, on this new
rumbling, despite some increased lower-register extension.
180gm, whisper-quiet pressing, Callas is even more forAn Indy-pressed 7S/4S original of Reiner's Spain reveals
ward. Most significant, however, are those times when she
every instrument of the orchestra fixed in sonic space as if
seems to materialize dead-center between the loudspeaknailed to a3-D sculpture. In particular Iberia is the protoers, larger than life. Magic time. Don't miss this one if you
typical audiophile reference recording — everything is just
love Callas. Just don't expect great orchestral realism.
The Bruno Walter Brahms Fourth has been celebrated
about perfect. The bass drum sounds like alarge, wooden
tub with skin stretched over it being pounded upon by a
more for its performance attributes than its sonic virtues —
until now. My recollection of the original Columbia six-eye
maniac with aclub. Or is that acannon being fired?
Surprise! The reissue takes everything up anotch. Bass is
pressing was that it was asomewhat thin and wiry recording
çven more gargantuan, but detail and spatial magic remain
(unfortunately, Icouldn't put my hands on acopy for comintact If your system is up to it, this LP is guaranteed to
parison with this new reissue). Most orchestral six-eyes were
impress you and your audio buddies. This is one of those
thin in the strings, in fact, and some were downright atroClassic reissues that makes afeverish hunt for the pricey
cious. Classic has given this stunningly idiomatic perfororiginal pointless for all but the most committed, obsessive
mance the conveyance it has deserved all along. It's probably
collector.
an understatement to say that the master tape has been real—Carl E. Baugher
ized in its finest incarnation. Damn, this record sounds good!
'
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SUNSHINE STEREO, INC.
9535 Biscayne Blvd. Miami Shores FL 33138
Tel: 305-757-9358 Fax: 305-757-1367

presents

The Sounds of Music!
The Cast:
Von Schweikert
PASS Labs

Debuting in Leading Speaker Role!
The Class A King of Amplifiers!
The New Digital Value Leader!
Simply The Best in Home Theatre!

Camelot Technology
Chiro by Kinergetics
Audio Logic

The Best DAC in the World!
Best Tube Preamp & it's under $2000!
Technological Leader -best imaging!

Audible Illusions
GALLO Acoustics
NEAR

With Telcnasonic anti resonance device!
Best Value Turntable for 20 years!
Tying The Cast Together!

REGA Planar Three
Straightwire
Carver Lightstar
Energy & Energy Ventas
Parasound
Quicksilver
CleanLines by Vans Evers
CEC

Class A Preamp & Super Power Amp!
Great Music and Home Theatre
Class 'A' Analog and Digital products!
Superb Musical Tube Amps & Preamps!
Supplying clean stable power!
Superb Sounding Transports!

Supporting Cast:
Reference Recordings

Chesky Records

Black Dahlia Music
Room Tunes

DH Cones
Just-a-Racks
Standesign

Shakti Stones

E-Mail: Zip@Netrunner.net
Web:http://netrunner.net/—zip
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does sound better than the original,
which had aggressively sucky sound.
Thelonious Monk's Live at Monterey
Jazz Festival, '63, Volume 1, on the other
hand, desperately needed reissuing. It
sounds fantastic. Originally available on
Storyville but not all that well known,
this superb performance features Monk
at his most angular. Rouse's astringency
and Dunlop's killer bass sound set the
tone for this expansive, beautifully
recorded set. There are minor burbles
in the master tape on "I'm Getting
Sentimental Over You," but Ifound
them easy to forgive, given the generally high quality of this offering. Isure
hope that tantalizing "Volume 1" means
there's more where this came from.
After MoFi's stunning successes remastering Nirvana and U2, Ihad high
hopes for the Red Hot Chili Peppers'
Mothers Milk The Chilis' funk-meetsthrash vibe has always cried out for a
muscular sound that would really mete
out the continents-colliding sense of
slam that Isuspect they're aiming for,
but apparently that's not present on the
master tape. Too bad. This release is way
cleaner than the EMI original, but it still
sounds opaque and confused. Furthermore, it exists solely on one dynamic
level, which tends to rob the music of
any sense of surprise — even when cleverly juggling polyrhythms.

IT DO. Idon't care how many Shostakovich Fifths you've heard —you've
never heard one like this.
As abonus, you get the Chamber
Symphony for Strings, Rudolf Barshai's
transcription of Shostakovich's String
Quartet 8— always one of my favorites.
I'd never heard the transcription before,
but it works mighty well, expanding
one of the composer's most personal
and moving chamber pieces into an affecting, larger-scaled work in much the
same way that Barber's Adagio for Strings
expanded and illuminated material
from his string quartet Good stuff.
Save for asurprisingly well-formed
and vigorous reading of Symphony 25, I
wasn't much taken by the Mozart disc.
Eschewing the majority of the repeats
without seeming to have astrong narrative reason for doing so, Rachelevsky
just doesn't seem to be very engaged by
the material. As aresult, neither was I.
But with the "little G minor" (No25),
something clicked; the stylish and purposeful reading is charming.

SPEAKER'S CORNER
WYNTON KELLY TR1O/WES MONTGOMERY: Smokin' at the Half Note
Wes Montgomery, guitar, Wynton Kelly, piano; Paul
Chambers, bass; Jimmy Cobb, drums

Verve/Speaker's Corner V6-8633 (LP). Creed Taylor,
prod.; Rudy Van Gelder, eng. AAA. TT: 42:09
MAHLER: Symphony 1
Georg Soln, London Symphony Orchestra
Decca/Speaker's Corner SXL 6113 (LP). AAA. IT:
53:45

S

mokin'... features clean, live sound
without atrace of muddiness or
bloat. Montgomery does smoke
on this session — so much so that Kelly
forgot to vamp under his solo on "No
Blues." He just watched in amazement.
Idon't blame him abit; this is Montgomery at his creative peak, and it
trumps every other outing I've heard
feature him. A must-have.
It would be hard to pick asingle best
Mahler First, but this performance
from Solti/LSO would have to make
almost anybody's short list. The sustained unfolding of the Langsam teeters
on the edge of excess, but derives great
power from its deliberate pace. Nor am
Isure that anyone has ever managed to
invest such mystery into the funeral
marchPBrüder Martin" passages. As
magnificent as the performance is,
however, it may be bettered by the
sound. The lower brasses are spectacularly rude, the string tone is transcendent, and the woodwinds simply glow
with an inner light.
S

POPEMUSIC
SHOSTAKOYICH: Redemption
Includes: Symphony 5, Chamber Symphony.for String
Orchestra
Mark Gorenstein, Russian Symphony Orchestra
PMG2009-2 (gold CD). Gene Pope III, prod., en.
Vadini lvanov, prod. DI/D. TT: 7523
MOZART: Symphonies 25, 29, 40
Mislu Rachelevsky, Symphony Orchestra Kremlin
PMG2008-2 (gold CD). Gene Pope III, prod., ene.:
Vadim lvanov, prod. TT: 71:11

T

he Shostakovich Fifth certainly doe
not lack for spectacular performances; to bring out yet another
reading requires either chutzpah or something mighty special. Gene Pope, while
certainly not lacking the forme delivers
the latter —in spades. From the first hushed
notes of the symphony, which unfold ever
so s-1-o-w-1-y, to the crashing timpani
blows of the finale, Gorenstein and the
RSO prove the masters of aunique vision
of this 20th-century classic. Ifound it compelling and totally convincing.
The sound is luminous and transparent. Although some might feel the
strings lack asense of lower-end bloom,
Ifound their clear, high sheen added
immeasurably to the power of this performance. And does the finale feature
earth-shattering dynamic peaks? It do,
Stereophile, March 1997

In Memoriam

Saul B. Marantz
July 7, 1911 —January 16, 1997

Kaii»Ireffll MIME X'
Marantz America, Inc.
440 Medinah Road, Roselle, IL 60172
630-307-3100
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WORLD CLASS PRODUCTS...
REAL WORLD PRICES!
LOVAN audio

AUDIONIDEO

HOME CINEMA

The Art of the Metal Triangle

All Lavan products incorporate a heat fused epoxy powder coated

•Hand painted satin epoxy furniture grade finish on shelves

"Durian" scratch resistant finish on tubing. All are made of high carbon

•Genuine 18K gold plated accents available. (Classic Series only)
•Lovan's unique patented "trisolation" system provides sensitive electronics

steel tubing and are fillable for improved damping. Only hardened steel
chrome plated spikes and isolation cones are used on the shelves.

components with exceptional stability and superior isolation from vibration.

Pyramid AVR

Classic H

Classic II T

Internal clearance:
width = 19.25"
depth =17.8"
height from floor =7.75"
height from 1st shelf =7.75
height from 2nd shelf =5.75"

Internal Clearance:
width =20.25"
depth = 17.25"
height from floor =4.75"
height from 1st shelf =7.75"
height from 2nd shelf =6"
height from 3rd shelf =6"

Internal Clearance:
width =20.25"
depth = 17.25"
height b/w shelves = 10.75'

Reg. $649 NOW $549

Reg. $549 NOW $799

Reg. $439 NOW $379

Sovereign AVR

Sovereign T Hi-Fi

Modular 3 shelf AA/ rack.
Will hold up to 50" TV.
Internal Clearance:
width =38.75"
depth =23.75"
height from floor = 10"
height from 1st shelf =7"
height from 2nd shelf =7"

Modular 4 shelf audio rack
with 10" of clearance b/w

Sovereign Hi-Fi
Modular 4 shelf audio rack

Reg. $749 NOW $649

Internal Clearance:
width =20"
depth = 18.5"
height b/w shelves =7"

shelves.
Internal Clearance:
width =20"
depth = 18.5"
height b/w all shelves = 10"

Reg. $549 NOW $479

Reg. $649 NOW $549

Dynatek carries Lovan Audio's complete line of AN racks, speaker stands,
and subwoofer & center channel isolation bases. Call for details.

Aria-ANTI,

Presenting Atlantis "Audiophile -.A distinguished line of component racks and stands for those who value aesthetics, functionality and
superior build quality. The solid rosewood shelves, welded steel tubing and an unusually high degree of fit & finish combine to make the
Atlantis Reference line the preferred choice among audiophiles. All racks and stands are spiked for proper isolation.

Harmony

Reference A/V Rack

$179

The introduction of the Ilarmony has
brought the beauty and durability of
titanium and rosewood to alevel that's
affordable for everyone. Shelves

Reference Rack

Height: 21"

flexibility of an Audio/

Top Shelf: 42" W x22.5" D

I

.

Middle Shelf: 35.5" W x21.5" D

ity and finish of the audio-

Spacing under top shelf: 7"
Space under middle shelf: 10"

spikes and two heavy metal uprights.
The front pillar is sandfillable while
the rear pillar is hollow to conceal the

Height: 34"
Total width: 26"
Depth: 19"
#of shelves: 4
Top shelf: 26" W x19" D
Middle shelf: 19" W x17" D
Space b/w shelves: 7" 13.75"
Weight: 70 lbs

Pillars: 2" x2"

The Match Speaker Stand
A perfect match for the reference rack
with athick rosewood base fitted with

$525

Weight: 105 lbs

Video rack with the qualphile Reference Rack.

available in rosewood or dark grey.
Height: 39.5"
Weight: 35 lbs
Total width: 21"
Width b/w pillars: 17.5"
Depth: 16"
Space b/w shelves: 6.75"

$475

This unit combines the

$189
Height: 21" -24"
Top Plate: 6.5" W x7.5"D
Bottom Plate: 10" W x 12"D
Pillars: 2" W x2" D
Weight: 10 lbs -11 lbs

speaker cable. Available in 21" & 24"
heights.

Reference Amp Base
Same uncompromising
structural rigidity and
finish as the Reference

The Reference Rack consists of 70 lbs. of heavy metal tubing,

Rack. Available in two

decoupling for each shelf, sandfillable pillars, abull's eye spirit level
and an exquisite rosewood finish. Also available as a5shelf audio rack

different sizes.

$165

Height: 6"
Total width: 19"
Depth: 19"
#of shelves: 1
Shelves: 19" W x19" D
Weight: 23 -30 lbs

Prices subject to change Not responsible for typographical errors.

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR.
Alón by Acarian Systems •Atlantic Technology •Atlantis •Audio Alchemy •B&K Components •Camelot Technology •Chang Lightspeed •
Discovery •ESP •Infinity •KEF •Lavan •M&K •Magro AN Furniture •MAS •Micromega •Nakamichi •NEAR •Parasound •PS Audio •Sanus •
Sonic Frontiers •Sunfire •Tara Labs Space & Time •Tice Audio •Toshiba Cinema Series •Wireworld •XLO Electric •and many more!

To Order call 1-800-DYNATEK

Other inquiries call 215-396-8288

Camelot Technology "Where Audio Legends are Born"
Breathe Fire into your Digital Front-End with

Experience the Digital Magic of the
Merlin I'S CD Transport

hc Drafion
Resolution Enhancement at Its Best

The Camelot Technology MERLIN is ahigh-end CD transport which incorporates one
of the industry's most brilliant inventions: the IS bus!
The Merlin provides an outstanding foundation for any digital playback system. Its
sophisticated technology, advanced engineering, premium pans quality, sturdy build
and handsotne good looks make it an excellent investment towards musical satisfaction.

Camelot Technology .Dragon is ahigh-end niter reduction unit noh state-oll-the-art
resolution enhancement technology. It reduces jitter to <25ps (pico seconds). In addition,
the Dragon can also increase the apparent resolution of the digital signal by the addition
of triangulated dither. This, combined with superior materials and quality of construction. make ii atruly landmark product.

M' ,
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Call for pricing!

•Five digital inputs (Coaxial, AES/EBU. AT&T ST
glass, TOSlink & I
2S)
•Precision Voltage Controlled Crystal Oscillator
•Resolution Enhancement (16, 18 or 20-bit)
•Three digital outputs (Coaxial. AES/EBU &

ATTENTION

A

udio

Alchemy

Owners

_swan

Dynatek AN has just turbo
charged the I
2S Bus.
L10
The Excalibur III greatly enhances the performance of any Audio Alchemy
e

' The Excalibur Ill silver teflon I
2S cable is a
4

revolutionary design from Camelot Technology. an international leader in digital audio.

Only s99 95

Available in any
length under 2m.

A steal at the regular price of

•Specially-designed "Stabilization Platform"
•High current driver for coaxial and AES/EBU outputs
•RCA coaxial, AES/EBU XLR, PS digital outputs:
AT&T glass fiber-optical optional
•Includes "Sir Percival" state-of-theCall for
art AC Power Cord
pricing!

129.95

(or Camelot Technology) digital product utilizing an I
2S connection. It
improves transparency, dynamics & mid-range clarity & enhances the overall focus, making the music more emotionally involving. In addition to
superior sound quality, the Excalibur Ill features...
•Teflon dielectrics used throughout for minimal signal loss.
•Unique braiding results in maximum RF rejection.
•Gold plated 5 pin connectors for maximum conductivity
and resistance to corrosion & oxidation.
•High purity, silver plated, stranded copper.

.1flo
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Interconnects, Speaker Cables & AC Power Cords
"The Best in the World"
I

It

I

Reference Series

"The Best in the World"

Type 1 Interconnects: "XL0's [Type I] ability to pass asignal

Type 4 Digital Cable: "Very transparent, slightly smooth,

seemingly unchanged revealed all sorts of new little niceties in record.
Ithought Iknew extremely well." -MMG. The Absolute Sound, 4/92

harmonically honest."

Lem% Lipnick. Stereophile. 10/95

Our #1 best selling digital cable.
Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96

Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96

tous

Type 5 Speaker Cable: "The Type 5cable is better than any

Type 3A Phono Cable: Successor to the famous Type 3phono

other speaker cable I've tried, by an even wider margin than the
interconnect that surpassed other in-house contenders." -MMG. The
11 , olote Sound .112 Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96

cable ai a much more affordable price. One-piece-pair construction
designed specifically for phono use features completely isolated fullfloating "Faraday Cage - shielding for protection against t\11 and RH.

"The Best in the World"

Signature

Series

e-

"The Best in the World"

Type 1.1 Interconnects: "...neutral, detailed, very fast, alive, exciting,
with areally big soundstage, plenty of well-controlled deep bass, ahumpless
midbass. and asomewhat leaner midrange than some cables, and airy, open
highs." -Jonathan Scull. Stereophile, April 1996

Type 4.1 Digital Cable: "There was also that as expected XLO sense of

Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96

Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96

Type 3.1 Phono Cable:

Type 5.1 Speaker Cable: "...The entire bass range was as
close to perfect as I've es er heard from acable.... The upper
midrange and treble.., were completely grainless and free of
brightness or other artifacts. - -Jonathon Scull. Stereophile. 496

-As

far as retrieval of information was concerned;

the "type 3.1 is ‘‘ ithout peer... Type 3.1 cable was ultra-silent. Backgrounds were
blacker... This is great stuff!" -Jonathan Scull,
Stereophile, September 1995
Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96

immediacy and those lighting quick leading-edge transients-hallmarks of
Roger Skoff scables. The XLO Signature is an exciting cable..."
11•11-10

-Jonathan Scull. Stereophile, September 1995

Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96

1World's Greatest AC Power Cord?
"Pro d
ucts' I
nc iHear what the critics have to say...
The single
greatest
performance
improvement a
$499 component
can make!!
As seen in Fi Magazine, April 1996

•

"These made asignificant improvement to the
sound of the amp, and as Imoved them into the
rest of the system. Inoted how well they
performed." -Jonathan Scull, Stereophile. 11/95

The Essence Power Cord:
•Multi-conductor, patent pending
geometry.
•Proprietary connector components
&termination process.
•Shielding prevents RFI & EMI
emissions for the quietest
backgrounds.
•Precise soundstaging & resolution.

"...the ESP's make your system sound as
if you doubled your amplifier output particularly during loud dynamic swings...
you'll hear the entire quality of aperformers movement about the stage change... in
agoosebump raising way." - Michael
Gindi, Fi Magazine. Vol. I. Issue 3

Water
Air
Love

The Sound of Music Itself.

The Basic Elements of Life.

McIntosh

Some things should never change.

McIntosh Laboratory, Inc.
Is proud to certify that

Stuart Clayman
of The Listening Room Inc., Scarsdale, NY
has earned his place in the loyal family of dedicated
McIntosh Salespersons. It is to further recognize The Listening
Room Inc.'s continuous pursuit in promoting the magic of
The McIntosh Sound -The Sound of Music itself.
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more extraverted Coltrane became.
he music of Miles Davis is more
While these discs show Miks's unique
areligion than acareer. What
tone and exquisite phrasing fully
are the three subjects you
formed, Coltrane's mature style was
should never mix with jazz-literate injust beginning to emerge. Critics of the
laws (or outlaws) and single-malt?
time (who, like critics today, knew
Politics, religion, and whether or not
everything) questioned Ivliles's choice
Kind of Blue is really the best jazz
of Coltrane. And while it's true that
album ever made. Religions have been
Coltrane's playing on these sessions is
based on much less than the illuminamore potential than actual proof it retions to be found in the Davis catalog.
mains an enthralling display of aweThe only problem with worshipsome talent thrashing about in search
ping at the church of Miles was that,
of the coherent solos and torrential arjust when you'd signed on to his sysMILES DAVIS QUINTET: The Great
peggios (the so-called "sheets of
tem of beliefs, he'd change the rules —
Prestige Recordings
sound" style) that he began flashing in
often radically so. The permutations
Includes: The Neu , Miles
Quintet, Cookin;
Workin; Steamin'
the Prestige dates he began leading the
are endless. Early fans remain attached
Miles 1)ayis, trumpet; John Coltrane, tenor sax;
year after these sessions.
to Binh cfthe Cool. Aslight majority still
Red Garland, piano; Paul Chambers, bass; Philly
Up to the dual tasks of supporting
Joe Jones, drums
holds (probably correctly) that Ktrd of
Analogue Productions APJ 035 (5 LPs). 1996. Bob
these
two towering soloists and drivBlue is the one true Miles to have.
Weinstock, original prod.; Rudy Van Gelder,
ing the sessions along, the rhythm secoriginal mg.; Chad KaSSCM, reissue prod.; Stan
The next generation of fans, howRicker, mastering eng. AAA. TI': 3:1109
tion is without equal, and for my
ever, bowed down and howled homoney is one of the main reasons to
sannahs that the spacey In A Silent
music *****
Sonics *****
own this set. Thought of
Way was the indisputable icon. Then
today as "classic jazz,"
came the blasphemous jazz/rock
these five LPs remain potent documents
fusion of Bitches Brew, which engendered arift slightly less
of the state of post-bop ca 1956, easy to
yawning than the Reformation. From there the beat went
enjoy both for their artistry and instason the whole way to Doo-Bop.
mental fire and for their smooth, sponAnother way to approach the Miles monolith is to pick
taneous class.
which of his many bands you favor most. In my =humble
Compared to the DCC gold CDs of
opinion — really, I'm more live-and-let-live when it comes
these same titles, the sound of the LPs is
to Miles's chameleonesque catalog —I've always been
generally excellent. The only problems
most attached to the five discs recorded by the quintet he
surface on Workin', where numerous dropformed in 1956. With John Coltrane on tenor and the
outs signal the deterioration of the
monster rhythm section of Red Garland (piano), Paul
master tapes. (Also reviewed in
Chambers (bass), and the great Philly Joe Jones (drums),
"Quarter Notes.") The only slight
this quintet cut one disc (Miles) in November of 1955, and
downside to these sessions is
four more (Cookin; Relaxite, Workin; and Steamire) between
what their continued transMay and October of 1956. A contract settlement between
cendence says about the
Miles, Prestige (his old label), and Columbia (his new one)
state of the modern
accounts for the rapid-fire recording. Because they were
jazz trumpet (or
recorded so dose together —and are in many ways acrethe modern tenative extension of each other — these discs are best considor sax, for
ered as the result of one gigantic session. This closeness also
that matmade them anatural choice for aboxed set (the Prestige
ter). Will
box, Chronicle: The Complete Prestige Recordings, 1951-1956,
Wynton
covers everything Miles recorded for the label), acircumor any of the
stance that Chad Kassem of Analogue Productions must be
other young
commended for finally spotting.
guns ever lead a
None of the five albums stands out as the unquestioned
session with this
winnet All revel in the interplay between Miks's quiet, soulmuch soul and fire?
ful, sinuous solos and Coltrane's aggressive, unstoppable ex—Robert Baird
clamations. The deeper Miles sank into himself; the
DaViS
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dons from South America to the sanctified church music of Spain, France, and
Poland.
-Chip Stern

KATHLEEN BATTLE/
CHRISTOPHER PARKENINC
Angels' Glory
Kathleen Bank, soprano; Christopher Parkening,
acoustic guitar
Sony Classical SK 62723 (CD). 1996. David Thomas,
Laura Mitgang, prods.; Rob Rapley, John Polito,
engs. DDD. Tr: 56:09
Music ****

Sonics ****

A

lthough primarily remembered
as a pianist, composer Franz
Schubert used to keep aguitar
by his bed. Upon awaking in the morning, he'd grab that guitar and set out to
put down some of the music that had
accumulated in his mind overnight That
Schubert authored over 600 art songs in
his brief life is testament to both his
inspiration and his tenacity.
And based on the celestial soundscapes
depicted on Angels' Glory, it's easy to hear
why Schubert was so attracted to the guitar. Softer, more supple, and more sublime than the piano, in the hands of a
master playerr, the guitar can weave a
tapestry of color around the human voice
— one of the many glories of this meticulous digital painting, which captures the
air and haunting resonances of Harlem's
famed Abyssinian Baptist Church. The
intimacy and bare simplicity of this setting are rendered with uncommon
warmth and ambient details, particularly
Battle's extraordinary dynamics as the
sound reverberates off the walls.
Angels' Glory is agift that keeps giving: amoving recital of bright and dark
devotionals from around the world that
transcend the seasonal cheese we associate with Christmas recordings; adefinitive vocal recording with which to
bathe in the midrange depth and timbre
of your speakers; and aportal through
which the meek and the uninitiated can
take atentative first step into the world
of agreat operatic voice. The opening
stanzas of the moving contemporary
song, "Mary Did You Know," are rendered with childlike tenderness and delicacy, as Battle's soprano rises effortlessly into her upper range, which has a
glassy purity, a glowing timbre, and
reserves of power that defy description.
Her collaborator, classical guitarist
Christopher Parkening, also acquits
himself wonderfully as asoloist on the
rolling Americana of Andrew York's
"Jubilations," and captures the special
dancing quality of the varied folk tradiStereophile, March 1997

Fidelio
Deborah Voigt, Leonore; Ben Heppner, Florestan;
Gunter von Kamen, Don Pizzaro; Elisabeth
Norberg-Schulz, Marzelline; Michael Schade,
Jaquino; Matthias Holle, Rocco; Thomas Quasthoff,
Don Fernando; Bavarian Radio Chorus & Orchestra,
Sir Colin Davis
RCA Red Seal 68344-2 (2 CDs). 1996. Wilhelm
Meister, prod.; Hans Schmid. eng. DDD.
TT: 20932
Music *** 1/2
Sonics **** 1/2

p

erhaps the best way to summarize this set is to say that it should
appeal most to those drawn to
the widely admired Klemperer account.
Like that version, it offers sturdy direction from the pit, characterized by relatively broad tempos, rock-steady
rhythm, and (to an even greater extent
than with Klemperer) a wealth of
orchestral detail that italicizes the unfolding drama. And the orchestra itself
is first-rate, the horn in "Komm
Hoffnung," for example, being as rich
and precise as any Ihave heard in this
demanding passage.
But there are some shortcomings.
Two occur at terminal points and are
Davis's responsibility: awkward, affected
rhetorical emphases in the E-major
overture and asomewhat shapeless projection of the grand Act II finale. Over
and beyond this, RCA's production parallels what EMI provided for Klemperer
in that it offers little su 14:estion of theater. In the dungeon scenes, for example, the ambiance still smacks of the studio. To be sure, the gorgeously projected
"Prisoners' Chorus" from Act Ibenefits
from adynamic range that IClemperer's
considerably older effort does not come
close to matching, and the overall sound
has anaturalness of timbre made all the
more realistic by the voices of individual
characters often seeming as if they were
floating from behind the orchestra — as
they would, of course, in the theater.
Nonetheless, the prevailing ethos,
despite agenerous inclusion of dialog,
offers no illusion of the opera house.
That said, the recording is not one to
dismiss. Davis's direction is often strong,
the singing often distinguished. Heppner's Florestan is gorgeous, combining
the impassioned intensity ofJan Peerce
(for Toscanini) with arichness of tone
that Peerce's dry timbre couldn't begin
to match. Voigt's Leonore may lack the
poignance of Flagstad's (for Furtwângler) or the depth of character pro-

jected by Christa Ludwig (for Klemperer), but all the same, she has complete command of the role. And the balance of the cast is never less than adequate, and usually far better than that.
Where does this leave the prospective
buyer? For those who want the Klemperer approach in up-to-date sound,
Davis is indispensable. Others wishing a
more extraverted, animated Fidelio
should find Haitink's (with Jessye Norman's superb Leonore) first-rate, both
sonically and musically. And for those
willing to sacrifice afew decibels of fidelity, the newly reissued Maazel account, in
a bargain London set featuring Birgit
Nilsson in the tide role, has avital theatricality at once apt and arresting.
A final word about this new RCA
production: It provides a trilingual
libretto and ample (and wisely chosen)
access points. The Leonore No.3 is not
included between the two final scenes.
Oddly, however, aphlegmatic Leonore
No.2 is offered as afiller on disc 2. In
short, not agreat Fidelio, but avery good
one that many may well want to own.
—Mortimer H. Prank

Pucker up darling. Ve have vays of making you
year this ridiculous hairnet.

UTE LEMPER
Berlin Cabaret Songs
Songs by Spoliansky, Hollaender, Nelson, Goldschrnidt
Utc Lemper, mezzo; Jeff Cohen, piano; Robert
Ziegler, Matrix Ensemble
London 452 601-2 (CD). 1996. Michael Haas, prod.;
Martin Atkinson, eng. DDD. TT: 7321
Music ***
Sonics ****

R

isqué cabaret songs that were a
symbol of freedom during the
time of the Weimar Republic
201
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and were suppressed by the Third Reich
following Hitler's accession as Chancellor surely have to arouse the curiosity of even the most tenacious puritan.
Composers and performers of these
provocative songs, which celebrate politics, sex, and its emancipation in proud
anthems of homosexuality and lesbianism, were forced to flee the Nazi state;
indeed, Tucholsky, who wrote the lyrics
of "Zieh dich aus PetroneHa" (Take it
off, PetroneIla!), and was awell-known
critic of the Nazis, was soon to kill himself in exile.
Ute Lemper has proved herself the
perfect choice to perform these songs;
with her much-acclaimed recordings of
Kurt Weill, and an equally illustrious
album, Illusions, which paid tribute to
Marlene Dietrich and Edith Piaf,
London obviously holds and knows
how to use this trump card. Lemper is
amazing here: the deep-voiced temptress in "Sex-Appeal," the hilariously
raucous women's liberationist in "Raus
mit den Mânnern!," and the naughty
schemer(s) of the double-tracked "Beste
Freundin" will have you in their thrall.
She screams, she shouts, she rasps, she
growls, she laughs, and then she has the
gall to roll her i's —magnificently! Her
backing musicians are as provocative as
she is, with their sexy portamenti and
glissandi, and London has not been
afraid to mike Lemper so closely that
you can feel her hand on your back as
she charms your car.
—Barbara Jahn
BIBER/STEFFANI
Biber: Requiem à 15
Includes Steeni's Stabat Mater
Gustav Leonhardt, Chorus & Baroque Orchestra of the
Nederlandse Bachverenieng
Deutsche Hannonia Mundi 05472773442 (CD). 1995.
Peter Laenger, prod.; Stephan Schellmann, mg.
DDD. TT: 6338

bury the
singers. The
soloists turn in
adequate perforManCeS.
Steffani's Stabat Mater
is abetter piece, although
its inherent requirements result in monotonous stretches. Many
of the 12 movements last only aminute
or so. There's little development, and
Steffani opts largely for slow tempos.
However, he is successful in interpreting
the sense of words musically: Listen to
the striking descending semitone scale
on the word "weeping" (track 15).
Variety comes, too, in the different combinations of choir and soloists Steffani
uses for various movements. The singers
sound more comfortable here with only
strings and organ for accompaniment.
This is really aCD for avid specialists,
although the occasional snippet lingers
on.
—J.P. Wearing
EVELYN GLENNIE
Drumming
Evelyn Glennie. percussion; Phillip Smith, piano
Catalyst 68195-2 (CD). 1996. Ralph Mace, prod.; Mike
Ross-Trevor, eng. DIM/ TI': 59:48
Music ****

sonics ****

I

nthe last years of his life, drummer
Art Blakey wore ahearing aid. He
left it turned off most of the time
because he held that most of what peoMusic *** 1/2
ple had to say didn't amount to shit anysonics ****
way. He also turned it off when he
prominent archbishop's funeral, played. That Art Blakey could set temwhich remarkably lasted six pos, define textures, play time, and interdays, was the occasion for Bi- act with piano, bass, and horns when he
bees Requiem à 15. Contemporary was basically deaf was remarkable. He
fashion required amagnificent celebra- didn't think it was so special. "I don't
tory composition rather than something have to hear them. Ican feel all the
more mournful. Biber chose amajor vibrations."
So does Evelyn Glennie, amarvelous
key for his consistently bright music,
and the result is apale imitation of channel for texture and time who just
Monteverdi, lacking his genius or happens to be deaf and is bored with
inventiveness. Best is the rhythmically talking about it. She'd much rather call
interesting "Dies Irae," which could be your attention to the defjams and sonic
extrapolated for performance on its sculptures on Drumming, where she
own. Here the performers also get stakes herself to apiece of the posteverything right. Elsewhere, Biber's modernist turf with an exploratory solo
insistent trumpets and trombones dom- recital that moves easily from the outer
inate, and many orchestral sonorities fringes of serialism and minimalism to

A
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Good vibrations:
Deaf percussionist Evelyn Glennie

the fundamental heartbeats of global
folk traditions.
In Dmmming's glassy, detailed digital
sound and close perspective, Glennie
transforms amaddening array of acoustic
sounds (metal, wood, skin) into astreet
chorus of sonic events that su l4
lest the
droning, incessant cycles of techno —as
on the enigmatic "The Anvil Chorus."
She has aparticular love for expressive
metal sounds that bend and fall and go
boing— and which will tell you a lot
about your tweeters. On "To the Earth"
she recites poetry over agamelan chant
of metal bells; on "Sorbet No2: Chinese
Cymbals" she revels in weird, wonderful
declinations of pitch; and on "Sorbet
No.5: Wood and Metal Chimes" she
evokes waves of chirping insects, as dewdrops of sound ping and pong damply
across the soundstage.
At times Glennie sounds for all the
world like Edgard Varèse reincarnated
as ahip-hopper. Glennie doesn't swing
in the Afro-American sense, but she
has her own distinctive heartbeat, and
has smelted down the groove instincts
of adrum-set player until they meld
with an extended choir of percussion
choices, many of which suggest decisive elements of pitch.
—Chip Stern

MOZART
Idomeneo
Plácido Domingo, Idomeneo; Cecilia Bartoli,
Idamante; Heidi Grant Murphy. Ilia; Carol Vaness,
Elettra; Thomas Hampson, Arhace; Frank Lopardo,
Gran Sacerdote di Nettuno; Bryn Terfel, La Voce;
others; The Metropolitan Opera Orchestra &
Chorus, James Levine
DG 447 737-2 (3 CDs). 1996. Christopher Alden,
prod. DDI1 TT: 255:52
Music ****

sonics ****
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fyou, like me, have always had
some trouble with this opera (too
much recitative, dry story, too many
marches, choruses, interjections by
unimportant characters, simply not
enough big tunes), and you've had none
with, say, the da Ponte three, then this
recording is probably for you. It certainly worked for me.
It isn't just the starriness of the casting, although there's no denying the
power of exciting, well-liked, recognizable voices. The heros are Levine and
his Met Orchestra and Chorus, who
present us with ahuge reading, one that
Mozart (and original-instrument fans)
would probably find quite appalling.
But I, quite uncharacteristically, love it:
There's something about treating opera
seria — all composed of myths, kings,
and unearthly voices making grand pronouncements — in agrand manner that
makes sense, certainly more so than in
the aforementioned da Ponte operas,
where Iprefer the intimacy of asmaller, suppler group and approach. And
wait until you hear the Met Chorus
intoning like alarge, amazed populace,
and the big orchestra commenting,
adding, accompanying in athoroughly
dramatic manner! It's thrilling, and
mightjust make you "hear" this work in
avery different way from your previous
experiences.
The casting is superb as well.
Domingo's Idomeneo is high-minded
and noble — aking in aterrible fix with
the gods — and he sings expressively
and handsomely, as he always does in
new roles. He sings, as one might
expect, Mozart's second, simpler, version of "Fuor del mar." Bartoli as his
son, Idamante, is luscious — she infuses
meaning and depth into her every
utterance, and the voice is gorgeous.
Almost the same can be said for Heidi
Grant Murphy's Ilia: Just substitute
"lovely" for "luscious." Vaness's Elettra,
too, is a stunning performance, both
while the character is under control and
when she's not. Hampson is luxury
casting as Arbace, although the tessitura
Stereophile, March 1997

is abit high (it's written in the tenor
clef). And Terfel's two-dozen bars of
heavy musical pronouncements are,
indeed, effective.
The sound is big and rich, with no
gimmicks and great clarity. If you're not
obsessed with "authenticity" and/or
want to learn to relate to this opera, this
set is for you. "Audientidsts" will need
John Eliot Gardine?s excellent performance (I own it and will keep it);
despite the fact that it doesn't "speak" to
me as potently as this set does, Ialways
—Robert Levine
enjoy it
JOHANN ROSENMÜLLER ie
Vespro della beata

Vergine

Konrad Junghanel, Cantus Coin, Concerto Palatino
Hannonia Mundt HMC 901611-12 (2 CDs). 1996.
Andreas Neubronner, Markus Heiland, prods., engs.
DDD. TT: 2:10:49
Music ****
Sonics****

T

here's precious little of Johann
Rosenmüller's (1619-84) music in
the catalog, and there would be
even less if he hadn't escaped from jail
after being arrested on charges of pederasty. On the evidence of this disc,
more of his output needs unearthing
and recording. Moreover, Rosenmüller
suffers only slightly by comparison with
Monteverdi, something that this Marian
"Vespers" (and Harmonia Mundi's
packaging) invites.
This "Vespers" is actually an anthology of individual compositions by Rosenmüller. Although there are passages that

disciplined. You sense that this music
really is life and breath for them.
This disc should lift Rosenmüller
from his current obscurity and justify
the popularity his music enjoyed in his
own day. It also demonstrates why the
so-called secondary repertoire can be
very rewarding when executed by such
excellent musicians.
—J.P. Wearing

ROCK
DOYLE BRAMHALL II
Doyle Bramhall II
Geffen GEFD 25001 (CD). 1996. Wendy and Loa,
prod.; Doug. Bramhall 11 addtl. prod; Roger
Sommers, Jeff Sheehan, eng. ???. 1T: 54.00
Music ****

sonics ****

D

oyle Bramhall II opens with a
stately guitar solo intro to "Song
from the Grave," just as you
might expect from the son of Texas
blues legend Doyle Bramhall, the drummer who was Stevie Ray Vaughan's
sidekick and co-songwriter during the
heyday of the Austin, Texas blues scene.
That's where the obvious part stops.
The song evolves into amultilayered
ballad thickly overlaid with soulful
vocals, guitar accents, and melodic
invention. Midway through the grinding funk of "Ain't Goin' Down Slow,"
it's obvious that Bramhall has listened
carefully to the inventions of Sly Stone's
"It's aFamily Affair" astyle he returns to
on the exquisite ballad, "Close To Me."

Bar-room eyes: Doyle Bramhall It leaves Texas for the great state of Wendy and Lisa.

could be atad more inventive, most of
the music is engaging and coheres very
well. The two outstanding movements
are "Nisi Dominus" and "Lauda Jerusalem." The first effectively alternates
delicate, springy sections with slower,
more reflective passages. "Lauda" reveals why this disc succeeds. Its brilliant
solo trumpet passages (executed flawlessly by Ute Hartwich) punctuate
choral sections sung at asuperbly professional level. Indeed, Ithink the
Cantus Colin could sing the telephone
directory and still be convincing. The
eight singers are always spot on, enunciate words clearly, and are thoroughly

Guitar is still an essential element of
the mix, but Bramhall applies his playing
in an architectural sense, weaving it into
the songs' textures rather than making it
the focal point of the proceedings. There
are no blues clichés on this album.
There are very good songs, however,
one after another — superbly crafted
pieces that suggest major talent. Instead
of Stevie Ray and T-Bone Walker,
Bramhall is thinking Beatles, particularly
John Lennon, and Jirni Hendrix as songwriter rather than soloist. On "What You
Gonna Do," his vocal nuances are
strongly reminiscent of Hendrix, here
sung over guitar lines that sound like
205
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Lennon circa Abbey Road.
The chorus of "True Emotion" is a
chilling evocation of alove affair gone
wrong, co-written with Charlie Sexton,
who fronted the Arc Angels with
Bramhall. "Bleeding from a Scratch,"
another collaboration with Sexton, is
another great song incorporating Abbey
Road textures. Sexton also contributes to
"The Reason ILive" and the great rocker "Jealous Sky," leaving us to wonder
what the Arc Angels might have accomplished had the band stayed together.
The most important collaborators
here, though, are Wendy Melvoin and
Lisa Coleman of Wendy and Lisa, who
produced and played on the album and
had ahand in some of the songwriting.
Their production partnership with
Bramhall is nothing short of magical —
like minds reaching for avision of aperfect rock recording that exists only in
the imagination. "Part II" sounds like
some lost master from Revolver.
DB II is, by any measure, an impressive debut. Bramhall is an extremely gifted vocalist and songwriter whose virtuosity as aguitarist is only part of avery
impressive package. In the hands
of like-minded conceptualists
Wendy and Lisa, Bramhall
has come out of the box
with a minor masterpiece. —John Swenson

izz satirist or
enuine chanteuse?
sher first postJaits set, Holly
ole ditches kitsch
x confidence.

HOLLY COLE
It Happened One Night
Metro Blue CDP 52699 2(CI)). 1996. Leanne Ungar,
eng.; Doug MeClement, Denis Tougas, asst. mg. ???.
TT: 39.04
Music ****

sonics *****

C

anadian chanteuse Holly Cole
has grown up as astylist before
our ears. Her quirky approach to
vocal interpretations of the classical
American popular songwriters marked
her as apotential star from scratch, but
the inevitable comparisons to female
vocalists from the past all went in the
jazz direction. Cole's attitude, choice of
material, and even label affiliation
forced comparisons to Ella Fitzgerald
rather than Linda Rondstadt, and Cole
initially came off as more of asatirist of
jazz vocal style than as anew player in a
historically crowded field.
Cole's decision to do an album of
Tom Waits material, Temptation, became a major turning point for her.
While she had been unsteady in her
attempts to carve out her own stylistic
space over territory that had been much
traveled in the past, Waits gave her
fresh turf to stake out. Cole handled
it impressively, exploring the nooks
and crannies of songs as
complex and idiosyncratic as her own
musical instincts.
Cole has emerged from the
other side of this
self-realization process with an interpretive confidence
she didn't command
earlier in her career.
Her small-is-beautiful
reading of Cole Porter's "Get Out of
Town" now seems
tailored to her,
and Sondheim's
"Losing My Mind"
gets a masterful
reading. She recapitulates
her
made-for each
other collaboration with Waits
on "Train Song"
and "Tango Till
They're Sore."
Her dangerous flirtation
with kitsch
still rears its
head on the

mawkish "Que Sera Sera," but her reading of the contemporary surrealism of
Everything But The Girl's "Don't Let
the Teardrops Rust Your Shining Heart"
is the work of asinger moving forward.
Cole has made the transition from
being asinger who looks at asong like
anew outfit to one who can't bear to
part with athreadbare coat mythologized by experience. She has the scope
to go even further, and may yet become
one of the enduring vocalists of the era.
—John Swenson

ELVIS COSTELLO
Costello & Nieve
Warner Bros. 46469-2 (5 CDs). 1996. ???. TT: 2:00:30
Music ** 1/2
sonics ****

T

here's a certain mental process
you have to go through before
you can enjoy this set. If you did it
for Westerberg and Springsteen, Itold
myself; you can do it for Elvis.
First, accept the fact that the Declan
McManus of skinny ties, stovepipe
pants, and driving, tongue-twisting pop
ditties is gone. He's matured. He's
grown up. His anger has aged into,
ahem, peace, love, and understanding.
The only problem with that inconvenient set of rationalizations is the stark
fact that our hero has lost his muse.
Where Westerberg and Springsteen have
grown up (with uneven results), Costello seems to have burned out. It pains
me to say it, but for some ungodly reason Elvis Costello has simply lost his
ability to write melodies. Since 1989's
Spike, Costello has been on adownhill
slide, with each new album being less
inspired and tuneless than the last.
Where there was once bravado and
flashbulb-blinding brilliance, desperation
has perceptibly begun to creep in. In
terms of having adistinctive style and
memorable singing voice, Costello's
songs are still acut above 90% of the guitar pop that's out there. But just barely.
In recent years, Costello's performing
muse has also wavered. The last major
tour, following 1994's Brutal Youth album, was stodgy and surprisingly lowenergy. Even his late-'70s/early-'80s
classics came off slow and stupid.
It's against this grim backdrop that
Costello has released this five-EP boxed
set of live material, each disc named for
astop on last spring's American tour:
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago,
Boston, and New York. The idea behind this tour was Costello solo, on guitar and vocals, with only longtime At207
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tractions pianist Steve Nieve for backing. The only other musician present is
Attractions drummer Pete Thomas,
who makes abrief appearance on "Man
Out of Tune"/"Shallow Grave" (from
the L.A. disc). Each disc has five songs —
except the Boston disc, which has six.
Iwish Icould say that this inventive
career move is the longshot lucky
punch that will reinvigorate C,ostello's
career. It's not. Still, the immediacy of
just voice and guitar, and Nieve's piano,
is pleasant. C,ostello's voice, in fact, is
easily the best element here — he's
never sounded better. And it's also true
that this bare-bones approach does
uncover anumber of nuances in his
later work that are sorely missing from
the last few studio albums.
But that kind of faint praise is almost
damning in the case of an ambitious set
like this. The big problem is the material. Sit down and listen to all five discs,
and when it's over you'll be hard pressed
to remember anything save the few
older tunes — like "The Angels Want to
Wear My Red Shoes," an exquisite "Ship
of Fools," and the medley on the New
York disc that begins with "Alison" and
ends with "Clowntime is Over."
Nieve is asensitive and skilled accompanist, failing only in an overactive,
overly noodley rendition of "Watching
the Detectives" on the Chicago disc.
Although the set is infinitely better than
Costello's recent studio work (which
ain't saying awhole lot), Costello &Nieve
is still leagues from his glory days.
—Robert Baird

The Way IShould
Warner Bros. 46188-2 (CD). 1996. Randy Scruggs,
prod.; Chuck Ainlay, eng. AAD. (HDCD) TT: 50:37
Music ****
Sonics ****

ith its haunting rural perspective, and her litany of
tiny details and everyday sorrows, Iris DeMenes My Lfe was a
throwback to the very roots of country
music. Instrumental sweeteners italicized the intimacy of her voice and guitar, as if the songs were internal dialogs,
less sung than overheard.
Now, with The Way IShould, DeMent
and producer Randy Scruggs have
couched her expressive quaver of avoice
in an elaborate, vigorous ensemble sound,
the better to orchestrate the ambivalences about society and herself that
have been bubbling below the surface.
In externalizing DeMenes inner turmoil and social consciousness, The Way I
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Is there anyone up there? Elvis Costello continues to search for his lost muse.

Should glorifies the populist traditions of
country music. Not that DeMent can't
let the good times roll, as she does with
the high-voltage honky-tonkin' of
"Trouble," in which, as Delbert McClinton and Lonnie Mack add to the
jukebox revelry, DeMent reveals that
she's somethin' quite abit more than a
little Carter Family thrush. But even
here, there's an edge. "Let's buy awatermelon, swallow all the seeds /forget
what marna told us, do everything we
please," they sing, and the entire record
cries out for self-determination amid
the framework of traditional sounds
and accepted values.
Where Loretta Lynn shocked programmers and blue noses by singin'
about the pill, DeMenes "Letter to
Mom" is a harrowing tale of sexual
abuse at the hands of a mother's
boyfriend, while "Quality Time" decries
the hypocrisy and benign neglect of the
family-values crowd — each message all
the more pointed for being juxtaposed
against bouncy string-band tracks worthy of Merle Haggard (and just listen to
that ancient mountain-music coda DeMent yodels on "Quality Time").
Though some of the other message
tunes, such as the droning "There's a
Wall in Washington" and the Springsteenesque "Wasteland of the Free," are
equally earnest and heartfelt, they're
less melodic and more didactic, and
thus somewhat less engaging, words
and music seeming to bump into each
other.
Scruggs's warm, detailed mix balances traditional country instrumentation with modern dynamics. The Way I
Should takes this singer one step beyond
the realm of folk and into the rarefied
world of the country diva. —Chip Stern

VVYNONIE HARRIS
1944-1945
Wynonie Harris, vocals; with Lucky Millander and his
Orchestra, Johnny Otis's All-Stars, Illinois Jacquet
and his All-Starsjack McVea and his All-Stars, Oscar
Pettiford and his All Stars, Johnnie Alston and His
All Stars.
Classics 885. (CD). 1996. AAD. TT: 6204
Music *** 1/2
Sonics ** 1/2

F

orgotten when he died in 1969,
Wynonie Harris is now experiencing along-overdue and richly
deserved renaissance among blues aficionados. More powerful than Big Joe
Turner, more flamboyant than Jimmy
Witherspoon, and always more randy
than everyone else, the suave Harris
oozed sexual energy. This single-disc
collection from the reliable French reissue label, Classics Records, catches
Harris on his way up, before he signed
with King Records and recorded the
repertoire he's best known for, such as
"Good Rockin' Tonight" and "Good
Morning Judge."
Opening with two big-band cuts
(one of which, "Who Threw the
Whiskey in the Well," shows Harris's
style in full bloom), the collection
swings between ballads (a form Harris
later dropped almost entirely) and the
upbeat numbers like "Wynonie's
Blues" that became his trademark. Several prominent sidemen — trumpeter
Howard McGhee and bassist Charlie
Mingus — also enliven the proceedings.
The sound here is problematic, howevet Although no production information
is listed, it's probably safe to assume that
what sounds best here came from acetate
masters, and that the murkier cuts were
taken from 78s. Only "Straighten Him
Out" is an outright sonic disaster,
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though a situation that the tray card
attributes to "amplifier saturation during the original recording." But this may
be one of those cases where scratchy,
greasy sonies actually add atmosphere to
araw and raucous music. —Robert Baird

JAZZ
BEN ALLISON
Seven

Arrows

Ben Allison, bass; Ted Nash, tenor sax, flute, clarinet,
Ron Horton, trumpet; Frank Kimbrough, piano;
Tim Horner, drums
Koch Jazz KOC 3-7832-2 (CD). 1996. Ben Allison,
prod.; Michael Brorby, eng. DDD. TI': 52:13
Music ****
Sonics ****

5

terical whine of the air-raid and emergency vehicle sirens.
Elsewhere, Horton is reminiscent of
the late Don Cherry, and Homer's
drumming is steeped in Ed Blackwell,
which, when combined with Allison's
bass — Charlie Haden by way ofJohnny
Dyani, and vice versa — reinforces the
Colemanological aspects. Nash, whose
father Dick Nash and uncle/namesake
Ted are both West Coast studio veterans, is apassable tenorist who shines on
clarinet. But it's Kimbrough's deft touch
and convincingly bi-polar (as in outside/inside) approach that creates Seven
An-ow? most consistently alluring solo
statements.
Soundwise, Seven Arrows is warm,
spacious, resonant, and by no means
exceptional, but it is the composing,
arranging, and playing that will, in the
end, win you over. A very encouraging
debut from aband that strikes me as a
small Big Apple combo the equivalent
of Boston's clever, adventurous Either/
Orchestra.
-David Prince

even Arrows fits nicely within the
sax/trumpet/piano/bass-anddrums lineage begat by Bird's
highflying bebop constituents and
grown to full (hu)manhood on those
Prestige and Blue Note hard-bop blowing sessions from the '50s and '60s. At
the same time, the group's leader/
bassist, Ben Allison, has lined each of
these seven self-penned charts with
enough harmonic twists and rhythmic
turns to keep things up to date, interesting, and unpredictable.
Allison and the rest of his New
York-based Jazz Composers Coalition
cohorts — trumpeter Ron Horton,
multircedist Ted Nash, pianist Frank
Kimbrough, and drummer Tim Horner — are all conversant with the mainBOB BROOKMEYER
stream tradition, but they speak that
Eluctr rot)
particular language in the broadly rambling dialect of Omette Coleman
Andy Haderer, Klaus Osterloh, Rick Kiefer, trumpet;
Dave Horler, Brent Laukanip, Roy Ikuval, Bob
freestyle. So you wind up with pieces
Brookmeyer, trombone; Heiner Wiberny, Olivier
like the deliciously titled "Delirioso,"
Peters, Rolf Romer, Palk Peucker, saxes; John
Abercrombie, guitar; Rainer 13nminghaus, Frank
with its basso profundo obbligato openChasteiner, keyboards; I)ieter 11g, bass; Danny
ing strung out in front of its scrambling
Gottlieb, drums
Parkeresque frame. Or "Dragzilla," a ACT 9219-2 (Cl)). 1996. Wolfgang Hirschmann,
prod.; Wolfgang Hirschinann, Frank Schneider,
smart, catchy tune that piles jagged
Bardo Kox, Angela Plownaker, engs. 1)1)1). Tr:
melodic fragments — Kimbrough's dis69:49
sonant splashes are aspecial joy — atop
Music *** 1/2
Sonics *** 1/2
an earthy, African plainsong bottom.
Stuck in the midst of this, both literMICHAEL GIBBS: Big Music
Lew Soloff, Allan Rubin, Earl Gardner, lais Carr, truinally and figuratively, is the album's darkper, John Clark, French horn; Dave Bargeron, Mike
est invention, "Little Boy," atone poem
Gibbs, David Taylor, trombone; Jim Odgren, Chris
Hunter, Lou Marini, Bob Mintzer, 1)ave Tofani,
named after the second of the two
reeds, flutes; Julian Arguelles, soprano sax; John
atomic "devices" dropped on Japan —
Scofield, Bill Frisell, Kevin Eubanks, guitar; 1)uke
the one used to level Nagasaki. Pianist
Levine, 1)ave Fiticzynski, rhythm guitar; Kai
Eckhardt, bass guitar; Brad Hatfield, 1)ave Bristow,
Kimbrough's muted cluster at the outkeyboards; Dj
ango Bates. piano; Bob Moses, Bill
set is the detonation itself heard from
Martin, Ben Witmian, percussion, drum programflung
afar, followed by alitany of eerie effects
ACT 9231-2 (CD). 1996. John L Walters, prod.; Radu
led by Allison's bowed shockwave
Marinescu, mastering eng. DI)D. TT: 45:12
tremors, and Horton's Lester BowieMusic *** 1/2
Sonics ****
like smears taking the part of the hysStereophile, March 1997

T

hese two discs are part of aseries
by the German label Act in which
the label presents "The World's
Greatest Jazz Orchestras," which turn
out to be, so far, mostly European big
bands. The concept is grand: The producers have turned over what must be
an exceptionally generous budget to
important composers such as Bob
Brookmeyer and Yusef Lateef to record
specially composed large compositions.
Michael Gibbs's Big Music is something of
an exception here. Big Music was the
brainchild of producer John Walters,
who recorded most of it in 1989. He was
looking for "the missing link between Out
ofthe Cool and Bitches Brew," he said—the
connection between Gil Evans's acoustic
music and Miles Davis's electricity.
Inot sure why he turned to composer Michael Gibbs, who is perhaps best
known for the quiet arrangements and
compositions he wrote for people like
Gary Burton and Stan Getz. Nor would
Bob Brookmeyer have been my first
choice for a contemporary big-band
record featuring synthesizers and a
screaming electric guitar or two. I'd
have been wrong. Both of these discs
are tremendously exciting, with huge,
in-your-face sounds produced by large
forces. In both cases the innovations of
the late Gil Evans linger in the background: it was he who, in his last
decade, most successfully melded electric jazz with an acoustic big band, producing anew kind of funk and anew
kind of freedom.
The Gibbs set was the most complicated project: It began with rhythm
tracks laid down by Bob Moses and his
percussion ensemble. Bill Frisell and
Dave Bargeron soloed on Gibbs's tribute to Evans, "Mopsus," before all of the
writing was completed for the rest of
the band. Recorded in Boston and
Europe, this disc is atriumph of overdubbing and multitracking. It's full of
interesting sounds: the woozy bass track
of "Mopsus," which is overlaid with a
chorus of clicking, sobbing guitar, and
what sounds like a musical saw.
"Kosasa" is a Latin number whose
melody is stated, after aKevin Eubanks
introduction, by arather distant-sounding brass section over a half-dozen
rhythm instruments. One price of overdubbing may be that the horn sections
in general don't have the presence of
the rest of the band. But this is abighearted, mostly driving recording.
So is Bob Brookmeyer's "Electricity," a
piece he wrote in 1990 or thereabouts —
just before he left the United States for
Holland. The electricity is provided by a
211
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SONNY RED: Out of the Blue
Sonny Red, alto sax; Wynton Kelly, piano; Sam Jones or
Paul Chambers, bass; Roy Brooks or Jimmy Cobb, drums
Blue Note CDP 52440 2 (CD). 1959-60. Alfred Lion, prod.; Michael
Cuscuna, reissue prod.; Rudy Van Gelder, eng. ???. TI': 72:44
Music **** 1/2
Sonics **
HAROLD VICK: Steppin' Out
Harold Vick, tenor sax; Blue Mitchell, trumpet; Grant Green, guitar, John
Patton, organ; Ben Dixon, drums
Blue Note CDP 52433 2 (CD). 1963. Alfred Lion, prod.; Michael Cuscuna,
reissue prod.; Rudy Van Gelder, eng. ???. TI': 36:26
Music ****
Sonics ***
HORACE SILVER: The Tokyo Blues
Blue Note CDP 53355 2 (Cl)). 1962. Alfred Lion, prod.; Michael Cuscuna,
reissue prod.; Rudy Van Gelder, eng. ???. TT: 39:57
Music **** 1/2
Sonics ***

N

ojazz

label has ever carried the mystique of Blue
Note. In the '50s and '60s, Blue Note was atotal
gestalt. It comprised an aesthetic presided over by
founder/producer Alfred Lion, asound with apunchy
bottom and reverberant treble courtesy of engineer Rudy
Van Gelder, and even alook — the brilliant royal blueand-white graphic, and cover designs by Reid Miles so
permanent they've been collected in books.
Producer Michael Cuscuna has been the caretaker of
the Blue Note vaults in recent years. His Connoisseur
Series is alimited-edition reissue project within areissue
project. It features bonus tracks, rare photographs, and
remastering with 20-bit Super Bit Mapping. The series
unearths some of the more rare and obscure titles in the
Blue Note catalog, sometimes featuring artists who led one
session and disappeared.
Sonny Red (real name: Sylvester Kyner) hung around
the hard-bop scene for 20 years after he made Out of the
Blue in 1959, but he was never more than afreelance sideman who rarely recorded. He died in 1981 and has been
almost entirely forgotten —which is why it is so astonishing to encounter him today, and hear how his alto sax
could preach the kind of blues you can't find anymore.
He could also play ballads like "Stairway to the Stars" with
anatural, unaffected sweetness that has become rare in
our own emotionally disengaged fin de siède period.
Pianist Wynton Kelly is awelcome addition to this
album. Though he lived only 40 years, Kelly recorded
much more extensively than Sonny Red — after all, Kelly
was Miles's piano player. Yet the world can still stand
reminded that no one ever had atouch like Wynton
Kelly, he of the endless strings of notes placed as perfectly as pearls.
Whatever Rudy Van Gelder was doing differently
three and ahalf years later, you hear it in the more distinct
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sound of another release in the Connoisseur Series, Harold Vick's Steppin'
Out. Vick, who died in 1987, is
remembered as the obligatory soulful
tenor sax in groups led by organists
like Shirley Scott, Jimmy McGriff,
and Big John Patton. The organ
combo was agenre that degenerated into self-parody before it withered away in the '70s. On Vick's
only Blue Note album as aleaden it is a
revelation to hear the style when it was relevant and
strong. Steppin' Out mines ano-bullshit blood-and-guts
groove, with Vick surging and shouting, and Big John
Patton's organ and Grant Green's guitar laying it down
until the relentless momentum feels like it might roll on
forever. And there is asurprising measure of elegance in
this music, mostly because of Blue Mitchell's uniquely
lyrical trumpet.
In March'63 Iused afake ID to see Blue Mitchell with
Horace Silver at the _Jazz Workshop in San Francisco, two
months before the trumpeter appeared on Vick's Steppin'
Out. Silver's quintet was Mitchell's regular gig at the time.
The band that played the Workshop is present on The
Tokyo Blues (except that John Harris subs for Roy Brooks
on drums), and it was alegendary ensemble: Horace
Silver on piano, Mitchell on trumpet, the vastly underappreciated Junior Cook on tenon Gene Taylor on bass, and
Harris. Between 1956 and 1965, Silver recorded asuccession of classic albums for Blue Note —Blowin' the Blues
Away, Horace-scope, Finger Poppin', et al —period pieces that
have stood the test of time. Tokyo Blues, aworthy addition
to this distinguished body of work, was inspired by the
quintet's tour ofJapan in 1962. While there are Oriental
touches (eg, the gong strokes on the title cut), the tunes are
still unmistakable Silver hard-bop
anthems, archetypal lines with
catchy hooks, perfect for blowing. And blow they do. Front
lines never got any tighter
than Silver's, with Mitchell's
glistening trumpet counterpoised against Cook's clean,
muscular tenor. Silver's own solos
always start out
simple and
end up profound.
—Thomas Oxtrad
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pair of mostly ominous-sounding synthesizers and by guitarist John Abercrombie, who seems to have inspired
"Electricity." It's asuite, more coherent
than the individual numbers of Gibbs's
disc. It begins ominously with aheld
low note on synthesizer, over which a
wheezing synthesized sound states —
eventually — a fragmentary theme
made finally explicit by Abercrombie.
Brookmeyer is demonstrating his
patience, and making the most of the
space he's been given. When the bass
note sags astep, it seems like amajor
event.
There's plenty of action later, in the
strangely named "Ugly Music," with
its lightfooted conversation between
brushes and brass, and on the brash
"White Blues" and the outgoing "Say
Ah." Electricity is sometimes sober,
sometimes shouting. It's asonic spectacular, testing any system with its synthesized bass, vivid dynamics, and beautifully realized effects, such as the shimmer of sounds toward the beginning of
"Salt Ah." It also has two bubbling solos
by Bob Brookmeyer that will remind
listeners of when he toured with Gerry
Mulligan, played with Clark Terry, or
dueted with Jim Hall. He's aglorious
composer and a distinctively lyrical
improviser.
-Michael Ullman
CHARLES MINGUS
And Friends in Concert
Charles Mingus, Milt Hilton, bass; Jon Faddis and others, trumpet, Gerry Mullipn, baritone sax; Howard
Johnson, bass clarinet, baritone sax; George 1)orsey,
Gene Ammons, tenor sax; Bobby Joncs, clarinet,
tenor sax; Charles McPherson, Lee Konitz, alto sax;
Richie Perri, flute, alto sax; Eddie Bert, tenor trombone; John Foster, Randy Weston, piano; Sharon
Moe, Richard Berg, French horn; James Moody,
flute; Bob Stewart, tuba; Joe Chambers, drums;
Dizzy Gillespie, scat vocals; Honey Gordon, vocals;
Teo Macero, conductor, Bill Cosby, MC
Columbia/Legacy C2K 64975 (2 CDs). 1996. Teo
Macero, prod.; Bob Belden, Sy Johnson, Bill
Kirchner, reissue prods.; Stan Tonkel, eng. ???
TT: 2:10:35
Music *** 1/2
Sonia *** 1/2
MI
NGUS BIG BAND: Live in Time
Randy Brecker, and others, Robin Eubanks, and others,
Britt Woodman. Conrad Herwig, Dave Taylor,
trombone; Ronnie Cuber, Gary Smulyan, baritone
sax; Gary Bartz, alto sax; Steve Slagle, alto & soprano
sax, flute; Seamus Blake, tenor & soprano sax; John
Stubblefield, tenor sax, flute; Mark Shim, clarinet,
tenor sax; Kenny Drew, Jr., John Hicks, piano; Andy
McKee, bass; Adam Cruz, Tommy Campbell, drums
Dreyfus FDM36583-2 (2 CDs). 1997. Sue Mingus,
prod.; Tom Swik, Couster McAlister, enes. ??? TT:
224:01
Music ****
Sonia ****
NORMAND GUILBEAULT ENSEMBLE:
Hommage àMingus
Normand Guilbeault, bass; Jean Demme, alto & baritone sax, flute; Mathieu Belanger, clarinet, bass clarinet, Ivanhoe Jolicoeur, trumpet, flugelhorn; Michel
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the Mingus Big Band is so well-versed
in the music of the man for whom the
band is named. Not only is it helmed by
Charles's widow, Sue Mingus, who
Music ****
Sonia
serves as artistic director, but the 14piece group of Mingus devotees has
arely do creative geniuses receive
the attention they deserve during been gigging every Thursday night for
the past five years at the Fez Under
their lifetimes. In the jazz world,
'Time Cafe in New York City's East
two of the most prominent examples are
Village. The big band's latest recording,
Charles Mingus and Thelonious Monk,
Live in Time, is an exultant and oftencontemporaries who died in 1979 and
times explosive set. The full range of
1982, respectively. Since their deaths,
Mingus's compositional talent is repreboth have become larger than life
sented here, from early romantic tunes
and have deservedly been recognized
like the exquisite "This Subdues My
for their brilliance as composers and
Passion," to such robust uptempo blues
musicians.
numbers as "So Long Eric," which serve
Lately, the often volatile and erratic
as showcases for dynamic soloing. Plus,
Mingus has been the subject of renewed
there's his urgent compositional gem,
interest, ranging from one-time collaborator Joni Mitchell, who included her "Children's Hour of Dream," which the
Mingus-inspired tune "The Wolf that band delivers straight from the charts
Lives in Lindsey," on her recent Misses that Mingus himself never documented
CD (the companion disc of her Hits on arecording.
The highlights are frequent. The band
compilation) to pianist-composer Jon
Jang and his sextet performing a wows the crowd on the horn-swelled
"Number 29," the hardily swinging
remarkable arrangement of "Meditations on Integration" on the excellent "The Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting," and the blasting-cap "Boogie Stop
Soul Note CD, Two Flowers on aStem.
However, the most extensive newly Shuffle." Big-name jazz cats share the
released tributes to the late master are a spotlight with the young tigers. Veteran
two-CD celebration by the Mingus Big baritone saxophonist Ronnie Cuber
incites the rest of the band to riot with
Band and asingle-disc homage by the
the quaking, sizzling solo that opens
Montreal-based Normand Guilbeault
"Moanin' Mambo" (the band taking libEnsemble.
erties with Mingus's "Moanin'" by giving
Plus, there have been the requisite
it aLatin twist), while young Russian
CD reissues of great Mingus albums,
trumpeter Alex Sipiagin shines on "E's
the most noteworthy being two Impulse! classics, The Black Saint and the Flat, Ah's Flat Too," which also features a
Sinner Lady and Mingus Mingus Mingus fervid alto sax exchange between musical
director Steve Slagle and Gary Bartz.
Mingus Mingus, both revisited digitally in
1995. Add to that last year's newly Then there's the band's exuberant charge
through the tempo- and mood-shifting
expanded Charles Mingus and Friends in
C.oncert, alive double-CD on Columbia/ "The Shoes of the Fisherman's Wife Are
Legacy, and you've got abonanza of comThe legendary, volatile Charles Mingus
pelling music from the jazz innovator.
Tackling Mingus material live —
especially his unpredictable,
suitelike later works,
which the composer
often recorded with
massive overdubbing
— poses a monumental challenge.
Judging by their
superb in-concert
recordings, the Mingus
Big Band and the Normand Guilbeault Ensemble both did their
homework.
It's hardly surprising that

Ouellet, trombone; Paul Leger, dmms
Justin Time JTI2 8460-2 (CI)). 1996. Daniel Vachon,
prod.; Michel Laronere, Denis Leclerc, engs. ??? TI':
7337
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Some Jive-Ass Slippers," where young
tenor saxist Seamus Blake unleashes a
gripping solo.
While the Mingus Big Band's absorbing double CD is characterized by a
free and jovial spirit, bassist Normand
Guilbeault takes a more studied and
controlled — but just as reverent and
ebullient—approach to Mingus material on his appropriately titled Hommage à
Mingus, recorded live in Montreal. He
and his ensemble embark on acompelling journey through several complex
Mingus works, negotiating with aplomb
their stylistic and rhythmic twists and
turns. Bass clarinetist Mathieu Belanger
stars throughout, as does guest Jean
Derome on alto and baritone saxes and
flute.
A highlight is "Don't Be Afraid, the
Clown's Afraid Too," which swings like
agiant pendulum when it's not busy
being awhimsical waltz or free-for-all
collective improvisation. The climax of
the set is Mingus's masterwork, "The
Black Saint and the Sinner Lady," rendered as a four-part suite and played
with vigor, charm, and fire. Guilbeault,
who offers shimmering arco support to
Derome's flute trilling in the third
movement, accelerates the rhythms in
the piece's ecstatic conclusion. Derome
would probably be the first to admit it,
but his composition (the title track),
though full of appealing Mingus-like
emotional swells and ebb-and-flow
tempo patterns, pales in comparison to
the tributee's works.
While Charles Mingus and Friends in
Concert doesn't figure to be an essential
collection, there's an abundance of exciting performances on the two-CD
package. Recorded live in 1972 at
Lincoln Center's Philharmonic (now
Avery Fisher) Hall, this historic all-star
big-band bash not only marked Mingus's first New York show in over a
decade, but also helped to resurrect the
jazz concert scene in the city.
This gala Mingus comeback — a
commercial success both at the box
office and later in record stores — is
only apartial artistic triumph. The show
is loose (read: often under-rehearsed),
and the pieces for the most part lengthy
(read: in stretches, too sprawling). MC
Bill Cosby proves to be acloying presence (except on his fun vocal scat with
Dizzy Gillespie), and vocalist Honey
Gordon adisappointment in her three
appearances. Plus, aversion of "Don't
Be Afraid, the Clown's Afraid Too"
comes off sounding like it was played by
agroup that had spent its wad earlier in
the evening. As for the extra 40 minutes
Stereophile, March 1997

of material not included on the original
two-LP collection, only "The I of
Hurricane Sue" sparkles.
However, when the band is inspired,
which it is throughout most of the
show, shortcomings and long-winded
solos are forgiven. Even "Us Is Two"
swings ferociously, despite the fact that
orchestral confusion ensued halfway
through its delivery. (In the liner notes,
arranger Sy Johnson refers to it as the
big band's "first train wreck" of the
evening.) Exhilarating performances
include surging takes on "Jump Monk"
(with acharged tenor sax solo by Gene
Ammons), "ESP" (starring baritone sax
great Gerry Mulligan), and the freshly
composed and arranged "Little Royal
Suite" (in which trumpeter Jon Faddis,
19 at the time and filling in for ailing
Roy Eldridge, rises to the occasion).
The highlight is the rousing 17minute blast through "E's Flat, Ah's Flat
Too." Then, of course, there's the rocksolid presence of Mingus the bass player, who propels the rhythms, cues the
surprising changes, and even offers a
couple of rare solos. Teo Macero conducts the orchestra, but there's no mistaking that composer/arranger/bassist/
bandleader Mingus is the man of the
hour.
-Dan Ouellette
MEL TORMÉ
The Mel Tormé Collection: 1944-85
Rhino R2 71589 (4 CDs). 1996. Dick Kapp, prod.; Bill
Inglot, reissue eng. ADD. TT: 509:02
Music ****

sonics **

S

inger Mel Tormé has been wellknown since the mid-1940s,
when, after stints with the Chico
Marx band and the army, he started
recording with his singing group, the
Mel-Tones. Those '40's recordings, some
of which are found on this extensive collection, have a certain clean-scrubbed
appeal, despite their barbershop harmonies and occasionally sappy strings.
But to my ears, Tonné didn't come into
his own until the '50, when he began
singing in amore forthright and jazzier
style, managing to sound both cool and
committed, charming without cuteness.
His voice suddenly had heft as well as
range, and he improvised confidently.
He's amaster, but he hasn't always
had the best luck with record companies. That's what makes a collection
such as this doubly welcome. Rhino has
assembled great Tonné performances
from over adozen labels, bringing together such early hits as "Mountain

The Velvet Fog, Mel Tomé

Greenery" and "Lullaby of Birdland"
with some of the best of Tormé from the
'60s, including "Sunday in New York"
and apreviously unissued performance
of Gerry Mulligan's "Walkin' Shoes."
Tormé found his perfect arranger in
the '50s in Marty Paich, whose tentette
mimicked in some ways that of Mulligan. Rhino draws extensively on their
collaborations. Paich provided Tonné
with acool, sonorous sound, aswinging
beat, and poised soloists such as trumpeter Pete Candoli. At his best, as in
"Something's Gotta Give," Paich supports the singer with buoyant, lightfooted swing. The pair sometimes indulge in sophisticated humor — the
Paich-Tormé "A Foggy Day" begins
with aquote on French horn of "Greensleeves," presumably to suggest the London setting of the lyrics, and continues
with Tonné holding a fog-horn-low
tone in what is otherwise asober rendition of the famous Gershwin tune. It's as
if he's teasing us with his nickname, "the
Velvet Fog." These effects are coyly hip,
as is Tormé's toying with "Autumn
Leaves," which he renders in aMaurice
Chevalier accent.
There are misfires. Tonné pays tribute
to Ellington in an exquisite series of
tunes, but can't summon the roughedged boisterousness that Jimmy Rushing brought to Count Basic's blues songs.
Tonné sings aduet with Barry Manilow
that must have pleased Manilow, but
seems forced, and he plods through the
"Theme for Arthur." But mostly his taste
and his tunes are sublime. Once past
those early arrangements, the fan ofjazz
singing will find this collection adelight.
It ends, inevitably, with Tormé's 1962
rendition of his most famous composition, "The Christmas Song." The sound
quality varies enormously, of course,
with the sonic highlights coming in the
late '50s when Tonné was recording
for Verve.
-Michael Ullman
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Reckoning
Nirvana: Nevermind
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Bill Evans: Interplay
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Creedence: Pendulum
Wings .At the Speed of Sound
Korngold: Golden Age of Motion Pics
Sonny Rollins: The Sound of Sonny
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Belafonte at Carnegie Hall
Belafonte Returns to Carnegie Hall
Chet Atkins in Hollywood
Dave Brubeck: Time Out
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Holly Cole: Temptation
Dar Williams The Honesty Room
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Syd Barrett The Madcap Laughs
Beach Boys Pet Sounds
Jeff Beck: Beckola
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2212
2218
2221
2238
2243
2313
6013
6111
6126
6398

Argenta: Espana
Beethoven Septet (finally ,)
Ravel: [Enfants &Sodileges
Prokofiev: Peter and the Wolf
Rimsky-Korsakov. 3pieces
Mozart: Clarinet Concerti
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...and others!

Music Direct: 800 449-8333
in Illinois and international: 312 433-0200 —or fax 24 hours: 312 433-0011
Music Direct features recordings on these record labels and others. Call for our free 48-page catalog!
Acoustic Disc
Analogue Productions
Alto Edition
Audioquest
Blue Note reissues
Chesky

Clarity
Classic Records
Collegium
DCC
Decca/London reissues
Delos

Deutsche Gramophone
DMP
Donan
EMI reissues
Epiphany
Everest

Fantasy
Golden String
GAP/Impulse reissues
Harmonia Mundi
King Super Analogue
Mapleshade

John Marks Records
MCA Heavy Vinyl
Mercury
Mobile Fidelity
Opus 3
OJC

Pope Music
Propnus
RCA Living Stereo
Reference Recordings
Savoy Jazz reissues
Sheffield Lab

Sony Legacy
SteepleChase
Telarc
Three Blind Mice
Water Lily
Wilson Audio

Mvn IGO

-i—ERENCE
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McCORMACK

SYNERGISTIC
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SENNHEISER

GRADO
REFERENCE

oUti
" 11-1 -rGHWIRE

PLATINUM

SENNHEISER HD-600

HIGHWIRE POWER WRAP

BLACK DIAMOND CONES

REFERENCE PLATINUM

CD BLACKLIGHT

What're John Atkinson's reference headphones? Sennheiser's
spectacular HD580. And now,
eclipsing the 580 at the top of
Sennheiser's line, the brand-new
HD600 also uses the extraordinary technology filtered down
from the $12,000 Orpheus system
to create an ultra-smooth, ultra.
detailed sound, with uncanny
low-frequency capability for
headphones. The 600s (and 5813s)
are huge steps up from the excellent (but inexpensive) Grados, and
awonderful advance at this price.
Not cheap, but you'll wonder how
you listened to anything less once
you've heard these outstanding
'phones. $359.99. (580, $289.99)

New! The Highwire Power Wrap
is astraightforward and costeffective power cord tweak that
reduces RFI. Ahelically-coiled
strand of insulated metal-composite RF suppression material
(not ferrite), this accessory wraps
around your power cord. The
effects are so dramatic that you
can "tune" the Power Wrap by
moving it up and down the AC
cable. Power Wraps kill the ringing in AC cords, and are abargain
compared to other products. The
Power Wrap was most effective
on fixed power cords and cheap
removable ones. This is one of our
best bargain tweaks. High Wire
Power Wrap $49.99.

The Black Diamond Racing Cones
are Music Direct's pick for Accessory of the Year 1996! Their effect
on audio systems is nothing short
of jaw-dropping. The two versions
of the cones. Mark 3and Mark 4,
sound radically different. Though
they vary by sonic characteristics
(the Mark 3is warmer, with more
midrange bloom: the Mark 4is
more linear in response), your system may sound best with acombination of both types. We suggest trying both the Mark 3and
Mark 4with our 30-day money
back guarantee. The best cones
that we carry, by far, and reasonably priced! Set of three BOA
Cones. Music Direct price $59.99.

From Joe Grado comes anew
series of reference cartridges,
including this rosewood-body
beauty. This new model takes
direct aim at the other $300 cartridges out there, and really
makes agreat case for itself.
Fuller-sounding than the legendary (and still in-stock) Blue
Point Special, the Grado trades a
slight (very slight) articluation in
the bass for sharper images and
very high output —4.5 mV —
enough to drive any preamp
around. The Audio Adventure
(February '96) says this cartridge
is aptly named: reference-quality.
Others in the line are even better!
Reference Platinum, $299.99.

When we heard the prototype of
Audio Prism's CD Blacklight mat
at the 1996 CES, we were amazed
at its stunning effect on the sound
of CDs. In addition to the standard
increases in clarity and resolution,
the CD Mat increased the musicality of every disc substantially.
Now recent raves by Stereophile's
irrepressible Sam Tellig (Nov. '96)
have confirmed our initial reactions. Unlike previous dampers.
the CD Blacklight operates in
three domains —the mechanical,
optical and electromagnetic spectrums. Just hold it up to abright
light until it glows, and you're
ready to roll ... er. spin. Music
Direct price $37.99.

Records to Die For... and more!
Music Direct: 800 449-8333

in Illinois and international: 312 433-0200 —or fax 24 hours: 312 433-0011
Music Direct features recordings on these record labels and others. Call for our free 48-page catalog!
Apature
Arcici
ASM Labs
Audient Technology
API
Audio Prism

A,,o,oquest
Bedini
Benz Micro
Black Diamond Racing
Bright Star Audio
Creek

Elac
Ensemble
German Acoustics
Gold Aeria
Grado
Harmonix (Combakl

Highwire Audio
Lightspeed
Mango Audio Labs
McCormack
The Mod Squad
Monster Cable

Nitty Gritty
Perfectionist Audio
Rega
RingMat Developmts.
Roomtune/M. Green
Sennheiser

Solidsteel
Sound Anchor
Standesign
Sumiko
Synergistic Research
Target

Tekna-Sonic
Townshend Audio
Vans Evers
Versalab
VPI
Yamamura Systems

Iolur Lucky "nay!
Altec
Lansing
AHT-2100

Monitor Audio MAG903
Floorstanding
Tower Speaker

•Gold anodized
metal drivers
•2 Mid bass drivers
•Shielded drivers
•Designed for
bi-wire applications
•Mass loading

THX®
Surround
-"WimpSound Speakers
•Unique crossover

& configuration of
eight speaker drivers
•Four 3-1/3" matching
midranges
•Two 3/4" polyimide
dome tweeters with
$
ferrofluid cooling
•Two 4" bass drivers

_

399
-„

LIMITED QUANTITIES

45 Indian Lane East
Towaco, NJ
07082

Home Theatre
Home Audio
Video &
Car Stereo

1-800-542-7283

Best Quality Available
Best Materials/Design •Longest Life •Cool Running
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ARS ELECTRONICS
Since 1947

ELECTRONIC TUBE SPECIALISTS
7110 DeCelis Place •P.O. Box 7323
Van Nuys, California 91406
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MATCHED POWER TUBES
PS
EACH
2A3
25.00
6805/ELM USA ... 15.00
6CA7 YUGO
22.00
6L6 (SEE 5881/6L6WGB)
E34L TESLA
18.00
EL34 TESLA
17.00
EL34A CHINA
12.00
6KG6/EL509
CALL
36KG6/PL509
CALL
KT88
25.00
KT88 TESLA
35.00

PAIRS
50.00
30.00
44 00

QUARTET
100.00
60.00
88.00

36 00
34.00
24.00

72.00
68.00
48.00

50.00
70.00

100.00
140.00

PN
EACH
KT90/99 YUGO
40.00
211
45.00
3000
78.00
807 USA
16.00
845
50.00
5881/6L6WGB USA .. 19.00
5881/6L6WGC USSR .12.50
6550A CHINA
19.00
6550A GE
40.00
6550 WC USSR
25.00
6973 USA
25.00

PAIRS
80.00

QUARTET
100.00

156.00
32.00

312.00
64.00

38.00
25.00
38.00
80 00
50.00
50.00

76.00
50.00
76.00
160.00
100.00
100.00

PRE-AMP TUBES

li

li
'

....

Come see us
on the iMALL at
www.Soundcity.com

5AR4 CHINA
5U4GB USA
6AN8A
6AU6A
6BL8
6BM8
6CA4
6CW4
60,18 AMPEREX
LM- 6DJ8 AMPEREX
6DJ8 TELEFUNKEN
6F07/6CG7
6SL7GT
6SL7GT USA
6SN7GT
6SN7GT USA
6X4
12AT7/6201 USA

15.00
20.00
15.00
6.50
10.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
6.50
15.00 LOW NOISE
35.00
15.00
8.50
12.00
8.50
\41t5
12.00
seitm
9.00
el' ne
8.50

Ship By Fedex or UPS

(818) 997-6279

NEW TUBES ARRIVING DAILY

FAX (818)997-6158

Over 100.000 Tubes in Stock

LMLM-

LM-

•ill•
LM-

8.50
6.50
6.50
12.00 LOW NOISE
12.00 LOW NOISE
15.00
15.00
20 00
16.00
15 00
12.00
10.00
15.00
15.00
10.00
8.50
18.00 LOW NOISE
15.00

12AU7/6189 USA
12AX7A CHINA
12AX7A YUGO
12AX7A CHINA
2AX7A YUGO
12AY7/6072 GE
12AZ7 USA
12BH7A USA
12BY7A
12E07
12X4
5751 GE-SYL
5751 GE-SYL
5965A USA
6267/EF86
6922/E88CC USSR
6922/E88CC USSR
7199

* WORLD WIDE SHIPPING *
MIN. ORDER

:
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Prices Subject to Change
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John Marks on Catholicism
Editor:
Heartfelt thanks to Stereoplzile and to Jonathan Scull for the interview with Nathaniel
Rosen, Jerry Bruck, and me in the January
1997 issue (Vo120 No.1). Igreatly fear,
however, that Jonathan Scull's innocent
transcription error may have inadvertently
given offense to several hundred million of
my Christian brothers and sisters.
The subject was live music versus recordings. In acharacteristically convoluted
and obscure witticism, Itwisted Abraham
Lincoln's words and put them in Mark
Twain's mouth. What Iactually said was
"I'm remembering Mark Twain's comment about the Catholic Church, which
was, 'You can fool some of the Papal, some
of the time....'"
The original quote was, of course,
Abraham Lincoln's defense of representative democracy, "... but you can't fool
all of the people all of the time." My reconstruction of Lincoln's text was intended as a
wry reference to the historical fact that
Mark Twain's publishing firm was engaged
to publish the authorized biography of Leo
XIII, the then-current Pope. That project,
to say the least, failed to meet expectations.
Unfortunately, when Isaid "Papal," Jon
heard "people."
Inever intended to imply that Catholicism was afraud (being an adherent myself), nor did Iintend to imply that Mark
Twain said so. Idid (uncharitably) intend
to su lesst that Mark Twain may have bamboozled the Vatican, and now, my bad
karma has aught up with me! Ihope
this explanation satisfies those who were
justifiably upset upon reading what was
printed.
On the general subject of Catholicism's
place in the modern world, Iheartily recommend reading Carl Bernstein and
Marco Politi's His Holiness: John Paul II and
the Hidden History of Our lime while listening to Arvo Pârt's awe (ECM New
Series 1592).
Pace,
John Marks
John Marks Records
Micromega Stage 2
Editor:
Thank you, Sam, for taking the time to listen to the Micromega Stage 2CD player
Stereophile, March 1997
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and for your very positive comments on
the sound quality. The Stage 2is really a
bargain in aCD player as it provides performance above its price range, but also
gives the owner the option of upgrading
to the Stage 3or even converting the unit
to the Drive and adding an outboard
DAC.
The Stage 3 adds two power transformers, one each for left and right analog
output sections, and upgrades the devices
after the DAC chips to higher-performance ICs. This gives an improvement in
the dynamics, resolution, and soundstaging. The owner can upgrade through
his dealer and just pay the retail price difference between the units. The Stage 2is
$1075 while the Stage 3is $1475, which
means the cost to upgrade is $400.
The build quality of the Stage series is
actually fairly robust. The one-piece metal
chassis is 1.5mm thick and the top cover is
2mm brushed and anodized aluminum.
The front panel and tray cover are also
2mm aluminum, which taken together
give the casing great mechanical integrity.
Though not built to tank standards, it is a
very solid unit.
Again, we thank you for the time
and effort in evaluating the Micromega
Stage 2.
Brian Hawkins
President, Micromega USA, Inc

isting audio measurement formulae and
the amount of musical pleasure an audio
component is capable of giving.
Audio Note owns as much test gear as
any major audio manufacturer (most likely more), and we use it like aflashlight or
amagnifying glass: to make the invisible
visible; to get the nuts and bolts right
Unfortunately, music is not (primarily) a
visual medium. It is visceral, expressionistic, and structured in the time continuum. Any form of steady-state measurement can only show us the shadow of
its form.
The music signal is really acontinuous
electrodynamic shock wave impressed on
the whole audio playback chain, and our
most important job is to capture and preserve its delicate proportions. It must be
handled kindly and gently, like aprecious
new life form. It must not be manhandled,
converted, enlarged too quickly, chopped
up, or made to feed on itself like aparasite.
To this end, Audio Note avoids splitting
phase, amplifying difference signals, applying excessive gain at any stage of the
amplification chain, using inherently nonlinear devices that require "bootstrapping,"
degeneration, and feedback to "error correct" or expand the bandwidth. Most
importantly, we never force the musical
energy to endure the abuse of excessively
complex circuits using literally hundreds of
Audio Note
components. Every circuit is ingeniously
Editor:
simple —some use less than adozen comA big hug and akiss to Mr. Harley! This
ponents — and every part is designed to be
man didn't whine that there were "no
as gentle and natural as possible. We try to
speakers for low-powered amps." Didn't
let this rare, baby life-form grow as naturalmoan about alack of "bass slam" or warn
ly as we know how, in asafe, nurturing enus that "SE Triodes are subversive." Most
vironment.
importantly, he doesn't have alligator clips
After 20 years of research, reinventing
for ears or red and black probes for a the basic component building blocks,
heart. Both sides of Mr. Harley's brain are
redesigning the whole audio chain, we still
working, he can spot flesh-and-blood
only know afew simple things about premusical art when it appears in his room,
serving the life, spirit, and sentiment of
and Ibelieve that he really grasped the attirecorded music.
tude and aesthetic that Audio Note designs
What we do know is this: To re-create
into all of its products. For this Iam truly
recorded music with its drama, contrast,
grateful.
tempo, and artistic expression intact, one
Rather than grab this opportunity to
must pay extra-special attention to preshamelessly promote our products, let me
serving the proportions of the original
just say that Ithink Mr. Harley's review
musical event. The meaning and excitesuggests, rather blatantly, that the industry
ment of music are in the relationships
has along way to go before it discovers
between hard and soft, fast and slow, big
any strong correlation between any exand small, dark and light, warm and cool.
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SUNSHINE STEREO, INC.
9535 Biscayne Blvd. Miami Shores FL 33138

Tel: (305) 757-9358

Fax: (305) 757-1367

The Nucleus Minor in anodized aluminum. Available in Black, Gold, and Silver. $995.00*
'Barcelona stand optional at S200 CO

•
(9illy afew distinguished manufacturers set the Mdustr.
vstan ards .fi)r
quality. prestige and value.
ADCOM
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AUDIOQUEST
DRAPER
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CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS
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MANUFACTURERS'COMMENTS
They are in the color and texture of the
"fabric" that holds the music together.
They are in the realm of scale and structure. If we lose the proportions of these
relationships or if we lose the armature
that holds the notes together—the musical expression is gone!
Please, let this review stand, not as just
praise of the Audio Note products, but as
acatharsis for the whole audio community. Let us all work together to discover
new ways to prevent the extinction of
new and delicate life-forms.
All of us at Audio Note worldwide
want to thank Mr. Harley and all of you at
Stereophile for your consideration, openmindedness, and understanding. Bless
your musical hearts.
Herbert Reichert &Mike 7i-ei
Audio Note USA

tioning and commenting on the phono
stage, this being the highest-quality source
that most of us are able to experience on a
daily basis. Remembering that the phono
signal must also pass through the line
stage, one realizes that the line stage itself
must be of this same sonic caliber. The
best CD-based digital sources, although
quite good, are less than the ultimate test
of asystem's resolving power. As digital
sources continue to improve, the K-1's
line stage will allow the owner to receive
the full benefit of these advances.
One last note —due to the special
high-speed circuit board material used in
the K-1, burn-in time is not important. A
quick audition of this product will only
suggest its capability to involve you in
your music.
Bruce K Van Allen
Marketine Director, Ayre Acoustics

Ayre Acoustics K-1

FM Acoustics FM 122
Editor:
What is so prat about Michael Fremer's
reviews (they should be called reports) is
that they are so informative, and do away
with the overused and, in the musical context, often meaningless "audiophile buzzwords." Explanations such as MF's experiences with cartridge loading —an important fact that is very rarely commented
upon —arc of real value to the reader of
Stereophile
MF fully captured the qualities of the
FM 122. So why comment at all? Just to
clarify acouple of things:
1) Not only can the loading resistances
of the FM 122 be optimized for MC cartridges, but this can be done for MM cartridges as well. In fact, the standard resistance module for MM cartridges allows
impedances to be set at 100k, 47k, 33k,
and 24k ohms.
Other resistance combinations are
available, but even if those resistances
should not be what aspecific cartridge
needs —or if in the future some new cartridge designs with different requirements
happen to come up — we can provide
practically any combination of resistances
on special order. The FM 122 will not
become obsolete.
2) There is no need to "return the FM
122 to the distributor" when aswap of a
resistance module is desired. Any decent
dealer can replace the module within 10
minutes. Only an Allen wrench is required.
3) Regarding MFs complaint about
documentation: The MM Version of the
FM 122 that MF received was actually a
version for MC cartridges modified "on
the spot" to an MM version so that MF
could quickly be accommodated. Obviously the instruction manual accompanying the unit was for the original ver-

Editor:
What can we say about such apositive
review of our K-1 preamplifier other than
"Thank you"? After spending endless
hours working out the details of anew
product, one always wonders when submitting it for critique, "Will they get it?
Will they understand what we have accomplished?" Everyone here at Ayre
wishes to thank Wes Phillips for taking
the time and effort to understand and
communicate what the Ayre K-1 is.
I'll never forget when Charlie first
sketched the design of K-1 on apiece of
scrap paper. Iwas seeing for the first time
asimple, elegant solution to acomplex
problem that had seemed to defy resolution. It made so much sense that I
wondered why no one had attempted this
solution before. Of course! Just shorten
the signal path to its practical limits, use
the best switches and connectors possible,
add one great line stage, aclean power
supply, a remote-control that doesn't
degrade the sound quality, and voila —
"the perfect preamp." My reaction was the
same as Wes's when he first encountered
the K-1: "I want it, and Iwant it now." I
got to hear it about ayear and ahalf later
—all good things come in time!
After nearly ayear of building K-1 sit's
clear why no one else has attempted this
approach before. There are in excess of
400 parts in the volume control and selector assembly of the K-1, requiring hours of
assembly, testing, and fine-tuning. Simple
and elegant on paper turns out to be costly and time-consuming to execute in real
life. This handcrafted product is designed
to provide its owner with decades of listening pleasure without ahint of the effort
required to design and build it.
We appreciate the time spent audiStereophile, March 1997

sion. All FM 122Bs (the "B" indicates
the version for MM cartridges) shipped
from the factory are coded on the back
panel. Of course, they come with the
appropriate resistance values, instructions,
and documentation.
4) Regarding the measurements: Audio
equipment measurements are always subject to slight differences between measuring
setups and depend on many variables
(measurement levels, frequencies, signals,
etc.). TJN's measurements are identical or
close to the various setups we use here. The
input impedance measurement (our own
measurements indicate an input impedance
of 101 ohms for this unit) is slightly different, but then awhole book could be written about the various concepts and ways of
measuring input impedance...
Should the system of a user require
even more gain than the 56dB that the
FM 122 provides, ahigh-gain version is
available on special order. However, it
must be realized that as the gain goes up
the noise goes up as well, so this high-gain
version must only be used for extremely
low-output MCs, or for systems with
unusually low overall gain.
The 20kHz overload margin of the FM
122 is part of the design. In practical applications using MC and MM cartridges the
overload point is never reached.
5) Price: The time and efforts that are
going into the crafting of an FM 122 are
immense —far above other audiophile
components. This can only partly be realized by listening to or looking at the FM
122. There is ahuge number of selection and
tests involved—for instance: After all the
technical selections, each transistor undergoes listening tests. Depending on the
batch received, up to 95% of the transistors
must be rejected! Only with such extreme
care can performance of this standard be
attained. The cost of the unit reflects these
efforts.
When comparing the price of the FM
122 with that of decent cartridges or—
even more extreme —interconnect cables,
one will realize what good value the FM
122 really is.
Manuel Huber
President, FM Acoustics, Ltd.
Audio Research VT100

Editor:
We are pleased that Robert J. Reina liked
the results he achieved with the VT100.
We are also appreciative that he was able
to capture the essence of the amplifier's
musical dynamics. And thanks for the
credit given me. While it is true that the
initial and preliminary design work is
mine, the implementation of the product
is accomplished by our Engineering Team.
For the VT100, part of the credit belongs
223

The dual mono vacuum
tube preamp consists of 2
modules:
CA801-P, The power supply
(A801-L, The Line stage

The matching Vacuum tube
stereo power AMP ((A-301)
uses 300b triodes in a
push-pull configuration.
Also featuring .
Absolute music GO transport
Evett &Shaw speaker
Be/aire speaker
Canary Audio

41130 Piedmont Rd., #10 •San

(4011t 2/2-1886 •(800) 3-CANARY •Fax (408)272-1767

Foundation for the arts.

A home entertainment system isn't
just agroup of boxes, it's an
artisitic expression of technology.
The best way to display it is with
the

Archetype"

System

by

Salamander Designs.

elé4

SALAMANDER
DESIGNS LTD.

Ir./Wm-N i
x

by SALAMAKIER DESIGNS LTD.

Neoprene isolators damp vibration. Solid steel threaded support posts provide infinite
vertical adjustability to the rigid solid hardwood shelves. They expand along with your
system. A sound foundation, found at The Temple of Home Theater. For a free color
brochure, call 1-800-524-5659.
ule ABC Carpet & Home. B'svay at 19th St., NY, NY 212-228-5354
485
2West
Old45th
Country
St., NY,
Rd.,NY
Westbury,
212-575-5000
1.1 516-334-3443
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•556 Rt. 17 Nonh, Paramus, NJ 201 652 2882
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The Temple of Home Theater."
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MANUFACTURERS'COMMENTS
to Rich Larson, our Director of .Engineering, and also to Ward Fiebiger, one
of our development engineers.
The measurement work done by Mr.
Norton indicates that the VT100 had
need of tube replacement to meet our
published specifications. There is evidence
of one or more marginal vacuum tubes,
for the following reasons:
1) The input DC offset for agood input
tube is well under 1millivolt. Mr. Norton's
measurements indicated 5mV at the left
channel input, and 4mV at the right channel input. In avacuum tube amplifier, that
indicates an input tube with somewhat
greater than normal grid current. A"good"
front-end tube will exhibit less than lmV
offset at both inputs.
2) Typical units will provide more than
100Wpc at the 1% THD level. Mt Norton's finding of slightly less than this in the
right channel was most likely caused by
one or more of the output tubes. Fortunately neither of these problems is particularly significant sonically.
When atest reviewer finds measurements that do not meet the manufacturer's published specifications, it
would be to everyone's benefit if he were
willing to contact the manufacturer and
discuss the anomaly, rather than assuming
that his findings are normal. Iwould
encourage Stereophile to implement such a
program.
Iwant to address the one "nitpick" that
Mt Reina had —which was regarding his
perception of the "midbass" performance.
The excitement of room resonance he
experienced from other amplifiers may
possibly be due to the "boom" and "thud"
that many amplifiers exhibit in the bass
range. Since he experienced this problem
with three different speakers, it seems
unlikely to be an interface problem. The
VT100 does not discriminate against this
frequency range.
Ihope my comments will be taken in a
constructive light.
William Z. Johnson
President, Audio Research
Polyfusion 940 & 230

Editor:
First of all, the folks at Polyfusion Audio
would like to take this opportunity to
thank Stereophile for the presentation of one
of our products, and especially to thank
Steven Stone for his thorough and
thoughtful review, and Robert Harley for
providing ahost of meaningful measured
performance data. Surely it is one of
Stereophiles most important contributions
that it brings so many fine products to the
attention of its readers; we are pleased to
finally have one of our products included
among these.
Stereophile, March 1997

Within his review, Mr. Stone revealed
much of the Polyfusion Audio philosophy — both explicitly and implicitly. Our
guiding principle, when engaged in the
development of anew product, is to spare
no expense to provide the owners of our
components with the highest levels of
performance and reliability that the current state of the art permits. This is done
without the added expense of arbitrary
"buzz word" features and technologies or
of exotic enclosures ("audio jewelry").
What underlies every design decision we
make is the goal of revealing the music: to
set the music free and to enable the engaging emotive response to the music in the
listener. We believe that, to the fullest
extent possible, the components of a
stereo system should color or dull the
music not at all.
The Model 940 preamplifier was
developed within the guidelines of this
philosophy — in short, to be completely
neutral. It is axiomatic that no active linelevel preamp can achieve total neutrality,
despite our best efforts. Furthermore, a
preamp is the sort of product that does
not garner an impassioned response from
audiophiles. For many real-world highend stereo systems, however, an active
preamplifier is anecessary component,
and to this end we are pleased that Mr.
Stone found the 940 to be a success.
Within the very near future we will be
introducing aremote-controlled preamp
(the Model 945) that will retain all of the
features of the 940 and have all of the
front-panel functions remotely controllable as well.
The Model 230 HDCD ® D/A Converter Module is the same functional
block we employ in our outboard D/A
products (Models 805 and 905), although
in the full-blown products there is considerably more digital signal conditioning
and more extensive power-supply isolation. We have not observed the relatively
high levels of low-frequency noise that
Mr. Harley measured, but all of the other
data are consistent with the performance
of our standard products. That the 230
sounded very much like a$7500 processor
underscores our commitment to providing
topflight performance and lasting value.
When you consider that further cost savings are achieved because an additional set
of interconnect cables is not needed, it is
easy to understand why the concept of
implanting the D/A Converter directly into
the preamp is awirmen
In closing, Iwould like to again express
our appreciation for Steven Stone's work.
We look forward to having other Polyfusion Audio products reviewed in
Stereophile and, as always, we shall contin-

ue the development of more nearly perfect "windows" on the music.
Alan S. Pearce
President, Polyfusion Audio
YBA CD 1 Blue Laser

Editor:
First, abig thank you to Jonathan for letting Yves-Bernard and me—with all of
our equipment — invade his loft to share
the YBA experience [February '97,
Vo120 No.2]. We had awonderful time
fine-tuning the system and listening to
music. Iespecially remember Jonathan's
disbelief when we started comparing the
CD 1with his formidable analog frontend. Isuspect he was surprised by its
"special kind of palpability — fullness of
harmonic information," more reminiscent of analog than the usual digital
sound. As is the case with all YBA equipment, the CD l's forte is transparency —
the rightness of the tonal balance and the
richness of the harmonics — rather than
thunderous bass or razor-sharp imaging.
These latter attributes might be impressive — and fun — but they do not
represent reality.
As Jonathan observed, Yves-Bernard is
amaster tweak. As alistener, he knows
that attention to detail is necessary to
maximize the musical experience. As a
researcher at the Ecole Polytechnique —
his other vocation — he knows that an
open mind is the best tool a scientist
employs. Experimentation yielding consistent verifiable results inevitably leads to
fact — and new questions. Even if the
result is counter to the recognized belief
of the day. He had no hesitation removing
the digital filter in the YBA CD players.
They sounded better. Period. He knew
that this would produce poor laboratory
measurements. But he also knew that his
customers want to listen to music and
typically do not watch an oscilloscope for
entertainment. So when it came to adecision of music vs measurements — well,
the music won.
Audio history has shown us time and
again that the ability of equipment to
resolve information and detail is not necessarily provable in the lab. If that were the
case, we would all own surround-sound
receivers because they have better specifications than "high-end" electronics.
Iwill leave it to Jonathan to sum up —
"Highly recommended for music lovers
everywhere."
DanielJacques
Audio Plus Services
P.S. It was distressing to hear of disc-reading/tracking problems. This would not be
considered normal and would call for
some transport adjustments.
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NUFACTURERS'COMMENTS
Electraclear EAU-1
Editor:
We arc pleased to see that asenior contributing editor has finally risen to the
occasion to risk his reputation, and write
about aproduct "worthy of mention." We
appreciate Michael Fremer's favorable,
albeit tongue-in-cheek, comments last
November about the Electraclear EAU-1
[in Vol.19 No.11, pp.63-65], and would
like to address afew points he raised.
It is interesting to note that Sam Tellig,
in his column afew pages prior to "Analog
Corner," also laughed at the QR/DNM
Ringmat before his closer examination.
The levity displayed by your reviewers'
perceptions of innovative, unusual products is understood. But, as Fremer grudgingly admits in his scorn, the Electraclear
is no laughing matter because it works,
and he hears all the sonic improvements
in his system.
Ile EAU-1 reduces signal indecision.
Signal indecision is the rigidity inherent in
electricity to accurately reproduce the
transmission of asignal in time. Normally
there is distortion in electricity created by
the random or chaotic motion of the electron. An electrostatic field is just the accumulation of randomly moving charged
particles. Such build-up of charged particles and fields creates astress or weakening of the operating capacity and functional quality of electricity. By simply correcting the behavioral performance of the
electron, the envelope of the signal can
now retain complete information (audio,
video, data) integrity. One of the most
respected designers in the High End uses
this term to describe the qualitative
characteristics of his amplifiers.
The charts that Fremer could not
understand clearly show the byproduct of
reduced signal indecision —greater signal/noise performance in the audio signal.
A real-time FFT (Fast Fourier Transfonn)
spectral measurement system (Sound
Technology's Spectraplus) was used to
measure the S/N of various musical samples (92ms per sample) taken from the
Mobile Fidelity Sound Check CD played
on aRadioShack Optimus 7200 CD player. Samples included piano, vocal, violins,
violas, cellos, flute, and acoustic guitar.
Samples were made without the Electraclear, and then with the Electraclear after
it had been powered up for five minutes.
Every sample taken with the Electraclear
online showed ademonstrable improvement of signal at the waveforni peaks and
valleys. To our surprise, S/N improved by
2to 10dBV or more!
Regarding the Electraclear's technical
design, yes, the circuitry inside the unit is
similar to aclock. It clocks off at the line
Stereophile, March 1997

frequency in parallel with the AC power.
The IEC AC receptacle is standard RFI
shielded. The circuit functions as a"carrier" of U.T. (Unified Technology) Code'
that interfaces with the wiring all the way
back to the power meter. The circuit components have been treated with U.T.
Code, aproprietary technology based on
principles of electromagnetics, material
science, and quantum physics.
As we all know, our perception of
music comes through our ears to be processed by the brain. This perception can
also be influenced by certain electrostatics
and electromagnetic fields within our
immediate environment. An example
of this is when we enter a room and
immediately get a positive or negative
"feeling."
U.T. Code was developed to solve fundamental problems of noise in electronic
systems. This technology compels electrons/photons to move from arandom
state to amore ordered state. Electrons
therefore do not become subject to random field effects, and can thus sustain the
flow of information at the subatomic level.
By changing the essential character of
EMFs from one of disorder to one of
order, U.T. Code not only improves the
performance of electronic devices, it also
neutralizes the potentially damaging
effects of electromagnetic radiation on the
environment. By reducing levels of environmental stress, the technology also
reduces stress levels in individuals.
We are quite puzzled and amazed that
Mr. Freiner "can and will live without
the EAU-1," especially after calling the
Electraclear "the original and still the
greatest" (September 1995, p.122), listing
the EAU-1 in his equipment review
setups over at least the past year in this
magazine, praising its sonic performance
in 71re Absohrte Sound, and as an owner of
an earlier model for over six years...
Bill Stierhout
Coherence Music Systems
Amanda 7indon
Presidait, Coherent Systems Corporation
ASC Tube Traps
Editor:
The crew and Iat ASC thank Stereophile
for selecting our Tube Trap as one of the
Joint Accessories of the Year [December
'96]. kis agreat honor to achieve acclaim
from you, your staff, and the magazine.
Stereophile and ASC have enjoyed agreat
relationship since the adventurous J.
Gordon Holt let atruckload of Tubes loose
in his house following the Las Vegas CES.
That was over adecade ago, and by April
1986 we had our first Stereophile review.
We trust that our long relationship with

Stereophile will last well into the future.
In particular, special thanks to J.
Gordon Holt, Robert Harley, and Jack
English for their Tube Trap reviews, as
well as to the growing number of Stereophile writers who remember to include
ASC Tube Traps in the equipment lists of
their review articles.
But most important, now that we have
achieved this symbol of acceptance, Chris
has promised to quit chasing Stereophile
writers down the hallway at trade shows
waving press kits.
Again, it is both an honor and apleasure for us that ASC Tube Traps have
been included in the award group ofJoint
Accessory of the Year in 1996.
Thank you,
Arthur Noxon, President
Acoustic Sciences Corporation
Vaic Valve
Editor:
This is further to my telephone messages
regarding the statements by an Audio
Note representative as reported in the
January issue of Stereuphile (p.33). As Isaid,
the Vaic Valve company's Mr. Riccardo
Kron wishes to respond to and comment
upon those statements and asks that you
consider them for inclusion in aFollowUp to the January piece.
Mr. Kron states the following:
1) The Vaic Valve company is alive and
well and producing the complete line of
Vaic tubes and amps that are being distributed and sold in all of the world markets
we have selected;
2) Mr. Alesa Vaic's minority interest in
that company has been severed;
3) The patent covering the Vaic Valve
tube line are owned by the Vaic Valve
company and Mr. Vaic no longer has any
right to them;
4) Neither Inor my attorney in Prague
is aware of any litigation having been
commenced against Vaic Valve or any
affiliated organization;
5) While Ican understand a competitor's worries about the impact of the
Vaic Valve products on his markets around
the world, there is abetter way to handle
this than by the broadcasting of inaccurate
and misleading information such as that
which was given to you;
6) Rather, Iwill let the market successes of our Vaic Valve products, our very
high degree of customer satisfaction, and
the universal critical acclaim of these
products speak further for me.
Riccardo and Ithank you very much
for considering the above and will be
pleased to see this, or the substance of it,
in print.
Also, Iwould suggest that alittle journalistic fact checking is in order before
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publishing negative information disseminated in the heat of product competition. In the case of Vaic Valve, either I
or, I'm sure, Frank Garbie of North Star
Leading The Way (the American distributor) would be available to assist you.
Robert H. Cummins
Attorney at Law
Audio Artistry responds to
Unity Audio on dipoles
Editor:
Icertainly had thought that Mr. Dickson's
description of dipole behavior in the sidebar on p206 of the April 1996 Stereophile,
and my letter on p225 of the September
issue, would have illustrated the differences
in radiation pattern between adipole and
other forms of radiators. Mn Groses letter
on p255 of the November Stereophile
makes it apparent that the implications for
sound reproduction in moms, which follow from the differences in power response
and polar radiation pattern, have not been
accurately recognized. Ialso need to correct
some erroneous "assumptions" about the
design of Audio Artistry dipole speakers.
But first, a correction of a rather
strange misreading of my original reply.
Several sentences have been taken out of
context and used to infer that Iview all
box speakers as omnidirectional radiators
over their full frequency ranges. Read in
the proper context, my letter clearly
states, as does Mr. Dickson's sidebar, that
box speakers become less directional, or
more omnidirectional, as the frequency is
lowered and the wavelength of reproduced sound becomes large; tg, 5' at
200Hz, relative to the dimensions of the
radiating driver and box. Nowhere is
omnidirectional performance of box
speakers over their full frequency ranges
inferred (see the sketches in the abovereferenced sidebar). Perhaps another look
at what has been already said will clarify
the issues once and for all.
To begin, let us compare two speakers,
adipole and amonopole. For the moment
let us ignore how they have been constructed, as long as one behaves as adipole
and the other as amonopole or omnidirectional radiator in the low-frequency
region. For purposes of illustration, let
each speaker radiate at 100Hz with 70dB
sound-pressure level (spi) on-axis at 2
meters into areflection-free environment
(such as an anechoic chamber).
The spi of the monopole will be aconstant 70dB at every off-axis angle at 2m
from the source. The dipole spi, though,
will have decreased by 125dB to 68.75dB
spi at 30° off-axis according to acosine law
for its polar pattern, whereby cos(30)
0.87 or —125dB. At 45°, the dipole spi will
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have dropped by 3dB, at 60° by 6dB, at
85° by 21dB. Past 90° the spi increases
again, repeating the frontal behavior, and it
will once again reach its maximum of
70dB spl at 180°, except that the rear radiation is in opposite phase of the front radiation. This is the standard figure-8 radiation pattern that applies to the low-frequency range of any dipole when well
below its first on-axis peak.
If we now reduce the frequency by a
factor of two, to 50Hz, the monopole
will still have its 70dB output. The dipole output, though, has dropped by a
factor of two, or 6dB, to 64dB spl onaxis, because of increased cancellation
between front and rear radiation. The
shape of the polar radiation pattern is
not affected at all. It is still the figure-8,
except that the spi is 6dB lower at all
angles. The drop in amplitude is obviously undesirable. In order to correct
this undesirable trait, the dipole rolloff is
equalized in all Audio Artistry speakers
to obtain a flat on-axis frequency response. As aresult, the off-axis response
is also flat, but down in amplitude according to the figure-8: for example,
—3dB at 45°, —6dB at 60°, and finally nulling at approximately 110° due to our
folded baffle design.
The reason for the increasing cancellation at lower frequencies is as follows.
The rear radiation from the driver must
travel an extra path length to reach the
edge of the baffle, where it diffracts
around the edge and then propagates to
the on-axis point of observation in front.
Traveling the extra baffle distance takes up
a certain amount of time — the same
amount of time for each frequency of
sound. As the frequency is lowered and the
wavelength of sound increases, the constant delay time causes less and less additional phase shift. Therefore, the 180° outof-phase rear radiation will become ever
closer to being 180° out of phase by the
time it meets with the front radiation onaxis and, therefore, will lead to progressively stronger cancellation of the front radiation. Thus, at 50Hz the output is 6dB
lower than at 100Hz. But, as stated above,
we correct for this in Audio Artistry speakers by boosting the output 6dB.
Even with the significant differences in
dipole le monopole radiation patterns,
there is no audible difference between
these two types of speakers when we listen to them on-axis in an anechoic chamber. Their off-axis sound is irrelevant in
this case. It does not reach our ears since
we are in areflection-free environment.
But let us place the two speakers in amore
typical environment, such as our listening
room, and now the off-axis sound be-
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comes audible because it is contained by
the room. What is radiated off-axis may
reach our ears via reflections off the walls,
via room resonances (standing waves), or
the reverberant soundfield. Indeed, the
specifics are difficult to fully determine
and describe. However, the total room
response certainly depends on how much
sound is radiated into all directions for a
given on-axis spl.
The monopole with 70dB spi at 2m onaxis will radiate three times the power
(+4.8dB) into the room at 100Hz as a
dipole with the same 70dB on-axis spi.
This 3:1 acoustic power ratio is also true at
50Hz when both speakers have 70dB spl
on-axis and, for that matter, at any other
frequency when we compare monopole
to dipole radiation for the same on-axis
spi. Thus, for adesired volume level at the
listening position the monopole will have
to radiate considerably more power into
all directions and will, therefore, generate
that much more room talkback. The
reduced power output of the dipole, as a
result of its figure-8 polar pattern, is one of
its major benefits. For the same volume
level at your listening position you hear
much less of your room (and your neighbors hear far less, too).
We could state this difference in another way. If both the dipole and the monopole are driven such that the total acoustic
power levels, integrated over aspherical
surface, are the same, then the dipole will
have a4.8dB-higher spl at the on-axis listening position. The dipole's energy is
directed toward the front and the rear, and
very little is radiated toward the side walls
and ceiling. (Even though it is not adipole
radiator, this is very similar to the apparent
brightness gain achieved by asmall flashlight bulb when placed into a reflector
that directs or focuses the light in one
direction.)
Now, as to the practical realization of
dipole and monopole speakers, one finds a
great deal of variety in their designs,
which in turn determines their specific
power responses. However, at low frequencies — certainly below 200Hz — the
vast majority of box speakers, whether
closed or vented, behave as omnidirectional monopolar radiators. Depending on
how small the cabinet and radiator size,
this behavior may extend to approximately 600Hz. It is exactly in the lowerfrequency range where the room contribution to sound reproduction is most
problematic. Note the difficulty encountered when trying to control low-frequency room resonances below 400Hz in
practical speaker setups, despite the wide
variety of room-treatment proposals and
products offered.
Stereophile, March 1997

MANUFACTURER
Audio Artistry loudspeakers are dipolar
below 2kHz, extending this behavior
down to and even below the 20Hz rolloff
in our Dvorak and Beethoven models.
Because these speakers radiate directionally in afigure-8 pattern down to the
lowest frequency, there is significantly less
acoustic power available to excite room
modes. This is clearly audible as an increased naturalness in bass and midrange
reproduction, although it may take ashort
while to fully appreciate this effect and its
contribution to an enhanced perception of
realism. It may take ashort while because
we have become so accustomed to the
various distortion forms of the box speaker and room combination that we often
accept this sound for reality.
Above 2kHz our speakers are forwardfiring, similar to the majority of other
speakers. The transition region between
dipole behavior and forward-firing upper
frequencies has been carefully worked out
by appropriate shaping of the baffle to
maintain smooth on- and off-axis behavior.
The details are contained in my 1992 AES
Convention preprint #3431, "Development of aCompact Dipole Loudspeaket"
The folded baffle is certainly not an
attempt to approximate an infinite baffle,
as assumed by Mr. Grost. The rectangular

VCOM•MENTS

baffle is approximately 12" wide and folds
back only 3.5" on each side. Here is where
the engineering solution deviates from the
simple textbook case of a small single
driver in the center of acircular open baffle. The change in polar pattern with consecutive nulls and peaks that Mr. Grost
anticipates from this model is not found in
our designs because of the rectangular baffle, its acoustically small size, and the
increased directionality of drivers at higher frequencies. Just as box speakers are
usually not built from the textbook case of
apiston at the end of acircular tube, but
rather with rectangular and tapered baffles
to smooth out the peaks and dips of edge
diffraction, so have we developed an optimum baffle shape for asmooth off-axis
frequency response. It is, after all, the offaxis response that is played back to us by
the room and added to the direct on-axis
response.
As far as the interaction between aspecific dipole speaker placement and the
room is concerned, this is certainly adifficult topic; Iinvite Mr. Grost to make his
contribution to the AES if he does not like
my radiated power argument, which puts
the monopole at afactor of three times
greater total output for agiven on-axis spl,
or a4.8dB disadvantage relative to our
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dipole speakers. Whereas a monopole
speaker placed in aroom corner would
cause a maximum excitation of room
modes, a dipole in the same position
would minimize coupling to these modes.
Since the dipole is avelocity transducer,
the room boundaries are regions where
coupling into modes is weak; unlike for a
pressure transducer such as amonopole
low-frequency radiator, which maximizes
its coupling near ahigh-pressure boundary such as awall, floor, ceiling, or corner. In addition, because the dipole is
directional, it can only excite modes to the
degree with which the speaker's and the
mode's velocity vectors are aligned with
each other. Thus, merely rotating the
dipole will change the amount of coupling
with agiven mode(s). All these are clear
advantages of adipole over amonopole
speaker when listened to in real rooms,
which is usually the case.
At this point Icould go on to talk about
some of the other significant advantages of
adipole speaker, such as the lack of abox
and its associated problems with internal
and panel resonances, etc., but Iwon't.
Sictied Linkivitz
VP Engineering, Audio Artistry
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Rockford
Absolute Audio
(815) 395-1000

Sound Hounds
(303) 722-3200
Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970) 259-6722
Englewood
Gold Sound
(303) 789-5310
Thornton
SoundTrack.
Pearse Electronics
(303) 412-2525
Westminster
Westminster Newsland
(3031 428-0823
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(203) 584-0131
Danbury
Carston Stereo
(203) 744-6421
Hartford
Stereo Shop (The)
(203) 523-7250
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9177
New London
Roberts
(203) 442-5314
Plainfield
Classic Audio
(860) 564-5451
Simsbury
Audible Difference (The)
(203) 651-7945

DELAWARE
Dagsboro
Omni Satellite Systems
(302) 732-3955
Wilmington
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050

Palm Harbor
Audio Video Odyssey
(813) 784-1911
St. Petersburg Beach
MUSIC Center
(813) 360-5521
Tallahassee
Surround Sound Audio
(904) 574-3081
GEORGIA
Duluth
Stereo Festival
(770) 623-1640
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(404) 804-8977
Gainesville
Mundy's Audio/Video
(770) 536-3472
Lilbum
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145
Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Roswell
Home Theater 8Sound Concepts
(770) 889-2388
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Direction
(808) 732-6550
Classic Audio 8Video
(808) 732-9625
IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
(208) 772-3348
ILLINOIS
table News Company
(Domestic)
(908) 536-0755
Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500

INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370

Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457
MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134

Bloomington
Sound Solutions
(812) 330-0390

Burtonsville
IS Audio
(301) 989-2500

Cannel
Sound Productions
(317) 844-1103

Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 465-5500

Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 745-5460

Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 589-1191

Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(317) 449-4211
Terre Haute
Audio Connection (The)
(812) 232-1663
IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200
Cedar Rapids
Audio Design
(319) 399-1761
Davenport
Audio Force
(319) 324-6646
Camera Corner's Visions 8Vibes
(319) 391-8144
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878
Sioux City
Audio Vision
(712) 258-3361
KANSAS
Salina
Acoustics Sounds
(913) 825-8609

Laurel
Home Theater Gallery
(800) 966-3658
Lutherville
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 465-5500
°tunings Mills
Entertaining Interiors
(410) 654-4669
Silverspring
Capital Classics Newsstand Ltd.
(301) 598-2669
Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras Inc.
(617) 648-8111
Stereo Shop
(617) 648-4434
Boston
In Your Ear Records
(617) 787-9755
Looney Tunes Records
(617) 247-2238
Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144
Looney Tunes II
(617) 876-5624
Chicopee
Safe 8Sound
(413) 594-6460
Framingham
Natural Sound
(508) 879-3556
Marlborough
Wurlitzer Stereo
(508) 481-4845

FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Stereo Shoppe
(407) 391-0552

Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Van L Speakerworks
(312) 769-0773

Brandenton
Audio Workshop
(941) 747-7977

Chicago Heights
Music in Motion
(708) 754-3770

Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740
Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835

Clearwater
Rising Sounds
(813) 787-1133

Crystal Lake
Sound Forum
(815) 256-8700

Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299

Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844

Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575

Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(305) 921-1408

Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244

Ann Arbor
Accutronics
(313) 741-4444

Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500

Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677

Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd.
(708) 357-4190

Metairie
Audio Orleans
(504) 831-0050

Dearborn
Afinas Hi-Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860

Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(213) 373-6796
Tustin
Digital Ear (The)
(714) 544-7903
Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 786-4240

Shawnee Mission
Audioport Ltd
(913) 341-2222
Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Soundsations Audio Video
(502) 244-1325

Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005
Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Pittsfield
H.B.S. Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage 8Sons
(313) 386-3909
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Iron Mountain
Sound City USA dba Sound
North
(906) 774-9400
Kalamazoo
Audio Kiosk (The)
(616) 384-5787
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(810) 549-7320
Traverse City
Sound Room (The)
(616) 947-4710
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio
(810) 737-0005
Superior Sight &Sound
(810) 626-2780

Trenton
Hal's Stereo and Video
(609) 883-6338
Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
(201) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799
West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(908) 636-7777

MINNESOTA
Edina
Master Media
(612) 844-9829
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
(612) 932-9414
Hi End Audio
(612) 933-4064
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
(612) 866-0083
HiFi Sound Electronics
(612) 339-6351
MISSOURI
St. Louis
Creative Auto Works
(314) 653-1897
Great SL Louis Sound Co. (The)
(314) 993-0002

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Page One Newsstand 8
Bookstore
(505) 294-2026
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Audio Design Ltd.
(505) 474-4555
Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933
Downtown Subscription
(505) 983-3085
Rare Bear
(505) 474-3980

Rowe Audio
(716) 442-8230
Sound Concept (The)
(716) 442-6050
Scarsdale
Listening Room
(914) 472-4558
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355

Lakewood
Play It Again Sam, Inc.
(216) 228-7330
Lima
Barry Electronics
(419) 222-1547
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi Fi and Video
(216) 449-4434
Mayfield Heights
Hofftan's Audio Video
(216) 461-3707

NORTH CAROLINA

Sandusky
East Bound Sound
(419) 621-5556

Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880

Toledo
lamieson's
(419) 882-2571

Lumberton
Mac's Sound Center
(910) 671-8400
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
Wilkesboro
Modern Electronics 8Appliances
(910) 838-0000
Wilmington
Audio Lab 8lust CDs
(910) 392-1200
OHIO
Boardman
Sound Shop (The)
(216) 629-8191
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
(513) 793-3737
Ohio Valley Audio
(513) 451-4855

Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010
OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
(918) 665-1113
OREGON
Beaverton
Art of Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754
Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3510
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
(503) 753-0472
Eugene
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454

MONTANA

NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
(518) 452-3525

Billings
Inner Sanctum
(800) 747-6193

Binghamton
1.S.G. Audio Video
(607) 722-3551

Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
(513) 429-4434

Klamath Falls
Jam's Home 8Car Audio
(541) 885-5500

Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578

Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491

Findlay
House of Hindenach
(419) 422-0392

Portland
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341

Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683

Flushing
Upgrade A(V Center
(718) 886-1700

NEBRASKA

Kingston
Burt sElectronics
(914) 331-5011

Lincoln
Audio Systems 8Design-Lincoln
(402) 489-8766
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image 8Sound
(702) 876-3401
Reno
Baker Audio-Wild West
(702) 853-4600
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
(603) 643-4545
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 888-9777
NEW JERSEY
Bernardsville
Sight 8Sound
(908) 766-7888

Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd.
(516) 585-5600
Latham
Clark Music In Albany
(518) 785-4322
Little Neck
Hi Fi Exchange
(718) 423-0400
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Signature Sound
(315) 622-4137

Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559

Queens
T.D. Electronics
(718) 528-4956

Ridgewood
Sounding Board (The)
(201) 445-5006

Rochester
Fairport Soundxvorks
(716) 264-0410

Linwood
Sounds and Images
(609) 926-1630
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Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177

Dallas
Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156

Pittsburgh
Audio Gallery (The)
(412) 521-9500

El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421

Selinsgrove
Village TV 8, Stereo Shop
(707) 374-0150
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-2875
Whitehall
Palmer Audio
(610) 820-6377
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815

Houston
Groove Audio Video
(713) 523-2900

RHODE ISLAND
Cumberland
Audio Motive
(401) 233-9100
SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenville
American Audio
(803) 288-4293

TEXAS
Amarillo
Don's Hi-Fidelity
(806) 353-9625
Austin
High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833

Lubbock
Sound Wave (The)
(806) 792-7299
UTAH
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511
Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(703) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000

=AUDIOLAB
8000A Integrated Amplifier
Still World-Class after all these years!

Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
Mt. Kisco
Sound Mill (The)
(914) 241-1230

Marlton
Music on the Square
(609) 988-3700

Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(908) 866-9500

University Hi -Fi 8Video
(541) 342-3300

TENNESSEE
Johnson City
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233
Madison
Audio Video Environments
(615) 868-7710
Memphis
Underground Sound
(901) 272-1275
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

Lynbrook
Arnencan Audiophile Trading Corp
(516) 887-7530

New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
188 Music World
(J &RElectronics)
(212) 238-9000
Lyric Hi -Fi
(212) 439-1900
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111

Dunelien
Home Theater Shop (The)
(908) 424-8680

Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565

PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
(610) 649-7002
Doylestown
Trac Records
(215) 348-5633
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Harrisburg
I.P.O. Distribution Services
(619) 481-5928
Jenkintown
Stereo Trading Outlet
(The)(215) 886-1650
Lancaster
CNT Stereo
(717) 393-4471
Natrona Heights
Butch's Sound Shack
(412) 224-7000

Audiolab 8000A 60WPC Integrated Amplifier
(Stereophile Recommended Component)
AUDIO CONCEPTS
Dallas, TX
(214) 260-9520

AUDIO VIDEO CENTER
New York, NY
(212) 571-4143

SOUND BY SINGER
New York, NY
(212) 924-86(X/

AUDIO CONNECTION
Verona, NJ
(201) 239-1799

BRADFORD'S HI FIDELITY
Eugene. OR
(541) 344-8287

SOUND DESIGNS
Mequon, WI
(414) 242-5599

AUDIO CONSULTANTS
Chicago, IL
(312) 642-5950

COSMOPHONIC SOUND
New York, NY
(212) 734-0459

SOUND IMAGES
Westport, MA
(508) 636-3400

AUDIO CONSULTANTS
Evanston, IL
(847) 864-9565

HAVVTHORNE STEREO
Seattle. WA
(206) 522-9609

SOUND LAB
Palatine, IL
(847) 776-8888

AUDIO CONSULTANTS
Hinsdale, IL
(630) 789-1990

HOSANNA AUDIO VIDEO
Palisades Park, NJ
(201) 346-0130

ULTRA HI Fl
Flushing, NY
(718) 461-4848

AUDIO CONSULTANTS
Libertyville, IL
(847) 362-5594

HOUSE OF HI FIDELITY
Baldwin, WI
(715) 698-3255

WOODSIDE AUDIO
Silver Spring, MD
(301) 589-4336
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Audio
SOLUTIONS
Audio Research
Snell
Theta Digital
Aerial
McCormack
ProAc
Pass Labs Von Schweikert
Aragon
EgglestonWorks
Acurus
Condor Acoustic

,41tiaect'd
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Deutteacieity, qeet9i4 303.38

(770)804-8977
http://www.audiosolutions.com
VPI
Magnum Dynalab
Grado
Sound Dynamics
Sumiko
Audible Illusions
Marantz
Kimber Kable
Sony ES
WireWorld
Benz-Micro
Tara Labs

Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733

Cross Plains
Audiophile Imports
(608) 798-3455

Courtenay
Clanon Books 8Music
480 Sixth SI

Richmond
Stereo Trading Post
(804) 320-2684

Cudahy
Cudahy !dews and Hobby
(414) 769-1500

New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St

Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
(804) 424-5850
Home Electronics Network
(804) 495-5541

Glendale
Sound Investments Ltd
(414) 438-1818

Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No 3Rd

Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599

WASHINGTON

Wisconsin Rapids
Salon
(715) 421-5910

Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W Fourth Ave
674 Granville St, 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W Broadway #101

Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198

CANADA

Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047

National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One, RBI

Olympia
Bulldog News,
(206) 632-6397
Seattle
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609
University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
(360) 698-1348
WASHINGTON,

DC

ALBERTA

NOVA SCOTIA

Loyalty Sound, ltd
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE, Bay I
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW

WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston
American Audio
(304) 343-2244

Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE

South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874

Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

Calgary
K8W Audio
1424 Fourth St SW

Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave

Serenade Records
(202) 452-0075

Sikora's Classical Records
432 W Hastings St
The Soundroom
2205 W Fourth Ave

Halifax
Atlantic Nims
5560 Morris St

ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W
Hamilton
Village Audio —Westdale
059 King St W #2
Kingston
Just Hi F
239 Princess St

BRITISH COLUMBIA

WISCONSIN

Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway 48M 163

Appleton
Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464

Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave

London
London Audio
716 York St
Nepean
Euphonies Audio 8Video
1480 Menvale Rd
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Songe St

Let us show you how to artfully blend home theater with high-end audio
to create the system of your dreams.
We carry only the finest components—from state-of-the-art audio
to sophisticated Dolby Digital and THX home theater systems. Our new
additions include, the Cary CAD805 Signature amp, ProAc Response 4:s,
and Spectron's 1,000 watt digital switching amplifier We are widely
recognized in the industry as highly knowledgeable and courteous.
Call us today and
let us make your dreams
atotal reality!
517-1700

310517-1732 fax
18214 Dalton Avenue. Dept SP
Gardena, CA 90248
entail rav2000@aol corn

e
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Certified installations (CEDIA. THX)
State contractor's license #725552

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR, ADA •ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY •AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS •AUDIO ALCHEMY •AUDIO
CONTROL •AUDIO POWER •AUDIODUEST •CAL AUDIO LABS •CARDAS •CARVER •CARY •CELESTION
CITATION •CREEK •CWD •DCM •DENON •EPOS •FANFARE •GRADO •NA PIER •HARMAN HARDON •INFINITY
JAMO •.181• KEE •!UMBER NABLE •MAGNUM DYNALAB •MELDS •MERIDIAN •MIRAGE •NAD •NESTOROVIC
NILES •ONNY0 •PIONEER •PROAC •PSB •QUAD •ROOMTUNE •SHARP •SME •SONANCE •SONY •SPECTRON
STRAIGHTWIRE •TARGET •THORENS •TICE •TOSHIBA •TOTEM •TOWNSHEND •VPI •WIREWORLD •XL0
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National Distributor
Templestowe, Victoria
Audio Q Imports
Tel (61) 3-1994-8413
Fax (61) 3-9846-2407

BALTIC STATES
Riga, Latvia
A TTrade
13th of January Street 13
Tel (3712) 211-688

BENELUX
National Distributor
Vlijmen, Netherlands
Durob Audio BV
Dept. DC Publishing
Tel (31) 4108-12-555
Fax (31) 4108-17-583

CHILE
Santiago
Comercial Rupaygo limitada
Tel/Fax (562) 2-209-2134

COSTA RICA
CurridiabaL San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel/Fax (506) 225-8231

CROATIA
National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel (385) 589-742
Fax: (385) 214-0376

CZECH REPUBLIC
Prague
Ego vos Audio Studio
Tel (42) 9000-1180
Fax (42) 9000-1181

DENMARK
Norager
Hi Ii Klubben
Tel (459) 722-4941

FRANCE
National Distributor
Toulouse
Audio Salon
Tel (33) 61-12-33-66
Brest
Brazil
Tell (33) 98-43-1188

Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd

Paris
Affirmative
Tel (33) 47-34-1682

Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Songe St

Port Royal Audio
Tel: (33) 30-64-9222

L'Atelier Grigonan
70 Yorkville Ave

Ask us how.

AUSTRALIA

Cannes
Vector
Tel (31) 92-99-0720

Great National Sound
615 Queen St W

AudioVideo
310

National Distributor
Buenos Aires
Ri Martinez
Tel/Fax -(54) 1-585-1413

Audio Excellence
8763-A Bayview

Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E

Reference

ARGENTINA

Unionville
Digital Hi-End
5221 Hwy 7#3
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N
VVhitby
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S

QUEBEC
Montreal
Opus Audio
5154 Bou) Décane
Son OnFiltronique
9343 Laieunesse
Quebec
CORA
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTAC electronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy

Creations Audio
Tel (33) 40-20-9528

GERMANY
National Distributor
GeisenheimStephanshausen
Eclectic Audio
Tel (49) 6722-8060
Fax (49) 6722-8067

GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
N M Acoustics
Tel (30) 1-292-2724
Fax (30) 1-293-3168
HONG KONG
National Distributor
YK Audio
Tel (852) 2524-8775
Fax: (852) 2845-0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel (852) 2392-6368
Fax: (852) 2392-6328

INDONESIA
Jakarta
MOS Electronics
Tel 6221-692-7840
Fax 6221-625-1133
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IRELAND
National Distributor
Blackrock, County Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel: (353) 1-288-8477
Fax: (353) 1-283-4887

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
The Adelphi
Stereophde Audio
Tel/Fax: (65) 33-66-790

SOUTH AFRICA
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound 8Music
Tel: (39) 583-55-301
Fax: (39) 583-419-115

JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
Tel: (81) 3-5410-0071
Fax: (81) 3-5410-0622

MACEDONIA
TP Kodi Export-Import
Tel/Fax: (389) 91 II 83 66

MALAYSIA
National Distributor
Kuala Lumpur
The SoundStage
Tel: (60) 3-717-6969
Fax: (60) 3-719-4188
MARTINIQUE,
FRENCH WEST INDIES
St. Joseph
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel (596) 64 69 63
Fax (596) 57 96 39

NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
DR Bntton
Tel (64) 4-5688-066
Fax (64) 4-5688-065

NORWAY
National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Tel/Fax: (47) 55-25-62-14

PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Upscale Audio
TeVFax: (63) 2-931-3742

POLAND
Gdansk-Oliwa

Artis Audio 3
Tel/Fax: (48) 52-0639
Hifi Sound Studio, Ltd.
Tel/Fax: (48) 58-520-639
Warsaw
Hifi Sound Studio, Ltd
Tel/Fax: (48) 2-774-8154

PORTUGAL

National Distributor
Anadora
Alasom
Tel (351) 1474-8709
Fax (351) 1475-1367

PUERTO RICO

SPAIN

SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Ili -Fi Ail
Tel: (46) 8-661-6300
Fax: (46) 8-660-2207
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Clossé
Kuzma
Linn
MIT Reference

Northwest Spectral Reference Dealer

Solid Steel

THAILAND
Bangkok
Kittichitt Artistic Audio
Tel: (662) 735-2293
Fax: (662) 735-2294
Mining Group, Ltd.
Tel: (662) 912-5550
Fax: (662) 912-5558
Music World Co., Ltd.
Tel: (662) 276-3190
Fax: (662) 276-2456
Hi-Fi Club
Fortune Town, 3rd floor

Spectral
Vondersteen

Tel

503.699.8888

Fox

503.699.9988

Versolob

16318 SW BRYANT ROAD

Wodio
Wheoton

LAKE OSWEGO, OREGON 97035

TRINIDAD
Curete
Sanch IX
Tel: (809) 663-1384
Fax: (809) 645-2205

TURKEY
Istanbul

We Are The

RKD Muzik
Tel: (90) 212-241-3411
Fax: (90) 212-231-9673

UNITED KINGDOM
National Newsstand
Distributor

Feltham

COMAG Magazine Marketing
Tel: (44) 181-844-1000
Fax: (44) 181-751-2666
National Dealer Distributor
Wollaton
Wollaton Audio
Tel: (44) 115-928-4147
Fax: (44) 115-928-0625
Belfast
Zeus Audio

2-4 Great Victona

St

Bury St Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St

Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Park End St

The Purple Legion
40/42 Main Gorlry
Nabereznay
Tel: (7) 095-233-1442
Fax: (7) 095-248-3352

Rvolon
Billy Bogs

SWITZERLAND

RUSSIA

Neo Tek
Tel: (US) (408) 973-0946
Fax: (US) (408) 725-8335

Rrcom
fRSC Tube Trops

National Distributor
Geneva
Hi -Fi Portier
Tel (41) 22-784-0050
Fax: (41) 22-784-2904

London
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St
Musical Images
18 Monmouth St

Esoterica
Tel: (7) 095-917-4385
Fax: (7) 095-917-8762

o musical experience that will move your soul

National Distributor
Valencia
Sorte Audio Elite
Tel: (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254

San Juan
Nova Eledronics
Ave de Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo

Moscow
ATTrade
Ostozhenka 37. Kor 3
Tel: (7) 095-291-5086
Fax: (7) 095-291-5871

spectral

National Distributor
Alberton, Gauteng
Hi -Fi Excellence
Tel: (27) II-907-9092
Fax: (27) 11-907-8399

Reading
Reading Hifi
Broad Street Mall

VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh
Show Room

YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade
Vox Trade
Tel: (181) 11 222 4322
Fax: (381) 11-140-689

PHILADELPHIA AUDIOPHILES

Choice

•ACCUPHASE

•GREEN MOUNTAIN

• PLINIUS

•ACOUSTIC ENERGY

• HARBETH

• PRESENCE AUDIO

•AIR TIGHT

• HIGHWIRE

• PS AUDIO

•AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS

•JADIS

• REGA RESEARCH

•AUDIOLAB

•JM LABS

• ROKSAN

• BEL

•JOULE ELECTRA

•SCIENTIFIC FIDELITY

• BEL CANTO

• KIMBER KABLE

•SONORAN

• BENZ-MICRO

• KLYNE

•SPENDOR

• B+K COMPONENTS

• KUZMA

•STAX

• BRENTWORTH

• MAGNUM

•SWANS

•CABASSE

• METAPHOR

•SYNERGISITC

•CARY

• MICHELL

•TOTEM

•CONDOR

• MICROMEGA

• UNITY AUDIO

•COUNTERPOINT

• MONITOR AUDIO

•VAC

•CREEK/EPOS

• MONTANA

•VPI

• ENSEMBLE

• MORDAUNT SHORT

•WADIA DIGITAL

• FANFARE FM

• MUSE

•WAVELENGTH

•GRADO

•NAD

•WILSON BENESCH

•GRAAF

• PASS LABS

•WOODSIDE

•GRAHAM

• PLATINUM

• YBA

David Lewis Audio

LTD

8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495
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AUDIO CABLE
lit
MORE
FRONT
ROW CENTER
IS MOVING
TOA
NEW HOME

DON'T PAY
EXORBITANT PRICES
!
FOR TOP QUALITY!
We have years of experience in
wire manufacturing and have
equaled the high priced brands.
Sonic equivalents of the high
priced brands at afraction of
their price. We demystify wire
technology. Ask for explanation

STORADISC'"
Fine-furniture quality CD storage systems with
angled shelves &non -slip surface that holds a
single CD upright. Solid hardwoods &textured
finishes. Custom sizes and finishes also
available. Write or call: I-800-848-9811
Davidson-Whitehall Company

SSS Whitehall Street Atlanta, Georgia 30303
(404) 524-4334 fax (404) 659-5041

You are invited to audition

The Thiel CS 6
Speakers

And we are taking
the best products
along with us!
Just listen to this list:
• Spectral

•Classé
•Genesis
•Wadia
•MIT
•EAD
•Lexicon
•Monster Cable
•Wilson
•XL0
•B&W*
Much more to come,
so look for more
details about our
Grand Reopening.

We also Feature:
Evanston

847-864-9%s
Hinsdale
630-789- 1990
Libertyville
847-362-5594
Chicago
.31 2-642-5950

Angstrom, Ayre,
Bryston, Goldmund,
Gradient, Magnepan,
Mark Levinson,
Martin-Logan,
Micromega,
Pass Labs, Proceed,
Sonus Faber,
Threshold, Wilson
Audio, and more.

ammo consucrams
the finest in stereo

Audio and Video Specialists Since 1967
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*Products not available
by mail order

literature.

& MORE

COMPONENTS
DACs
Anti-jitter Units
CD Players & Transports
Line Conditioners
Speakers

& MORE

HOME THEATER
Decoders Dolby Prologic
Speakers
Subwoofers

& MORE

ACCESSORIES
& MORE

FRONT Row

Send for afree, complete catalog
of all our Audio/Video products
that also includes wire and cable

REOPENING APRIL '97

demystifying literature, or phone
800 321 2108 24 hours per day.

5435 North Federal Highway

Fax 609 428 1832

& Commercial Blvd.
Telephone 561/241-1767
Fax

561-1955

LA T INTERNATIONAL
317 Provincetown Road
Cherry Hill NJ 08034
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STEREOPHI LE's ALMOST-COMPLETE IN1)EX lists every article that has appeared in
Srertvphi/e from Vol.3 No.I through VoI20 No3
(1971 through March 1997), and every component
reviewed by Stereophde since Vol.1 No.l. (Please
note that an index does not include the review or
article texts.) Currently available only on 5'4" or
3'" floppy disks (MS-DOS, raw ASCII only).
Send $19.95 to Steeophile Almost-0mph*. Index,
P.O. Box 5529, Santa
NM 87502-5529. Please
indicate disk size.

ATTENTION QUAI) AN1) SPENDOR OWN
ERS! Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Spendor, Gradient, Entec, and Acoustic Panel Systems.
New and used Quad equipment bought/sold.
ESL/ESL-63 updates. stands, md subwoofer systems
available. For further details. contact Mike or Randy,
QS&D, 33 McWhin LN1. #108, Fredericksburg, VA 22406,
(540) 372-3711, fax (540) 372-3713.
THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK —Keeping you
informed, entertained, mid connected with audiophiles
nationwide since 1984. By modem (818) 988-0452, 8N1.
Featuring: classifieds, databases, forums, online shopping,
Internet e-mail, newsroom, library, conkrences. For
details, e-mail TANINF0@tanutcom .
Audition the finest
components in our exceptional high-end environment.
(818)782-1676, miceidahl 24 hours. TAN, 6930 Vahan, Ait,
Suite 205, Van Nuys, CA 91406
GENE RUBIN AU1)10, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA —Franchised dealer for Nain. Roksan, Music
Reference, ESL Spcndor, Creek, Rep, Epos, Totem,
Quad, Oniit, JPW, Dynaco, 0C-9, Sumiko, Goldring,
Revolver, Target, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.
"SOUN1) YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAL, Classe Audio, Golden Tube, Grado, Jeff
Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum 1)ynalab, Martin-Logan,
Mirage. MIT, Power Wedge, ProAc, Target, Theta, van
den Hui Vanderswen, JF Woodworks. Audio Ludlam;
Liverpool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/MC/Aura/Discover:
SME 3012-R: Newest version of this superb archival
toncann. Suitable for all recorded sources, including
LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions. acetates, and metal. SME
Owners: Upgrade through exchange to current updated Series II Improved, Series Ill, and Series "R" models. New SME headshells, Fluid Damper Kits, manuals,
and parts. Audio "78" Archival Sallee,. P.O. Bav 187, San
Ansehno, CA 94979, (415) 457-7878.
AU1)10PHILE 8c SCHOLAR—University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin — Acums, Aerial, Aragon,
Audio Research, 13.&K, CAL Creek, LAI), Golden
Tube, Hales, JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Linn, MartinLogan, Micmmega, NEAR, Paradigm, Purist Audio,
Rega, Runco, Spica, TARA. Totem. Vanderstecn, Von
Schweikert YBA. (608) 284-0001.
FANFARE FM TUNER oil the Internet. Visit our
Website at /orpl/iviviefurAnuom .See the latest FM antennas (the new APS- 14), plus tips on improving FM
reception. Download our product literature. Not on
the Net? Call for our Stereo Pilot newsletter at (800)
268-863Z also (716) 683-5451, or fax to (716) 683-5421.
E-mail to iri/Oefartfanwo, or write to lirtfare FM, Box
455, Buffalo, NY 14225-0455.
B&W 800/801/802 CROSSOVER UPGRADE: The
single most significant improvement you can make to
your 800-series-based audio system. Please call or write
for our complimentary literature. North Creek Music
Systems, 1120 Main Street, Old tin»; NY 13420, voice/fax
(315) 369-2500.
MBC AUDIO: Klyne, BEL, Gradient, C.EC, Denscn,
Diapason, Audio Mate. Dann CO, (303)399-5031, MST
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RATES: Private, $1.10 per word; Commercial,
$3.85 per word, $154 minimum on all commercial
ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters
with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with
order, either by check or credit card: MasterCard,
Visa, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile,
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa
Fe, NM 87502. PAX: (505) 983-6327. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in
which your ad will appear. For example, if you
want your ad to run in the April 1997 Sorophik,
you must submit it by February 1, 1997. Please
Note: Phone-in ads are no longer being accepted.
Please plan on faxing or mailing in your ads on the
form provided at the end of the section. No
refunds.

WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
free delivery. We carry: Mirage. NA1), Cary, Nakamichi,
Acums, Kiirtber, KEF, Parasound, Kinergetics, Quad, I'S.
Fried, Audible Illusions, Spendor, Target, Carver, many
more. Free catalog! Read Bwthers Stereo, 591 King Si,
Charluston, SC 29403, (803)723-7276
IF YOU ARE AN AUDIOPHILE and stranded in
Iowa or without alocal dealer —don't despair. Audio
Video Logic in Des Moines can help! Choose from
Acorns. Angstrom. Aragon, Audio Power, Audio
Research, AudioQuest, CAL Claro by Kinergencs,
Definitive Technology, Dunlavy, EA!), JoLida, McCormack, Martin-Lopn, PmAc, PSB, Santis, Synergistic
Research, VP1, and Wilson Audio. (515)255-2134.
AUDIO UNLIMITE1) OFFERS Accuphasc, Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Audio Artistry,
Audionieca, Audio Note, Basis, Benz-Micro. Chang,
Chants, Coda, dpa, Dynavector, Ensemble, Graham,
Harbeth, High Wire, Ikeda, Kuzma. Magnons Dynalab,
Magro, Meret, Micnnuelp, Musical Design, Music
Metre, Muse, NSM, Onix, Rega, Sound Anchors,
SOTA, Spendor, Symphonic Line, Totem, Unity Audio,
Wheaton Triplanar, Wilson Benesch, YBA„ and more.
011/4v John Banns at (303)691-340Z 2341 W Yale Are,
Etelewood, CO 80110.
HI-F1 EXCHANGE —Large selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy, sell,
and trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400, or visit
our showrooms at 251-11 Northern Blvd, Little Ntrk, NY
11363.
PURE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and speaker
cable. Interconnects, $150 per meter pair, speaker cable,
$100 per running meter (prices include shipping). Both
with pure solid-core silver wire, Teflon insulation, and
Cardas silver/rhodium terminations. Money-back guarantee. 1)on't pay more! (770) 457-8748 brfore lOpm EST
STEVE SMITH GETS HIS REWARDS! Isn't it time
you got yours? Join Steve in our successful promotion
of best-buy products from Mordaunt-Short, B&K,
Dynaco. Magnum Dynalab/OCM, Musical Concepts/lksign, NEAR, many more. For details concerning this great opportunity, contact Stewo Gum/rants,
(317) 474-9004.
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors
quote you on your used ARC, Cello, Krell, Levinson,
Spectral, Wadia, etc. Call me last. Ikaler for Aragon,
Acums, Audits Alchemy, Kimber, Sonic Frontiers,
XL0. Audio Chamber, (510) 549-2178.
McINTOSH MC-1000 AMPLIFIERS with warranty,
like new, ($13,000) $6500; Sonus Faber Extrema speakers, with stands, ($11,000) $5800. Bob, (310) 459-6919.

S7EREOPHILE's RECORD-REVIEW INDEX
lists every record review published in Stenvphile
fions Vol.10 No.1 dirough Vo120 No.3 (January
1987 through March 1997). Also includes indexes
to "Building aLibrary" and musician interviews,
and indicates Records To Die For and Recordings
of the Month. (Please note that an index does not
include the review texts.) Available on 5',4" or 342"
floppy disks (MS-DOS, raw ASCII only). Send
$9.95 to Sternphile Reed-Review hurley, PO. Box
5529, Satura
NM 87502-5529. Please indicate
disk size.
CORMORANT INTERCONNECT: Musical and
accurate at down-to-earth pricing ($129/1in pair). Call
or write for DO's rave review excerpt in R, plus others,
and full product infommtion. Thirty-day audition.
Visa/MC/Discover. Solid Gire Tedmology, 3808 Him** ,
Ave, 141st Palm Beath, FL 33407 (561) 842-7316.
WHAT YOU I)ON'T KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RF1! Noise-fighting accessories ($50 up) and
power-line conditioners ($65 up). Alwmative to the
Shakti Stone, $25. Write for catalog: Virtual Melt; 1Old
Gwarn Rd, Shelton, CT 06484, (203) 929-0876.
JPS LABS INTRODUCES THE SUPERCONDUCTOR line of unique cables to join our popular
Golden Flute Bass Alignment Filters. Please contact us
anytisne for your nearest dealer and the latest rave
reviews. Finally hear your system's potential, beyond its
designers' expectations. Phorte/.4x (716)685-522Z or visit
luttp://iypn.carefpslabs.
RARE NOS TUBES from Western Electric, Genelex,
Telefunken, Mullard, Amperes, Siemens, RCA,
Sylvania, etc. Selected and matched. (801)224-4809,4v
(801) 224-6059. e-mail: ib-tubes@mcrne .
NEW TAI)DEO DIGITAL ANTIDOTE 11 signal
processor. We got the patent, now here is the hillblown active version of our groundbreaking technology. Uses analog output of any CD or I)/A. Enjoy the
phase fidelity of analog plus the dynamic range of digital. Only $329.95. (716) 473-9076.
CODA SYSTEM 100 AMPLIFIER, 100W class-A,
mint, warranty, $2850; Mclos SHA-1 preamp, $630;
RoomTunes TunePak, $125. (804) 648-6335, fax (804)
643-4012.
MARTIN-LOGAN MONOLITH Illp. $3500;
Threshold T-400, $3400; Threshold Ta-300, $1500;
Mclos MA-333 Reference, new, $2600; Sony X77ES,
$675; Tice Power Block Series II, $800; AudioQuest
Sterling, 8', $850; AudioQuest Lapis, 2m, 5300; 0.5m,
$150. All mint, best offer. (414) 235-0693.
KRELL REFERENCE 64, $6000 (originally $14,000);
Krell KPS-20i with ST-optical outputs, $5800 (originally $9500). Call Dwight, (503) 669-7952, 6-9pm Rue
lime
KRELL 20T TRANSPORT. ($8300) $4600 OBO.
Rated "Class A" in Fabio's June '96 interview. (408)
439-5570 evt211, or e-maih.lied@nadelphelartrom
SWEET MUSIC —Used hut not abused US Quad
ESL-63s with Arcici stands. Theta DS Pre Gen.11I,
Meta Research (Goldmund) CI) transport Contact
phone/fax (910) 392-3277 anytime
INFINITY GAMMA SYSTEM, excellent condition,
original packing„ spare drivers, $4000. Call Gary, (316)
775-1368.
KRELL KPA PHONO STAGE with power supply,
$1000; Sonus Faber Electa Amators with matching
wood stands, $3500. (316)775-1368.
GRYPHON DM 100, (513,900) $5301}, Gryphon
Electra preamp line-stage, ($9750) $4900. Call Rich,
(801) 582-8623.
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SPECTRAL DMA-150 POWER AMPLIFIER, never
turned on, $5500; Spectral 1)MA-180 power amplifier,
absolute latest, $5500; Spectral DMC-20 Mk.11 balanced preamplifier, $5000; Spectral Studio Reference
Processor 2000, $4900; Genesis Digital Time Lens,
$1400; Goldmund Mimesis 36 transport, $9500; MIT
Z Stabilizers, MIT Z Center, and MIT Z power-amp
conditioners; MIT 850 bi-amp bi-wire 10' speaker
cables; MIT 850 balanced and single-ended 3m interconnects; MIT 850 balanced 15m interconnect; PAC
Super IDOS, as new, $350; Plinius SA-250 power amp,
latest, $4000; Townshend Seismic Sinks, call; Active
Vibraplane with pump, latest; Shakti Stones, $175. All
items in mint condition. Please call (314) 434-3252. No
calls after lOpm GST
KRELL CD-DSP with remote, mint, upgradeable,
$1600. Frank (602) 840-2741.
CARY AUDIO DESIGN 805 monoblocks, $4500;
Cary SLP-94 preamp, $1200; Swans Allure loudspeakers. $.3500; Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.2 DAC, $3500;
Straight Wire Virtuoso interconnects and speaker cable,
1m. 4m, and 5' bi-wire speaker cable, $1000. Whole
system for $13,000. Tat (860) 651-0080.
BacW 802-2 WITH BASS ALIGNMENT, $2100;
North Creek Crossover (802s), $500; 2sets 3' XLO-5
speaker cables. $140 each; OptiLink Pro, lm, $70. Bill,
(773) 506-2711.
DUNLAVY SC-IV, special cherry finish, AudioPoints,
$3995; Levinson No38S, $3250; Levinson No.332,
$3995; all mint with manuals. TARA Ref. G2 speaker
cable, 12', 1250. (804) 378-3786.
MIT/SPECTRAL MI-500SG CVT SHOTGUN interconnects with WSTs, 2m, ($2000) $485 OBO; 20',
($5600) $1300 OBO; Maestro speaker, 25', ($1600)
$585 0130; interconnect, 2.5m, ($538) $225: Philips
CDV487 laserdisc/CD/digital transport with RCA digital out, ($800) $250 OBO plus free L1)s. (352) 3365984; 24-hourfa; (352) 371-4542; e-mail 39688@afiLom

HI
Fl
'97
HOME DILATER IL
SPECIALTY AUDIO

HI-FI '97

The Home
Theater ed
Specialty
Audio Show

May 28-29, 1997
(Press &Trade)
May 30 —June 1,1997
(Open to the Public)
At The

Westin St Francis,

San Francisco
Attend exciting workshops and seminars. View the hottest
of new and established lines. Meet the
best product trainers. FREE trade preregistration!
•Meet hundreds of the world's top
designers and factory representatives.
•Experience the latest innovations.
•See and hear more equipment than
you could in ayear of store visits.
•Meet and talk with Stereophile and
Guide to Horne Theater editors, writers,
and industry luminaries.
•Enjoy 28 hours of live music.
•Consumer tickets now on sale.
•For tilt' Trade:

For more information, call
(505) 982-2366, or fax (505) 989-8791.
Potential exhibitors should call
Ken Nelson, Nelson 8, Associates, at
(914) 476-3157 •Fax (914) 969-2746
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FORSELL AIRBEARING 11 (Class A, Stcreophik
October 1996) transport, ($10,000) $4700; Thiel CS5i,
($14.700) $8900; ARC Reference 600 amps, $23,500.
(310) 831-4675, fax (310) 831-4689.
AUDIOMECA MEPHISTO CD transport, mint,
$1700 OBO; NHT SuperZero, mint, $75; Audio Alchemy I)I)S II transport, mint, $225 OBO; 2 pairs
AudioQuest Topaz, 3m, $40/pair. Doug, (719) 6343251, leave missave
TOP HAT" TOP HAT': world's most effective tube
damper! A must for preamps, power amps, tube converters. Call/write for details. Also distributed: EarMax,
Morch toncarms, Verdict turntable, Monopoles," and
more by Audio Advancements, Box 100, Lincoln Ririe, NJ
07035. (201) 633-1151.
MIT MI-1750 Plus Il speaker cable, 8', 36" tails, ideal
for stand-mounted speakers, ($695) $450. Call Stan,
(630) 898-4196 anytime.
DAY SEQUERRA FM REFERENCE, $2995;
Essence Amethyst 10A Reference. $7500, mint. (219)
831-2984 before lOpm EST
DIVORCE SALE: Too many items to list Brands are
Krell, Martin-Logan, Counterpoint, Audio Alchemy,
Panasonic, Straight Wire, and Ultrasystems. All offers
taken. (954) 389-5744 home, (954) 383-8342.
AUDIOSTATIC ES-600 four-panel system. Two fullrange electrostatic panels and two matching electrostatic subwoofers. Piano-gloss black in excellent condition, ($10,000) $3900. Lany, (773) 271-3887
EASTERN AUDIO: Select top-quality used high-end
components—ARC, B&W, Cary, C-J, Counterpoint,
Denon, EAD, KEF, Krell, Micromega, McIntosh,
Pioneer Elite, Sonic Frontiers, Snell, Threshold, Wadia,
and much more. Call (718)961-8256 for complete inventory list, or visit our showrooms m 133-02 41 Rd, Flushire NY
PROAC RESPONSE 3, walnut, $2650. (313) 46212 9

Strai dit Talk...nw 36

Year.

"One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"
AUTHORIZED DEALER
We mock 106 bread. of Audio/Video and Car
Stereo, only • few Moen in America can
make Una Maternent and virtually
all of tut re located in college

MERIDIAN DSP6000 ($17,000), current software,
plus 602 Meridian Cl) transport ($2600). Asking
$9500 for both. Call Ben, (714) 459-8781.
CELESTION SL700 speakers and stands, B&K S-140
customized mono amps; great condition. Call Martin
Mathison, (505) 898-7853.
TRADE-IN SALE: Alón 2, black, ($2300) $1350;
Celestion SL600, ($1800) $595; Epos ES 14. mahogany, ($1695) $795; Epos E522. cherry, ($2495)
$1295; Linaeum LS1000, ($1195) $495; Platinum
Solo, rosewood, ($1995) $1395; PSB Stratus Silver,
gloss, ($1500) $695; Audible Illusions S120, ($1795)
$995; OCM 500, ($2795) $1795; Parasound HCA
1200 II, ($1200) $625; Threshold S300 Stasis A/AB,
($2895) $1295; Cary CD300 with HDCD, ($2695)
$1795; Creek CD60, ($1250) $695; Micromega Tdac,
($1195) $595; Pink Triangle Ordinal, ($1795) $695;
Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.2, ($5295) $3250;
Townshend, ($1600) $975; Wilson Benesch Act 1
tonearm, ($1995) $1195. Audio Connection, 615
Bloomfield Ave, Verona, NJ 07044. (201) 239-1799, fax
(201) 239-1725.
VINYL LOVERS! STOP UNWANTED STYLUS
WEAR! The Lift" is here. It raises the tonearm at
record's end. Now you won't have to iush to get up from
the sweet spot. Flawless in performance —every tonearm needs aLift" Manufactured in the USA by Eyes
Machin* (408) 288-7237 win; (408) 288-7238 fax.
wwwcyressmachinirecom © 1996. Free T-shirt offer!!
LEVINSON NO23, $3000; Wadia WT-2000, X64.4, $3500; Celestion S600, $1000; Muse 18, $1800;
Tice Blocks, Titans, $550 each; VAC PA-90C, $3500;
ARC SP9 Mk.II, $1500; Ariston RD-90, SME 4,
Carnegie 1, $1400; Lexicon CP-3 THX, $2000; Snell
Surround Speakers (2 subwoofers), $3000; 4 Soundstream 200W THX, $1600; KEF 1052, $1600; 2
Bryston 4Bs, $600 each; Bryston 11, $800. (207) 5673219, lorinh@aol.com

Audio, Video & Home Theater Specialists

THE SOUND CONCEPT
Upstate
New York's
Exclusive
Dealer For

lown• adjacent to
hi-tech Univernues

Acurus
Adcom
a/d/s
Alon
Alpine
Aragon
Atlantic Tech
Audio Control
AudioQuest
BikK
Bell'oggetti
Cal Audio Lab
Celestion
CWD
Denon
Dunlavy
Esoteric
Forte
Haller
Infinity
Kimber Kable
KEF
Klipsch
Lexicon
Mirage
Mitsubishi
Monster Cable
NAD
NEAR

Nakamichi
Nues Audio
Onlcyo
Ordcyo Integra
Panamax
PS Audio
PSB
Rock Solid
Sanos
Sennheiser
Sharp Video
Signet
Snell
Sony
Sony ES
Sound Anchor
Straight Wire
Sunfire
Tara Labs
Target
Threshold
VTL
Yamaha...
47 More at
KIEF'S Box 2

THIEL •MARK LEVINSON
KINERGETICS •MAGNEPAN
SOUNDWAVE
WILSON AUDIO
AERIAL ACOUSTICS
ACURUS •ARAGON
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
AUDIO RESEARCH •AUDIOQUEST
BANG á OLUFSEN •CHIRO
LEXICON •MAGNUM DYNALAB
NAD •NILES •PROCEED
PROTON •PSB •RC AUDIO
THETA •VIDIKRON

Lawrence, KS 66016

12 Shomomm
M.T.W-T I
06,,F-S 10a
-m-6pm

A LI 1)1()/v is)I:c)
913-842-1811

2314 Monroe Ave. /Rochester, NY 14618
Monday-Friday Noon-9 /Saturday 10-5

716-442-6050
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MUSE DAC2 I)/A, mint, ($2000) $1050; BAT VK-60
amp, mint, ($4500) $3050; BAT V1C5 preamp, mint,
($4000) $2800; Sonic Frontiers 5E0)-1 Cl) player,
Stem ,phile Class A (October 1996), $2850; WireWorld
Eclipse speaker cables, 3m pair, sep. bi-wired, ($2275)
$995. (512) 335-6019.
McINTOSH 240, $1400; COI)A 02 preamp, $7130.
(541) 488-5576.
NAIM 135 MONOBLOCKS, mint, 12450. (516)
626-7534.
JOULE ELECTRA "MARQUIS" VZN-103 Mk.11
OTL single-ended monoblock power amplifier,
110Wpc, rare and unique, ($8000) $4450. Klync
7PX3.5FI phono preamp with balanced output, dead
quiet. ($4450) $2450. Both six months old. (205) 8778442.
DUN LAVY SC-1V. special cherry finish, AudioPoints,
$4495; Levinson No.332, $3995; Levinson No.38S,
$3250; all mint with manuals, (804) 378-3786.
JADIS 1)MPC phono stage, ($4500) $2300; BEL 1001
Mk.1, $695; Krell KPA phono stage, ($3200) $995;
Reference Line Preeminence One, balanced, ($1895)
$895. Credit cards okay. Dean, (409) 878-2308.
FORSELL DAC Mk.1, ($6500) $2400; Audio Alchemy DTI•Pro, $450; ARC CI)T-1, $1900; DAC 120
Mk.II, $1500; Reference 600, $23k; AudioWorks, 2m,
XLRs, ($1300) $299; Thiel CS-5i, rosewood, ($14,700)
$8500 (shipping included); Cardas Gold Five, 1
/m,
2
RCAs, ($440) $185; Discovery Signature, 8, spades,
($750) $299; Aural Symphonies Optimism, 2m, AT&T,
($600) $225. Serious buyers only. Wanted: MFA, Bruce
Moore. (310) 798-5671, fax (310) 798-5681. hellobrian
@aolcom
METAPHOR 5 SPEAKERS, cherrywood, ($3450)
$2450; Sunfire amp, ($2200) $1495; Anthem Pre-1
preamp, ($1500) $1095. All mint with boxes/manuals.
(603) t95-71X0. EST

r
"...the

most spatially realistic two-speaker playback
he heard".

•.•

It certainly
qualifies
for some
kind of
best-buy

PS AUDIO LAMBDA transport, ($2100) $1300; Cello
8.1 I)/A (ser. *51210E), latest, one of world's best,
($7700) $4300; Audio Alchemy VRE, $555; Cal v2.0,
$300; MIT (3) M1-330 HE series II, 2m, RCAs, ($400)
$250 each; MIT MH-750 bi-wire, 10', ($1075) $600;
Reference Line Preeminence One-B, balanced,
($2450) $1099; Reference Line DSL, 1m, XLRs, $200;
0.5m. $100; Cello Performance II, ($25k) $19k. Serious
buyers only. Wanted: MFA, Bruce Moore. (310) 7985671, fax (310) 798-5681.
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE 2A, piano black with custom Sound Anchors, $2100; Sonic Frontiers SFD-1
DAC, $1100; Sonic Frontiers SFP-1 phono preamp,
$700; Oracle Delphi Mk2 with Zeta arm, AQ cartridge, $600. All mint with original packing. Call (718)
225-8950.
PROAC 3.0 SPEAKERS, walnut, good condition,
boxed, will ship, $2950. Melos 402 Gold mono amps,
excellent, boxes, will ship, ($7000) $3250. Call (619)
789-4880 Rest Coast).
NAIM NAC82, $2200; Nairn Hi-Cap, $500 (old
style). (212) 889-8082 lefire lOpm EST
MAGNEPAN MG Ma's, $900; Adcom 565 monoblock pair, $1000; Sony X77ES, $600; Theta Data II
LD/CD transport, $875; Sumo Athena preamp, $250.
(941)795-2490 telifax.
MARTIN-LOGAN SEQUEL II, black, ($3200)
$1400; NBS Signature, balanced, 10', ($2600) $1000;
NBS Signature, balanced, 2m, ($1600) $700; Transparent Music Wave Super, 8', ($1100) $600; Cardas
Hesdink, balanced, I
m, ($500) $250; XLO Signature
3.1 phono, Ins, ($650) $250; Goertz M1 copper, 8', 2
pairs, ($400 each) $200 each. Call John, (717) 530-1224
after 8pm.
THIEL CS12s, amberwood, $625; Genesis Genre II,
$295; TARA Master interconnect, 6m, $100. Bill (518)
798-6558 InjOn• lOpm EST

GOLDMUND 12, $1500; Nakamichi 1000MB transport, $2200, Theta Gens, balanced, DIA. $2700; Krell
32X, $700; Souther Triquartz, 8700; CAT Reference,
$1600; Signature, $2200; Jadis JPL, $3200; Krell KST100, $1200; KRC, $2900; Sony XBR-PRO, 32", $2000,
local only; Panasonic SV-3500 DAT, 1650; ART, 5',
$350; Straight Wire Virtuoso bi-wire, 10', $950;
Maestro, 10m, RCA, $450; Acrotec 2010, 1.5m, RCA,
$250; XL0 Reference, 2.5m RCA, 2m XLR, $200; 25'
RCA, $450; 18' RCA, $350; MIT balanced ProLine II,
lm, $350. (718) 692-3926.
AIR TIGHT ATM 3, original owner, $6000/pair. (619)
751-1552.
SONIC FRONTIERS ULTRAJ1TTERBUG ($699),
TransDAC ($599). Both brand new, $875. Many, (770)
587-9270.
REVIEWER CLEANS HIS CLOSET: Avalon Ascents, all updates; Hannonix treatment, perfect condition, open and closed grillecovers. Cardas umbilical and
latest C.ardas internal harness, olive finish: $8000 (prefer NY tri-state local). CAT SL1 Reference, just back
from factory, NOS Telefunkens, $850. Melos CDT II,
factory update, fresh tubes, $750. AA 12(11•Pro 32,
$650. AA DST powered digital datalink, $50. Original
MIT Z-1 Stabilizer (white box), $250. 5.5m XL0
Reference, RCAs, $250. All plus shipping. E-mail
fDScull@aol.com. (E-mail address for this sale only)
ACTIVE COMPONENTS: Made-to-order crossovers, subsonic filters, summers, and boost-amps with
optional level controls, for bi-, tri-, and quad-amp configurations. Includes power supply. For brochure:
DeCoursty Engineerim,Lab, 11828 WJerson Blvd, Culver
City, CA 90230. (310) 397-9668, fax (310) 397-8498,
imprhurch@aolrom.
FOR SALE: KRELL 1CSA-250, $3300; Audio Research
LS2B, $1500; Theta Pro Basic II, $1100; Esoteric P-2
transport, $1500. All mint condition. (704) 843-7140

CAL AUDIO LABS
CREEK AUDIOOUEST
EPOS AUDIO ALCHEMY
GRADO AUDIOPRISM
PAC TOTEM BILLY BAGS
TARGET MUSICAL DESIGNS

The Van L. Stage Two is the first production
loudspeaker using the unique ambient recovery
technology developed by Charles McShane.
Available factory direct far alimited time at S899.00 apair
plus s&b. 30 day in home trial, money back guarantee, 5year
manufacturer defect warranty Available exclusively toit...

Mee

Totem Model 1

Cal Audio [ohs (LID

Van L.

Speakerworks
Featuring Products from

•
Adcom .
Apogee •
AudioQuest •
Audio Innovations
•
B&K •
Cardas •
Chicago Audio Group
•
Counterpoint' Esoteric Audio •
Grado
•
DI Labs. Kimber Kable •McCormack. NSM
Pinnacle •PS Audio •
Rogers Spectrum •
Sumiko
•
Taddeo •
Target 'Tice •
Totem •
Van Den Hul
We also offer
•Repairs •Parts* Kits Reconing

312 769 0773
5704

N Western Avenue Chicago, IL 60659
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Creek 4240 SE

Li
Epos ES12

Musical Designs SP-28

HAVE (anew Digiflex Gold I
m539 PA( Super IDOS 5429
AUDIOPRISM Blocklight BEDINI Clarifier 8. Ultra Clarifier .col

/W AUDIOWAVES
Ille finest in affordableWaudio

America's Best Record Rack

The RACKIr" System
(since 1984)

Modular, stackable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free mail order brochure
(please mention Stereophile)

800.510.4/53 P.O. BOX 461 TRINIDAD CALIFORNIA 955/0
PHONE/FAX 707.677.3299 avdiosvoves@oolcom
7/Z

FREE SHIPPING'

Per Madsen Design
(415) 822-4883 •PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188
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"We will even design apiece to your
exact specifications!"
Our

CUSTOM

design department is fast and affordable.
We also offer over 100 stock designs
of unequaled quality.

PRO-41
Entertainment

Center
The top of the line of
our PRO Audio/Video
rack family. Holds up
to a40" screen TV.

I-Beam
Audio/Video Racks
strong and very
rigid. Available with glass
or laminated shelves.

MAGNAN SIGNATURE INTERCONNECT and
speaker cables"... transcend what the cable state of the
art has heretofore even suggested." plus high praise for
the Type Vi —Peter Moncrieff in IAR Hotline 1992/93
cable survey. For information, call or fax Magnan Gibbs,
Camarillo, CA, (805) 484-9544.
WAD1A 27, ($8500) $6250; Wadia WT20005, $3000;
Audio-Matiere Equilibre, ($8995) $5995; Audio Physic
Virgo. birdseye maple, ($5700) $3995. All mint, less
than Iyear. (212) 225-2678.
JMLA13 ALCOR SPEAKERS, ($10,500) $4900;
N.E.W. I)CA 66 11/96, ($3000) $1900; Purist Colossus Rev.A speaker, vert. hi-wire, 3m, spades, ($2500)
$950; TARA RSC Gen2 digital interconnect,
AES/EBU, ($400) $175. All in excellent condition.
'limy, (412) 492-0418.
CODA #11 100Wpc class-A with full warranty,
$2900; Angstrom 200 Dolby Pro-Logic decoder,
$2500. Contact Mark, (423) 531-3470.
NBS PROFESSIONAL INTERCONNECT, 6',
RCA, ($3750) $1875 080; NBS Statement interconI
wet, 6', RCA, ($7500) $3750 OBO. Almost new. (818)
585-2228.
INFINITY PRELUDE COMPOSITION SPEAKERS, ($3400) $1995; Audio Research LS7 preamplifier,
($1500) $895; Sonic Frontiers Signature phono stage,
($1700) $995; Linn LP12 (Valhalla, Trampoliit Basic
Plus, K1811), $1495; Micromega Stage 2 CI) player,
($1050) $695. All prices finn. (510) 521-3561.
DYNACO STEREO-80 TUBE AMP less than 25
hours playing time, mint condition, box, manual, warranty, ($1700) $1200 OBO plus shipping. Call (804)
239-5858.
GYRODECS successor, the state-of-the-art Michell
Orbe, SME V arm, and Blue Oasis cartridge. All mint.
$4750 plus UPS. (519) 836-8339 brjrny 9inn EST
McINTOSH MR78, $975: MC 2205, $1100; C31V,
$825. (906) 774-0113.

PRO-33
Audio Rack
The ultimate in audio
rack design. When
columns are loaded rack
weighs up to 300 lbs
before components are
installed.

...AND THE
OTHER HALF
WENT INTO
THE TUITION

Custom

Speaker Stands
Designed to add to the
impact that your audio
system deserves.
Sold in pairs.

•Seel
-Glues
•Stone
•limmated
Veneers

ATMA-SPHERE MA-2 MONO AMPLIFIERS,
excellent condition. Matched pair with extra set of triode tubes. Can ship in original boxes. New factorysealed Audio Research LS-2 II. $8500 for all, or will sell
separate. (601) 323-4001.
BOSE 901 SERIES VI, EQ. stands, 3 months,
($1499+) $750; Yamaniura Millenium 5000 RCAs,
($995) $435; SOTA M000nbeam ($449), clamp
($50), $275. (908) 789-4718 EST
YOU KNOW YOU WANT TO CALL! We are tubeproduct specialists. Call. No dealer? Call. Alón, AMC,
Anthem, AR, Audio Research, Cary, Hales, MS, Swans.
Townshend, more! Ali:."01141Tulw• Audio, (602) 921-9961.
http://ountvddrompuseme.rontileornqurgeila.-.tubtuudio
AUI)10 RESEARCH VT130 AMI', ($5500) $3950;
MIT ProLine cable, 2m, balanced, ($575) $375; MIT
MH-750 hi-wire speaker cable, 8', ($995) $575;
AudioTruth Diamond 3X cable, L5m, balanced, list,
($1380) $695. Alan Firellláll, (847) 949-3971.
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS DELTA transport and
Alpha D/A processor. New Sovtek tubes in October.
Also including Transparent Audio Premium balanced
digital interconnect. Mint condition with boxes and
manuals. Selling as a package. Asking $1700. Randy,
(319) 359-3862.
COUNTERPOINT DEMO SALE. All products
with new warranty. DA1OA I3/A converter with
DA 10AAD20 card and HDCI) card, $1700; 1)A10A
D/A converter with 1)AIOAAD20 card only, $1400;
NPS200 100Wpc power amp, $1900. NPS400
200Wpc power amp, $2650; SA1000 preamp, $775;
SA31100 preamp, $1325; Solid 2a power amp, $1600.
Also JBL HT/THX system, $1395. Call Hiti House,
(800) 990-HIFI, 1001 Sussex Blvd, Broonuill, PA 19008.
JOULE ELECTItA PRO #163, $2850; Bryston 78-ST,
$3750, 12-96; Von Schweikert VR 4-5, cloth, black,
$4350. Call (803) 327-4849 anytime.

•Selection
'Design

WADIA 20 TRANSPORT, $2400; Spectral 1)MA150, $5300; Spectral DMA-180, $4700. Joe, (415) 6651608.

Be sure to visit your local stocking dealer
and browse through our new 75-page
catalog of audio/video furniture.
And contact us today for copies of our
detailed newsletter.
CA 93003

805/644-2185
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ROWLANI) 5 AMP, $2000; Theta 1)ata II. $1200;
DPA I)/A, $600; Green Mountain Diamante II speakers, $2800 OBO. (602) 840-5075.

Stabiliity
y

:R igid t

4I47-A Transport St. •Ventura,

THETA 1)5-PRE GEN.! (with built-in preamp), in
original box, mint, $1375. (914) 238-4107

NEW! Revolutionary single-driver loudspeakers from
the company that astounded reviewers with its state-ofthe-an yet affordable Cl) players and cables. Possibly
the only phase-coherent loudspeakers with accurate
bass response! Full line with prices starting at $2200.
Hearing is believing. No-obligation in-home audition.
For information on afull range of phase-coherent CI)
players, cables, and loudspeakers, phone, fax, or write
Daniels Audio Cuporarion, 1001 N. H !Any, Oak Park,
IL 60302. (708) 383-3230.k (708) 383-3319 phone. On
the
unow.danielsaudio.com .

.11*

/.

FUND.

NOS TUBES —MULLARI) EL34, EL37, ELM,
CV4004/12AX7, MO-Valve KT88, Genelex 1CT66,
Telefunken E88CC/6922/CCa, ECC82/12AU7,
Siemens CCa/7308, Valvo EL.34. RFT, Sylvania, RCA,
and many more brands to choose from. All tubes
specifically chosen for audio applications. Premium
matching available upon request. Mark, (609) 390-4454
(phone), (609) 390-4855 (24-hour)4.

Abe

we

Superbly
performing products.
Sensibly priced.
A RCHIVE AUDIO
Columbus, Ohio
614-237-5699
e-mail: kirk@ca-net.pvt.k12.oh.us
Eagle 'Coda •Von Schweikert•Chapman•Music Metre

Fax: 805/644-0434 •E-mail: billy@ hillybags.com

Reference Line •Minnesota Audio Labs. Golden Flutes

http://www.billybags.com

NEW. •Diapason •Audio Magic •Bright Star

ENCORE PYRAMID 1processor, $2600 OBO. Call
(615) 297-2125.
AFFORDABLE JITTER-FREE SOUNI)! Our Basic
Player ($549) and the Reference One transport ($649)
have tnade Bound for Sound's "Components of Merit"
list. Jitter-reducing updates and kits also available.
Dealer inquiries welcome. GSFei)TrarcsJàrms, (602) 6501155. E-mail Trattlànneaoliorn
CARY 300SE OIL, $2200; SLP94 OIL phono, $1550;
CD300 OIL, $1300; TAI) 4001 drivers, $750 each;
Pass Aleph P, Aleph 12, dedicated speaker system,
($23,500) $15,000. (801) 226-1018.
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MICHIGAN —ANN ARBOR — ACCUTRONICS. Upgrade your system profitably! Unique trade-in
allowance program offered toward audiophile system
purchase. Lines include: PmAc, Cary, Alén, Symphonic Line, Accuphase, McCormack, Micromega,
Golden Tube, Castle, JMIab, Parasound, CE.C.,
Creek, JoLida. February Special: Accuphase DP55 Cl)
player, $2995 (demo with warranty). (313) 332-0404.
E-mail: Amanneumich.ahe .

KRELL MDA-500, $6200; Studio D/A, ($4000)
$1650; PS Audio Ultralink, $680; Micmineku T-Drive,
($1800) $850; Audio Research D70, $950; SPI I, $2450;
LS2B, $1600; 1.32, $1400; LS5 II, $2500; Classic 150,
$4700; Classic 60 balanced, $1900; Classé 25, $1950;
Power Wedge 116, $390; Quicksilver preamp, $500:
Quad 57, $750; CAL Audio Aria III Cl) player, ($2400)
$1100; Mark Levinson No33 mono, new, $22,000.
(909) 627-3869.

LEVINSON NO31 TRANSPORT, mint, warranty,
original packing, $4000. (415) 948-0286.

AMPEX AG440 TUBE AMPLIFIER; Altec, Apogee;
ARC DI50, 1)160, SP3A1, SP6CI; Audiodyne; BEL
2002; David Berning new Output-Transformerless Zero
Hysteresis (ZH) 270; Bryston 10B; Cardas; Cambridge
SWI; Cello Suite; Classé Dlt25; Day-Sequerra FM-1;
Electrovoice 30" subwoofer, Enter SW-1; Faroudja
NTSC/VHP-N; Fosgate 3; OTL-VNCP2;JBL B380/
BX63A; Klipschorn Walnut, KSA-100S; (4) KBL/KPA
Dual-Balance; Langevin 259S; ML2, ML6B, LNCV2;
LPI2; MC275 MILII/(22 Mk.11 (NIB), MPI-4, MR71; Meridian 602; Nakamichi T-100; NHS; P.A.1).;
Muse 70013/D500/ 4000/5000; Pioneer 5E500/700/
850; Quad II, ESL 33/303, 22, FM66, FMI/2; Revox
13790/795; ESR-6; SAE Mk.V1 A/B; SFD-2 Mk.I/11;
Souther Linear; Spectral DMCIO/MCR; Tandberg
TD-20A-SE 15ips; Tammy Monitor Gold LSU-HF 158factory crossover cabinet, Tektronix 570; Soundlab A1; 3M-1052; Orkin 245F/516EC, 1000 LPs. Best offer.
(408) 737-2980,Jav (408) 735-1426.

OCOS SPEAKER CABLE, 10', 13' hi-wired pair, $275.
(415) 948-0286.
CROSBY-ENTEC NUMBER-CRUNCHER D/A,
$1500. (415) 948-0286.
ROWLAND AMP 2, $3000 plus shipping; Rowland
Pre Synergy, $3000 plus shipping, Both in pristine condition. (516) 724-7386.
ARAGON 4004 Mk.11 amp, $1100; Aragon Aurum
preamp, 51000; Denon 1)P-61F turntable with cartridge (never used), $350. Original cartons, manuals,
condition. (561) 335-8502.
KRELL KSA-150; Conrad-Johnson MV125 (extra
tubes); Audio Alchemy DTI Pro 32 (new); Chario
Academy 3Jr. (new); Transparent digital interconnects,
1111 (3). Boxes and manuals, priced for quick sale. Call
Skip, (904) 725-1008, 6pm-8pni M-I; 9am-6pm Sat.-Sun.
EST
ACURUS A-250, $475; Acurus L-10, $340. Both
excellent with boxes and manuals. Dave, (909) 6991156.
TRANSPARENT SUPER BI-WIRE SPEAKER
CABLE, 20' pair, as new, ($3203) $1600; Transparent
premium spade jumpers, ($165) $95. Brand-new Madrigal CZ G2L interconnects, two 1m XLR pairs, ($500)
$375 each OBO. Tim, (806) 756-4425 belOre lOpm CS7:
KLYNE 7PX3.5, latest phono stage, ($4000) $2100;
Adcom GFA-253L, 3/4 channel, $350; XLO 3a phono
cable, $225; Purist Maximus, 8m, XLR, $400. All
OBO. (703) 573-7963.
THE BEST SELECTION of audiophile-quality kits in
North America. Tube line-stages, phono stages, and
amplifiers, power supplies, line conditioners, and more.
Great selection of conmonents from manufacturers like:

AMPLIFIERS: KRELL K5A-150, $2475; Classé IS,
$1600; CODA 10, $1300; Hailer 9300, ($1250) $525.
Preamplifiers: Audio Research LS3B, $1250; Classé 5L,
($2100) 51150. Grundig T9000 tuner, ($1200) $550;
Aragon 1)2A II DAC, ($1600) $650; AudioQuest
C;reen speaker cables, 10', ($600) $225. Interconnects:
TARA Labs Master balanced, Int, $210. Cardas:
Quadlink balanced, Im, $120; 300B, 05m, $50; 30013
digital, 0.5m, $30. (408) 227-4567
GENESIS SPEAKERS, 1M5200 monitors, Servo 10
subwoofcr spikes, Target stands, 14' interconnect, all,
$875. Townshend HI) sink, $295; latest Mango FR8.8
interconnect, $295. Dave, Alaska, (907) 465-5276 wivhdays, (907) 586-2843 evenings/weekends.
CLASSE M700 monoblock amplifiers, ($6990) $4250;
Classé 6preamplifier, ($2995) $1750 in mint condition.
(520) 760-0742.

ELNA, MultiCap, Hovland, InfiniCap. Solen, WIMA,
Caddock, Mills, Holco, VA1C, Svedana, Golden
Dragon, Tesla, Ram Labs, WBT, KimIxt, Cardas, Vampire, 1)11 Labs, Alps, and Noble. Enclosures, books, and
other supplies for DIYers. International orders welcome. Catalog, $12 US and Canada, $18 international,
refunded with purchases over $200. Visa and MasterCard accepted. Welborne Labs, PO. Box 260198, Littlaon,
CO 80126. (303) 470-6585, fax (303) 791-5783. More
inlOmultion on the 144•IN wwwavelbonielabs.wm .

CLASSÉ CA 400 AMP, $3550; Music Metre Silver
interconnect, 15m, XLR, $275; BAT VK-5 preamp,
$2600 plus shipping. Call (219) 264-9495.

PROCEED PltE PREAMP, as new, $1600; Muse 100
amp, 100Wpc, $450; Alchemy Cl) transport. $125;
Dik,t.al Decoding Engine vil, S150. Jercy, (713) 5006217 days.

REFERENCE LINE PREEMINENCE AMPLIFER,
$3000. Call (615) 297-2125.

MONARCHY 22A dual 20-bit DAC, ($980) $475;
Magnum MPI60 and MF160 amplifiers, ($1500) $850.
(708) 302-1822.
AFFORDABLE AUDIO, CULVER CITY, California. Dealer for Arrant, Rega, Spendor, Ruark,
Myryad, Creek, Epos, Grado, and other fine brands.
Now, exclusively at our store, Nancy Bryan's new
direct-to-disc 45rpm record, and the stunning Fidelis
Audio triode modification for the JoLida tube integrated amplifiers. Call for information, (310) 558-0716;
httplinivimnaconixorni -.eau .
CLEAN AC: THE FINEST AC line conditioner, available now with surge and spike protection as well as
increased RF filtering. Combined expertise of Jack
Bybee and John Curl. The Bybee/Curl Signature
model has 8outlets. Only $795 with 30-day moneyback guarantee. To order, call (800) 965-H I
FL See R
Magazine. issues 8and 10, for complete reviews. Dealer
and overseas inquiries invited.
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HANI)MADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire. Teflon insulation, Cardas silver/rhodium connectors. Low-capacitance, low-inductance design. Interconnects, $150/
meter pair, speaker cable, $100/running meter. Moneyback guarantee. 1)on't pay more! (770) 457-8748 b.:(On•
10pm EST

WE OFFER PERFECT CONI)ITION WITH
WARRANTY. Amu-Sphere, Audio Research, Cary,
C-J, Krell, L.winson, MBL, MIT, NUS, Proceed, Sonic
Frontiers, Transparent, Wadia, and many more high
end-components. Call for inventory list. (718) 9618842, fax (718) 886-9530. High End Audio.
TUBE SPECIALIST—UPSCALE AUDIO sells the
latest tube components and has the largest and finest
inventory in the US of rare NOS tubes f
Telefimken, Amperex, Mullard, etc. No counterfeits
Quality testing featuring a$21,000 Spectral 1)yannics
FFT Analyzer. Nifty Gritty machines, one of the largest
dealers. Factory blem specials on many components.
(909) 931-9686 PST untkvalpsraleaudio.iom/he.
SOUN1)LAB Ais with Toroidal and wings/Fourier
Panthere 200W Triode Monopacluge, $13,500; Audio
Research LS3BR (Class A in Simvphile VoLI4, No.10) preamp, $1600; Theta DS Pre Gen.11 (1)/A with preamp),
$1450; JSE Infinite Slope 1.8 speakers, $700; Respons
Speakers with industry update, $1700. Rob (312) 44°9199.

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER NETWORKS for biamping and subwoofcrs. High performance solid-state
and vacuum tube. Kits also available. Write for free catalog or check our Web page. Marchand Eleanntics,
Box 473, Winter, NY 14580. Phone (716) 872-0980, fax
(716)872-1960. E-mail: info@manhandeleccom ;Honieme:
http://uninitinarchandela.com .
PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices! mn .
MultiCaps, InfiniCaps, HovLind, SCR, Black Gate. Flu.
Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, Hideo, Mills, Yanumura,
etc. capacitors and resistors. All types audio connectors,
chassis wires, custom cables, Alps, Noble, MU ), Ilexfred
diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes, vibration damping
sheets and isolators, Deflcx panels, hospital-grade AC
connectors, tools, accessories, free catalog! Michael Perry,
Box 526, hkmess, Cl 94937 (415) 669-7181, fax (415)
669-7558.
MICHIGAN'S HIGH-END and USED EQUIPMENT SALE. McCormack DNA.5 Deluxe, $1150;
DNA Mono Deluxe, $3250; Micro Amp, $725; Micro
Line, $490; Micro Phone, 54(8); Nains 82 with Hi-Cap
and phono, $2650; Jadis DPL, $2400; Klyne SK5A,
$795; Kimber 8TC, 8', $110; Duntech Ambassador,
$1500; New: Audio Magic, Bel Canto, Benz-Micro,
C.E.C, Ensemble, Classé, Graham, Marantz, McCormack, NHT, Parasound, Pink Triangle, Revox,
Von Schweikert, Wilson Benesch. 723 S. Westneds,%;
Kalamazoo, MI 49007 (616) 384-5787
AUDIO RESEARCH 1)90 TUBE AMR Sovtek
6L6WGC, low hours. New factory output capacitors.
$795. (812) 853-5530.
NEW! BREAKTHROUGH SPEAKER PADS expand tonal range, add clarity, optimize full-range reproduction, protect surfaces from spike holes, damp distortion-causing vibration, niaximnize coupling. $7.95$69.95. Klein Tali Systems, 4262 Norchlake Blvd, lidin
Beach Gardens, FL 33410. (407) 863-2198,52x (407) 8459844. Dealers welcome!
MUSE 100 AMPLIFIER, ($1300) $700; Adcom GFP
preamp, ($799) $400. Both $1000 0110. ROMMI, (847)
465-0715 after 6pm.
LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES: Adroit', B&O,
Bryston, B&W, Carver, C-clestion, Citation, Classe,
Definitive, Denon, Dynaudio, HK, KEF, Lexicon,
Luxman, Mirage, Nakamichi, NHT, Onkyo, Polk,
Pioneer Elite, Rotel, Sunfire, Tandberg, Thiel, Velodyne, Wadia, Wilson, many, many more. Shipping
throughout the world. Incorporated 1964. NMI'S.% ble,
(770) 772-7700.
ACURUS A-250, $475; Arum L-10, $340. Both
excellent with boxes and manuals. Dave, (909) 6991156.
KRELL KSA-300 AMP with remote, like new, warranty cards, manual, original packaging, ($9500) $5450
OBO. Steven, (941) 955-5043, fix (941) 366-6155.
QUAI) ESL-63s with Arcici stands, $2300, mint condition. HM V
,(
404) 344-4145; e-rnail andra(minibprieunn
FOR SALE: Al)COM GFA-565 monoblocks, $1200;
Infinity Gamma speakers, $3500. (908) 566-4306.

CDs/LPerapes
WANTEI): QUALITY USED CLASSICAL LPs.
Randall Goldman, Box 1, Rancho Mine, CA 92270.
Tel./fix (888) 872-6929.
WANTE1): MUSIC LOVERS! RachnuninofiSociety.
International membership/quarterly newsletter. 1)e/lie S, 5215 W 64th Tar, Prairie Village, KS 662081347
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call Lawrour
OTooli; P.O. Box 138, Bawsvilk NY 12409, phone/fax
(914) 679-1054.
RCA, MERCURY, LONDON, EMI, Melodiya, rarities, jazz, and much more. An astounding selection.
Walter Bolulartim Box 4711, Silver Spring, MD 20914-4711.
Tel. (301) 622-3117, fax (301) 622-7835.
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Want it? - NOW?
You've made your decision.
You've heard the perfect
component for your system.
You want it - NOW!

AUDIO GALLERY

when the music pleases your ears
your soul will dance
SINGLE ENDED
ATMA-SPHERE•
MCCORMACK
AUDIOCRAFT*
ACCUPHASE

money. We can help - now.
The Stereo Trading Outlet pays

PASS LABS
VERITY AUDIO'
NIRVANA AUDIO

SOUND LAB
AUDIO LAB'
JOLIDA"
ANTHEM

One thing is stopping you -

GRAAr
AIR TIGHT'

cash -top dollar guaranteed! -for
used equipment, like yours -and
we pay now. Since 1984, we have

GALLO ACOUSTICS'
MAGNUM AUDIO LTD'

been buying and selling the finest

MEADOWLARK AUDIO"
FOURIER COMPONENTS'

in new and used audio equip-

MASSACHUS
HIGH-END CH

ment.

Why not call now?

IN BEAUTIFUL PICTURESOU
1100 MAIN RO
WESTPORT, MA 02
TEL (508) 636-3400
FAX (5
TOTEM

SOUND IMAGES

C

The Stereo
Trading Outlet

ES*

1-215-886-1650
24 HR FAX 215-886-2171

320 Old York Road
Jenkintown, PA 19046

FURNITURE BY
TARGET. CONTOURS. AND SALAMANDER

MANY MORE PLEASE CALL

Cash Paid for Audio & AV Eqpt.

TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
NEW ENGLAND'S EXCLUSIVE DEALER
MASSACHUSETTS EXCLUSIVE DEALER

WEBSITE-Catalog www.tsto.com
E-Mail tsto@tsto.com

Audio Mart Order Form
RATES: Private, $110 per word; Commercial, $3.85 per word; $154 minimum on all commercial ads. A
word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side. (Telephone and fax
numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads must be prepaid with
order. Visa/MC/AmEx or checks arc accepted. MAIL TO: Stereophde, Classified Ad Department, P.O.
Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327. (Faxed ads are credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads arc due on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which
your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the April 1997 Srerropitile, you must submit
it with payment by February 1, 1997. Ad material that reaches matter deadline will appear in the nest available issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (505)982-1411.
0 Enclosed is payment in the amount of $

for

words.

J Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stertvphile.
LI Iprefer to pay by U Visa U MasterCard U American Express
My card # is

Exp. date

Please run my ad in the following months:
Li General

U CDs/LPs/Tapes

WANT TO BUY FROM SOMEONE WHO LISTENS to the records he sells? Who does the comparison with other pressings in order to recommend the
best available? Who writes the reviews in the catalog?
Someone who's knowledgeable about LK, not someone just taking an order? Then call Better Records.
We'll help you choose the best of the new 180gin reissues and avoid those costly stinkers. Free catalog. (800)
487-8611.
RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90000,
London ffss Bluebacks, Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British
Decca, rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, fax (212) 4960733. Hatvey Gilman, 243 W 76th St, Apt. 111, New York,
NY 10023.

Wanted
WANTED: AMPLIFERS: Accuphase C-222, P-266,
E-303X, E-302, E-204, E-205, E-206; Quad 33, 303.
Call Bons, (847) 332-929Z e-mail baf667@mou.edu
WANTED: BOSE 901, Series Ior II; Pioneer 1980
receiver. Steve, (864) 487-4985.
WANTED: MARK LEVINSON preamps Nos26
and 26s; power amps Nos23 and 23.5. Mr. Choi, (718)
969-1086.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson. MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Superes. Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 fax, Sennie
WANTED: KLIPSCH LA SCALA; ARC SPIO, D79,
1)150, M100; Mark Levinson ML-2, ML-3, ML-6;
Bcdini 10, 15, 25; Sequerra tuner, Quad, Linn; Maranta
1, 2, 9. (818) 241-3344, fax (818)242-4433.
WANTED: TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube
theater amps, corner speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/triaxial speakers, crossovers, tubes. Altec, Electrovoice,
JBL, Jensen, McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther,
Fisher, Heath, Eico, RCA, Tannoy, Leak, Maranta,
Western Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, ConradJohnson, Linn speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar
amplifiers. Sonny Goldkm, 1413 Magnolia Lane Midwest
City, OK 73110. (405) 737-3312, fax (405)737-3355.
WANTED: MICROPHONES by Sony, AKG,
Neumann, Mtec, Western Electric, RCA, etc. Tube
broadcast gear, compressors, equalizers. Mike States,
(907)456-3419.
WANTED: DYNACO 416 AMP. Must operate and
be in excellent condition. Also looking for the add-on
capacitor banks for the same amp. (219) 962-7299 days,
(219) 884-8873 evenies.
HIGHEST CASH for clean, vintage tube equipment,
speakers mentioned in adjoining dealert•collector" ads.
Also good offers on as-is and professional gear. Trading
fairly 25 years. Sound fiteeuments (NY), 1401 Ocean Ave,
Bneklyn, NY 11230. (718) 377-7282, 3-6pm M-E

Signature

Category heading:

JUST ARRIVED: OVER 10,000 CLASSICAL LPs—
vocal and orchestral. Many Japanese, British, and
German imports. Highest prices paid for CDs and LPs.
No collection too large! Classicaljazz, rock, audiophile
(SR/LSC/EMI ASD), more. 150,000 tides in stock.
Free brochure! Prinown Ram! Exchange 20 Titlark. Sr,
Princeton, NJ 08542. (609)921-0881, http.Wwww.preccom

0 Wanted

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

Name

Company

Street
State
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ADVERTISER

INDEX

The Stereophile Advertising Standards
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately described, and arc available
to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson ik Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers,
NY 10705.
Acarian Systems
160
Acoustic Sounds
170,226
Adcom
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Audio Magic
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Audio Research
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Audio Trading Times
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Camelot Technology
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Ensemble
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Esoteric Audio
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Fanfare International .
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234
HCM
190
Happy Medium
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HiFi Buys
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Home Theater Shop
216
Hsu Research
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Joseph Audio
144
JS Audio
226
Kiefs
236
Kimber Kable
94
Krell
68
LAI International
234

Legacy Audio
162
Lyle Cartridges
65
Madrigal
26,40
Magnepan
152
Magnum Dynalab
160
Marantz
195
May Audio
92
MBL of America
102
McCormack
148
McIntosh Laboratories
198
Meret Audio
148
Meridian
86
Mirage
17,19
MIT
4-5
Mondial
52
Monitor
146
Mr. Amplifier
229
Muse Electronics
154
Music Direct
218-219
Musical Design
146
Musical Surroundings . 103,146
NAD Electronics
32
Naim Audio
142
Needle Doctor
184-185
Now Hear This
30
Nuts About HiFi
Overture
Paradigm
Parasound

178
165
10
34

Park Avenue Audio
Parts Connection
Pass Laboratories
Per Madsen Design
PolyFusion
PSB
Reference Audio Video

200
156
111
237
84
80
232

Reference Line Audio
150
Rotel
37
Salamander Designs Ltd ... 224
Shure150
SimAudio
133
Solo Electronics
78
Sonic Frontiers
28-29,46
Sony
20
Sound by Singer
112-113
Sound City
220
Sound Concept
236
Sound Connections
158
Sounder
192
Sound Images
240
Soundings
229
Sound Lab—UT
158
Sounds Like Music
222
Stereo Exchange
208
Stereo Trading Outlet
240
Straight Wire
98
Sunshine Stereo
194,222
Synergistic Research
12
Tand berg
49
TARA Labs
48
Theta Digital
60
Thiel
54,55
Toshiba
56-57
Transparent Audio
82
Ultech Audio
70
Valve Amplification Company ... 2
Van L Speakerworks
237
Von Schweikert Research ... 62
VTL
158
Wadia
243
Woodbridge
186
XL0
154

Subscribe NOW!
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U.
S.& CANADIAN RESIDENTS

U 1year, $35
($2.92 ¡issue)

U 2 years, $60
($2.50/issue)

U 3 years, $75
($2.08/issue)

Call toll-free to order by credit card (800) 444-8908, or mail check, money order
(US dollars only). or credit-card number to: Stereophile. P.O. Box 469027.
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(619) 745-2809
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Larry Archibald

T

he big industry news at this time
of year, of course, is the 'Winter
Consumer Electronics Show, just
completed acouple of weeks ago as I
write these words. More than most, this
WCES presented change and internal
contradiction.
High-end audio had anew "home" in
Las Vegas, the Alexis Park Hotel on Harmon Avenue. As you may remember
from last year's write-ups, the Sahara bilevel complex —our old home —was in
for along-deserved razing and rebuilding.
CES faced abig problem: Vegas is an
awfully tough place for the room-based
exhibits favored by high-end audio; not
because the rooms are the wrong size, but
because exhibits are the wrong contents.
As I've found from afew years in the
show business, hotels are always running
the numbers on apotential piece of business — friendships don't count. At most
hotels the relevant number is room
nights (or "bodies in beds," as the industry so affectionately puts it). Once the
capital investment of building ahotel is
made, the largest determining financial
factor is occupancy multiplied by average
room revenue. When rooms are empty,
hotels go out of their way—by accommodating exhibits and meetings, for
instance — to fill them up. Once rooms
are filled, hotels go out of their way to
raise average room revenue, which
they're able to do nowadays on anationwide basis due to high occupancy rates.
In Vegas, the rooms are already full —
the Golden Nugget, where Stereophile
writers stay, averages 97% year-round
— but there the determining financial
factor is how much the guests gamble.
Products in exhibits don't gamble, so in
general you don't find Las Vegas hotels
being very accommodating to roombased shows. (Compounding the problem is the historical fact that though
CES attendees do gamble, they don't
gamble "enough." Still, they're better
than the COMDEX folks.)
CES did agreat job discovering the
Alexis Park as an alternate. The site had
its problems, as you'll read in our April
issue CES wrap-up, but it was arelaxing
environment with adequate space for
exhibitors. Most important, business
flowed—attendees came, met with exhibitors, saw and heard new products,
242

conducted their affairs. (My only major
gripe wasn't mentioned by most people I
talked to: Half the exhibits were inaccessible to handicapped attendees, with
no accommodation possible. I don't
know how CES gets away with this obvious ADA violation; with awhole year to
prepare for this problem by next year's
Show, there should be some kind of solution. Maybe they're waiting for alawsuit.)

plete job of Show coverage.
The most interesting contradiction,
though, was the super-positive attitude
prevalent throughout the Show. I've
mentioned it before, but 1996 was a
lousy year for consumer electronics.
There have been punk years in the past,
but none that Iremember during which
sales were so consistently down across
the board. Not every single company had
struggled to have agood 1996, but 90%
of the ones Italked to had. Retailers big
Products in exhibits don't
and small had had atough time, with the
High End being the one bright, shining
gamble, so you don't find
light. High-end audio, though, is so small
compared to the total that it can hardly
Las Vegas hotels being
pull the industry along.
very accommodating to
Given that dismal lead-in, it seemed a
minor miracle for everyone to be in
room-based shows.
such agood mood. It must have partly
been the "January anaesthetic" that
Contradictions, though, abounded.
seems to kick in for every Winter CES:
Strong CES supporters had their best
No matter how bad the year's been, the
Show ever, with great attendance.
best part of it has just happened — peoOthers reported strongly lower attend- ple feel better than they do in the sumance, some by as much as athird (which
mer, when business is truly dead.
was our experience in the Stereophile
There must have been more, though.
room). Some attendees loved how reMaybe it was the fact that DVD was out
laxed the new venue was, others hated
in Japan, and could believably be expecthe confusing layout and all the stairs —
ted to arrive in the US in afew months.
not to mention the simple, physical dif(It amazed me last year when Toshiba
ficulty of finding and visiting all rooms.
and RCA/Thomson kept insisting that
Some loved escaping the Sahara, others
DVD really would be launched in
focused on deficient room dimensions
September 1996 when none of the proband construction quality. Some in the
lems delaying that launch had been
trade even missed the always-decried
resolved.) Maybe it was the excitement
"adult video software" people, whose
about Advanced TV, or the proliferation
never-subtle companionship had been
of high-quality, lower-cost projection
transferred from high-end audio (at the
devices (get asubscription to Stereophile
Sahara) to car audio at The Sands
Guide to Home Theater to read all about it,
Convention Center. More serious, there
if you haven't already).
was ageneral feeling that the focus of
Maybe everyone was presciently reabusiness was shifting away from high- lizing that, with astably growing econend audio at the Alexis Park and toward
omy and modestly increasing real inHome Theater at the Hilton.
come, the consumer-electronics buying
The Hilton was ahuge success as alo- public is ready to go on abuying spree
cale for Home Theater. Traffic was great,
now that truly interesting new and betand it seemed as if all available exhibitors
ter products are available. Ieagerly wait
were accommodated. A big, noisy, conto read about what our writers dug up
ventionlike atmosphere isn't nearly as bad
at CES, but Icertainly saw aton of
for video demos as for audio. The only product that, in general, represented
"problem" Iheard of was the unavailbetter quality for less money, accompaability of Hilton hospitality suites for
nied by afew very expensive products
home-theater exhibitors. Most of the
that made absolute advancements.
companies requiring such suites were
We at Stereophile and SGHT will have
cated at Bally's or the Mirage, thus inconour eyes and ears open to let you know
veniencing those of us trying to do acornabout this great stuff.
S
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